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Preface

This dictionary provides a basic vocabulary of terms used in the information
and records management industries. It is ideal for all students of librarian-
ship, information science and related subjects, as well as those working for
the first time in library, archiving, knowledge management, databasing and
research jobs.

Each headword is explained in clear, straightforward English and quotations
from specialist publications show how the words are used in context. There
are also supplements including a list of major library classification systems,
copyright and data protection law, details of book awards and prizes and a list
of helpful resources on the Web.

Many thanks to Diana Dixon for her invaluable help and advice during the
production of this book.



Pronunciation Guide

The following symbols have been used to show the pronunciation of the main
words in the dictionary.

Stress is indicated by a main stress mark ( � ) and a secondary stress mark ( � ) . Note
that these are only guides, as the stress of the word changes according to its position
in the sentence.

Vowels Consonants
� back b buck
ɑ� harm d dead
ɒ stop ð other
a type d� jump
aυ how f fare
aə hire � gold
aυə hour h head
ɔ� course j yellow
ɔ annoy k cab
e head l leave
eə fair m mix
e make n nil
eυ go ŋ sing
�� word p print
i� keep r rest
i happy s save
ə about ʃ shop
 fit t take
ə near tʃ change
u annual θ theft
u� pool v value
υ book w work
υə tour x loch
' shut � measure

z zone



A
A3A3 adjective European standard size
paper, twice the size of A4: 297 x
420mm
A4A4 adjective European standard size
paper, 210 x 297mm
A5A5 adjective European standard size
paper, half the size of A4: 148 x 210mm
AACR 2 RevAACR 2 Rev noun Anglo-American
cataloguing rules, revised second
version
A&IA&I abbreviation abstracting and
indexing
ABAABA abbreviation American Book-
sellers’ Association
abbreviateabbreviate /ə|�bri�viet/ verb to make
shorter by leaving out some letters or by
using only the first few letters of each
word
abbreviated entryabbreviated entry /ə|�bri�vetd
�entri/ noun a shortened form of a bibli-
ographic entry usually giving author,
title and date only
abbreviated textabbreviated text /ə |�bi�vietd
�tekst/ noun text which is shorter than
the original
abbreviationabbreviation /ə|�bri�vi|�eʃ(ə)n/ noun
a short form of a word
abilityability /ə|�blti/ noun a quality or skill
which makes it possible to do some-
thing
-ability-ability /əblti/ suffix added to adjec-
tives ending in -able to form nouns
referring to a quality or state, e.g. read-
ability
ableable /�eb(ə)l/ adjective quick to learn
in an educational environment
abridgeabridge /ə |�brd�/ verb to make some-
thing shorter
abridged documentabridged document /ə|�brd�d
�dɒkju�mənt/ noun a written document

which has been made shorter while
keeping the main points
abridged editionabridged edition /ə|�brd�d |

�dʃ(ə)n/ noun a shortened text but
keeping the main points or story
abridgementabridgement /ə |�brd�mənt/ noun a
shortened version of a book
abstractabstract noun /��bstr�kt/ a
summary of the contents of a document
� verb /�b |�str�kt/ to summarise the
main points of a document
abstracting and indexingabstracting and indexing
/��bstr�ktŋ ənd �ndeksŋ/ noun the
making of summaries and indexes for
articles and books. Abbr A&I
abstracting journalabstracting journal /əb |�str�ktŋ
�d���nəl/ noun a journal containing
summaries of documents or articles in a
given field
acac abbreviation 1. in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for academic
organisations 2. in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Ascension
Island
academicacademic /��kə |�demk/ adjective
relating to studying � noun a person
who teaches or does research usually in
higher education
academic libraryacademic library /��kədemk
�labrəri/ noun a library which serves
an academic community such as a
university or college
academic sessionacademic session /��kədemk
�seʃ(ə)n/ noun a school or university
year, or one complete part of a year, e.g.
a term or semester
academyacademy /ə |�k�dəmi/ noun 1. an
educational institution devoted to a
particular subject 2. a secondary school
which has been set up in cooperation
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accent 2

with private organisations such as busi-
nesses or voluntary groups
accentaccent /��ksənt/ noun a mark put
above or below a letter in writing or
printing to show how it should be
pronounced
accessaccess /��kses/ noun the opportunity
or right to use something � They were
given access to all relevant information.
� verb to obtain, examine or be able to
reach something � You can access this
information in a library or on a
computer.
access codeaccess code /��kses kəυd/ noun a
code used for information retrieval to
show where something can be found
access courseaccess course /��kses kɔ�s/ noun a
course of study designed for people
without formal educational qualifica-
tions, so that they can gain entry to
higher education
accessibilityaccessibility /ək |�ses|�blti/ noun
the quality of being able to be found and
used
accessibleaccessible /ək |�sesb(ə)l/ adjective
easy to find and use
accessionaccession /ək |�seʃ(ə)n/ noun a new
addition to a library or collection
accession listaccession list /ək|�seʃ(ə)n lst/
noun a list of new purchases or addi-
tions to a library
accession numberaccession number /ək|�seʃ(ə)n
�n�mbə/ noun a consecutive number
used to identify new additions to a
library or collection in an inventory
system
accession registeraccession register /ək|�seʃ(ə)n
�red�stə/ noun a physical record of
new purchases or additions to a library
or collection
access nameaccess name /��kses nem/ noun a
unique name that identifies an object in
a database
access numberaccess number /��kses �n�mbə/
noun the telephone number used to link
to an Internet service provider or other
network provider using a dial-up
connection
access pointaccess point /��kses pɔnt/ noun a
transceiver in a wireless local area
network that connects a wired local area
network to wireless devices or that
connects wireless devices to each other

access timeaccess time /��kses tam/ noun the
time taken to get into a computer
program
accompanyaccompany /ə |�k�mp(ə)ni/ verb to
play a musical instrument to provide a
second part for a piece of music
accountaccount /ə|�kaυnt/ verb � to take
account of something, to take some-
thing into account to consider some-
thing when you are thinking about a
situation
accountantaccountant /ə |�kaυntənt/ noun a
person whose job is to keep the financial
accounts for a business
accountingaccounting /ə|�kaυntŋ/ noun the
process of keeping financial records for
a company or organisation
accounting periodaccounting period /ə|�kaυntŋ
�pəriəd/ noun a period of time at the
end of which a company’s accounts are
closed for checking
accounting yearaccounting year /ə |�kaυntŋ �jə/
noun any period of twelve months
which an organisation uses to control its
money � Many universities have an
accounting year from August to August.
accountsaccounts /ə|�kaυnts/ plural noun
detailed records of money received and
spent by a business or person
accreditationaccreditation /ə|�kred|�teʃ(ə)n/
noun the granting of official approval to
a person or organisation, or the condi-
tion of having received this approval

‘…the exams, certificates and other
pieces of paper that go with CILIP
education and accreditation really
benefit info pros; raising their profile,
and that of the whole profession.’
[Information World Review]

accumulateaccumulate /ə|�kju�mjυlet/ verb to
collect things over a period of time � We
have accumulated a large collection of
reference materials.
accumulationaccumulation /ə |�kju�mjυ |�leʃ(ə)n/
noun the act of collecting items gained
over a period of time
accurateaccurate /��kjυrət/ adjective
capable of providing information in
accordance with an accepted standard
acetateacetate /��stet/ noun transparent
plastic used for writing or drawing on,
for use with an overhead projector
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3 acute accent
achievementachievement /ə|�tʃi�vmənt/ noun
something which somebody has
succeeded in doing, often after consid-
erable effort
acid-free paperacid-free paper /��sd fri� �pepə/
noun paper which has had certain acid
chemicals removed, so that it will not
become yellow and brittle with age
acidic paperacidic paper /ə|�sdk �pepə/ noun
paper which is made from naturally
acidic wood pulp or chemicals used in
the manufacturing process, which dete-
riorates quickly
acid processacid process /��sd �prəυses/ noun
the process of making chemical paper
pulp using acid
acknowledgeacknowledge /ək|�nɒld�/ verb to
inform the sender that a message or
object has been received
acknowledgementacknowledgement /ək |

�nɒld�mənt/ noun a piece of text
printed at the beginning of a written
document thanking people who have
helped in its production (NOTE:
Acknowledgement is usually used in
the plural.)

COMMENT: The acknowledgements may
also include references to institutions
which have given permission to quote
copyright material or to use copyright
photographs. The acknowledgements
are usually placed after the verso of the
title page and before the preface; if short,
they can be listed at the end of the
preface itself.

acoustic hoodacoustic hood /ə|�ku�stk �hυd/
noun a soundproof covering placed over
such things as public telephones or
computer printers, to cut out noise
acquiescenceacquiescence /��kwi|�es(ə)ns/
noun agreement with what somebody
wants to do
acquireacquire /ə |�kwaə/ verb 1. to obtain or
buy something � to acquire the paper-
back rights to a new novel 2. to gain a
skill
acquisitionacquisition /��kw|�zʃ(ə)n/ noun 1.
an object or item which is obtained,
purchased or received as a donation to a
library 2. learning or obtaining a skill �

The acquisition of a new language is a
long process.
acquisition policyacquisition policy /��kw|�zʃ(ə)n
�pɒlsi/ noun a plan for what types of
stock will be bought by a library

‘The British Library is to stop
collecting every book, magazine and
journal printed in Britain because it
has nowhere to store them… The
government’s decision to review the
library’s acquisition policy follows
news that shelves at its new £450m St
Pancras site will be full before the
building opens.’ [Sunday Times]

acquisition registeracquisition register /��kw|

�zʃ(ə)n �red�stə/ noun a list of all
books and materials obtained by a
library
AcrobatAcrobat /��krəυb�t/ a trademark for
a file format developed by Adobe
Systems, which describes a graphics,
text and indexing system that allows the
same screen image or page layout file to
be displayed on different hardware
acronymacronym /��krənm/ noun a word
made from the initial letters of other
words, e.g. DIANE Direct Information
Access Network Europe
action shotaction shot /��kʃən ʃɒt/ noun a still
photograph showing an action taking
place
activateactivate /��ktvet/ verb to cause
something to start working
activeactive /��ktv/ adjective busy, being
used, working
active databaseactive database /��ktv
�detəbes/ noun a database file
currently being accessed by a database
management program
active vocabularyactive vocabulary /��ktv vəυ |

�k�bjυləri/ noun the range of words
that somebody normally uses in speech
or writing, as opposed to words he or
she understands when used by others
activityactivity /�k |�tvti/ noun a job or task
you spend time doing
activity logactivity log /�k |�tvti lɒ$/ noun a
written account of things that are done
in a given period of time � She kept an
activity log of her daily tasks for one
week.
Act of ParliamentAct of Parliament /��kt əv
�pɑ�ləmənt/ noun in the UK, a decision
which has been approved by Parliament
and so becomes law (NOTE: The US
equivalent is Act of Congress.)
acute accentacute accent /ə |�kju�t ��ksənt/
noun a mark usually over the letter e (é)
to show how it should be pronounced
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ad 4
adad1 /�d/ noun same as advertisement
adad2 abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Andorra
adaptadapt /ə |�d�pt/ verb to change a
person or thing in order to make it suit-
able for a specific purpose � Has the
play been adapted for the cinema? �

She adapted the story for TV.
adaptationadaptation /��d�p|�teʃ(ə)n/ noun a
film or play based on a story or novel
adapteradapter /ə|�d�ptə/ noun somebody
who adapts a literary work to another
format, e.g. a novel to a play
added entryadded entry /��dd �entri/ noun a
secondary entry in an index or catalogue
addendumaddendum /ə |�dendəm/ noun an
additional section at the end of a docu-
ment giving extra information (NOTE:
The plural is addenda.)
additionaddition /ə |�dʃ(ə)n/ noun something
extra to what is already there � in addi-
tion to something added � There is a
lending charge in addition to the reser-
vation fee.
addressaddress /ə|�dres/ noun 1. details of
where somebody lives or where their
business premises are 2. a label, number
or name which locates where informa-
tion is stored � verb to deal with some-
thing � He addressed the problem.
addresseeaddressee /��dre |�si�/ noun the
person to whom a letter, package or
communication is addressed
address harvesteraddress harvester /ə |�dres
�hɑ�vstə/ noun a computer program
that collects email addresses from the
Internet
adequateadequate /��dkwət/ adjective large
or good enough for the purpose
adherentadherent /əd |�hərənt/ noun some-
body who holds a particular belief or
view or supports a particular group
adhesiveadhesive /əd|�hi�sv/ noun a
substance used to make things stick
together
adhesive bindingadhesive binding /əd|�hi�sv
�bandŋ/ noun a type of binding where
the folds of the signatures are trimmed,
and not sewn, the cover being glued to
the cut pages. Also called perfect
binding
ad hocad hoc /��d �hɒk/ adjective
unplanned or only organised to meet a

particular short-term unexpected situa-
tion
adjacentadjacent /ə|�d�es(ə)nt/ adjective
next to or near to something
adjustable shelvingadjustable shelving /ə |

�d��stəb(ə)l �ʃelvŋ/ noun library
shelves which can be raised or lowered
to meet the requirements of different-
sized books
administeradminister /əd|�mnstə/ verb to be
responsible for managing a company,
institution or country
administrationadministration /əd|�mn |

�streʃ(ə)n/ noun 1. a group of people
who are responsible for the manage-
ment of a company, institution or
country 2. the range of activities
connected with management
AdobeAdobe /ə |�dəυbi/ a trade name for a
leading producer of graphics and
desktop publishing software
adoptadopt /ə |�dɒpt/ verb to accept ideas,
plans or attitudes and be willing to carry
them out
ADSADS abbreviation advertisement
delivery system
adult educationadult education /��d�lt �edjυ |

�keʃ(ə)n/ noun courses designed espe-
cially for adults outside the formal
system of schooling
adult literacyadult literacy /��d�lt �lt(ə)rəsi/
noun the level of reading and writing
ability in the adult population of a
community
adult literacy programmeadult literacy programme /��d�lt
�lt(ə)rəsi �prəυ$r�m/ noun a
programme to teach adults to read and
write
advanceadvance /əd |�vɑ�ns/ adjective
happening or arriving before the
expected time
advance copyadvance copy /əd|�vɑ�ns �kɒpi/
noun a copy of a book sent to people
such as reviewers and the author before
the official publication date
advancedadvanced /əd |�vɑ�nst/ adjective 1.
modern and developed from earlier
versions 2. at a high level of study or
achievement � courses for both begin-
ners and advanced students
advance information sheetadvance information sheet /əd|

�vɑ�ns �nfə |�meʃ(ə)n �ʃi�t/ noun full
form of AI
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5 ai
advance orderadvance order /əd|�vɑ�ns �ɔ�də/
noun an order for goods or services to
be supplied at a later date
advertisementadvertisement /əd |�v��tsmənt/
noun a notice which shows that some-
thing is for sale or that a service is
offered or that someone wants some-
thing or that a job is vacant, etc. � to put
an advertisement in the paper � to
answer an advertisement in the paper
advertisement delivery systemadvertisement delivery system
/əd|�v��tsmənt d|�lv(ə)ri �sstəm/
noun a digital file format used in the
transmission of mono and colour
images. Abbr ADS
advertisement fileadvertisement file /əd|�v��tsmənt
fal/ noun a file of advertisements
arranged by the name of the product or
firm
advertisement pageadvertisement page /əd |

�v��tsmənt ped�/ noun a page facing
the title page of a book, which may have
a list of other works in the same series or
by the same author
advertisingadvertising /��dvətazŋ/ noun the
act of telling people about products or
events in order to make them want to
buy them or take part
advocacyadvocacy /��dvəkəsi/ noun active
verbal support for and promotion of a
cause
aerialaerial /�eəriəl/ noun a device which
enables a radio or television to receive
signals
aeroaero in Internet addresses, the generic
top-level domain for the aviation
industry
afaf abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Afghanistan
affiliateaffiliate /ə |�fliet/ verb to form a close
official link with an organisation
affirmativeaffirmative /ə|�f��mətv/ adjective
meaning ‘yes’ or agreement or approval
affordafford /ə|�fɔ�d/ verb 1. to be able to
allow something to happen � We cannot
afford another argument. 2. to have
enough money to pay for something
AFNORAFNOR /��fnɔ�/ abbreviation Associ-
ation Française de Normalisation
A format paperbackA format paperback /�e �fɔ�m�t
�pepəb�k/ noun a paperback with the
format 178 x 111mm

After Dark

After Dark /�ɑ�ftə �dɑ�k/ noun a non-
prime time database service of BRS
allowing access to the database at
cheaper rates at night
afterword

afterword /�ɑ�ftəw��d/ noun a short
piece of text placed at the end of a book
sometimes used for a note about the
author, especially if the author has died
since the first printing of the book
ag

ag abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Antigua and
Barbuda
agate line

agate line /��$ət lan/ noun US a
measure of page space, e.g. in classified
advertising, one column wide and 1.8
mm deep
agenda

agenda /ə|�d�endə/ noun a list of
items to be discussed at a meeting
agent

agent /�ed�ənt/ noun somebody who
arranges work or business for other
people for a fee
age of information

age of information /�ed� əv �nfə |

�meʃ(ə)n/ noun a description of the
period in history during the second half
of the twentieth century when
computers made information easily
accessible to large numbers of people
aggregation services

aggregation services /��$re |

�$eʃ(ə)n �s��vsz/ plural noun serv-
ices which allow information from
different places (in digital form) to be
available in one single place

‘Google was today accused of stifling
the media industry’s profits by with its
news aggregation service. A panel of
media executives speaking at the
Online Publishers Association
conference said that the search engine
was infringing on their audience and
revenues by aggregating headlines
and stories into its Google News
service.’ [The Guardian]

agreement

agreement /ə |�$ri�mənt/ noun a
formal document stating what two or
more people have decided together
Agricultural System for Storing and Subsequently Selecting Information

Agricultural System for Storing
and Subsequently Selecting
Information noun a software package
of particular use to employees in agri-
cultural information. Abbr ASSASSIN
ai

ai abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Anguilla
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AI 6
AIAI1 noun a document which is put
together by a publishing company to
provide marketing information about a
book before publication. Full form
advance information sheet
AIAI2 abbreviation artificial intelligence
aimaim /em/ noun what an action or plan
is intended to achieve
aim foraim for /�em fɔ�/ verb to plan or hope
to achieve something
airmailairmail /�eəmel/ noun a system of
transporting letters and packages by air
airmail envelopeairmail envelope /�eəmel
�envələυp/ noun a lightweight enve-
lope usually of blue paper with a red,
white and blue striped edging, used for
sending letters by air to foreign coun-
tries
airport fictionairport fiction /�eəpɔ�t �fkʃ(ə)n/
noun a type of fiction which sells well at
airports, generally because it is not
serious and is therefore easy to read on
a plane journey
alal abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Albania
ALAALA abbreviation 1. Associate of the
Library Association 2. American
Library Association
albumalbum /��lbəm/ noun a collection in
book form of short literary or musical
pieces or pictures
algorithmalgorithm /��l$ərð(ə)m/ noun a
logical sequence of steps for solving a
problem, often written out as a flow
chart, that can be translated into a
computer program
aliasalias /�eliəs/ noun 1. a name used
instead of a real name. � allonym, pseu-
donym 2. a copy of a computer applica-
tion
alignalign /ə |�lan/ verb to place two objects
side by side in a line
alignmentalignment /ə |�lanmənt/ noun the
ordering of lines of type relative to a
margin or line
allocateallocate /��ləket/ verb to give a
particular amount of money, goods or
tasks to somebody for a particular
purpose
allocationallocation /��lə|�keʃ(ə)n/ noun the
specified amount of something allowed
for a particular purpose � All the staff

had an allocation of time for extra
study.
allocation of fundsallocation of funds /��ləkeʃ(ə)n
əv �f�ndz/ noun how much money is
given to each person or department for a
specific purpose
allonymallonym /��lənm/ noun a false name
often used by authors. � alias, pseu-
donym
all over styleall over style /�ɔ�l �əυvə �stal/ noun
a style of cover decoration which uses
the whole cover instead of just the front
allowallow /ə|�laυ/ verb to give permission
allowanceallowance /ə |�laυəns/ noun the
amount of something given for a
specific purpose � They were given an
allowance of money to buy children’s
books.
all publishedall published /�ɔ�l �p�blʃt/ noun a
catalogue entry to show that a series or
periodical run has not been completed
all rights reservedall rights reserved /�ɔ�l �rats r |

�z��vd/ phrase printed on books and
documents to show that they are subject
to copyright
allusion bookallusion book /ə |�lu��(ə)n �bυk/
noun a collection of allusions or refer-
ences to a writer from other works
almanacalmanac /�ɔ�lmən�k/ noun a book of
information, often in tables, about
events on particular days of the year
such as tides, new moons, times of
sunset and festivals
alphabetalphabet /��lfəbet/ noun a set of
letters or symbols in a fixed order used
for writing the words of a language
alphabeticalalphabetical /��lfə|�betk(ə)l/ adjec-
tive in the same order as the letters of the
alphabet
alphabetical indexalphabetical index /��lfəbetk(ə)l
�ndeks/ noun an index where the items
are listed in the order of the letters of the
alphabet
alphabeticallyalphabetically /��lfə |�betkli/
adverb in alphabetical order � The files
are arranged alphabetically under the
customer’s name.
alphabetical orderalphabetical order /��lfəbetk(ə)l
�ɔ�də/ noun arrangement according to
the usual order of letters in an alphabet
� The authors’ names are given in
alphabetical order.
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7 American Sign Language
alphabetisealphabetise /��lfəbetaz/, alpha-
betize verb to sort into alphabetical
order
alphanumericalphanumeric /��lfənjυ |�merk/,
alphanumerical adjective using a
combination of symbols made up of
Roman letters and Arabic numerals
including punctuation marks
alphanumeric dataalphanumeric data
/��lfənjυmerk �detə/ noun data
shown by the letters of the alphabet and
the Arabic numerals
alphanumeric indexingalphanumeric indexing
/��lfənjυmerk �ndeksŋ/ noun a
system which uses both numbers and
letters
alpha pulpalpha pulp /��lfə p�lp/ noun wood
pulp with almost all the cellulose
removed
alphasortalphasort /��lfə|�sɔ�t/ verb to sort
data into alphabetical order
altalt noun a type of newsgroup on the
Internet that contains discussions about
alternative subjects
alternatealternate adjective /ɔ�l |�t��nət/ occur-
ring regularly at one time and then
missing a time but occurring again the
next time � The library van comes on
alternate Tuesdays. � verb /�ɔ�ltənet/
to cause things to happen alternately
alternativealternative /ɔ�l |�t��nətv/ noun some-
thing that you can do instead of another
alternative curriculumalternative curriculum /ɔ�l |

�t��nətv kə|�rkjυləm/ noun in
England and Wales, any available
course of study that is not included in
the National Curriculum
alternative titlealternative title /ɔ�l |�t��nətv
�tat(ə)l/ noun other title information,
also used to describe a subtitle
alumni listalumni list /ə|�l�mna lst/ noun a list
of past members of an educational insti-
tution
always-onalways-on /�ɔ�lwez �ɒn/ adjective
relating to a home or business with
several computers and mobile phones,
in which Internet access is not restricted
to specific times
amam abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Armenia
ambientambient /��mbiənt/ adjective normal
background conditions � ambient
temperature

ambiguity

ambiguity /��mb |�$ju�ti/ noun
confusion arising from double mean-
ings to words or writing
ambiguous

ambiguous /�m|�b$juəs/ adjective
having a double meaning, possible to
interpret in more than one way
amend

amend /ə|�mend/ verb to change
something written or said
amendment

amendment /ə|�mendmənt/ noun
something that is added to a written or
verbal statement in order to change it
amendment record

amendment record /ə |�mendmənt
�rekɔ�d/ noun a record containing new
information used to update a master
record or file
amenities

amenities /ə|�mi�ntiz/ plural noun
facilities provided for people’s conven-
ience or enjoyment
American Booksellers’ Association

American Booksellers’ Associ-
ation /ə|�merkən �bυkseləz ə |

�səυsieʃ(ə)n/ noun an organisation
representing American booksellers,
which sponsors an annual convention at
which publishing companies have
stands showing their new titles. Abbr
ABA (NOTE: The bookfair sponsored by
the ABA, and formerly also called ‘the
ABA’ has changed its name to
BookExpo America.)
American Library Association

American Library Association /ə|

�merkən �labrəri ə|�səυsieʃ(ə)n/
noun the oldest and largest library asso-
ciation in the world for the support of
qualified librarians and information
workers. Abbr ALA
American National Standards Institute

American National Standards
Institute /ə |�merkən �n�ʃ(ə)nəl
�st�ndədz �nsttju�t/ noun an organ-
isation issuing guidelines for produc-
tion and distribution of goods and serv-
ices in the USA. Abbr ANSI
American Publishers Association

American Publishers Associa-
tion /ə|�merkən �p�blʃəz ə|

�səυsieʃ(ə)n/ noun an organisation
which represents American publishers.
Abbr APA
American Sign Language

American Sign Language /ə|

�merkən �san �l�ŋ$wd�/ noun a
system of communication used by
people with impaired hearing that uses
motions or gestures of the hands. Abbr
ASL
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ampersandAmerican Society for Informa-
tion Science /ə|�merkən sə|�saəti
fər �nfə |�meʃ(ə)n �saəns/ noun a
professional support group for informa-
tion employees in the USA. Abbr ASIS
American Standard Code for Information InterchangeAmerican Standard Code for
Information Interchange /ə |

�merkən �st�ndəd kəυd fər
�nfəmeʃ(ə)n �ntətʃend�/ noun a
computer code which represents alpha-
numeric characters as binary code. Abbr
ASCII
ampersandampersand /��mpəs�nd/ noun a
symbol (&) meaning ‘and’
amplifieramplifier /��mplfaə/ noun an elec-
tronic device for making signals sound
louder
anan /ən, �n/ abbreviation in Internet
addresses, the top-level domain for
Netherlands Antilles
analectsanalects /��nəlekts/ plural noun a
collection of miscellaneous writings
analogueanalogue /��nəlɒ$/ adjective relating
to data in physical rather than numerical
form
analogyanalogy /ə |�n�ləd�i/ noun a way of
describing similarities between two
different things
analyseanalyse /��nəlaz/ verb to examine a
situation in detail in order to understand
it better
analysisanalysis /ə|�n�ləss/ noun the process
of examining something in detail
analystanalyst /��nəlst/ noun a person who
analyses data
analytical entryanalytical entry /�nə |�ltk(ə)l
�entri/ noun a catalogue entry for a part
of a book or periodical which refers to
the work containing it
ancestral fileancestral file /�n |�sestrəl �fal/ noun
a system of backing up computer files,
from son to father to grandfather file,
where the son is the current working file
anchoranchor /��ŋkə/ verb to hold firmly to
a solid base
ancillaryancillary /�n |�sləri/ adjective
supporting the main structure
ancillary workerancillary worker /�n|�sləri �w��kə/
noun a person in an organisation whose
work supports the main aims of the
organisation
anecdotalanecdotal /��nk |�dəυt(ə)l/ adjective
consisting of or based on second-hand

accounts rather than first-hand knowl-
edge or scientific investigation
animateanimate /��nmet/ verb to draw
pictures for films which make cartoon
characters appear to move
animationanimation /��n |�meʃ(ə)n/ noun the
technique of drawing or photographing
successive pictures to create the idea of
movement
animatoranimator /��nmetə/ noun a person
who draws or photographs the pictures
that make up cartoons
ann.ann. abbreviation annals
annalannal /��n(ə)l/ noun a periodical that
records events and reports in a field of
research
annalsannals /��n(ə)lz/ plural noun history
in general, as it is recorded in books and
other documents
annexeannexe noun /��neks/ 1. an appendix,
epilogue or other additional material
attached to a larger document 2. US a
supplement to a specialised book � verb
/ə |�neks/ to attach something such as a
document
annotateannotate /��nətet/ verb to add notes
to something written in order to explain
it more fully
annotated bibliographyannotated bibliography
/��nətetd �bbli |�ɒ$rəfi/ noun a bibli-
ography with notes
annotated catalogueannotated catalogue /��nətetd
�k�təlɒ$/ noun an alphabetical list of
items with additional notes of explana-
tion
annotated textannotated text /��nətetd �tekst/
noun text with notes written by an editor
annotationannotation /��nə|�teʃ(ə)n/ noun a
note written to explain items in a text
annualannual /��njuəl/ adjective 1.
happening once a year 2. coming out
once a year � noun a book that is
published and updated once a year
annuallyannually /��njuəli/ adverb each year
� Our prices are raised annually on
March 1st.
annual publicationannual publication /��njuəl �p�bl |

�keʃ(ə)n/ noun a book, journal or
document that is published once a year
annual reviewannual review /��njuəl r|�vju�/
noun an inspection that takes place once
a year
anonanon /ə |�nɒn/ abbreviation anonymous
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anonymanonym /��nənm/ noun a publica-
tion whose author is unnamed or
unknown
anonymiseranonymiser /ə|�nɒnmazə/,
anonymizer noun a website through
which a person browsing can visit the
World Wide Web without leaving any
trace of their identity
anonymousanonymous /ə |�nɒnməs/ adjective
of unknown name or authorship
anonymous FTPanonymous FTP /ə |�nɒnməs ef ti�
�pi�/ noun a type of Internet file transfer
in which no password is needed, used
by some organisations to make their file
archives publicly accessible
ANSIANSI /��nsi/ abbreviation American
National Standards Institute
answerphoneanswerphone /�ɑ�nsəfəυn/, answer
machine noun a cassette recorder
attached to a telephone which relays a
pre-recorded message to callers and
records messages
anthologiseanthologise /�n|�θɒləd�az/,
anthologize verb 1. to gather works
from different writers, musicians or
artists into a collection 2. to compile or
publish an anthology
anthologyanthology /�n |�θɒləd�i/ noun a book
that consists of essays, stories or poems
by different writers
anticipateanticipate /�n |�tspet/ verb to
realise in advance that something is
going to happen and to prepare for it
AntiopeAntiope /�n|�taəpi/ noun a French
videotext system also known as Teletel
antiquarianantiquarian /��nt |�kweəriən/ adjec-
tive relating to or dealing with antiques
or antiquities, especially rare and old
books. Abbr antiq.
antiquaryantiquary /�n |�tkwəri/ noun a
collector, scholar or seller of antiques or
antiquities
anti-setoff paperanti-setoff paper /��nti �setɒf
�pepə/ noun thin transparent paper put
between the pages of an expensive illus-
trated book
antonymantonym /��ntənm/ noun a word
which has the opposite meaning to
another word
anycastanycast /�enikɑ�st/ noun an act of
sending data across a computer network
from a single user to the nearest receiver

aoao abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Angola
APAP abbreviation PUBL Associated Press
a.p.a.p. abbreviation PUBL author’s proof
APAAPA abbreviation American Publishers
Association
ApocryphaApocrypha /ə|�pɒkrfə/ plural noun
books of the Bible that are included in
the Vulgate and Septuagint versions of
the Christian Bible, but not in the Prot-
estant Bible or the Hebrew canon
apocryphalapocryphal /ə |�pɒkrəf(ə)l/ adjective
of unknown authorship, possibly false
or exaggerated

‘The cardinal’s main objection to the
book is that it presents itself as a
historical document. Acknowledging
that the book is a brilliantly marketed
page-turner, he accused Brown of
relying on apocryphal texts that had
been removed from the biblical canon
because they were imaginative.’ [Irish
Independent]

apostilapostil /ə|�pɒstl/ noun a margin note
or annotation
apostropheapostrophe /ə |�pɒstrəfi/ noun a
punctuation mark which indicates either
contraction or possession
app.app. abbreviation PUBL appendix
appealappeal /ə |�pi�l/ noun 1. the attractive-
ness of something which makes it
popular � The illustrations have a lot to
do with the book’s continuing appeal. 2.
a request for something to be reconsid-
ered
appendappend /ə|�pend/ verb to add extra
information to something, especially to
a document
appendixappendix /ə|�pendks/ noun a section
at the end of a document giving extra
information (NOTE: The plural is appen-
dices /ə|�pendsi�z/ .)

COMMENT: Appendices are always
printed at the back of a book, always
starting on a right-hand page. They must
be laid out in a way which shows clearly
that they are not part of the main text.

Apple MacApple Mac /��p(ə)l m�k/, Apple
Macintosh computer a trade name for
a range of personal computers devel-
oped by Apple Inc. that has a graphical
user interface and uses the 68000 family
of processors.
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applicant

applicant /��plkənt/ noun a person
who formally asks to be considered for
a job
application

application /��pl|�keʃ(ə)n/ noun 1.
a written request for something � job
application 2. the use of a rule or piece
of equipment in a particular situation �

Computer applications are electronic
packages which allow particular tasks
to be performed.
application form

application form /��pl|�keʃ(ə)n
�fɔ�m/ noun a standardised form to be
filled in when applying for something
apply for

apply for /ə|�pla �fɔ�/ verb to make a
formal, usually written, request for
something
appoint

appoint /ə |�pɔnt/ verb to choose
somebody to do a job
appreciate

appreciate /ə |�pri�ʃiet/ verb 1. to
understand and know what a situation
involves 2. to like something because
you recognise its good qualities 3. to
increase in value
appropriate

appropriate /ə|�prəυpriət/ adjective
suitable or acceptable for a particular
situation
approve

approve /ə |�pru�v/ verb to agree to � to
approve the terms of a contract � to
approve of to think something is good �
They approved of the new signs for the
library.
approximate

approximate /ə |�prɒksmət/ adjec-
tive not exact, almost correct
aq

aq abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Antarctica
AR

AR abbreviation aspect ratio
Arabic

Arabic /��rəbk/ adjective coming
from Arabia or from the Arabs
Arabic numerals

Arabic numerals /��rəbk
�nju�mərəl/, Arabic numbers
/��rəbk �n�mbəz/, Arabic figures
/��rəbk �f$əz/ plural noun normal
numbers (such as 1, 2, 3, etc.) as
opposed to Roman numerals (I, II, III,
IV, etc.) � the page numbers are written
in Arabic figures
arcane

arcane /ɑ� |�ken/ adjective requiring
secret knowledge to be understood
archetype

archetype /�ɑ�ktap/ noun a docu-
ment or book that illustrates the styles
of a particular time and subject

ARCHIE

ARCHIE /�ɑ�tʃi/ noun retrieval soft-
ware which gives access to Internet
databases
architecturearchitecture /�ɑ�ktektʃə/ noun the
planning and design of buildings or
systems
archival managementarchival management /�ɑ�kavəl
�m�nd�mənt/ noun control of
archives
archive

archive /�ɑ�kav/ noun 1. a public
record, document or photograph of
historical interest kept in an official
repository 2. a collection of documents
and records relating to the history of an
organisation � verb to put data in
storage
archive file

archive file /�ɑ�kav fal/ noun a file
containing data which is out of date, but
which is kept for future reference
archive library

archive library /�ɑ�kav �labrəri/
noun a library which stores and makes
accessible historical materials

‘The relevant portions of the digital
content identified by the editor will be
retrieved from the data archive library,
automatically transcoded or
reformatted as necessary and
delivered directly into the nonlinear
editing system. The labour
efficiencies gained and vast creativity
benefits of a digital archive
management system are obvious.’
[Broadcast Engineering]

archivist

archivist /�ɑ�kvst/ noun a person
who organises archives
areaarea /�eəriə/ noun a space in a building
such as a library, designated for a partic-
ular purpose, e.g. reference area
argumentargument /�ɑ�$jυmənt/ noun 1. a
disagreement between two or more
people 2. a set of reasons used to try to
convince people
arrangearrange /ə |�rend�/ verb to put things
into a correct or desired order
arrangement

arrangement /ə|�rend�mənt/ noun
something that has been planned,
agreed or put into order
array

array /ə|�re/ noun a set of numbers or
symbols, e.g. experimental data, usually
arranged in a specific order
art book

art book /�ɑ�t bυk/ noun a book with
illustrations, dealing with a painter,
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sculptor, style of design or other art
topic
article

article /�ɑ�tk(ə)l/ noun 1. a piece of
writing in a newspaper or magazine 2. a
message sent to an electronic news-
group
articulated indexingarticulated indexing /ɑ�|

�tkjυletd �ndeksŋ/ noun a method
of producing computer-generated
subject indexes
articulation of informationarticulation of information /ɑ�|

�tkjυleʃ(ə)n əv �nfə|�meʃ(ə)n/
noun the way in which information is
presented so that the user can easily
access and understand it
artificial indexing language

artificial indexing language
/�ɑ�tfʃ(ə)l �ndeksŋ �l�ŋ$wd�/
noun signs and symbols used as a
controlled language in inverted order
for subject indexing
artificial intelligenceartificial intelligence /�ɑ�tfʃ(ə)l
n|�teld�əns/ noun the design and
development of computers which
attempt to imitate some human charac-
teristics. Abbr AI
artificial languageartificial language /�ɑ�tfʃ(ə)l
�l�ŋ$wd�/ noun a man-made
language for use in communicating with
computers
artistic map

artistic map /ɑ� |�tstk �m�p/ noun a
map made by an artist rather than a map
maker
artworkartwork /�ɑ�tw��k/ noun drawings,
photographs and text prepared for inclu-
sion in a book or advertisement. Abbr
a/w
asas abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for American
Samoa
ascender

ascender /ə |�sendə/ noun 1. the part
of a lower case letter such as h, d or b
that projects above the body of the letter
2. a lower case letter with an ascender
ascending orderascending order /ə |�sendŋ �ɔ�də/
noun a method of organising things so
that each item is bigger than the one
before it or comes later in the system �

The list was arranged in ascending
order from A to Z.
ASCIIASCII /��ski�/ abbreviation American
Standard Code for Information Inter-
change

ASCII character

ASCII character /��ski �k�rktə/
noun a character which is in the ASCII
list of codes
ASCII file

ASCII file /��ski fal/ noun a stored
file containing only ASCII coded char-
acter data � Make an ASCII file of the
document for clients who use different
word-processing software.
ASI

ASI abbreviation Australian Society of
Indexers
ASIS

ASIS abbreviation American Society
for Information Science
ASL

ASL abbreviation American Sign
Language
ASLIB

ASLIB /��zlb/ abbreviation Associa-
tion of Information Management
aspect ratio

aspect ratio /��spekt �reʃiəυ/ noun
the ratio of the width to the height of an
illustration, used especially in computer
graphics. Abbr AR
ASSASSIN

ASSASSIN /ə|�s�sn/ abbreviation
Agricultural System for Storing and
Subsequently Selecting Information
assemble

assemble /ə|�semb(ə)l/ verb 1. to
bring the parts of a collection together
2. to fit the parts of something together
to make it whole
assembly language

assembly language /ə|�sembli
�l�ŋ$wd�/ noun a low-level computer
programming language
assertion

assertion /ə|�s��ʃ(ə)n/ noun a firm
statement of belief
assess

assess /ə |�ses/ verb to judge the
importance or value of something

‘Measurement is perhaps the least
developed aspect of KM because of
the inherent difficulty of measuring
something that can not bet seen or
touched. However, if the discipline of
KM is to survive and make a long-
lasting contribution, it will need to
achieve greater levels of
standardization and better metrics to
assess its effectiveness.’ [Journal of
American Academy of Business]

assessed work

assessed work /ə|�sest �w��k/ noun
assignments that have been judged as
part of a course of training
assign

assign /ə|�san/ verb to allocate a task
to a person or send somebody to work in
a particular place
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assignment

assignment /ə |�sanmənt/ noun a
task often given as part of a programme
of study
assimilate

assimilate /ə|�smlet/ verb to learn
and make use of something
assimilation

assimilation /ə|�sm |�leʃ(ə)n/ noun
the absorption of ideas or people � The
assimilation of immigrants by the host
culture is a long process.
assist

assist /ə|�sst/ verb to help somebody,
e.g. by giving them information
assistantassistant /ə|�sst(ə)nt/ noun some-
body who is employed to help another
in their work
assistant librarian

assistant librarian /ə|�sst(ə)nt la|

�breəriən/ noun somebody who is qual-
ified as a librarian and usually works
with a more senior person
associateassociate noun /ə |�səυsiət/ some-
body you work with � verb /ə|�səυsiet/
to connect something with another
having a similar background
association

association /ə|�səυsi |�eʃ(ə)n/ noun
1. a group of people or of companies
with the same interest � a book trade
association � a printers’ association 2.
a relationship between two or more
topics or concepts
association copyassociation copy /ə |�səυsi |�eʃ(ə)n
�kɒpi/ noun a copy of a book which has
a connection with the author, e.g. a copy
given by the author to a friend or the
author’s own copy with his or her notes
in it
Association Française de Normalisation

Association Française de
Normalisation /�|�sɒsi�siɒn frɒn |

�ses də �nɔ�m�li |�z�siɒn/ noun a
French official body responsible for
issuing standards. Abbr AFNOR
Association of Information ManagementAssociation of Information
Management /ə |�səυsieʃ(ə)n əv
�nfə |�meʃ(ə)n �m�nd�mənt/ noun a
body which gives advice and guidelines
on the management of information
within companies, and publishes
ASLIB Information, ASLIB Proceed-
ings and Journal of Documentation.
Abbr ASLIB
assume

assume /ə |�sju�m/ verb to accept the
truth of something or to take something
on � He assumed responsibility for the
information service.

asteriskasterisk /��stərsk/ noun a symbol in
the form of a star used to mark things to
be noted: * � verb to mark something
with an asterisk or a star-shaped
symbol, especially to draw attention to
it
asterismasterism /��st��rz(ə)m/ noun a
triangle formed of three asterisks which
calls the reader’s attention to a
following passage
asymmetrical digital subscriber lineasymmetrical digital subscriber
line /��smetrk(ə)l �dd�t(ə)l səb|

�skrabə �lan/ noun a high-speed tele-
phone line that can transmit voice and
video data over copper wires. Abbr
ADSL
asynchronous transfer modeasynchronous transfer mode /e |

�sŋkrənəs �tr�nsf�� �məυd/ noun a
method for transferring data very
quickly using broadband. Abbr ATM
asyndeticasyndetic /��sn |�detk/ adjective
without cross-references
atat abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Austria
athenaeumathenaeum /��θə |�neəm/ noun an
institution where reading materials are
made available to the public, e.g. a
library
atlasatlas /��tləs/ noun a book of maps
ATMATM abbreviation asynchronous
transfer mode
attachattach /ə |�t�tʃ/ verb to fasten on � She
asked them to attach the documents for
her information. � to be attached to to
be working with a company or person
for a short time
attachmentattachment /ə |�t�tʃmənt/ noun a
computer file that is transferred together
with an electronic mail message
attendattend /ə|�tend/ verb to go to � to
attend a meeting � to attend to to deal
with something
attendanceattendance /ə|�tendəns/ noun the
number of people at a meeting
attendantattendant /ə |�tendənt/ noun some-
body employed to serve or help
members of the public in a public insti-
tution or place
attention spanattention span /ə|�tenʃən sp�n/
noun the length of time that a person is
able to give undivided attention to
something
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attributeattribute /ə|�trbju�t/ verb to say that
somebody did something � to attribute
a piece of writing to a particular person
attributed authorattributed author /ə|�trbju�td
�ɔ�θə/ noun the name of a possible
author when there is doubt about
authenticity
auau abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Australia
audienceaudience /�ɔ�diəns/ noun a group of
people gathered together to watch or
listen to something
audioaudio /�ɔ�diəυ/ adjective relating to
material which can be heard
audio bookaudio book /�ɔ�diəυ bυk/ noun a
book in spoken form recorded on a
cassette or CD
audio conferenceaudio conference /�ɔ�diəυ
�kɒnf(ə)rəns/ noun a meeting that is
held with the use of several linked tele-
phones to connect the people who want
to talk together
audio mediaaudio media /�ɔ�diəυ �mi�diə/ noun
communication tools which use sound
only, such as radio
audio tapeaudio tape /�ɔ�diəυ tep/ noun a tape
which is used to record and play back
sounds for listening to
audiovisualaudiovisual /�ɔ�diəυ �v�uəl/ adjec-
tive 1. relating to sound and vision,
especially when combined, e.g. in a
presentation using both film and sound
recordings � audiovisual media 2.
relating to hearing and seeing � an audi-
ovisual experience Abbr AV
audiovisual aidaudiovisual aid /�ɔ�diəυv�uəl �ed/
noun a teaching or lecture aid that
combines sound and vision, e.g. in the
form of video equipment, software
programs or slides accompanied by
sound recordings
audiovisual materialsaudiovisual materials
/�ɔ�diəυv�uəl mə|�təriəlz/ plural
noun materials that can be listened to
and looked at, such as CDs or slides
with recorded speech
auditaudit /�ɔ�dt/ verb to examine some-
thing officially to make sure it is correct
Audit CommissionAudit Commission /�ɔ�dt kə |

�mʃ(ə)n/ noun a government body
which ensures that financial affairs are
conducted according to approved stand-
ards, and examines the accounts of

government departments and local
government organisations
audit trailaudit trail /�ɔ�dt trel/ noun 1. a
record of all interactions with a system,
kept to assess the level of use 2. a record
showing what operations a computer or
computer user has performed in a
specific period of time
auralaural /�ɔ�rəl/ adjective relating to
hearing
aural materialsaural materials /�ɔ�rəl mə|�təriəlz/
plural noun materials that can be
listened to, such as CDs
aural testaural test /�ɔ�rəl test/ noun a test of
an individual’s ability to listen and
understand
Australian Society of IndexersAustralian Society of Indexers
/ɒ |�streliən sə|�saəti əv �ndeksəz/
noun a professional support group for
professional indexers in Australasia.
Abbr ASI
authenticauthentic /ɔ�|�θentk/ adjective
known to be real and not a copy
authenticationauthentication /ɔ� |�θent|�keʃ(ə)n/
noun a security measure using data
encryption that identifies the user and
verifies that the message was not
tampered with
authenticityauthenticity /�ɔ�θen |�tsti/ noun the
quality of being authentic
authorauthor /�ɔ�θə/ noun somebody who
writes books or articles � verb 1. to be
the author of something � The book is
authored by a college professor. 2. to
create a multimedia presentation or
application by combining text, video,
sound and images using a programming
language or special multimedia
authoring system
author catalogueauthor catalogue /�ɔ�θə �k�təlɒ$/,
author index /�ɔ�θər �ndeks/ noun a
catalogue which is organised according
to an alphabetical list of writers’
surnames
author entryauthor entry /�ɔ�θər �entri/ noun a
catalogue entry under the name of the
person or organisation responsible for
writing or compiling a work
authoringauthoring /�ɔ�θərŋ/ noun the act of
creating a multimedia application by
combining sound, video and images,
usually using a script or authoring soft-
ware
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authoring softwareauthoring software /�ɔ�θərŋ
�sɒftweə/ noun software that allows
users to add their own text and to link
text, pictures and sound within a given
framework
authoriseauthorise /�ɔ�θəraz/, authorize verb
to give official permission for some-
thing to be done
Authorised VersionAuthorised Version /�ɔ�θərazd
�v���(ə)n/ noun an English translation
of the Bible made in England in 1611
AD. Also called King James Bible
authoritativeauthoritative /ɔ�|�θɒrtətv/ adjec-
tive reliable or official
authorityauthority /ɔ�|�θɒrti/ noun an expert in
the field
authority controlauthority control /ɔ�|�θɒrti kən |

�trəυl/ noun a list of headings used in a
retrieval system

‘In addition, the ability to reassign
records from one authority control
heading to another [in the Open Q
electronic library system] will aid in
correcting the inconsistent author
headings.’ [Computers in Libraries]

authority fileauthority file /ɔ� |�θɒrti fal/ noun a
list of authoritative forms to be used in
bibliographic records
author’s alterationsauthor’s alterations /�ɔ�θəz �ɔ�ltə |

�reʃ(ə)nz/ plural noun same as
author’s corrections. Abbr AA
author’s correctionsauthor’s corrections plural noun a
change to proofs which is made by an
author, and which is charged to the
author if too many are made. Also
called author’s alterations. Abbr AC
autobiographyautobiography /�ɔ�təυba|�ɒ$rəfi/
noun an account of a person’s life
written by that person
auto-encodeauto-encode /�ɔ�təυ ŋ|�kəυd/ verb
to select keywords automatically by
computer
autographautograph /�ɔ�tə$rɑ�f/ noun the
signature of somebody famous � verb to
sign a copy of the book � He gave an
autographed copy of his novel to the
library.
auto-indexingauto-indexing /�ɔ�təυ �ndeksŋ/
noun the process of automatic indexing
using a computer program
automateautomate /�ɔ�təmet/ verb to use
machines to do work previously done
by people

automaticautomatic /�ɔ�tə |�m�tk/ adjective
able to operate by itself without
constant user input
automatic data processingautomatic data processing
/�ɔ�təm�tk �detə �prəυsesŋ/ noun
data processing done by a computer
automatic indexingautomatic indexing /�ɔ�təm�tk
�ndeksŋ/ noun using a computer to
compile an index to a document by
selecting specific words or items in the
text
automationautomation /�ɔ�tə |�meʃ(ə)n/ noun
the use of machines to do work with
very little supervision
autonomyautonomy /ɔ�|�tɒnəmi/ noun the
opportunity to make one’s own deci-
sions without being told what to do by
somebody else
auxiliaryauxiliary /ɔ�$|�zliəri/ adjective used
to describe a person or a machine which
helps a more important worker
auxiliary languageauxiliary language /ɔ�$ |�zliəri
�l�n$wd�/ noun a language that is
used by speakers of other languages in
order to communicate
auxiliary numberauxiliary number /ɔ�$ |�zliəri
�n�mbə/ noun an additional number
placed after the class number to allow
materials to be further grouped into
subgroups
AVAV abbreviation MEDIA audiovisual
availabilityavailability /ə|�velə|�blti/ noun
being able to be obtained, used or seen
� The new books were given limited
availability of one week per person, so
that more people could read them.
availableavailable /ə|�veləb(ə)l/ adjective
ready to be used � available time or
information
a/wa/w abbreviation artwork
awardaward /ə|�wɔ�d/ noun 1. a prize given
for doing something well 2. a sum of
money given for a specific purpose � an
award to help you to study � verb to give
a prize or financial grant
awarding bodyawarding body /ə |�wɔ�dŋ �bɒdi/
noun an organisation which gives a
prize or scholarship
awarenessawareness /ə|�weənəs/ noun
knowing about things
axisaxis /��kss/ noun a fixed line against
which other positions can be measured,
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e.g. the vertical and horizontal axes on a
graph (NOTE: The plural is axes.)

azaz abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Azerbaijan
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bachelor’s degreebachelor’s degree /�b�tʃələz d |

�$ri�/ noun a degree awarded on the
successful completion of an undergrad-
uate course at a college or university
and, at some universities, on completion
of a usually short postgraduate course
backback /b�k/ noun the part of a book
where the pages are glued or stitched to
the binding � adjective published or
issued at an earlier date
back boardback board /�b�k bɔ�d/ noun the
board which forms the back of a book
backbonebackbone /�b�kbəυn/ noun US the
spine of a book
back catalogueback catalogue /�b�k �k�t(ə)lɒ$/
noun the complete collection of record-
ings, films or books made by an artist or
a company to date
back copyback copy /�b�k �kɒpi/ noun a copy
of an old issue of a newspaper or maga-
zine
back coverback cover /�b�k �k�və/ noun the
cover at the back of a book or magazine,
which can have publicity matter or
details of the author
backdatebackdate /b�k|�det/ verb to make
effective from an earlier date than the
current one
backdatedbackdated /b�k|�detd/ adjective
with the date written earlier than the
current day’s date
back flapback flap /�b�k �fl�p/, back jacket
flap /�b�k �d��kt �fl�p/ noun a flap
on a book jacket which is folded inside
the back cover
backgroundbackground /�b�k$raυnd/ noun 1.
the context of a situation, which helps to
explain it 2. scenery behind the main
people and objects in a picture or photo-
graph

background colourbackground colour /�b�k$raυnd
�k�lə/ noun the colour of a computer
screen display, with characters and
graphics displayed in a different fore-
ground colour
background printingbackground printing /�b�k$raυnd
�prntŋ/ noun printing from a
computer while it is processing another
task
background processingbackground processing
/�b�k$raυnd �prəυsesŋ/ noun execu-
tion of computer tasks that continues
while the user is working with another
application. Once started, background
tasks such as printing or copying data
take place without user input.
backingbacking /�b�kŋ/ noun money or
support given to a person or an organi-
sation for a particular project
back issueback issue /�b�k �ʃu�/ noun US
same as back number
back liningback lining /�b�k �lanŋ/ noun a
piece of thin cloth or paper glued to the
sewn spine of a book before the cover is
attached
backlistbacklist /�b�klst/ noun the range of
books already published by a publisher
that are still in print
backlogbacklog /�b�klɒ$/ noun work waiting
to be done and causing delays
back matterback matter /�b�k �m�tə/ noun the
parts of a book that appear after the
main text, e.g. the index or an appendix
back numberback number /�b�k �n�mbə/ noun
an edition of a magazine, newspaper or
other document which is not the most
recent edition
back orderback order /�b�k �ɔ�də/ noun an
uncompleted order which is held back
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17 basic stock

for delivery when stock becomes avail-
able
backslashbackslash /�b�ksl�ʃ/ noun a punc-
tuation mark � \These words are
between backslashes.\
back titleback title /�b�k �tat(ə)l/ noun the
title on the spine or back of a book
back upback up /�b�k ��p/ verb to make a
copy of computer data to keep in case
anything goes wrong with the original
backupbackup /�b�k�p/ adjective assistance
� We offer an after sales backup service.
� noun a duplicate copy of a file on a
computer
backup procedurebackup procedure /�b�k�p prə |

�si�d�ə/ noun a method of making
backup copies of files
backwards compatiblebackwards compatible
/�b�kwədz kəm|�p�təb(ə)l/ adjective
relating to a computer hardware or soft-
ware product that is compatible with its
predecessors to the extent that it can use
interfaces and data from earlier versions
bailbail /bel/ noun a hinged bar on a type-
writer or printer that holds the paper
steady
.BAK.BAK, .bak suffix an extension to a
filename, indicating a backup version of
a file
balancebalance /�b�ləns/ verb a financial
term meaning to keep expenditure equal
to income � noun 1. the positioning of
text and graphics on a page in an attrac-
tive way 2. � in the balance not yet
decided � on balance phrase used to
show that you are giving a considered
opinion
bandwidthbandwidth /�b�ndwdθ/ noun the
capacity, often measured in bits per
second, of a communication channel,
e.g. a connection to the Internet
bangbang /b�ŋ/ noun US in typesetting,
the character !
bankbank /b�ŋk/ noun somewhere to store
things ready for use � verb � to bank on
to rely on something happening
bankruptbankrupt /�b�ŋkr�pt/ adjective not
having enough money to pay one’s
debts
bank sort codebank sort code /�b�ŋk �sɔ�t �kəυd/
noun a set of numbers printed on
cheques which identifies a particular
bank

bannedbanned /b�nd/ adjective prohibited
from use by authorities
bannerbanner /�b�nə/ noun a heading or title
across the width of a page
banner headlinebanner headline /�b�nə �hedlan/
noun an extra large newspaper headline
BAPLABAPLA /�b�plə/ abbreviation British
Association of Picture Libraries and
Agencies
barbar /bɑ�/ noun a thick band of colour �

verb to prevent somebody from doing
something or going somewhere
bar chartbar chart /�bɑ� tʃɑ�t/ noun a graph in
which the data is represented by hori-
zontal or vertical bars
barcodebarcode /�bɑ�kəυd/ noun a line of
printed stripes of different thickness
representing a numeric code which can
be read electronically

COMMENT: Barcodes are found on most
goods and their packages. The width and
position of the stripes is sensed by a light
pen or optical wand and provides
information about the goods, such as
price, stock quantity, etc. The main type
of bar code used in Europe is the
European Article Number (EAN) or the
Universal Product Code (UPC).
Barcodes are used on the backs of
books, giving their ISBN number, and so
helping the computerised stock control in
bookshops.

barcode readerbarcode reader /�bɑ�kəυd �ri�də/,
barcode scanner /�bɑ�kəυd �sk�nə/
noun an electronic device used to read
barcodes
basebase /bes/ verb � to base on to
develop an idea from the foundations of
a previous idea
baselinebaseline /�beslan/ noun the data
used as a reference with which to
compare future observations or results
BASICBASIC /�besk/ noun a computer
programming language. Full form
Beginner’s All-Purpose Symbolic
Instruction Code
Basic CurriculumBasic Curriculum /�besk kə |

�rkjələm/ noun in schools in England
and Wales, the National Curriculum
plus religious education
basic stockbasic stock /�besk �stɒk/ noun
standard titles which are considered
necessary to form the core of an author-
itative book stock. Also called core
stock
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basisbasis /�bess/ noun the foundation or
reason for something
bastard sizebastard size /�bɑ�stəd saz/ noun an
odd non-standard size of paper
.BAT.BAT, .bat suffix an extension to a
filename, showing that the file is a batch
file
batchbatch /b�tʃ/ noun a group of things
which are made or dealt with all at one
time
batch controlbatch control /�b�tʃ kən|�trəυl/
noun a system for organising groups of
products
batch filebatch file /�b�tʃ fal/ noun a combi-
nation of computer files which are
treated as one unit
batch numberbatch number /�b�tʃ �n�mbə/ noun
a number used to identify a particular
group
batch processingbatch processing /�b�tʃ
�prəυsesŋ/ noun a mode of computer
operation in which programs are
executed without the user being able to
influence processing while it is in
progress

‘First things first, however. Repcol
needs to upgrade its in-house
collections system, and build a live
link between collections and
financials. Repcol runs the collections
system on an Informix database, but
uses a separate Oracle financials
system running on Linux, batch
processing transactions.’ [The
Australian]

batch systembatch system /�b�tʃ �sstəm/ noun
a way of dealing with tasks in groups
batterbatter /�b�tə/ noun a defective
impression produced by a faulty
printing plate
batterybattery /�b�t(ə)ri/ noun a large
number of things or people
baybay /be/ noun a space or area used for
a particular purpose � a book bay in a
library
bbbb abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Barbados
BBCBBC abbreviation British Broadcasting
Corporation
BBIPBBIP abbreviation British Books in
Print
bccbcc abbreviation blind carbon copy

.bck.bck suffix an extension to a filename,
showing that the file is a backup file
bdbd abbreviation 1. in Internet
addresses, the top-level domain for
Bangladesh 2. PUBL bound
bdsbds abbreviation PUBL bound in boards
bebe abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Belgium
Beginner’s All-Purpose Symbolic Instruction CodeBeginner’s All-Purpose
Symbolic Instruction Code noun
full form of BASIC
BEIBEI abbreviation British Education
Index
benchmarkbenchmark /�bentʃmɑ�k/ noun
something of accepted quality which is
used to provide a standard for compar-
ison
beneficialbeneficial /�ben|�fʃ(ə)l/ adjective
providing advantage or benefit
Berne ConventionBerne Convention /�b��n kən |

�venʃ(ə)n/ noun the international
agreement on copyright, signed in
Berne in 1886. � convention

COMMENT: Under the Berne Convention ,
any book which is copyrighted in a
country which has signed the convention
is automatically copyrighted in the other
countries. Some countries (notably the
USA) did not sign the Convention, and
the UCC (Universal Copyright
Convention) was signed in Geneva in
1952, under the auspices of the United
Nations, to try to bring together all
countries under a uniform copyright
agreement.

bestsellerbestseller /best|�selə/ noun 1. a
popular book of which a very large
number of copies are sold 2. an author
who writes bestsellers
bestsellingbestselling /best|�selŋ/ adjective 1.
far more popular and successful than
other products on sale at the same time
2. making products that are commer-
cially very successful � a bestselling
author
bfbf abbreviation PRINTING boldface
B format paperbackB format paperback /�bi� �fɔ�m�t
�pepəb�k/ noun a paperback with the
format 198 x 129mm
bgbg abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Bulgaria
bhbh abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Bahrain
BHIBHI abbreviation British Humanities
Index
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19 binding
bibi abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Burundi
biannuallybiannually /ba|��njuəli/ adverb
issued every two years
biasbias /�baəs/ noun an unfair judgement
influenced by opinions rather than facts
biasedbiased /�baəst/ adjective holding
views based on opinions rather than
facts
bias phrasebias phrase /�baəs frez/ noun in
classification, the name of a specific
group for whom a work is intended
bibliobiblio /�bbliəυ/ noun bibliographic
details printed on the back of the title
page
bibliographicbibliographic /�bbliə|�$r�fk/
adjective relating to bibliographies
bibliographical informationbibliographical information
/�bbliə$r�fk(ə)l �nfə|�meʃ(ə)n/
noun information about a book such as
the name of the author, number of pages
and ISBN, which is used for library
cataloguing
bibliographic controlbibliographic control
/�bbliə$r�fk kən |�trəυl/ noun the
creation and management of biblio-
graphic records and the system which
enables users to access them

‘This practical volume addresses the
ways a library can manage electronic
collections. The goal is to provide an
overview of management concerns
and issues regarding bibliographic
control in an online environment and
to suggest tools that are available.’
[Booklist]

bibliographic databasebibliographic database
/�bbliə$r�fk �detəbes/ noun a
database containing bibliographic infor-
mation, designed to locate specific
items
bibliographic detailsbibliographic details
/�bbliə$r�fk �di�telz/ plural noun
information about a publication, often
printed on the back of the title page,
which enables it to be identified, e.g.
date of publication and ISBN
bibliographic entrybibliographic entry /�bbliə$r�fk
�entri/ noun details of written material,
set out in a list for reference
bibliographybibliography /�bbli |�ɒ$rəfi/ noun 1.
a list of books and other written mate-
rials on one particular subject 2. a list of

books or articles referred to in another
book or article
bibliomaniabibliomania /�bbliəυ |�meniə/ noun
an obsession with collecting books
bibliophilebibliophile /�bbliəfal/ noun a
person who loves books, especially
somebody who collects old, rare or
beautiful books � The book has been
published as a limited edition for bibli-
ophiles.
bifurcate classificationbifurcate classification /ba|

�f��ket �kl�sf|�keʃ(ə)n/ noun a
system of classification based on
branching positive and negative pairs
bilingualbilingual /ba|�lŋ$wəl/ adjective in
two languages � a bilingual dictionary �
monolingual, multilingual
bilingual textbilingual text /ba|�lŋ$wəl �tekst/
noun text which is given in two
languages, usually with the texts on
facing pages
billionbillion /�bljən/ noun 1. in the UK, a
million million 2. in the US, a thousand
million
bimonthlybimonthly /ba|�m�nθli/ adjective
issued or published every two months
binarybinary /�banəri/ adjective relating to
a numerical system using only the digits
0 and 1, used especially in computing
binary filebinary file /�banəri fal/ noun a
computer file that contains data in a raw
or nontext state made up of characters
that only a computer can read. Execut-
able programs are stored and trans-
mitted in binary files, as are most
numerical data files.
binary searchbinary search /�banəri s��tʃ/ noun
a system of searching by repeatedly
rejecting one of a pair until the required
item is found
binary systembinary system /�banəri �sstəm/
noun a number system based on two
digits only, usually 1 and 0
bindbind /band/ verb to join the pages of a
book together and enclose them in a
cover (NOTE: binding – bound)
binderbinder /�bandə/ noun a person or
company that specialises in binding
books
binderybindery /�bandəri/ noun a factory
where books are bound
bindingbinding /�bandŋ/ noun 1. the cover
of a book 2. the act of putting a cover on
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a book � adjective demanding an obli-
gation � The contract was binding in
law.
binding recordbinding record /�bandŋ �rekɔ�d/
noun a record of all books sent to the
binder
biobio /�baəυ/ noun a biographical work
biodatabiodata /�baəυdetə/ noun informa-
tion relating to a particular person and
his or her financial, professional or
educational history, stored in a database
and used, e.g. in banking, job recruiting
and marketing
biographeebiographee /�baɒ$rə |�fi�/ noun
somebody whose life is described in a
biography
biographical detailsbiographical details
/�baə$r�fk(ə)l �di�telz/ plural noun
information about the main events in
somebody’s life
biographybiography /ba|�ɒ$rəfi/ noun an
account of somebody’s life and work
written by another person
bioinformaticsbioinformatics /�baəυ |�nfə|

�m�tks/ noun the use of computers to
extract and analyse biological data,
especially in studying DNA
BISBIS abbreviation Business Information
Service
bitbit /bt/ noun a binary digit, 0 or 1
bit mapbit map /�btm�p/, bitmp noun a file
format for storing images in which data
in the file represents the value of each
pixel
bitmapped fontbitmapped font /�btm�pt �fɒnt/
noun a screen or printer font with char-
acters formed as a pattern of pixels or
dots
bitmapped graphicsbitmapped graphics /�btm�pt
�$r�fks/ plural noun images whose
individual pixels can be controlled by
changing the value of the stored bits
BITNETBITNET /�btnet/ noun a network
used to connect mostly academic sites
and computers and allows transfer of
electronic mail and listserver applica-
tion
biweeklybiweekly /ba|�wi�kli/ noun a publica-
tion that appears every two weeks
bizbiz abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the generic top-level domain for busi-
nesses

BLBL abbreviation British Library
black boxblack box /�bl�k �bɒks/ noun a
device used for converting protocols
from one computer system to another,
such as for converting data from a micro
to a phototypesetter
black listblack list /�bl�k lst/ noun a list of
companies, countries or people who are
banned from trading or using goods or
services � verb to make a list of untrust-
worthy people or organisations
black marketblack market /�bl�k �mɑ�kt/ noun
illegal trading
blackoutblackout /�bl�kaυt/ noun the with-
holding of news or information about a
subject, especially by official sources
BLAISEBLAISE /blez/ abbreviation British
Library Automated Information Service
BLAISE RecordsBLAISE Records /�blez �rekɔ�dz/
plural noun online machine-readable
records from the MARC database for
use on automated catalogues
blankblank /bl�ŋk/ noun an empty space in
a form � adjective empty or with
nothing on it � a blank tape � a blank
piece of paper
blank chequeblank cheque /�bl�ŋk �tʃek/ noun 1.
a bank cheque with the amount of
money to be filled in by the recipient 2.
the authority to do whatever you
consider to be right
blanket agreementblanket agreement /�bl�ŋkt ə |

�$ri�mənt/ noun agreement which
covers many items
blanket orderblanket order /�bl�ŋkt �ɔ�də/ noun
an order with several different items
blast freezeblast freeze /�blɑ�st fri�z/ verb to
reduce the temperature to below
freezing using very cold air, sometimes
used as a method for conserving wet
paper
BLDSCBLDSC abbreviation British Library
Document Supply Centre
bleedbleed /bli�d/ noun 1. page design
where the illustrations run off the edge
of the trimmed page � The double-page
spreads are all bleeds. 2. overtrimmed
margins when binding, cutting off the
edge of the type � verb to print some-
thing, or be printed, so that part of it is
cut off by the edge of the page
blindblind /bland/ adjective done without
preparation or the relevant information
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blind carbon copy

blind carbon copy /�bland
�kɑ�bən �kɒpi/ noun a feature of many
electronic mail programs that allows a
user to send one message to several
users at a time (a carbon copy) but does
not display this list to the recipients.
Abbr bcc
blind reference

blind reference /�bland
�ref(ə)rəns/ noun a reference in a cata-
logue or index to a heading which has
no entry
block capitalblock capital /�blɒk �k�pt(ə)l/
noun an upper case letter, e.g. A, B, C,
as opposed to lower case a, b, c
block letterblock letter /�blɒk �letə/ noun a
compressed sans serif typeface or indi-
vidual letter
block letter styleblock letter style /�blɒk �letə �stal/
noun a style of writing using only
capital letters
block markersblock markers /�blɒk �mɑ�kəz/
plural noun two markers inserted at the
start and finish of a section of data to
indicate a special block which can then
be moved or deleted or copied as a
single unit
blog

blog /blɒ$/ noun ONLINE same as
weblog � verb to create or run a weblog

‘Employees are no different to
customers. They are besieged by
information from an increasing
number of sources. It places a greater
imperative on management to engage
with staff first. In a world of blogs and
RSS feeds, communications heads
increasingly need to make instant
decisions based on the speed at which
news travels.’ [PR Week]

blogger

blogger /�blɒ$ə/ noun a person who
creates or runs a weblog
blogosphere

blogosphere /�blɒ$ə|�sfə/ noun the
World Wide Web environment in which
bloggers communicate with each other
blogware

blogware /�blɒ$weə/ noun computer
software tools for creating a weblog
blow upblow up /�bləυ ��p/ verb to enlarge a
photograph
blowupblowup /�bləυ|��p/ noun a photograph
or illustration greatly enlarged for exhi-
bition purposes
BLR&DDBLR&DD abbreviation British Library
Research & Development Department

blue-pencilblue-pencil /�blu� �pensl/ verb to
edit a piece of writing by marking it, in
order to shorten, censor or delete it
blueprintblueprint /�blu�prnt/ noun 1. a
photographic copy of construction
plans usually printed in white on blue
paper 2. a detailed plan of something
blurbblurb /bl��b/ noun a short piece of
writing that praises and promotes some-
thing, especially a paragraph on the
cover of a book
blurredblurred /bl��d/ adjective unclear
because there is no distinct outline
BMJBMJ abbreviation British Medical
Journal
.bmp.bmp suffix a file extension for a bit
map file
bnbn abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Brunei
BNBBNB abbreviation British National
Bibliography
bobo abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Bolivia
boardboard /bɔ�d/ noun 1. thick sturdy
material used to form the foundation of
book covers, made from pressed fibres
and usually covered with cloth or other
material 2. one piece of this material,
cut to size 3. the controlling group of
people in a company or organisation
also known as the board of directors �
across the board decision or action
which affects everyone in a particular
group
board meetingboard meeting /�bɔ�d �mi�tŋ/ noun
a meeting of the directors to discuss
company business
board roomboard room /�bɔ�d ru�m/ noun a
room where board meetings are held
BodleianBodleian /�bɒdliən/ noun the main
library of Oxford University, one of
England’s copyright deposit libraries
bodybody /�bɒdi/ noun 1. an official group
of people 2. the main part of the text in
a document
boil downboil down /�bɔl �daυn/ verb to
condense or summarise something such
as information or text
boilerplateboilerplate /�bɔləplet/ noun US
fixed or formulaic language such as that
used in legal forms and documents, e.g.
powers of attorney and authors’
contracts
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boldbold /bəυld/ adjective having darker,
thicker lines than standard type, fonts or
lettering � noun type, fonts or lettering
with darker, thicker lines than is
standard, used for emphasis � verb to
set, print, or display text in bold type
boldfaceboldface /�bəυldfes/ adjective,
noun, verb PRINTING same as bold. Abbr
bf
bold typebold type /�bəυld tap/, bold face
/�bəυld fes/ noun same as bold
bookbook /bυk/ noun a collection of pages
containing text and sometimes pictures,
bound together inside a cover
Book Aid InternationalBook Aid International /�bυk ed
�ntə |�n�ʃ(ə)nəl/ noun a service which
collects unwanted books from individ-
uals and institutions and sends them
abroad to help fight illiteracy, and also
encourages local publishing
book baybook bay /�bυk be/ noun an area in a
library surrounded by bookshelves
bookbinderbookbinder /�bυk |�bandə/ noun
somebody who binds books, especially
as a profession
bookbindingbookbinding /�bυk |�bandŋ/ noun
the art of binding books
book busbook bus /�bυk b�s/ noun a bus
converted to act as a mobile library
usually in residential areas
bookcasebookcase /�bυkkes/ noun a piece of
furniture with shelves for books
book clothbook cloth /�bυk klɒθ/ noun a
covering material for cased books, espe-
cially library editions
book clubbook club /�bυk kl�b/ noun a system
of buying and selling books by post,
usually on specialist subjects
book club editionbook club edition /�bυk kl�b  |

�dʃ(ə)n/ noun an edition of a book
specially printed and bound for a book
club for sale to its members
book coverbook cover /�bυk �k�və/ noun a
paper cover which is put on a book to
protect it or to make it attractive. Also
called book jacket, book wrapper
book designbook design /�bυk d|�zan/ noun the
design of a book, both the typography
and the page layout
book designerbook designer /�bυk d|�zanə/ noun
a person who designs books
book distributionbook distribution /�bυk
�dstrbju�ʃ(ə)n/ noun a system of

delivering books to institutions or
people
book donationbook donation /�bυk dəυ |�neʃ(ə)n/
noun a book given to an organisation as
a gift
bookendbookend /�bυkend/ noun one of a
pair of supports used to keep a row of
books upright
BookExpo AmericaBookExpo America /�bυkekspəυ ə|

�merkə/ noun a book fair held in
Chicago in May/June, formerly called
the ‘ABA’
book exportbook export /�bυk �ekspɔ�t/ noun a
book produced in one country and sold
in another
book fairbook fair /�bυk feə/ noun a trade
exhibition with the object of publi-
cising, selling and exchanging books

COMMENT: The major international fairs
are held all year round. The most
important are the London Book Fair
(April); the Bologna Book Fair
(April/May); the Paris Salon du Livre
(May); the BookExpo America
(May/June); the Moscow Book Fair
(September); the Frankfurt Book Fair
(October). There are many other book
fairs in various countries; and many
specialised fairs as well. Book fairs have
existed as meetings for trade since books
were invented: the Frankfurt Book Fair
existed even in the later Middle Ages.
Originally they were places where
merchants could buy and sell
manuscripts; they have always had an
international element, and even the
earliest book fairs were patronised by
dealers from various countries in Europe.
Book fairs can now be divided into two
main categories: (a) rights fairs (like the
Frankfurt Book Fair, or the London Book
Fair), where publishers sell rights in
books to publishers from other countries,
and also meet agents and
representatives; and (b) selling fairs
(such as the Geneva Book Fair) where
books can be sold to the visitors from the
stands

bookingbooking /�bυkŋ/ noun an arrange-
ment to reserve something � The book-
ings were low for the theatre perform-
ance.
book jacketbook jacket /�bυk �d��kt/ noun
same as book cover
bookkeepingbookkeeping /�bυkki�pŋ/ noun the
activity of keeping records of the
income and expenditure of an organisa-
tion or company
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book learningbook learning /�bυk �l��nŋ/ noun
knowledge obtained from books instead
of from experience
bookletbooklet /�bυklət/ noun a small book
with a paper cover, often used for infor-
mation
book listbook list /�bυk lst/ noun a list of
books on a specific subject or by a
particular author
booklorebooklore /�bυklɔ�/ noun information
about books, especially their authors
and the circumstances of their publica-
tion
booklousebooklouse /�bυklaυs/ noun a small
wingless insect that destroys books by
feeding on the paste used in the binding
(NOTE: The plural is booklice.)
bookmakerbookmaker /�bυkmekə/ noun a
book designer, printer or binder
bookmarkbookmark /�bυkmɑ�k/ noun 1. a
narrow strip of material or paper used to
mark the place in a book where the
reader has stopped reading temporarily
2. a code used by a multimedia title or
web browser that allows the user to go
back to the same point again in the
future
book marketbook market /�bυk �mɑ�kt/ noun
the number of potential buyers for
books
bookmobilebookmobile /�bυkmə |�bi�l/ noun US
a large motor vehicle equipped as a
small lending library, used for taking
books to people, especially in rural
areas
book paperbook paper /�bυk �pepə/ noun
special paper used for printing books
book platebook plate /�bυk plet/ noun a deco-
rated piece of paper stuck in the front of
the book with the name of the owner
written or printed on it
book reviewbook review /�bυk r |�vju�/ noun crit-
ical comments on a book, especially
when it is first published
booksellerbookseller /�bυkselə/ noun a person
or company that sells books
bookshelfbookshelf /�bυkʃelf/ noun a hori-
zontal piece of wood or metal used to
store books (NOTE: The plural is book-
shelves.)
bookshopbookshop /�bυkʃɒp/ noun a shop
which specialises in selling books

Books in Print

Books in Print /�bυkz n �prnt/
noun � British Books in Print
bookstallbookstall /�bυkstɔ�l/, bookstand
/�bυkst�nd/ noun a table in a market or
fair where books are sold
bookstore

bookstore /�bυkstɔ�/ noun 1. a space
in a library devoted to storage of books
and documents not frequently used 2.
US same as bookshop
book tokenbook token /�bυk �təυkən/ noun a
card bought to give as a gift which can
only be used to buy books
book trade

book trade /�bυk tred/ noun the
business of buying and selling books
Book TrustBook Trust /�bυk tr�st/ noun an
independent body, formerly known as
the National Book League, which
promotes books and reading and also
offers an information service
bookworkbookwork /�bυkw��k/ noun the
keeping of financial records
bookwormbookworm /�bυkw��m/ noun a
person who is very fond of reading

‘Cardiff is a city of bookworms,
compared to its European
counterparts. Each resident takes out
an average of seven books a year
[from the library] – above the
European average – but not a patch on
Ljubljana in Slovenia, where the
figure is 21 books a year.’ [South
Wales Echo]

book wrapperbook wrapper /�bυk �r�pə/ noun
same as book cover
Boolean

Boolean /�bu�liən/ adjective using a
system of symbolic logic that uses
combinations of logical operators such
as ‘AND’, ‘OR’ and ‘NOT’ to deter-
mine relationships between entities.
Boolean operations are extensively used
in writing computer programs and in
computer searches using keywords.
Boolean logicBoolean logic /�bu�liən �lɒd�k/
noun rules set down to simplify logical
functions in searching
Boolean operator

Boolean operator /�bu�liən
�ɒpəretə/ noun a connecting word or
symbol that allows a computer user to
include or exclude items in a text
search, e.g. ‘and’, ‘or’ and ‘not’
boostboost /bu�st/ verb to increase some-
thing � to boost the market for books
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bootlegbootleg /�bu�tle$/ adjective some-
thing which is imported or sold illegally
boot upboot up /�bu�t ��p/ verb to load the
operating system or programs automat-
ically into a computer
borderborder /�bɔ�də/ noun a strip, line or
band around the edge of something
borderlineborderline /�bɔ�dəlan/ adjective
only just acceptable � He was a border-
line case in the examination, but they
allowed him to pass.
borrowborrow /�bɒrəυ/ verb to take away
temporarily with the intention of
returning it
borrower cardborrower card /�bɒrəυə kɑ�d/,
borrower ticket /�bɒrəυə �tkt/ noun
a card issued to a member of a library so
that items borrowed can be recorded in
his or her name
borrowingsborrowings /�bɒrəυŋz/ plural noun
books borrowed from a library
borrowing systemborrowing system /�bɒrəυŋ
�sstəm/ noun a system for organising
items which are taken away temporarily
and need to be returned
botbot /bɒt/ noun a computer program
performing routine or time-consuming
tasks such as searching websites auto-
matically or semi-independently
bottom linebottom line /�bɒtəm �lan/ noun the
most important consideration in a
discussion
bottom pricebottom price /�bɒtəm pras/ noun
the lowest possible price
bouncebounce /baυns/ noun electronic mail
that is returned to the sender because the
address is incorrect or the user is not
known at the mail server � verb (of an e-
mail message) to fail to be delivered �

If you send e-mail to an incorrect
address it bounces back to your
mailbox.
boundbound /baυnd/ adjective used to
describe a book or other written docu-
ment that has a permanent, usually hard,
cover
bound journalbound journal /�baυnd �d���nəl/
noun a set of regular journal issues
collected in date order and put inside a
stiff cover
boundsbounds /baυndz/ plural noun the
limits of what can be done

bowdlerisebowdlerise /�baυdləraz/,
bowdlerize verb to change a text by
omitting anything which may be
thought to be offensive, so called after
Thomas Bowdler who in 1818 ‘cleaned
up’ an edition of Shakespeare’s plays
boxbox /bɒks/ verb to pack into boxes for
transport or sale
box numberbox number /�bɒks �n�mbə/ noun a
number used as an address, often in
reply to an advertisement in a news-
paper or magazine
BPMBPM abbreviation business process
management
brbr abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Brazil
bracebrace /bres/ noun either of a pair of
symbols, { }, used singly in printing or
writing to group items together in a
table or list or as a pair in mathematical
formulae. Also called curly bracket
bracketbracket /�br�kt/ noun 1. a punctua-
tion mark put on either side of a word or
phrase to show that it contains addi-
tional information � (These words are
inside brackets.) 2. a piece of metal or
wood fastened to a wall to support
something
bracket togetherbracket together /�br�kt tə|�$eðə/
verb 1. to put two or more things
together because they are thought to be
similar 2. to print brackets round several
items to show that they are treated in the
same way and separated from the rest of
the text
BrailleBraille /brel/ noun a system of
printing that enables blind people to
read by feeling with their fingers letters
which are printed as groups of raised
dots
BraillerBrailler /�brelə/ noun a machine
similar to a typewriter that prints Braille
brainstormbrainstorm /�brenstɔ�m/ verb to
gather together the random thoughts on
a given subject of all the people at a
meeting or seminar
branchbranch /brɑ�ntʃ/ noun a local subsec-
tion of a business or organisation
branching classificationbranching classification
/�brɑ�ntʃŋ �kl�sfkeʃ(ə)n/ noun a
system of classification with two or
more main divisions which can be
further subdivided as often as necessary
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branch librarybranch library /�brɑ�ntʃ �labrəri/
noun a library which serves a specific
area and is accountable to a main library
branch managerbranch manager /�brɑ�ntʃ
�m�nd�ə/ noun a person who runs a
local branch
brand namebrand name /�br�nd nem/ noun a
version of a product recognised by a
name or design
breachbreach /bri�tʃ/ verb to break an agree-
ment or contract
breach of contractbreach of contract /�bri�tʃ əv
�kɒntr�kt/ noun failure to carry out the
terms of an agreement
break downbreak down /�brek �daυn/ verb to
separate something into smaller parts so
that it is easier to deal with
breakdownbreakdown /�brekdaυn/ noun a
summary, explanation or analysis of
data items collected
break evenbreak even /�brek �i�v(ə)n/ verb to
make enough money to cover one’s
expenses but making neither a profit nor
a loss
break intobreak into /�brek �ntυ/ verb to use a
computer system without permission
bridgebridge /brd�/ verb to overcome
differences between people � to bridge
an information gap to provide relevant
information
briefbrief /bri�f/ noun a set of instructions
needed to perform a task, often used for
legal instructions
briefingbriefing /�bri�fŋ/ noun a meeting at
which people are given instructions and
information
British Association of Picture Libraries and AgenciesBritish Association of Picture
Libraries and Agencies noun a
support group providing information
guidelines and standards for special
picture libraries. Abbr BAPLA
British Books in PrintBritish Books in Print /�brtʃ
bυks n �prnt/ noun a publication
containing bibliographical details of all
published books in the UK. Abbr BBIP
British Broadcasting CorporationBritish Broadcasting Corpora-
tion /�brtʃ �brɔ�dkɑ�stŋ
�kɔ�pəreʃ(ə)n/ noun the controlling
body for most radio and some television
in Britain. Abbr BBC
British CouncilBritish Council /�brtʃ �kaυns(ə)l/
noun a government-funded body to
promote the United Kingdom abroad by

means of information offices, cultural
relations, educational aid schemes and
agencies for low-priced book schemes
British Education IndexBritish Education Index /�brtʃ
�edjυ|�keʃ(ə)n �ndeks/ noun an index
to articles about education from over
250 periodicals with online access
through DIALOG. Abbr BEI
British Humanities IndexBritish Humanities Index /�brtʃ
hju�|�m�ntiz �ndeks/ noun a quar-
terly index to articles in periodicals
about the humanities published by the
Library Association. Abbr BHI
British LibraryBritish Library /�brtʃ �labrəri/
noun the national library of the UK
which contains a copy of every publica-
tion in Britain through the copyright
deposit system. Abbr BL
British Library Automated Information ServiceBritish Library Automated Infor-
mation Service /�brtʃ �labrəri
�ɔ�təmetd �nfə|�meʃ(ə)n �s��vs/
noun an online information retrieval
system provided by the British Library,
now divided into BLAISE-LINE
standard bibliographic database and
BLAISE-LINK online database host.
Abbr BLAISE
British Library Document Supply CentreBritish Library Document
Supply Centre /�brtʃ �labrəri
�dɒkjυmənt sə|�pla �sentə/ noun a
closed collection kept for use by inter-
library loan. Abbr BLDSC
British Library Research & Development DepartmentBritish Library Research &
Development Department
/�brtʃ �labrəri r|�s��tʃ ən d|

�veləpmənt d|�pɑ�tmənt/ noun part of
the British Library devoted to research
into all aspects of library and informa-
tion work. Abbr BLR&DD
British National BibliographyBritish National Bibliography
/�brtʃ �n�ʃ(ə)nəl �bbli |�ɒ$rəfi/ noun
an organisation which issues a weekly
list in printed form and on CD-ROM of
all the books published in Great Britain
and produces monthly and annual
cumulative indexes. Abbr BNB
British Society of IndexersBritish Society of Indexers
/�brtʃ sə|�saəti əv �ndeksəz/ noun a
support association for professional
indexers. Abbr BSI
British Standards InstitutionBritish Standards Institution
/�brtʃ �st�ndədz �nsttju�ʃ(ə)n/
noun the approved British body for the
preparation and publication of national
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standards for the production of goods
and services. Abbr BSI
broad

British Talking Book Service for
the Blind noun an organisation which
arranges for written materials to be
recorded on to audio tape so that blind
people can listen to them
broadbroad /brɔ�d/ adjective comprehen-
sive in content, knowledge, experience,
ability or application
broadbandbroadband /�brɔ�db�nd/ noun a
connection to the Internet that allows it
to remain connected while still using
phone and fax facilities on the same
line, since many signals can be trans-
mitted simultaneously � adjective able
to transfer large amounts of data at high
speed
broadcast

broadcast /�brɔ�dkɑ�st/ noun a
programme made for transmission on
radio or television � verb 1. to send out
words, music or signals by radio waves
2. to make widely known
broadsheetbroadsheet /�brɔ�dʃi�t/ noun
anything printed on large sheets of
paper, but especially one of the more
serious newspapers
broad termbroad term /�brɔ�d t��m/ noun an
indexing term heading a string of
narrower terms
brochure

brochure /�brəυʃə/ noun a magazine
or booklet with pictures giving informa-
tion about a product or service
broken orderbroken order /�brəυkən �ɔ�də/ noun
a system which is not in the expected or
normal order, used deliberately in
unusual circumstances to facilitate use
brokerbroker /�brəυkə/ noun a person who
does the business of buying and selling
for somebody else
brokerage

brokerage /�brəυkərd�/ noun the
business of buying and selling goods
and services for other people
Brown issuing systemBrown issuing system /�braυn
�ʃuŋ �sstəm/ noun a system of
recording loans from a library which
uses individual book cards, which are
kept in members’ small cardboard
tickets until the book is returned
browsebrowse /braυz/ verb 1. to look
through a book, magazine, database or
shop in a casual way without definite

intentions 2. to view data in a database
or online system
browserbrowser /�braυzə/ noun a software
program that is used to navigate through
WWW pages stored on the Internet. �

web browser
browsingbrowsing /�braυzŋ/ noun the act of a
user moving through text or a multi-
media application in no particular order
BRSBRS noun an online database host
brush upbrush up /�br�ʃ ��p/ verb to refresh or
renew knowledge of or skill in some-
thing
bsbs abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Bahamas
BSIBSI abbreviation 1. British Society of
Indexers 2. British Standards Institution
btbt abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Bhutan
BTECBTEC /�bi�tek/ noun a work-related
technical qualification, usually at
school-leaving level
BUBLBUBL /�b�b(ə)l/ noun an electronic
discussion list subscribed to by librar-
ians worldwide. Full form Bulletin
Boards for Libraries

‘BUBL is an excellent resource in that
it combines classification of resources
in a familiar way with hyperlink
availability…In our search example,
Scientology information is found
under “Other Religions” and we have
a good online reference to likely
impartial information.’ [Law Now]

BuchmesseBuchmesse /�bυxmesə/ noun a
German book fair, such as the Frankfurt
Book Fair
buckrambuckram /�b�krəm/ noun a coarse
cotton or linen fabric that has been stiff-
ened with starch, gum or latex, used in
bookbinding
budgetbudget /�b�d�t/ noun a financial plan
showing how much money is available
and how it is proposed to spend it � verb
to allow pre-determined amounts of
money for specific purposes
bufferbuffer /�b�fə/ noun a temporary
storage area for data being transmitted
between two devices that function at
different speeds. A buffer enables a
faster device such as a computer to
complete sending the data and begin
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another task without waiting for a
slower device such as a printer.
bugbug /b�$/ noun 1. a problem or
mistake in a computer program 2. a
tracking or surveillance device
built-inbuilt-in /�blt �n/ adjective included as
part of the original structure or plan
built-in obsolescencebuilt-in obsolescence /�blt n
ɒbsə|�les(ə)ns/ noun deliberate features
of the design which will cause a piece of
equipment to become out of date and
need to be replaced
bulkbulk /b�lk/ noun a large quantity � the
bulk of something most of it � to buy
in bulk to buy large quantities
bulk purchasebulk purchase /�b�lk �p��tʃs/ noun
the act of buying a large quantity of
something to obtain a cheaper price
bulk storagebulk storage /�b�lk �stɔ�rd�/ noun
the act of storing large amounts of infor-
mation on a database
bulletbullet /�bυlt/ noun a large printed dot
used to highlight items in a printed list
bulletinbulletin /�bυltn/ noun a short report
on the latest situation
bulletin boardbulletin board /�bυltn bɔ�d/ noun
an electronic discussion network and
information database
bullet pointbullet point /�bυlt pɔnt/ noun
PRINTING same as bullet
bumfbumf /b�mf/ noun unwanted or unin-
teresting printed material, especially
official forms and documents
bundled servicebundled service /�b�nd(ə)ld
�s��vs/ noun a collection of several
different services sold as a package
bureaubureau /�bjυərəυ/ noun an office
organisation or government department
that collects and distributes information
burnburn /b��n/ verb to copy data on to a
CD-ROM or DVD-ROM. It can then be
used to transport the content or to create
multiple copies.
burnishingburnishing /�b��nʃŋ/ noun the
process of polishing the gold or silver
leaf on edges of books to give it a
brighter appearance
burstburst /b��st/ noun an amount of data
sent or received in one operation
busbus /b�s/ noun 1. a communication
link consisting of a set of leads or wires
which connects different parts of a
computer hardware system, and over

which data is transmitted and received
by various circuits in the system 2. a
central source of information which
supplies several devices
businessbusiness /�bzns/ noun an organisa-
tion that produces and sells goods or
provides a service
business cardbusiness card /�bzns kɑ�d/ noun a
small card giving the name and business
details of a person
business computerbusiness computer /�bzns kəm|

�pju�tə/ noun a powerful small
computer which is programmed for
special business uses
Business Information ServiceBusiness Information Service
/�bzns �nfə|�meʃ(ə)n �s��vs/ noun a
service to promote awareness of the
British Libraries’ holdings on business
information, based at the Science Refer-
ence and Information Service. Abbr BIS
business letterbusiness letter /�bzns �letə/ noun
a letter which is sent from one company
to another about business matters
businesslikebusinesslike /�bznslak/ adjective
working in an efficient and timesaving
way
business planbusiness plan /�bzns pl�n/ noun a
proposal for a new business, presented
to a bank or other institution when
asking for a loan
business process managementbusiness process management
/�bzns �prəυses �m�nd�mənt/ noun
the theory of how to best organise proc-
esses in business for maximum effi-
ciency. Abbr BPM
business relationshipbusiness relationship /�bzns r|

�leʃ(ə)nʃp/ noun the way people in
business work together
business schoolbusiness school /�bzns sku�l/
noun a college where people are taught
how to manage a business or other
organisation
business systembusiness system /�bzns �sstəm/
noun a way of organising business
following a fixed set of rules
BUSLIBBUSLIB /�bzlb/ noun an electronic
bulletin board for business libraries
buttonbutton /�b�t(ə)n/ noun a picture on a
computer screen which can be used with
a mouse to perform specific functions
buy intobuy into /�ba �ntυ/ verb to buy part
of a business or organisation in order to
gain some control
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buy outbuy out /�ba �aυt/ verb to buy some-
body’s share of a business that you
previously owned together
buzzerbuzzer /�b�zə/ noun an electronic
device making a loud hum, often used
as an alarm
byby abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Belarus
bylinebyline /�balan/ noun a line giving the
name of the author of a newspaper or
magazine article

by-product

by-product /�ba �prɒd�kt/ noun 1.
something that is an unexpected or
unplanned outcome of a situation 2.
something that is produced during the
manufacture of something else
byte

byte /bat/ noun a measurement used
to express data or memory capacity of a
computer
bz

bz abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Belize
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©© symbol a symbol denoting copyright,
placed by law before the name of the
owner of the copyright and the year of
first publication

COMMENT: The symbol adopted by the
Universal Copyright Convention in
Geneva in 1952. Publications bearing the
symbol are automatically covered by the
convention. The copyright line in a book
should give the © followed by the name of
the copyright holder and the date.

c abbreviation 1. PUBL chapter 2. HIST
circa
caca abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Canada
ca.ca. abbreviation circa
cabinetcabinet /�k�bnət/ noun a piece of
furniture with doors and drawers used
for storing things. � filing cabinet
cablecable /�keb(ə)l/ noun a flexible wire
link for electrical equipment
cable televisioncable television /�keb(ə)l �tel|

�v�(ə)n/, cable TV /�keb(ə)l �ti�|�vi�/
noun a system whereby signals are
relayed to viewers’ homes by fibre optic
cables often underground
cachecache /k�ʃ/ noun an area of high-
speed computer memory used for
temporary storage of frequently used
data � verb to store data in a cache
cache memorycache memory /�k�ʃ �mem(ə)ri/
noun a section of high-speed memory
which stores data that the computer can
access quickly
CADCAD /k�d/ abbreviation computer-
aided design
CALCAL abbreviation computer-aided
learning
calculatedcalculated /�k�lkjυletd/ adjective
planned to have a particular effect

calculatorcalculator /�k�lkjυletə/ noun an
electronic device for working out the
answers to numerical problems
calendarcalendar /�k�lndə/ noun a printed
table or chart which shows the days,
weeks and months of the year
calendar monthcalendar month /�k�lndə m�nθ/
noun a period of time, usually 30 or 31
days, measured according to an estab-
lished western calendar rather than
natural changes of the moon
calendar yearcalendar year /�k�lndə �jə/ noun a
period of time, usually 12 months,
measured according to an established
western calendar rather than natural
changes of the moon
calfskincalfskin /�kɑ�fskn/, calf /kɑ�f/ noun
a soft type of leather used in book-
binding
calligraphycalligraphy /kə|�l$rəfi/ noun the
artistic use of handwriting
call markcall mark /�kɔl mɑ�k/ noun LIBRARIES
same as shelf mark
call numbercall number /�kɔ�l �n�mbə/ noun a
number used to identify and locate a
book. � spine number
call slipcall slip /�kɔl slp/ noun a form for
requesting a library book that is not kept
on the shelves used by the public
call upcall up /�kɔ�l ��p/ verb to instruct a
computer to find and display a partic-
ular piece of information
camcordercamcorder /�k�mkɔ�də/ noun a
small video recorder which can be held
in the hand
camera-readycamera-ready /�k�m(ə)rə �redi/
adjective relating to material in its final
publishable format, ready to be photo-
graphed or electronically scanned for
the purpose of preparing printing plates
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camera-ready copycamera-ready copy /�k�m(ə)rə
�redi �kɒpi/, camera-ready paste-up
/�k�m(ə)rə �redi �pest ��p/ noun a
typescript which is ready to be photo-
graphed as part of book production.
Abbr CRC, CRPU
campuscampus /�k�mpəs/ noun an area of
land containing the main buildings of a
college or university
cancelcancel /�k�ns(ə)l/ verb to cause
something such as a cheque or reserva-
tion to be no longer valid
cancelbotcancelbot /�k�ns(ə)lbɒt/ noun a
computer program that cancels
unwanted articles sent to an Internet
newsgroup by a particular user
cancellationcancellation /�k�nsə |�leʃ(ə)n/ noun
an instruction to say that something is
no longer needed
cancel outcancel out /�k�ns(ə)l �aυt/ verb to
combine two things having opposite
effects so as to produce no effect
candidatecandidate /�k�nddet/ noun 1. a
person who is being considered for a
job, or who is standing for election 2.
someone who is taking an examination
3. a person or company that is consid-
ered suitable for a particular purpose �

Small libraries are likely candidates for
closure.
capabilitycapability /�kepə|�blti/ noun ability
to do something � the capability to
understand computers
capablecapable /�kepəb(ə)l/ adjective able
to do things well
capacitycapacity /kə|�p�sti/ noun 1. the
amount that something can hold 2. (in
industry) the amount that can be
produced or work that can be done
capacity planningcapacity planning /kə |�p�sti
�pl�nŋ/ noun planning work so that
the best use is made of the abilities and
equipment available
capitalcapital /�k�pt(ə)l/ noun money that
is used to set up a business or invested to
make more money
capital expenditurecapital expenditure /�k�pt(ə)l k|

�spendtʃə/ noun money spent on
equipment or buildings
capital lettercapital letter /�k�pt(ə)l �letə/ noun
the upper case form of a letter used at
the beginning of sentences and names,

e.g. A, B, C as opposed to a, b, c. Abbr
cap
captioncaption /�k�pʃən/ noun a note or
heading to a picture or illustration
capturecapture /�k�ptʃə/ verb to obtain
control over something � to capture the
market
carbon copycarbon copy /�kɑ�bən �kɒpi/ noun
full form of cc
cardcard /kɑ�d/ noun a piece of thick, stiff
paper
card cataloguecard catalogue /�kɑ�d �k�təlɒ$/
noun a list of contents written on index
cards and arranged according to a
system which aids retrieval
card filecard file /�kɑ�d fal/ noun COMM,
LIBRARIES same as card index
card indexcard index /�kɑ�d �ndeks/ noun a
series of cards, usually standard size
12.5 x 7.5 cm, used to record holdings
and kept in specially designed drawers
or boxes
card-indexcard-index /�kɑ�d �ndeks/ verb to
put information onto a card index
card-index filecard-index file /�kɑ�d �ndeks fal/
noun information kept on filing cards
career laddercareer ladder /kə |�rə �l�də/ noun
the steps by which a person gains
promotion in their chosen career

‘The need for role models is
paramount in a male-dominated
industry and, with so few women on
the upper rungs of the IT career
ladder, a significant change is needed
in the way companies recruit and
promote their senior IT staff to make a
real difference.’ [Evening Standard]

career stagecareer stage /kə|�rə sted�/ noun
the level of progress made in promotion
caret markcaret mark /�k�rət mɑ�k/, caret
sign /�k�rət san/ noun a proofreading
symbol to indicate that something
should be inserted into the text
Carnegie libraryCarnegie library /kɑ�|�ni�$i
�labrəri/ noun a public library system
that was developed nationally from
money donated by Andrew Carnegie
(1835–1919), a Scottish-born American
who gave money to public education
and libraries
carrelcarrel /�k�rel/, carrell noun an
enclosed area for private study within a
larger space like a classroom or a library
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carriage return/line feedcarriage return/line feed /�k�rd�
r|�t��n �lan �fi�d/ noun a key that
moves the cursor or print head to the
beginning of the next line and moves the
paper or text up by one line. Abbr
CR/LF
carrycarry /�k�ri/ verb 1. to transport some-
thing from one place to another 2. to
contain or broadcast � The newspaper
carried a full report on the event.
carry oncarry on /�k�ri �ɒn/ verb to continue
to do something
carry outcarry out /�k�ri �aυt/ verb to perform
a task
carry overcarry over /�k�ri �əυvə/ verb (in
accounts) to take a total from the
bottom of one page to the top of the next
carry throughcarry through /�k�ri �θru�/ verb to
continue an action until it is finished
cartelcartel /kɑ� |�tel/ noun a group of similar
companies which agree to control prices
to prevent competition
cartographercartographer /kɑ� |�tɒ$rəfə/ noun a
person who draws maps
cartographiccartographic /�kɑ�tə |�$r�fk/ adjec-
tive relating to maps � The library had a
large cartographic collection.
cartographycartography /kɑ�|�tɒ$rəfi/ noun the
art of drawing maps
cartooncartoon /kɑ�|�tu�n/ noun 1. the first
draft of a drawing done on paper which
can be transferred to larger paintings 2.
a comic or satirical drawing 3. an
animated film made by photographing a
series of drawings
cartridgecartridge /�kɑ�trd�/ noun a remov-
able device made of a closed box
containing a disk, tape, program or data
cartridge papercartridge paper /�kɑ�trd� �pepə/
noun strong, thick, usually white paper
used for drawing

COMMENT: Cartridge paper is so called
because it was originally used for making
cartridges for bullets. It is made from
chemical pulp, sized, and is very white.

casecase /kes/ noun a stiff cardboard
cover glued onto a book formed of two
pieces of cardboard and the spine � The
library edition has a case and jacket. �

verb to bind a book in a stiff cardboard
cover
case bindingcase binding /�kes �bandŋ/ noun
1. a stiff cardboard cover � The trade

edition has a case binding. 2. the action
of binding a book in a hard cardboard
cover
caseboundcasebound /�kesbaυnd/, cased
/kest/ adjective enclosed in a hard
cover � The book was available in both
casebound and paperback versions.
cased bookcased book /�kest �bυk/ noun a
book which is bound in a hard cover
casein gluecasein glue /�kesin $lu�/ noun a
glue used in bookbinding and in making
coated papers, which is almost acid-free
cash bookcash book /�k�ʃ bυk/ noun a book in
which a record is kept of income and
expenditure
cash flowcash flow /�k�ʃ fləυ/ noun move-
ment of money in and out of a business
cash incash in /�k�ʃ �n/ verb to exchange
something for what it is worth in cash
cash in oncash in on /�k�ʃ �n �ɒn/ verb to use
a situation to gain advantage for oneself
cash on deliverycash on delivery /�k�ʃ ɒn d|

�lv(ə)ri/ noun a phrase meaning that
goods must be paid for as soon as they
are received. Abbr C.O.D.
cash registercash register /�k�ʃ �red�stə/ noun
a machine which is used to record sales
and to add up the amount of money to be
paid
cash valuecash value /�k�ʃ �v�lju�/ noun the
amount of money which anyone will
pay for something
cassettecassette /kə|�set/ noun a small rectan-
gular plastic container for magnetic tape
which can be used for recording and
playing back speech or music
casual workcasual work /�k��uəl w��k/ noun
jobs done by people employed for a
short time
cataloguecatalogue /�k�t(ə)lɒ$/ noun 1. a list
of priced and illustrated items for sale,
presented in book form or in other
formats including CD-ROM or video 2.
a list of the holdings in a library, usually
arranged according to subject, title or
author � verb 1. to classify and list items
to form a catalogue 2. to enter some-
thing in a catalogue
catalogue cardcatalogue card /�k�təlɒ$ kɑ�d/
noun a small card used for writing cata-
logue entries and stored in boxes or
drawers in a manual catalogue
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cataloguercataloguer /�k�təlɒ$ə/ noun a
person who catalogues books in a
library
Cataloguing in PublicationCataloguing in Publication
/�k�təlɒ$ŋ n �p�bl |�keʃ(ə)n/ noun a
system whereby new books are cata-
logued before publication by the British
Library or by the Library of Congress
based on details about each book
supplied by the publisher. Abbr CIP
catch lettercatch letter /�k�tʃ �letə/ noun a
group of letters, usually three, which
appears at the top of the page in refer-
ence books such as dictionaries or direc-
tories, to indicate the first or last word
on that page or column
catchwordcatchword /�k�tʃw��d/ noun 1. a
word printed at the top of a page in a
dictionary or other reference book,
usually the first or last entry for that
page 2. the first word of a page of
printed text repeated at the bottom right-
hand corner of the previous page, origi-
nally placed there to draw the binder’s
attention to it
catchword indexcatchword index /�k�tʃw��d
�ndeks/ noun a system which uses a
keyword from a title or text to index an
item
categorisecategorise /�k�t$əraz/, catego-
rize verb to put into a category
categorycategory /�k�t$(ə)ri/ noun a divi-
sion or class in a system used to group
items according to their type
cater forcater for /�ketə fɔ�/ verb to provide
what people need
cathode ray tubecathode ray tube /�k�θəυd �re
�tju�b/ noun an output device used in a
VDU or phototypesetter for displaying
text or figures or graphics. Abbr CRT

COMMENT: A CRT consists of a vacuum
tube, one end of which is flat and coated
with phosphor; the other end contains an
electron beam source. Characters
becomes visible when the electron beam
makes the phosphor coating glow.

CBTCBT abbreviation 1. computer-based
training 2. computer-based tutorial
cccc1 noun 1. used at the ends of letters,
memos and reports to indicate that an
identical copy has been sent to the
named people 2. a feature of electronic
mail software that allows you to send a
copy of a message to another user. �

blind carbon copy � full form carbon
copy
cccc2 /�si� �si�/ abbreviation in Internet
addresses, the top-level domain for
Cocos Islands
CCTVCCTV abbreviation closed circuit tele-
vision
cdcd abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Democratic
Republic of the Congo
CDCD abbreviation compact disc
CD burnerCD burner /�si� �di� �b��nə/ noun
COMPUT same as CD writer
CD-ICD-I /�si� �di� a/ noun a compact disc
with electronic information that can be
changed by the user. Full form
compact disc interactive
CD-ROMCD-ROM /�si� di� �rɒm/ noun an elec-
tronic method of storing large quantities
of information which can be read by
laser. Full form compact disc – read
only memory
CD-ROM driveCD-ROM drive /�si� di� �rɒm �drav/
noun a disk drive that allows a computer
to read data stored on a CD-ROM, in
which the player spins the disc and uses
a laser beam to read etched patterns on
the surface of the CD-ROM that repre-
sent data bits
CD-ROM playerCD-ROM player /�si� di� �rɒm
�pleə/ noun a disc drive that allows a
computer to read data stored on a CD-
ROM
CD-RWCD-RW /�si� di� ɑ� �d�b(ə)lju�/ noun a
compact disc that can have its contents
erased and something else recorded
onto it many times. Full form compact
disc rewritable
CD-WOCD-WO /�si� �d�b(ə)l ju� �əυ/ noun
CD-ROM disc and drive technology
that allows a user to write data to the
disc once only and is useful for storing
archived documents or for testing a CD-
ROM before it is duplicated. Full form
compact disc write once
CD writerCD writer /�si� �di� �ratə/ noun a
piece of equipment used to record data
permanently onto a compact disc
ceasecease /si�s/ verb to finish or stop doing
something
ceased publicationceased publication /�si�st �p�bl |

�keʃ(ə)n/ adjective no longer
published, often used to describe serials
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cedillacedilla /sə |�dlə/ noun a small mark (¸)
used in some languages under a letter to
change its pronunciation, e.g. under the
letter c in French to soften it
CEEFAXCEEFAX /�si�f�ks/ noun a videotext
system used by the BBC for broad-
casting textual information
cellcell /sel/ noun a space for information
in a table such as a computer spread-
sheet, formed where a row and a column
intersect
censorcensor /�sensə/ noun a person who
decides what may be published, shown
or distributed to the general public �

verb to edit published material or films
with regard to what is considered decent
for selling, showing or distributing to
the general public
censorshipcensorship /�sensəʃp/ noun prohi-
bition of the production, distribution or
sale of items considered to be objection-
able on political, religious or moral
grounds
censuscensus /�sensəs/ noun an official
survey to count and analyse the popula-
tion of a country
centimetrecentimetre /�sentmi�tə/ noun one
hundredth part of a metre. Abbr cm
(NOTE: The US spelling is centimeter.)
centralisedcentralised /�sentrəlazd/, central-
ized adjective placed in the middle,
often as the most important or control-
ling feature
centralised copyingcentralised copying /�sentrəlazd
�kɒpiŋ/ noun a service for all users
located in a central position
centralised purchasingcentralised purchasing
/�sentrəlazd �p��tʃsŋ/ noun the
method of buying everything needed for
an organisation through a central
purchasing office
centralised records storagecentralised records storage
/�sentrəlazd �rekɔ�dz �stɔ�rd�/ noun
a system used by organisations by
which records are stored in a central
unit but can be accessed by all members
of the organisation
central processing unitcentral processing unit /�sentrəl
�prəυsesŋ �ju�nt/ noun the circuits
which form the main part of a computer.
Abbr CPU
Central Statistical OfficeCentral Statistical Office /�sentrəl
stə|�tstk(ə)l �ɒfs/ noun a government

department which produces national
statistical publications in the UK. Abbr
CSO
ceremonyceremony /�serməni/ noun the
established order of formal ritual used
to mark special occasions
certificatecertificate /sə |�tfket/ noun an offi-
cial document given to confirm facts �

birth certificate � health certificate �

degree certificate
cfcf abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Central African
Republic
C format paperbackC format paperback /�si� �fɔ�m�t
�pepəb�k/ noun a paperback with the
format 234 x 156mm
cgcg abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Congo
CGICGI abbreviation COMPUT common
gateway interface
chch abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Switzerland
chained librarychained library /�tʃend �labrəri/
noun in former times, a library in which
books were chained to desks or shelves
to prevent them being stolen (NOTE:.)
chain indexingchain indexing /�tʃen �ndeksŋ/
noun an alphabetical system of indexing
using subject headings and hierarchical
sub-headings
chain listchain list /�tʃen lst/ noun a list of
data with each piece of information
providing an address for the next
consecutive item in the list
change agentchange agent /�tʃend� �ed�ənt/
noun a catalyst which causes something
to change
channelchannel /�tʃ�n(ə)l/ noun 1. the
spoken, written or electronic means by
which something is passed on 2. a major
interest area on the Internet that is easily
accessible. � information channel 3. (in
graphics) one layer of an image that can
be worked on separately or which can
be used to create special effects
chanopchanop /�tʃ�nɒp/ noun a channel
operator, the person who controls the
messages within a channel on the
Internet
chapbookchapbook /�tʃ�pbυk/ noun a small
booklet of poems, ballads or stories,
originally sold by travelling pedlars
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chapelchapel /�tʃ�p(ə)l/ noun 1. a branch of
a trade union in printing and journalism
2. a meeting of a printers’ or journalists’
chapel
chapterchapter /�tʃ�ptə/ noun one of the
divisions of a book or document
charactercharacter /�k�rktə/ noun a single
letter, number or symbol that can be
displayed on a computer screen or
printer and represents one byte of data
character bytecharacter byte /�k�rktə bat/ noun
a byte of data containing the character
code and any error check bits
characteristiccharacteristic /�k�rktə |�rstk/
noun a typical feature of a person, place
or thing
chargecharge /tʃɑ�d�/ verb to ask people to
pay for goods or services � He charges
£10 an hour.
charge outcharge out /�tʃɑ�d� �aυt/ verb to
make a record of a loan
charging systemcharging system /�tʃɑ�d�ŋ
�sstəm/ noun any method of recording
loans from a library
chartchart /tʃɑ�t/ noun a visual representa-
tion of information
chartercharter /�tʃɑ�tə/ noun an official
document giving rights to a person,
organisation or community
Chartered Institute of Library and Information ProfessionalsChartered Institute of Library
and Information Professionals
noun the leading professional body for
librarians and information managers in
the UK. Abbr CILIP
chartered librarianchartered librarian /�tʃɑ�təd la|

�breəriən/ noun a librarian who has
successfully undertaken training and
completed specific tasks, including a
professional development report,
according to the criteria set by the
Library Association
CHCCHC abbreviation cyclohexylamine
carbonate
CHC paperCHC paper /�si� etʃ �si� �pepə/
noun paper impregnated with CHC,
used to de-acidify the pages of old
books
checkcheck /tʃek/ noun an inspection of
something to make sure it is correct �

verb to look at something closely to
make sure there are no mistakes
check digitcheck digit /�tʃek �dd�t/ noun a
number added to a numeric code to

enable a computer program to detect
any errors in the code
check incheck in /�tʃek �n/ verb to record the
receipt of something
check intocheck into /�tʃek �ntυ/ verb to inves-
tigate something in order to get more
information about it or to establish its
truth or accuracy
checklistchecklist /�tʃeklst/ noun 1. a list
which acts as a reminder of things to be
done or accounted for 2. a list used to
identify items from a minimum amount
of information
check outcheck out /�tʃek �aυt/ verb to record
the loan of something
chemically pure paperchemically pure paper /�kemkli
�pjυə �pepə/ noun paper which is acid-
free, used to repair or protect old books
or maps
chequecheque /tʃek/ noun a method of
paying money from a bank account, by
filling in a standard form and without
using coins or notes (NOTE: The US
spelling is check.)
chiefchief /tʃi�f/ adjective denoting the
most important person or part of some-
thing � chief librarian
chief information officerchief information officer /�tʃi�f
�nfə |�meʃ(ə)n �ɒfsə/ noun somebody
who has responsibility for the organisa-
tion and control of information flow in a
company or organisation. Abbr CIO
chief knowledge officerchief knowledge officer /�tʃi�f
�nɒld� �ɒfsə/ noun a senior official
whose job it is to maximise a company’s
efficiency by providing appropriate
information about things such as proc-
esses, customer relations and the
marketplace. Abbr CKO
children’s annualchildren’s annual /�tʃldrənz
��njuəl/ noun a book published each
year usually at Christmas, with stories,
games and articles, intended for chil-
dren and often based on a popular TV
series or cartoon character
children’s book groupchildren’s book group /�tʃldrənz
�bυk �$ru�p/ noun an unofficial group
of people whose aim is to encourage the
promotion of books to children
children’s librarianchildren’s librarian /�tʃldrənz la |

�breəriən/ noun a librarian who special-
ises in the provision of library services
to children
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children’s librarychildren’s library /�tʃldrənz
�labrəri/ noun a library which special-
ises in providing books usually written
specially for children
chipchip /tʃp/ noun a small piece of
plastic containing a set of electronic
instructions to work computers and
other machines
Christmas gift bookChristmas gift book /�krsməs
�$ft �bυk/ noun a special book which is
given as a present at Christmas
chronological orderchronological order
/�krɒnəlɒd�k(ə)l �ɔ�də/ noun the
arrangement of things such as records,
files or invoices in order of their dates

‘…during a state audit his company’s
seven party planners spent days
combing through customer records
when they could have been out selling.
One suggestion: Make extra copies of
invoices and file them in
chronological order. ‘The lesson is to
be so anally prepared you can say
immediately, “I’ve got it”,’ Mr. Kelly
says.’ [Crain’s Chicago Business]

chronological sequencechronological sequence
/�krɒnəlɒd�k(ə)l �si�kwəns/ noun
arrangement by the order of the time at
which events happened
cici abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Côte d’Ivoire
CILIPCILIP /�slp/ abbreviation Chartered
Institute of Library and Information
Professionals
CIOCIO abbreviation chief information
officer
CIPCIP abbreviation Cataloguing in Publi-
cation
ciphercipher /�safə/ noun a system of
writing secrets in code
cir.cir. abbreviation PUBL circulation
circacirca /�s��kə/ preposition about or
approximately, used to show uncer-
tainty especially about numbers or dates
� The book was written circa 1760.
Abbr ca.
circularcircular /�s��kjυlə/ noun a letter or
advertisement sent to a large number of
people at the same time
circular lettercircular letter /�s��kjυlə �letə/ noun
a letter sent to a large number of people
conveying the same information

circulatecirculate /�s��kjυlet/ verb to send
information to a group of people � They
circulated a new list of prices to all their
customers.
circulating librarycirculating library /�s��kjυletŋ
�labrəri/ noun a library run on a
commercial basis, where the members
pay to borrow books
circulationcirculation /�s��kjυ |�leʃ(ə)n/ noun 1.
the number of copies of a newspaper or
magazine sold each time it is produced
2. distribution of written materials such
as journals or books to people who may
be interested in them � out of circula-
tion not available for issue or reference
circulation deskcirculation desk /�s��kjυ |�leʃ(ə)n
desk/ noun the area of a library where
the staff record the loans and returns of
books
circumflex accentcircumflex accent /�s��kəmfleks
��ksənt/ noun a mark (^) used over a
vowel in some languages to show
pronunciation
citationcitation /sa |�teʃ(ə)n/ noun a formal
word for quotation or reference
citation indexcitation index /sa|�teʃ(ə)n �ndeks/
noun a list of articles which quote a
specific article
citation ordercitation order /sa|�teʃ(ə)n �ɔ�də/
noun an order of component parts when
constructing a classification string
citation searchcitation search /sa |�teʃ(ə)n s��tʃ/
noun a search on a database of books
that looks for specified words in the
author or title fields
citecite /sat/ verb to quote or mention
something especially as proof of a point
ckck abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Cook Islands
CKOCKO abbreviation chief knowledge
officer
clcl abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Chile
claimclaim /klem/ noun 1. a demand for
something to which you think you have
a right 2. a statement which may be
untrue but cannot be proved to be so
classclass /klɑ�s/ noun a division of a clas-
sification scheme
class entryclass entry /�klɑ�s �entri/ noun an
entry in a catalogue under the class
rather than the specific subject
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classicclassic /�kl�sk/ noun a famous work
of literature � ‘The Lord of the Flies’
has become a modern classic. � They
have published a series of nineteenth-
century classics.
classicalclassical /�kl�sk(ə)l/ adjective
consisting of or involving the study of
the ancient Greek and Latin languages
and literature
classicismclassicism /�kl�ssz(ə)m/ noun the
study or knowledge of ancient Greece
and Rome
classicistclassicist /�kl�ssst/ noun a scholar
of ancient Greek and Latin
classicsclassics /�kl�sks/ noun the
academic study of the languages, litera-
ture and history of ancient Greece and
Rome
classificationclassification /�kl�sf |�keʃ(ə)n/
noun 1. a division or category within a
system according to their degrees of
similarity 2. the process of putting
things into groups according to similar-
ities or relationships
classification numberclassification number /�kl�sf |

�keʃ(ə)n �n�mbə/, classification
mark /�kl�sf|�keʃ(ə)n mɑ�k/ noun a
number given to a classification heading
in an information retrieval system
classification scheduleclassification schedule /�kl�sf |

�keʃ(ə)n �ʃedju�l/ noun the complete
plan and content of a library’s cata-
loguing system
classification stringclassification string /�kl�sf |

�keʃ(ə)n strŋ/ noun a sequence
working from broad to narrow terms
classification systemclassification system /�kl�sf |

�keʃ(ə)n �sstəm/, classification
scheme /�kl�sf |�keʃ(ə)n ski�m/
noun a system of organising things by
dividing them into groups based on their
similarities � In libraries books are
often arranged according to the Dewey
decimal classification system.
classifiedclassified /�kl�sfad/ adjective 1.
listed in a catalogue and given an iden-
tification 2. having access restricted to
named individuals or groups � The
document was classified so only
members of the government could read
it.
classified catalogueclassified catalogue /�kl�sfad
�k�t(ə)lɒ$/ noun a list of contents

arranged according to the classification
system used to control them
classified indexclassified index /�kl�sfad
�ndeks/ noun a list of holdings organ-
ised under general headings rather than
in one alphabetical sequence � In a clas-
sified index, publishers would appear
under the general heading ‘Publishers’
and not in the usual alphabetical order
of their names.
classifyclassify /�kl�sfa/ verb 1. to place
into a sequence according to a classifi-
cation scheme 2. to restrict the distribu-
tion of a document for reasons of secu-
rity
class listclass list /�klɑ�s lst/ noun a list of the
items in a particular class, especially
used in archival management
class numberclass number /�klɑ�s �n�mbə/,
class mark noun a series of letters
and/or numbers on a book or other
publication in a library identifying it,
the category of its subject matter and
usually its shelf location
clearclear /klə/ verb to delete data from a
computer display or storage device
clearing houseclearing house /�klərŋ haυs/ noun
1. an agency or central office where
information from various sources is
pooled 2. a central office where orders
from many sources are consolidated
clerical errorclerical error /�klerk(ə)l �erə/ noun
a mistake made by an office worker
clickclick /klk/ verb to do the action
needed to activate a computer mouse �

Click three times to highlight the text.
clientclient /�klaənt/ noun 1. a person
using the services of a professional
organisation 2. a computer that is
connected to a network or the Internet,
or that is using the resources of another
computer. � gopher
clip artclip art /�klp ɑ�t/ noun pre-packaged
artwork, available on software for use in
documents produced on a computer
clipboardclipboard /�klpbɔ�d/ noun a small
board with a clip at the top to hold
paper, so that it can be carried around
and written on
closed accessclosed access /�kləυzd ��kses/
noun a system of organising a collection
so that items must be fetched for users
by the staff
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closed circuit televisionclosed circuit television /�kləυzd
�s��kt �telv�(ə)n/ noun an internal
video system often used for security
purposes or for relaying conferences.
Abbr CCTV
closed questionclosed question /�kləυzd
�kwestʃ(ə)n/ noun a question which
can be answered by yes or no
closing timeclosing time /�kləυzŋ tam/ noun
the time that an establishment such as a
shop, library or bar closes and people
have to leave
closureclosure /�kləυ�ə/ noun the act of
closing something down � They are
fighting against library closures.
clothcloth /klɒθ/ noun material used to
cover a hardbound book
clothboundclothbound /�klɒθbaυnd/ adjective
used to describe books which are
covered in a specific type of material
made originally from natural fibres,
now often synthetic
cloze testcloze test /�kləυz test/ noun a test of
comprehension and grammar in which a
language student supplies appropriate
missing words omitted from a text
clustercluster /�kl�stə/ noun a small group
of similar things
cluster samplecluster sample /�kl�stə �sɑ�mp(ə)l/
noun a method of sampling in statistical
analysis, which compares small groups
cmcm abbreviation 1. in Internet
addresses, the top-level domain for
Cameroon 2. centimetre
CMCM abbreviation corporate memory
CMCCMC abbreviation computer-mediated
communication
cncn abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for China
coco abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Colombia
coauthorcoauthor /kəυ|�ɔ�θə/ noun an author
who writes something jointly with one
or more other authors
cobweb sitecobweb site /�kɒbweb sat/ noun a
website that has not been updated for a
long time
C.O.D.C.O.D. abbreviation cash on delivery
codacoda /�kəυdə/ noun an additional
section at the end of a text such as a
literary work or speech that is not neces-

sary to its structure but gives additional
information
codecode /kəυd/ noun a group of numbers
or letters used to identify something. �

barcode
codebookcodebook /�kəυdbυk/ noun a book
containing a key to a code or codes
code indexcode index /�kəυd �ndeks/ noun a
system which directs the user to infor-
mation by use of a code number
codencoden /�kəυdən/ noun a system of
classification which combines numbers
and letters
code of practicecode of practice /�kəυd əv
�pr�kts/ noun a set of written rules
describing how people in a particular
job or profession are expected to behave
codexcodex /�kəυdeks/ noun a handwritten
unbound manuscript, especially of an
ancient classic
codicilcodicil /�kəυdsl/ noun an appendix
or supplement to a text
coeditioncoedition /�kaυ |�dʃ(ə)n/ noun the
publication of a book by two publishing
companies in different countries, where
the first company has originated the
work and then sells sheets to the second
publisher (or licenses the second
publisher to reprint the book locally) �

We have sold coeditions of our book on
garden flowers to publishers in France
and Greece.
coffee table bookcoffee table book /�kɒfi �teb(ə)l
bυk/ noun a glossy book with many
colour illustrations, designed to be
browsed through rather than read in full
cognitive processingcognitive processing /�kɒ$ntv
�prəυsesŋ/ noun the way in which a
person changes external information
into patterns of thought and how these
are used to form judgments or choices
cognitive sciencecognitive science /�kɒ$ntv
�saəns/ noun the scientific study of
knowledge and how it is acquired,
combining aspects of philosophy,
psychology, linguistics, anthropology
and artificial intelligence
cognizancecognizance /�kɒ$nz(ə)ns/ noun
knowledge or awareness of something
cognizantcognizant /�kɒ$nz(ə)nt/ adjective
having knowledge of something
coherentcoherent /kəυ|�hərənt/ adjective
clear and easy to understand
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cohesioncohesion /kəυ|�hi��(ə)n/ noun the
state of all parts of an organisation
working together to form a united whole
coincoin /kɔn/ noun a small, flat piece of
metal made and stamped by a govern-
ment to be used as money � verb 1. to
make coins from metal 2. to invent
words or phrases
collaborative learningcollaborative learning /kə|

�l�b(ə)rətv �l��nŋ/ noun a way of
teaching by sharing responsibility for
organising learning with the students
collaboratorcollaborator /kə|�l�bəretə/ noun a
person who works with another to
produce a literary or artistic work
collatecollate /kə|�let/ verb 1. to gather
pieces of information together 2. to
organise materials into a specific order
and check that they are complete
collationcollation /kə |�leʃ(ə)n/ noun 1. a
detailed comparison between different
items or forms of information 2. the
assembling of pieces of paper in the
right order, particularly the sections of a
book prior to binding 3. the act of
compiling a technical description of a
book, including its bibliographical
details and information about its phys-
ical construction
collected workscollected works /kə|�letd �w��ks/
plural noun all the writings of one
author collected and published in one
volume
collectioncollection /kə |�lekʃən/ noun a group
of similar or related things such as the
stock of a special library
collection developmentcollection development /kə|

�lekʃən d|�veləpmənt/ noun the act of
expanding a collection, e.g. by
providing electronic access to other
collections

‘A primary source [on deaf issues] for
collection development librarians will
be Gallaudet University Press, which
offers titles on sign language, deaf
special education, and deaf history.’
[Library Journal]

collectivecollective /kə|�lektv/ noun a group
such as an audience, class or library
collective cataloguingcollective cataloguing /kə |�lektv
�k�təlɒ$ŋ/ noun a system used to
collect small items together and cata-
logue them under a heading or collec-

tive title which is given a class number
for retrieval
collegecollege /�kɒld�/ noun 1. an educa-
tional institution for higher education,
especially one offering courses in
specialised or practical subjects 2. the
building or buildings of a college
coloncolon /�kəυlɒn/ noun a punctuation
mark (:) used chiefly to introduce lists �
The titles were: Rumplestiltskin,
Cinderella and Little Red Riding Hood.
colon classificationcolon classification /�kəυlɒn
�kl�sfkeʃ(ə)n/ noun a system of
classifying pieces of stored information
by their main field of knowledge and
then by a number of other attributes
(facets) which describe it
colophoncolophon /�kɒləfɒn/ noun 1. the
symbol or emblem that is printed on a
book and represents a publisher or
publisher’s imprint 2. the details of the
title, printer, publisher and publication
date given at the end of a book. Colo-
phons are commonly found in early
printed books and in modern private
press editions.

COMMENT: Usually the publisher’s
colophon will appear on the title page and
spine of a book, and on all publicity
matter; a printer’s colophon is likely to
appear on private press books and other
art books, and is often printed on the last
page of the book.

colour codingcolour coding /�k�lə �kəυdŋ/ noun
a system of organising items by label-
ling similar contents with the same
colour
colour copyingcolour copying /�k�lə �kɒpiŋ/
noun the production of coloured copies
of documents
colour supplementcolour supplement /�k�lə
�s�plmənt/ noun 1. a colour magazine
that comes with a weekend newspaper
2. a section of coloured illustrations in
the centre of a book or magazine, often
removable
columncolumn /�kɒləm/ noun 1. a vertical
section of writing in a book, newspaper
or magazine 2. a regular section or
article in a newspaper or magazine by
the same writer or on the same subject
columnar workingcolumnar working /kə|�l�mnə
�w��kŋ/ noun a method of data presen-
tation in which information is shown in
columns
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columnistcolumnist /�kɒləmnst/ noun a jour-
nalist who writes a regular column for a
newspaper or magazine
comcom abbreviation in Internet
addresses, the top-level domain for
commercial organisations
combination lockcombination lock /�kɒmb |

�neʃ(ə)n lɒk/ noun a lock which can be
opened using a pre-set order of numbers
combination orderingcombination ordering /�kɒmb |

�neʃ(ə)n �ɔ�dərŋ/ noun a system
whereby several departments join
together to order items
combination storagecombination storage /�kɒmb |

�neʃ(ə)n �stɔ�rd�/ noun a system
whereby several departments use
communal storage facilities
come into forcecome into force /�k�m �ntυ �fɔ�s/
verb (of a law) to become active or valid
comiccomic /�kɒmks/ noun 1. a magazine
for children, telling stories written with
captions on strips of pictures 2. a person
who makes others laugh � adjective
causing laughter
commacomma /�kɒmə/ noun a punctuation
mark (,) used to show the natural breaks
in written sentences
command papercommand paper /kə |�mɑ�nd
�pepə/ noun a government publication
containing the proceedings and
proposals of government committees
commentcomment /�kɒment/ noun a state-
ment which expresses an opinion
commercialcommercial /kə |�m��ʃ(ə)l/ adjective
relating to buying and selling things �

Sample only – of no commercial value.
commercial gateway packagecommercial gateway package
/kə|�m��ʃ(ə)l �$etwe �p�kd�/ noun
an electronic code which can be bought
for a subscription and which allows
access to online databases
commercial information suppliercommercial information
supplier /kə|�m��ʃ(ə)l �nfə |�meʃ(ə)n
sə|�plaə/ noun a business which buys
and sells information
commercial records centrecommercial records centre /kə |

�m��ʃ(ə)l �rekɔ�dz �sentə/ noun an
organisation which keeps records of a
business’s financial dealings
commitmentcommitment /kə |�mtmənt/ noun a
task which you undertake to do
common query languagecommon query language
/�kɒmən �kwəri �l�n$wd�/ noun a

formal language used to interrogate a
database. Abbr CQL
commons

commons /�kɒmənz/ plural noun
data stored in the memory of one
computer that is available to all
computers linked to it by a network
communicable

communicable /kə|�mju�nkəb(ə)l/
adjective easily communicated
communicate

communicate /kə |�mju�nket/ verb
to give information
communication

communication /kə|�mju�n|

�keʃ(ə)n/ noun 1. the exchange of
information between people, e.g. by
means of speaking, writing or using a
common system of signs or behaviour
2. a spoken or written message 3. the act
of giving information
communication channel

communication channel /kə |

�mju�n|�keʃ(ə)n �tʃ�n(ə)l/ noun a
method used to communicate with other
people, e.g. writing or speech
communications

communications /kə|�mju�n|

�keʃ(ə)nz/ plural noun the systems by
which information is transmitted
communications audit

communications audit /kə |

�mju�n|�keʃ(ə)nz �ɔ�dt/ noun a
survey of the methods used to send
information around an organisation
communication skills

communication skills /kə|�mju�n|

�keʃ(ə)n skl/ plural noun the ability to
give information clearly and appropri-
ately to other people

‘We take for granted that there are
basic literacy and numeracy skills.
What we want in addition to that is the
ability to get on with people, work as
part of the team, problem solve and so
on. Communication skills… those are
the things that are important to us.’
[The Times]

communication theory

communication theory /kə |

�mju�n|�keʃ(ə)n �θəri/ noun the study
of all forms of human communication,
including branches of linguistics such
as semantics as well as telecommunica-
tions and other nonlinguistic forms
communicative

communicative /kə|�mju�nkətv/
adjective 1. relating to communication
or to systems for communication 2. (in
foreign language teaching) stressing the
importance of language as a tool for
communicating information and ideas
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communiquécommuniqué /kə |�mju�nke/ noun
an official announcement, especially to
the press or public
communitycommunity /kə|�mju�nti/ noun a
group of people who live in a particular
area
community analysiscommunity analysis /kə |�mju�nti
ə |�n�lss/ noun a survey of the
different types of people who live in a
community
community collegecommunity college /kə |�mju�nti
�kɒld�/ noun (in the UK) an educa-
tional centre with recreational facilities
available to the whole community
community informationcommunity information /kə|

�mju�nti �nfə |�meʃ(ə)n/ noun local
information relating to a small
geographical area
community profilingcommunity profiling /kə |�mju�nti
�prəυfalŋ/ noun a method of local
planning in which the needs and
resources of a particular community are
assessed
compact disccompact disc /�kɒmp�kt �dsk/
noun a coated plastic disc that can
record large amounts of data which can
be read by laser. Abbr CD
compact disc interactivecompact disc interactive
/�kɒmp�kt dsk �ntər|��ktv/ noun
full form of CD-I
compact disc playercompact disc player /�kɒmp�kt
�dsk �pleə/ noun an electronic device
which uses lasers to read signals on a
disc to produce very high quality repro-
duction
compact disc – read only memorycompact disc – read only
memory /�kɒmp�kt �dsk �ri�d
�əυnli �mem(ə)ri/ noun full form of
CD-ROM
compact disc write oncecompact disc write once
/�kɒmp�kt dsk �rat �w�ns/ noun full
form of CD-WO
compact video disccompact video disc /�kɒmp�kt
�vdiəυ �dsk/ noun a compact disc that
plays both sound and pictures
companioncompanion /kəm|�p�njən/ noun a
guide or handbook on a particular
subject
companycompany /�k�mp(ə)ni/ noun a busi-
ness which makes money by making or
buying and selling goods, or by
providing a service

company file

company file /�k�mp(ə)ni fal/ noun
a file containing and collating informa-
tion specific to a company
compatible

compatible /kəm |�p�tb(ə)l/ adjec-
tive working well together
compendious

compendious /kəm|�pendiəs/ adjec-
tive containing a wide range of informa-
tion in a concise form
compendium

compendium /kəm|�pendiəm/ noun
a book in which two or more previously
published books are brought together
competence

competence /�kɒmpt(ə)ns/ noun
knowledge of a language that enables
somebody to speak and understand it
competition

competition /�kɒmpə|�tʃ(ə)n/ noun
1. a situation where two or more compa-
nies with similar products try to
persuade people to buy theirs 2. an
informal test of skill or ability � The
children’s library ran a competition to
see who read the most books during the
school holiday.
competitor

competitor /kəm|�pettə/ noun 1. a
person who takes part in competitions 2.
a person or company that sells similar
types of goods or services which can
reduce the market for others
compilation

compilation /�kɒmp |�leʃ(ə)n/ noun
a work produced by combining material
from other books or documents
compile

compile /kəm|�pal/ verb to put
together different pieces of information
in order to make them into one docu-
ment
compiler

compiler /kəm |�palə/ noun a person
who collects and edits material taken
from various sources for publication as
a new work
compleat

compleat /kəm|�pli�t/ adjective
having or exhibiting full knowledge of a
particular field or skill
complementary

complementary /�kɒmpl|

�ment(ə)ri/ adjective fitting well
together to make a harmonious whole
completion date

completion date /kəm |�pli�ʃ(ə)n
det/ noun the date by which something
must be finished
compliance certificate

compliance certificate /kəm |

�plaəns sə |�tfkət/ noun an official
statement that something has passed all
the necessary tests for the regulations
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compliance testcompliance test /kəm|�plaəns
test/ noun a test to ensure that some-
thing conforms to the regulations
complimentary copycomplimentary copy
/�kɒmplmentəri �kɒpi/ noun a copy of
a book given free as a favour, reward or
mark of respect
componentcomponent /kəm|�pəυnənt/ noun a
part of something, used together with
other parts to create a whole
composecompose /kəm|�pəυz/ verb to create a
musical or literary work
composercomposer /kəm|�pəυzə/ noun a
person who composes, especially one
who writes music
composer entrycomposer entry /kəm |�pəυzər
�entri/ noun an entry usually for a
musical composition in a catalogue
under the name of the composer
composite subjectcomposite subject /�kɒmpəzt
�s�bd�əkt/ noun a classification
subject which consists of more than one
element
compositioncomposition /�kɒmpə |�zʃ(ə)n/ noun
the way that the parts of something are
put together
compoundcompound /�kɒmpaυnd/ adjective
made up of a mixture of several compo-
nents
compound interestcompound interest /�kɒmpaυnd
�ntrəst/ noun money which is paid as
interest both on the original capital and
also on the interest earned
compound namecompound name /�kɒmpaυnd
nem/ noun a name which has two or
more parts joined by a hyphen, e.g.
‘Mrs. Brownley-Smith’.
compound subject headingcompound subject heading
/�kɒmpaυnd �s�bd�ekt �hedŋ/ noun a
heading which consists of words that
are always associated together, e.g.
‘Treaty of Rome’
compound termcompound term /�kɒmpaυnd t��m/
noun a name that consists of two words,
as in ‘primary schools’, and could be
indexed with a ‘see also’ reference, e.g.
‘schools, see also primary schools’
comprehensivecomprehensive /�kɒmpr|�hensv/
adjective covering all the possible
aspects of a subject
compression ratiocompression ratio /kəm|�preʃ(ə)n
�reʃiəυ/ noun the ratio of the size of an
original, uncompressed file to the final,

compressed file that has been more effi-
ciently encoded
comprise

comprise /kəm|�praz/ verb to be
made up of different parts � Overseas
students comprise 10% of the college
population.
Compuserve

Compuserve /�kɒmpjυs��v/ a trade
name for a very large commercial
online information service
computer

computer /kəm|�pju�tə/ noun an
electronic machine that processes data
very quickly using a stored program
computer-aided design

computer-aided design /kəm|

�pju�tər �edd d|�zan/ noun the use of
a computer and graphics terminal to
help a designer in his or her work. Abbr
CAD
computer-aided learning

computer-aided learning /kəm|

�pju�tər �edd �l��nŋ/ noun a form of
self-study which can be done with the
aid of specially written computer
programs. Abbr CAL
computer-assisted composition

computer-assisted composi-
tion /kəm|�pju�tər ə |�sstd �kɒmpə|

�zʃ(ə)n/ noun composition using digit-
ally recorded text, which generates
characters and automatically inserts
spaces, as well as hyphenating, justi-
fying and paginating
computer-assisted retrieval system

computer-assisted retrieval
system /kəm|�pju�tər ə|�sstd r |

�tri�v(ə)l �sstəm/ noun an automated
method of finding information
computer-based thesaurus

computer-based thesaurus /kəm|

�pju�tə best θ|�sɔ�rəs/ noun a
dictionary installed as a word
processing facility which checks the
spelling in written text and suggests
alternatives for misspelt words
computer-based training

computer-based training /kəm|

�pju�tə best �trenŋ/ noun a method
of teaching which uses computers as the
main teaching tool. Abbr CBT
computer-based tutorial

computer-based tutorial /kəm|

�pju�tə best tju|�tɔ�riəl/ noun a soft-
ware package which teaches the user
how to use a program. Abbr CBT
computer bureau

computer bureau /kəm |�pju�tə
�bjυərəυ/ noun an office which offers
to do work on its computers for compa-
nies that do not own their own
computers
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computer conferencingcomputer conferencing /kəm |

�pju�tə �kɒnf(ə)rənsŋ/ noun the use
of a number of computers or terminals
connected together to allow a group of
users to communicate
computer crimecomputer crime /kəm|�pju�tə
kram/ noun illegal activities carried
out on or by means of a computer.
Computer crime includes criminal tres-
pass into another computer system,
theft of computerised data and the use
of an online system to commit or aid in
the commission of fraud.
computer errorcomputer error /kəm|�pju�tər �erə/
noun a mistake made by a computer
computer-generatedcomputer-generated /kəm|�pju�tə
�d�enəretd/ adjective produced using
a computer � The book is illustrated
with computer-generated graphics.
computer graphicscomputer graphics /kəm|�pju�tə
�$r�fks/ plural noun a visual display
of information on a computer screen or
printout, e.g. graphs and charts
computer hardwarecomputer hardware /kəm|�pju�tə
�hɑ�dweə/ noun machines used in data
processing, including the computers,
keyboards, monitors and printers, but
not the programs
computer-human interactioncomputer-human interaction
/kəm |�pju�tə �hju�mən �ntər |

��kʃ(ə)n/ noun same as human-
computer interaction
computer illiteracycomputer illiteracy /kəm |�pju�tər  |

�lt(ə)rəsi/ noun lack of knowledge
about how to use a computer
computer indexingcomputer indexing /kəm|�pju�tər
�ndeksŋ/ noun automated methods of
producing indexes
computerisedcomputerised /kəm|�pju�tərazd/,
computerized adjective changed from
a manual system to an automated
system � a computerised invoicing
system � The book was set using compu-
terised typesetting.
computer laboratorycomputer laboratory /kəm|�pju�tə
lə |�bɒrət(ə)ri/ noun a room equipped
with several computers, sometimes
networked together, which can be used
for working in or teaching
computer languagecomputer language /kəm|�pju�tə
�l�ŋ$wd�/ noun a language made up
of numbers and characters used to give
instructions to a computer

COMMENT: There are three types of
computer languages: machine code,
assembler and high-level language. The
higher the level the language is, the
easier it is to program and understand,
but the slower it is to execute. Common
high-level languages are BASIC, C,
COBOL, FORTRAN, PASCAL,
PROLOG.

computer listingcomputer listing /kəm|�pju�tə
�lstŋ/ noun a printout of a list of items
taken from data stored in a computer
computer-literatecomputer-literate /kəm|�pju�tə
�lt(ə)rət/ adjective having a good
understanding and experience of
working with computers
computer-mediated communicationcomputer-mediated communi-
cation /kəm |�pju�tə �mi�dietd kə |

�mju�n |�keʃ(ə)n/ noun communica-
tion networks that are accessed through
a computer, e.g. forums, e-mail and
intranets
computer networkcomputer network /kəm|�pju�tə
�netw��k/ noun shared use of a series of
interconnected computers, peripherals
and terminals
computer printoutcomputer printout /kəm|�pju�tə
�prntaυt/ noun a printed copy of infor-
mation from a computer
computer programcomputer program /kəm|�pju�tə
�prəυ$r�m/ noun instructions to a
computer, telling it to do a particular
piece of work
computer programmercomputer programmer /kəm |

�pju�tə �prəυ$r�mə/ noun a person
who writes computer programs
computer programmingcomputer programming /kəm |

�pju�tə �prəυ$r�mŋ/ noun the job of
writing programs for computers
computer-readablecomputer-readable /kəm|�pju�tə
�ri�dəb(ə)l/ adjective relating to data in
a form which can be read by a computer
computer servicescomputer services /kəm|�pju�tə
�s��vsz/ plural noun 1. support serv-
ices for computer users 2. work done on
a computer for clients by experts
computer systemcomputer system /kəm|�pju�tə
�sstəm/ noun a set of programs and
commands which run a computer
computer-telephone integrationcomputer-telephone integration
/kəm |�pju�tə �telfəυn �nt|�$reʃ(ə)n/
noun a system that allows normal audio
telephone conversations to be trans-
mitted over a computer data network
and controlled by a computer. Abbr CTI
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computer terminalcomputer terminal /kəm |�pju�tə
�t��mn(ə)l/ noun a keyboard and
screen by which information can be put
into a computer or called up from a
database � a computer system
consisting of a microprocessor and six
terminals
computingcomputing /kəm |�pju�tŋ/ noun the
activity of using computers or computer
software
computing facilitiescomputing facilities /kəm |�pju�tŋ
fə|�sltz/ plural noun computers and
the services which help the staff of an
organisation to use them
concatenateconcatenate /kən |�k�tənet/ verb to
link two or more information units, e.g.
character strings or computer files, so
that they form a single unit
concentrateconcentrate /�kɒnsəntret/ verb � to
concentrate on something to give
something all one’s attention
conceptconcept /�kɒnsept/ noun an idea or
principle
concept mapconcept map /�kɒnsept m�p/ noun
a way of representing knowledge in the
form of a diagram, with links indicating
the relationships between concepts
conceptual modelconceptual model /kən |�septʃuəl
�mɒd(ə)l/ noun a description of a data-
base in terms of the data it contains and
its relationships
conciseconcise /kən|�sas/ adjective using as
few words as possible to give the neces-
sary information
concordanceconcordance /kən |�kɔ�d(ə)ns/ noun
an alphabetical index of all the words in
a document � a concordance to the
Bible � a Shakespeare concordance

‘Logos Bible Software, for example,
licenses 50 Bible translations and
5,000 reference works, such as
commentaries and concordances, that
the company bundles into quickly
searchable electronic libraries.’ [The
Boston Globe]

concurrentconcurrent /kən|�k�rənt/ adjective
happening at the same time
conditioncondition /kən |�dʃ(ə)n/ noun some-
thing that must happen before some-
thing else is possible
conferenceconference /�kɒnf(ə)rəns/ noun a
meeting often lasting several days

where people discuss a common subject
or shared interest
conferencingconferencing /�kɒnf(ə)rənsŋ/ noun
the holding of a conference, meeting or
discussion in which the participants are
linked by telephone, by telephone and
video equipment or by computer
confidentialconfidential /�kɒnf |�denʃəl/ adjec-
tive intended to be kept secret � As this
information is confidential you must not
give it to anyone else.
configureconfigure /kən |�f$ə/ verb to plan
computer hardware and software so that
they will work together
confirmconfirm /kən |�f��m/ verb to state that
something is definite or true � to
confirm in writing to write a letter to
say that an agreement is definite
confiscateconfiscate /�kɒnfsket/ verb to
remove private property as a punish-
ment � The police are allowed to confis-
cate pornographic material.
conformconform /kən|�fɔ�m/ verb 1. to behave
according to accepted standards 2. to be
in accordance with laws or regulations
congestioncongestion /kən |�d�estʃən/ noun a
state where there is too much data for
the capacity of a system
conjectureconjecture /kən|�d�ektʃə/ noun a
conclusion, judgment or statement
based on incomplete or inconclusive
information
connectconnect /kə|�nekt/ verb to join two
things together
connectivityconnectivity /�kɒnek |�tvti/ noun
the ability to communicate with another
system or piece of hardware or soft-
ware, or with an Internet site
connect timeconnect time /kə |�nekt tam/ noun
the period of time a user is logged on to
a remote computer, e.g. when browsing
the Internet
consecutiveconsecutive /kən|�sekjυtv/ adjec-
tive happening one after the other
without interruption
consequenceconsequence /�kɒnskwəns/ noun
the result or effect of something
happening
conservationconservation /�kɒnsə|�veʃ(ə)n/
noun the process of ensuring the
survival of materials, e.g. library books,
through repair and controlled storage
conditions
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conservation unitconservation unit /�kɒnsə |

�veʃ(ə)n �ju�nt/, conservation
department /�kɒnsə|�veʃ(ə)n d|

�pɑ�tmənt/ noun a group of people who
take responsibility for the conservation
of library stock
conservatorconservator /kən |�s��vətər/ noun a
person who works to conserve things
consignmentconsignment /kən|�sanmənt/ noun
the delivery of goods
consist ofconsist of /kən |�sst ɒv/ verb to be
made up of � The committee consists of
librarians and information scientists.
consonantconsonant /�kɒnsənənt/ noun all the
letters of the Roman alphabet except the
five vowels
consortiumconsortium /kən|�sɔ�tiəm/ noun a
group of companies or organisations
working together for a common purpose
constructconstruct noun /�kɒnstr�kt/ a
complex idea, built up from various
elements � verb /kən |�str�kt/ to build or
create something
consultantconsultant /kən|�s�ltənt/ noun an
expert who gives advice in a profes-
sional field
consultationconsultation /�kɒnsəl|�teʃ(ə)n/
noun a meeting where expert advice is
sought and given
consultation documentconsultation document /�kɒnsəl|

�teʃ(ə)n �dɒkjυmənt/ noun a docu-
ment with proposals on which people’s
opinion is requested
consultative leadership styleconsultative leadership style
/kən |�s�ltətv �li�dəʃp �stal/ noun a
way of leading a group by asking them
for their opinions
consumablesconsumables /kən |�sju�məb(ə)lz/
plural noun items necessary for work
which get used up and need to be
replaced, e.g. stationery
consumerconsumer /kən |�sju�mə/ noun a
person who buys goods or uses services
consumer characteristicsconsumer characteristics /kən |

�sju�mə �k�rktə |�rstks/ plural noun
specific features which distinguish one
consumer group from another
consumer demandsconsumer demands /kən|�sju�mə
d |�mɑ�ndz/ plural noun what the
consumer is asking for
consumer groupconsumer group /kən|�sju�mə
$ru�p/ noun people in given age,
income or geographic groups who

would have a particular interest in
specific goods or services
consumer needsconsumer needs /kən|�sju�mə
�ni�dz/ plural noun services that
consumers think are essential
consumer targetingconsumer targeting /kən |�sju�mə
�tɑ�$tŋ/ noun the act of aiming the
advertising of goods or services at
specific groups of consumers
consumptionconsumption /kən|�s�mpʃ(ə)n/
noun the act of buying and using up
goods such as food
cont.cont. abbreviation PUBL contents
contact namecontact name /�kɒnt�kt nem/
noun the name of the person within a
particular department or service who
may be contacted for information
contemporarycontemporary /kən|�temp(ə)rəri/
adjective happening or existing at the
same time as something else
contentcontent /�kɒntent/ noun information
made available by an electronic medium
or product
content managementcontent management /�kɒntent
�m�nd�mənt/ noun the act of using a
database system which allows large
amounts of content to be entered,
accessed, edited and stored

‘While organisations are building
more elaborate content management
systems, they are failing to address the
need to harness and share knowledge
in meaningful ways. The information
[in these] is just the thin end of a large
and largely unmanageable wedge. The
rest of the wedge comprises human
interaction like face-to-face
conversations, online discussion
groups, weblogs, telephone calls,
instant messages, emails and so on.’
[Information World Review]

content providercontent provider /�kɒntent prə|

�vadə/ noun a website containing
mainly news or information rather than
commercial facilities such as shopping
or banking, or a business supplying the
information for such a website
content-richcontent-rich /�kɒntent �rtʃ/ adjec-
tive containing a lot of useful informa-
tion
contentscontents /�kɒntents/ plural noun 1.
the subject matter of a document or
publication 2. a list at the front of a
publication that gives the title and
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number of the first page of each new
chapter or part
contents page

contents page /�kɒntents ped�/
noun a page at the beginning of a docu-
ment listing the things in it
content syndicationcontent syndication /�kɒntent
�sndkeʃ(ə)n/ noun the act of making
content available to be accessed and
reproduced by subscribers
contextcontext /�kɒntekst/ noun a back-
ground situation to an event which helps
it to be understood � out of context seen
as an individual item not related to its
background
contingency fund

contingency fund /kən|�tnd�ənsi
f�nd/ noun a sum of money put aside in
case it is needed for an unexpected
event
contingency plancontingency plan /kən|�tnd�ənsi
pl�n/ noun a decision about what to do
in case of a problem with the original
plan � There was a contingency plan to
move the book store to the first floor in
case of flood danger.
continuation listcontinuation list /kən |�tnjυ |

�eʃ(ə)n �lst/ noun a method of
recording books and documents which
are issued in parts and for which there
are standing orders
continuous assessment

continuous assessment /kən |

�tnjuəs ə|�sesmənt/ noun a system of
assessing the progress of a student by
coursework rather than by an examina-
tion at the end
contractcontract /kən|�tr�kt/ noun a written
legal agreement � The contract is
binding on both parties.
contrastcontrast /�kɒntrɑ�st/ noun a big
difference between two things which is
clear when they are compared
contribute

contribute /kən|�trbju�t/ verb to
provide part of a whole � to contribute
an article to a magazine � to contribute
money to help pay for something
contributioncontribution /�kɒntr|�bju�ʃ(ə)n/
noun a piece of material that forms part
of a publication or broadcast
controlcontrol /kən|�trəυl/ noun the power or
authority to make decisions about how
something is managed � verb to
organise something so that it works the
way you want it to

control keycontrol key /kən |�trəυl ki�/ noun a
key on a computer which works part of
a program
controlled languagecontrolled language /kən |�trəυld
�l�ŋ$wd�/ noun a limited number of
words used for compiling indexes or
writing instructions or information
controlled term listcontrolled term list /kən |�trəυld
�t��m �lst/ noun a list of terms with
fixed meanings to be used in cata-
loguing. Also called controlled vocab-
ulary 2
controlled vocabularycontrolled vocabulary /kən |�trəυld
vəυ |�k�bjυləri/ noun 1. a limited
number of words used to make under-
standing easier for non-native speakers
of a language 2. same as controlled
term list
controversialcontroversial /�kɒntrə|�v��ʃ(ə)l/
adjective causing argument and disa-
greement
convenientconvenient /kən |�vi�niənt/ adjective
easy to use and saving time or effort
conventionconvention /kən|�venʃən/ noun 1. a
large meeting of an organisation or
political group 2. an international agree-
ment. � Berne Convention, Universal
Copyright Convention

COMMENT: Both the Berne Convention
and the UCC were drawn up to try to
protect copyright from pirates; under the
Berne convention, published material
remains in copyright until 50 years after
the death of the author and for 25 years
after publication under the UCC. In both
cases, a work which is copyrighted in one
country is automatically covered by the
copyright legislation of all countries
signing the convention.

conventionalconventional /kən|�venʃ(ə)n(ə)l/
adjective conforming to what most
people consider to be normal
conversionconversion /kən|�v��ʃ(ə)n/ noun
changing from one computer system to
another
conveyconvey /kən |�ve/ verb to make infor-
mation or ideas known and understood
convinceconvince /kən |�vns/ verb to persuade
other people to do or believe in some-
thing
cookery bookcookery book /�kυk(ə)ri bυk/,
cookbook /�kυkbυk/ noun a book
which gives recipes for preparing food
(NOTE: Cookbook is always used in the
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US, and the term is becoming much
more common in GB English.)
cookiecookie /�kυki/ noun a computer file
containing information about a user that
is sent to the central computer with each
request. The server uses this informa-
tion to customise data sent back to the
user and to log the user’s requests.
coopcoop abbreviation in Internet
addresses, the generic top-level domain
for non-profit-making cooperatives
coordinatecoordinate noun /kəυ |�ɔ�dnət/ /kəυ |

�ɔ�dnet/ a value from an axis on a
graph, used to locate a specific point �

verb /kəυ |�ɔ�dnet/ to combine
different items so that they work well
together � She is trying to co-ordinate
the typesetting, printing and binding in
various locations.
coordinatorcoordinator /kəυ |�ɔ�dnetə/ noun a
person who ensures that people and
activities work well together
copiercopier /�kɒpiə/ noun same as photo-
copier
coping patterncoping pattern /�kəυpŋ �p�t(ə)n/,
coping strategy noun a method of
managing to deal with problems
successfully
copycopy /�kɒpi/ noun 1. something that is
made to look exactly the same as the
original 2. the text of a manuscript or
advertising material � verb to make
something look exactly the same as the
original
copy editorcopy editor /�kɒpi �edtə/ noun a
person whose job is to check material
ready for printing for accuracy and
consistency of typeface, punctuation
and layout
copy incopy in /�kɒpi �n/ verb to send a copy
to somebody, especially a copy of a
letter or other document
copy protectioncopy protection /�kɒpi prə|�tekʃən/
noun a means of preventing unauthor-
ised duplication of computer software
copyrightcopyright /�kɒpirat/ noun the legal
right, which the creator of an original
work has, to only allow copying of the
work with permission and sometimes
on payment of royalties or a copyright
fee

COMMENT: Copyright lasts for 50 years
after the author’s death according to the
Berne Convention, and for 25 years

according to the Universal Copyright
Convention. In the USA, copyright is for
50 years after the death of an author for
books published after January 1st, 1978.
For books published before that date, the
original copyright was for 28 years after
the death of the author, and this can be
extended for a further 28 year period up
to a maximum of 75 years. In 1995, the
European Union adopted a copyright
term of 70 years after the death of the
author. The copyright holder has the right
to refuse or to grant permission to copy
copyright material, though under the
Paris agreement of 1971, the original
publishers (representing the author or
copyright holder) must, under certain
circumstances, grant licences to reprint
copyright material. The copyright notice
has to include the symbol ©, the name of
the copyright holder and the date of the
copyright (which is usually the date of first
publication). The notice must be printed
in the book and usually appears on the
reverse of the title page. A copyright
notice is also printed on other forms of
printed material such as posters. The
change of the term of copyright in the
European Union has created problems
for publishers and copyright holders, in
cases where the author died more than
fifty years but less than seventy years
ago. In effect, such authors have
returned to copyright, and royalties, etc.,
are due to their estates until the seventy
year term expires. This applies to well-
known authors such as Beatrix Potter
and James Joyce, as well as to
composers, such as Elgar.

copyright deposit

copyright deposit /�kɒpirat d |

�pɒzt/ noun the deposit of a copy of a
published work in a copyright library,
usually the main national library, which
is part of the formal copyrighting of
published material
copyright deposit library

copyright deposit library
/�kɒpirat d |�pɒzt �labrəri/ noun a
library that receives a free copy of every
book published in the British Isles,
belonging to a group of six in England,
Scotland, Wales and the Republic of
Ireland
copyright fee

copyright fee /�kɒpirat fi�/ noun
money paid to the holder of a copyright
for permission to use their work
copyright infringement

copyright infringement /�kɒpirat
n |�frnd�mənt/ noun the act of ille-
gally copying or using a work that is
covered by copyright law. Also called
infringement of copyright
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copyright lawcopyright law /�kɒpirat lɔ�/ noun a
law which protects the rights to copy-
right
copyright licencecopyright licence /�kɒpirat
�las(ə)ns/ noun official permission to
produce, copy and sell works that are
protected by copyright law
copyright noticecopyright notice /�kɒpirat
�nəυts/ noun a note in a book showing
who owns the copyright and the date of
ownership, printed on the verso of the
title page
copy typistcopy typist /�kɒpi �tapst/ noun a
person who types from handwritten
copy, not from dictation
core competencycore competency /�kɔ�
�kɒmptənsi/ noun the basic body of
knowledge of a particular area or skill
core curriculumcore curriculum /�kɔ� kə |�rkjələm/
noun courses in a school or college
which are compulsory for all students
core stockcore stock /�kɔ� �stɒk/ noun same as
basic stock
cornercorner /�kɔ�nə/ verb to gain control of
a particular market
corporatecorporate /�kɔ�p(ə)rət/ adjective 1.
owned by one or more large businesses
2. shared by all the members of an
organisation
corporate authorcorporate author /�kɔ�p(ə)rət
�ɔ�θə/ noun a society, institution or
government body which publishes
documents, and whose name is used as
the catalogue heading
corporate databasecorporate database /�kɔ�p(ə)rət
�detəbes/ noun a source of electronic
information shared by all members of
an organisation
corporate headquarterscorporate headquarters
/�kɔ�p(ə)rət �hedkwɔ�təz/ noun the
head office of a corporation or large
business
corporate memorycorporate memory /�kɔ�p(ə)rət
�mem(ə)ri/ noun the basic body of
knowledge and information needed for
an organisation to work effectively.
Abbr CM
corporate namecorporate name /�kɔ�p(ə)rət
�nem/ noun the name of a large corpo-
ration
corporationcorporation /�kɔ�pə |�reʃ(ə)n/ noun a
large company or business

corpus of knowledgecorpus of knowledge /�kɔ�pəs əv
�nɒld�/ noun a large collection of the
major works about a specific field of
knowledge
correctcorrect /kə|�rekt/ adjective accurate
and without mistakes � verb to mark
mistakes so that they can be put right
correlationcorrelation /�kɒrə|�leʃ(ə)n/ noun
close connections which influence each
other
correspondencecorrespondence /�kɒr|�spɒndəns/
noun letters sent and received
correspondentcorrespondent /�kɒr |�spɒndənt/
noun 1. somebody who writes letters 2.
a television or newspaper reporter on a
specialist subject or in a particular area
corrigenda slipcorrigenda slip /�kɒri|�$endə �slp/
noun a list of corrections of errors in a
printed book, printed on a separate slip
of paper and inserted in the bound book
corruptcorrupt /kə|�r�pt/ adjective 1. acting
dishonestly or illegally 2. containing
errors � corrupt computer data
costcost /kɒst/ noun the amount of money
needed to buy, do or make something
cost-benefit analysiscost-benefit analysis /�kɒst
�benft ə|�n�ləss/ noun an investiga-
tion of the level of benefit gained from
something to decide whether it is worth
the expenditure
cost-effectivecost-effective /�kɒst �fektv/
adjective saving money in comparison
with the amount of time or money spent
costlycostly /�kɒstl/ adjective very expen-
sive in time, effort or money
co.ukco.uk abbreviation UK commercial
organization
countercounter /�kaυntə/ same as circula-
tion desk
country codecountry code /�k�ntri kəυd/ noun
the last part of an e-mail address which
indicates the country of origin
coursecourse /kɔ�s/ noun 1. a programme of
study or training, especially one that
leads to a qualification from an educa-
tional institution 2. one of several
distinct units that together form a
programme of study leading to a quali-
fication such as a degree
course bookcourse book /�kɔ�s bυk/ noun a
book that is used by students and
teachers as the basis of a course of study
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courseworkcoursework /�kɔ�sw��k/ noun
assignments that are done as part of a
course
covercover /�k�və/ noun the outside of a
book, usually made of thicker paper or
card
coveragecoverage /�k�v(ə)rd�/ noun the time
or space given to a topic by the media
cover datecover date /�k�və det/ noun the date
which appears on the cover of a publica-
tion
cover designcover design /�k�və d|�zan/ noun a
special design for a book or magazine
cover
cover designercover designer /�k�və d|�zanə/
noun a person who designs the cover of
a book or magazine
covering materialcovering material /�k�vərŋ mə|

�təriəl/ noun material used to make the
cover for a book
cover pricecover price /�k�və pras/ noun the
retail price of a book
CPUCPU abbreviation central processing
unit
CQLCQL abbreviation common query
language
crcr abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Costa Rica
craft bookcraft book /�krɑ�ft bυk/ noun a book
dealing with work done by hand such as
knitting, sewing or making models
crashcrash /kr�ʃ/ verb 1. to come to a
sudden stop as a result of an accident 2.
(of computer systems) to stop working
� noun the sudden failure of a computer
system
crawlercrawler /�krɔ�lə/ noun a computer
program that collects online documents
and reference links
CRCCRC abbreviation camera-ready copy
creditcredit /�kredt/ noun 1. a system of
paying for goods some time after you
have bought them � in credit having
money in the bank � on credit to buy
goods and pay for them later 2.
acknowledgement of something posi-
tive � She gave them credit for their
good work. � verb to acknowledge
something positive
credit cardcredit card /�kredt kɑ�d/ noun a
plastic card issued by banks to their
customers which allows them to buy
goods on credit or to borrow money

credit limitcredit limit /�kredt �lmt/ noun the
amount of money which is the
maximum you can borrow at one time
credit linecredit line /�kredt lan/ noun a
printed acknowledgement of the author
or source of material that was included
in a publication
credit notecredit note /�kredt nəυt/ noun a
note issued by a company stating faulty
goods may be replaced with goods to
the same value
creditscredits /�kredts/ plural noun notes to
acknowledge the contributors to a work,
e.g. the owner of a copyright or the
designer of a book
creditworthycreditworthy /�kredtw��ði/ adjec-
tive relating to a person or organisation
that has a good record of paying their
bills
crime fictioncrime fiction /�kram �fkʃ(ə)n/
noun a style of fiction about imaginary
crimes and detectives
crime listcrime list /�kram lst/ noun a series
of books on crime or crime fiction
Crime Writers AssociationCrime Writers Association
/�kram �ratəz ə |�səυsieʃ(ə)n/ noun
an organisation in the UK which is
responsible for the administration of
several annual awards for crime writing
criticcritic /�krtk/ noun a person who
writes reviews or gives opinions about
books, films, music and art
criticalcritical /�krtk(ə)l/ adjective 1.
expressing severe opinions about
someone or something 2. very serious
or dangerous
critical factorcritical factor /�krtk(ə)l �f�ktə/
noun a factor in a situation which must
be considered very carefully because it
can have serious effects
criticismcriticism /�krtsz(ə)m/ noun
serious judgement or an expression of
disapproval of something
CR/LFCR/LF abbreviation carriage
return/line feed
CRLISCRLIS abbreviation Current Research
in Library and Information Science
crosscheckcrosscheck /�krɒstʃek/ verb to eval-
uate the results of an investigation by
checking it by an alternative method �

The sub-editor should crosscheck the
page references against the index.
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‘Duplicate versions get into [the]
system… Tracking all invoices,
performing cross-checks, and singling
out those most likely to represent
double payments requires constant
human surveillance.’ [Information
Week]

cross-indexcross-index /�krɒs �ndeks/ verb 1.
to give a particular item one or more
additional entries in an index, under
different headings, as cross-references
to it 2. to supply cross-references in
something � ‘Hyde’ is cross-indexed to
‘Jekyll and Hyde’.
cross-refercross-refer /�krɒs r|�f��/ verb to give
a note that tells a reader of a book, index
or library catalogue to look in another
specified part or on another page of the
same work
cross-referencecross-reference /�krɒs �ref(ə)rəns/
noun a footnote in a document which
tells you that there is other relevant
information in another part of the docu-
ment � verb to make a reference to
another part of the book � The various
paper sizes are cross-referenced to the
appendix.
cross-searchingcross-searching /�krɒs �s��tʃŋ/
noun searching more than one database
at the same time using a single search
engine or query
cross-sectioncross-section /�krɒs �sekʃən/ noun
a representative sample of a group of
people or things
crosstalkcrosstalk /�krɒstɑ�k/ noun unwanted
sounds or other signals picked up by one
channel of an electronic communica-
tions system from another channel, e.g.
between telephones or loudspeakers
crowncrown /kraυn/ noun a size of book
based on an old paper size of 15 x 20
inches or 380 x 508mm, so called
because the old paper was originally
identified by a watermark of a crown
crown octavocrown octavo /�kraυn ɒk|�tɑ�vəυ/
noun a size of book, formerly 7 1/2 x 5
inches, now 186 x 123mm
crown quartocrown quarto /�kraυn �kwɔ�təυ/
noun a size of book, formerly 10 x 7 1/2
inches, now 246 x 186mm
CRPUCRPU abbreviation camera-ready
paste-up
CRTCRT abbreviation cathode ray tube

crucialcrucial /�kru�ʃ(ə)l/ adjective
extremely important or essential
cryptanalysiscryptanalysis /�krptə |�n�ləss/
noun the process or science of deci-
phering coded texts or messages
cryptographycryptography /�krp |�tɒ$rəfi/ noun
1. the study or analysis of codes and
coding methods 2. coded or secret
writing
CSOCSO abbreviation Central Statistical
Office
CTICTI abbreviation computer-telephone
integration
cucu abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Cuba
cultural heritagecultural heritage /�k�ltʃər(ə)l
�hertd�/ noun the historical artefacts,
e.g. art, architecture, texts and other
intangibles such as language and folk-
lore, that belong to a culture

‘The Community Heritage Grants
(CHG) Program aims to preserve and
provide access to locally held
nationally significant cultural heritage
collections… community
organisations such as historical
societies, museums, public libraries,
archives, Indigenous and migrant
community groups are eligible to
apply.’ [Ayr Advocate]

cultureculture /�k�ltʃə/ noun the ideas,
customs and artistic productions of any
society
cumulative indexcumulative index /�kju�mjυlətv
�ndeks/ noun an index that is built up
by additions to all the previously
published entries at specified times
curatorcurator /kjυ|�retə/ noun a person
responsible for managing a museum or
art gallery
curiosacuriosa /�kjυəri |�əυsə/ plural noun
books or other texts dealing with
unusual topics, especially erotica
curly bracketcurly bracket /�k��li �br�kt/ noun
same as brace
currentcurrent /�k�rənt/ adjective happening
at the present time
current awarenesscurrent awareness /�k�rənt ə|

�weənəs/ noun the level to which some-
body knows what is the most up-to-date
information on specific subjects
current awareness servicecurrent awareness service
/�k�rənt ə|�weənəs �s��vs/ noun an
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organisation or individual who notifies
customers of the most up-to-date infor-
mation in their field
current journal

current journal /�k�rənt �d���nəl/,
current serial /�k�rənt �səriəl/ noun
the latest edition of a regular publication
Current Research in Library and Information Science

Current Research in Library and
Information Science /�k�rənt r|

�s��tʃ n �labrəri ənd �nfə |�meʃ(ə)n
�saəns/ noun a quarterly journal with
abstracts of current research. Abbr
CRLIS
curriculum

curriculum /kə|�rkjυləm/ noun all
the courses that are taught in a school or
college
curriculum vitae

curriculum vitae /kə|�rkjυləm
�vi�ta/ noun a brief summary of some-
body’s personal details, education and
career. Abbr CV
cursor

cursor /�k��sə/ noun a mark on a
computer screen which can be moved
around and which indicates where
anything that is input will appear

COMMENT: Cursors can take several
forms, such as a square of bright light, a
bright underline or a flashing light.

custodian

custodian /k�|�stəυdiən/ noun an
overseer of the contents of a museum,
library or other public institution
customer

customer /�k�stəmə/ noun a person
who buys a product or uses a service
customer account

customer account /�k�stəmər ə |

�kaυnt/ noun a system whereby a
customer can buy things and pay for
them at set times, e.g. a bill for online
searches which is paid monthly
customer details

customer details /�k�stəmə
�di�telz/ plural noun a record of the
transactions with any one particular
customer
customer file

customer file /�k�stəmə fal/ noun
details of a customer kept as a record by
a company
customise

customise /�k�stəmaz/, customize
verb to adapt something to a particular
person’s requirements
customised interface

customised interface
/�k�stəmazd �ntəfes/ noun a
computer system that has been adapted
to a particular user’s needs

cut

cut /k�t/ verb to delete data on a
computer, often in order to insert it
somewhere else
cut-and-paste

cut-and-paste /�k�t ən �pest/ noun
a facility of computers allowing data to
be deleted in one place and inserted in
another
cut flush

cut flush /�k�t �fl�ʃ/ adjective used to
describe a book which has been
trimmed so that the cover does not stick
out further than the pages
cutout book

cutout book /�k�taυt bυk/ noun a
children’s book where the illustrations
can be cut out to make models or figures
cutting

cutting /�k�tŋ/ noun an item cut from
a newspaper or periodical (NOTE: The
US equivalent is clipping.)
cv

cv abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Cape Verde
CV

CV abbreviation curriculum vitae
cx

cx abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Christmas
Island
cy

cy abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Cyprus
cybercrime

cybercrime /�sabəkram/ noun
crime carried out on the Internet, e.g.
hacking into protected information
cyberlaw

cyberlaw /�sabəlɔ�/ noun the body of
laws relating to computers, information
systems and networks
cybernetics

cybernetics /�sabə |�netks/ noun
the study of how machines can be made
to imitate human actions
cyberphobia

cyberphobia /�sabə|�fəυbiə/ noun a
pathological fear of computers and
information technology
cyberspace

cyberspace /�sabəspes/ noun the
notional environment in which elec-
tronic information exists or is
exchanged � We met by writing to each
other on the world wide web in cyber-
space.
cybrary

cybrary /�sabrəri/ noun 1. a guide to
the information available on the World
Wide Web on a particular topic 2. an
information-gathering service using the
Internet
cyclopedia

cyclopedia /�saklə |�pi�diə/ noun
PUBL same as encyclopedia
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dagger

dagger /�d�$ə/ noun 1. a second
reference mark for footnotes 2. a mark
signifying ‘dead’ when placed before an
English name � symbol †
daily

daily /�deli/ adjective happening every
day � noun a newspaper published
every weekday
daisy wheel printer

daisy wheel printer /�dezi wi�l
�prntə/ noun a device for printing work
from a computer, which uses a wheel-
shaped printing head with the characters
at the ends of spokes
damages

damages /�d�md�z/ plural noun
money that is paid by court order to
somebody to compensate for harm done
to them or to their reputation
darkroom

darkroom /�dɑ�kru�m/ noun a room
protected from daylight and using
infrared light only, where films can be
developed and printed
dash

dash /d�ʃ/ noun a punctuation mark (-
) that is a short horizontal line used to
mark off a section of a sentence
data

data /�detə b�ŋk/ noun information
usually in the form of facts or statistics
which can be analysed � The data is
easily available. (NOTE: Data is histori-
cally a plural noun but is now usually
treated as a singular.)
data acquisition

data acquisition /�detə
��kwzʃ(ə)n/, data collection /�detə
kə|�lekʃən/ noun the gathering of data
about a particular subject
data administration

data administration /�detə əd |

�mnstreʃ(ə)n/ noun same as data
management
data administrator

data administrator /�detə əd |

�mnstretə/ noun a control section of
a database management system

data analysisdata analysis /�detə ə|�n�ləss/
noun the act of drawing conclusions
from data
data bankdata bank /�detə b�ŋk/ noun a large
store of information, especially kept in
or available to a computer, sometimes
consisting of several databases
databasedatabase /�detəbes/ noun 1. soft-
ware which enables the user to organise
data for easy retrieval 2. a collection of
data stored in a computer which can be
easily and quickly retrieved
database administratordatabase administrator
/�detəbes əd |�mnstretə/ noun a
person who undertakes responsibility
for the control of a database
database languagedatabase language /�detəbes
�l�ŋ$wd�/ noun any one of a series of
languages, e.g. data description
language, that makes up a database
management system
database management systemdatabase management system
/�detəbes �m�nd�mənt �sstəm/
noun a series of computer programs
which allows the user to create and
maintain databases. Abbr DBMS
database mappingdatabase mapping /�detəbes
�m�pŋ/ noun a description of the way
in which the records and fields in a data-
base are related
database publishingdatabase publishing /�detəbes
�p�blʃŋ/ noun publishing information
selected from a database, either online
where the user pays for it on a per-page
inspection basis, or as a CD-ROM
database schemadatabase schema /�detəbes
�ski�mə/ noun a way in which a data-
base is organised and structured
database serverdatabase server /¯(+,--+/ noun a
piece of database management software
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that runs on a server computer on a
network and is used in a client-server
system
data capturedata capture /�detə �k�ptʃə/ noun
the act of collecting data and converting
it into a form compatible with
computers
data compressiondata compression /�detə kəm|

�preʃ(ə)n/ noun a means of reducing
the size of blocks of data by removing
spaces, empty sections and unused
material
data entrydata entry /�detə �entri/ noun a
method of putting data into a computer
data filedata file /�detə fal/ noun a computer
file storing data rather than program
instructions
data handlingdata handling /�detə �h�ndlŋ/
noun same as data preparation
data managementdata management /�detə
�m�nd�mənt/ noun the maintenance
and updating of a database. Also called
data administration
data miningdata mining /�detə �manŋ/ noun
the process of locating previously
unknown patterns and relationships
within data using a database applica-
tion, e.g. finding customers with
common interests in a retail establish-
ment’s database
data modellingdata modelling /�detə �mɒd(ə)lŋ/
noun the act of making a graphic repre-
sentation of interlinked data, so that an
efficient database for it can be designed
data networkdata network /�detə �netw��k/
noun a system which allows transmis-
sion of data to a number of linked
computers
data preparationdata preparation /�detə
�prepəreʃ(ə)n/ noun the conversion of
data into a machine-readable format.
Also called data handling
data processingdata processing /�detə
�prəυsesŋ/ noun the process of
selecting and examining data in a
computer to produce information in a
special form. Abbr DP
data protectiondata protection /�detə prə|�tekʃən/
noun the procedure of making sure that
data is not copied by an unauthorised
user
Data Protection ActData Protection Act /�detə prə |

�tekʃən ��kt/ noun a piece of legisla-

tion passed in 1984 in the UK that
requires any owner of a database that
contains personal details to register
data retrievaldata retrieval /�detə r |�tri�v(ə)l/
noun the process of searching, selecting
and reading data from a stored file
data securitydata security /�detə s|�kjυərti/
noun the protection of electronic data so
that it cannot be accessed by unauthor-
ised people

‘Chubb offers first-party coverage for
internal losses caused by a data
security breach. For example, if a
retailer suffered a breach of its
customers’ credit card information,
Chubb’s policy would cover the costs
of notifying customers, regaining
stolen credit card information and
upgrading its system.’ [Business
Insurance]

data servicesdata services /�detə �s��vsz/
plural noun public services such as tele-
phones, which allow data to be trans-
mitted
datasheetdatasheet /�detəʃi�t/ noun a docu-
ment accessible on the Internet that
gives a detailed description of some-
thing, especially a product
DATASTARDATASTAR /�detəstɑ�/ noun a
Swiss-based online database host
data storagedata storage /�detə �stɔ�rd�/ noun
the ability to store data in the memory of
a computer
data warehousedata warehouse /�detə �weəhaυs/
noun a database used for analysing
overall business strategy rather than
routine operations
datedate /det/ verb to record on a docu-
ment the date when it is written or
received
date labeldate label /�det �leb(ə)l/ noun a
label pasted in a library book so that the
date for return can be stamped on it
date of publicationdate of publication /�det əv �p�bl|

�keʃ(ə)n/ noun same as publication
date
datumdatum /�detəm/ noun a piece of
information (NOTE: Datum is the
singular of data.)
day releaseday release /�de r|�li�s/ noun a
system of training by which employees
are allowed a regular day each week to
attend college
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DBMSDBMS abbreviation database manage-
ment system
DCMIDCMI abbreviation Dublin Core Meta-
data Initiative
DDDD abbreviation double density
DDCDDC abbreviation Dewey decimal clas-
sification
DDSDDS abbreviation Dewey decimal
system
dede abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Germany
deaccessiondeaccession /�diək |�seʃ(ə)n/ verb to
remove a book or work of art from the
collection of a library or museum and
sell it
deacidifydeacidify /�diə |�sdfa/ verb to
remove the acid from paper. � CHC
paper
deadlinedeadline /�dedlan/ noun the stated
time or date by which work must be
finished
Dead White European MaleDead White European Male /�ded
wat �jυərəpi�ən �mel/ noun a
conventionally important historical
figure, especially one of the writers and
thinkers whose works have traditionally
formed the basis of academic study in
Europe and North America. Abbr
DWEM
debatedebate /d|�bet/ noun a meeting about
a question in which at least two opin-
ions are expressed � verb to discuss
something, considering arguments for
and against it
DebrettDebrett /də|�bret/ noun a publication
that lists members of the British aristoc-
racy
decadedecade /�deked/ noun a period of ten
years, especially one that begins with a
year ending in 0
decaydecay /d |�ke/ verb to become old,
rotten, weak or corrupt
decentralisedecentralise /di� |�sentrəlaz/,
decentralize verb to move departments
away from the main administrative area
and give more power to local branches
decimaldecimal /�desm(ə)l/ adjective
counting in base ten
decimal classification systemdecimal classification system
/�desm(ə)l �kl�sf|�keʃ(ə)n �sstəm/
noun a system of organising items using
a numerical order in base ten

decimal point

decimal point /�desm(ə)l �pɔnt/
noun a dot or comma which separates
whole numbers from decimal fractions,
e.g. in 2.75

COMMENT: The dot should be raised
above the line, though it is never printed
in this way by computer printers. Note
that the decimal point is used in English-
speaking countries, and that in most
other countries the decimal is indicated
by a comma.

decipherdecipher /d|�safə/ verb to work out
what something means, even if it is
difficult to read or understand
decision support systemdecision support system /d|

�s�(ə)n sə|�pɔ�t �sstəm/ noun a suite
of programs that helps a manager reach
decisions using previous decisions,
information, and other databases
declarative knowledgedeclarative knowledge /d|

�kl�rətv �nɒld�/ noun same as prop-
ositional knowledge
declarative memorydeclarative memory /d |�kl�rətv
�mem(ə)ri/ noun human memory of
learned facts and events. Compare
procedural memory
declassifydeclassify /di� |�kl�sfa/ verb to state
that information or documents no
longer have security classification and
are not secret
decode

decode /di�|�kəυd/ verb to change
information which has been written in
code into ordinary language
decrease

decrease noun /�di�kri�s/ a reduction
in the size or quantity of something �

verb /d|�kri�s/ to make something
smaller
dedicate

dedicate /�dedket/ verb to print a
special note in a book offering it to
somebody, usually a relative or friend,
as a token of affection � He dedicated
the book of poetry to his wife and
daughters.
dedicated

dedicated /�dedketd/ adjective
reserved for a particular use
dedicated channel

dedicated channel /�dedketd
�tʃ�n(ə)l/ noun a communications
channel reserved for a particular use or
user
dedicated line

dedicated line /�dedketd �lan/
noun a telephone line assigned to a
designated user, usually to provide a
permanent connection to the Internet
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dedicated word processordedicated word processor
/�dedketd �w��d �prəυsesə/ noun a
small computer which has been config-
ured to do only word processing
dedicationdedication /�ded |�keʃ(ə)n/ noun
words used to offer a book, work or
performance to honour somebody
deductdeduct /d|�d�kt/ verb to remove
something from a total
deductiondeduction /d|�d�kʃən/ noun an
amount removed from a total sum
deep Webdeep Web /�di�p �web/ noun search-
able databases accessible through the
Internet, which must be searched using
CQL queries and not with an ordinary
Web search engine. Also called hidden
Web, invisible Web. Compare surface
Web
de factode facto /�de �f�ktəυ/ adjective
accepted as fact by reason of usage � He
was the de facto ruler although he had
no legal right to the position.
defaultdefault /d|�fɔ�lt/ noun failure to carry
out a contract � verb to fail to carry out
the terms of a contract, especially to fail
to pay back a debt � The company is in
default on their repayments.
default settingdefault setting /d|�fɔ�lt �setŋ/ noun
the setting that a computer or printer
will use if no other instructions are
given
defectdefect /�di�fekt/ noun a fault in a
machine
defectivedefective /d|�fektv/ adjective not
working properly
definedefine /d|�fan/ verb to explain the
meaning of something
definitiondefinition /�def|�nʃ(ə)n/ noun a
statement of meaning, especially in a
dictionary
degreedegree /d|�$ri�/ noun a qualification
awarded by a university or college
following successful completion of a
course of study or period of research, or
a similar qualification granted as an
honour
degree of automationdegree of automation /d |�$ri� əv
�ɔ�tə |�meʃ(ə)n/ noun the level of use of
electronic machines

‘In order to optimise our business and
improve our bottom line, we need to
automate the flows of information as
much as possible. Data integration

processes are key to this high degree
of automation, the combined increases
in availability and quality of data they
provide translate into an immediate
increase in operational efficiency.’
[M2 Presswire]

de jure

de jure /�de �d�υəri/ adjective by
legal right, though not necessarily in
fact
delay

delay /d |�le/ noun a cause of some-
thing happening later than planned �

verb to cause something to happen later
than planned
delegate

delegate noun /�del$ət/ a person
elected to speak for or represent others
� verb /�delə$et/ to give some of one’s
responsibility to others for a period of
time
delegation

delegation /�del |�$eʃ(ə)n/ noun the
act of delegating
delete

delete /d|�li�t/ verb to remove infor-
mation that has been written down or
stored in a computer � noun an instruc-
tion given to a computer to remove a
section of text
delete character

delete character /d|�li�t �k�rktə/
noun a special code used to indicate
data or text to be removed
delete key

delete key /d|�li�t ki�/ noun a
computer key that moves the cursor to
erase characters, or removes high-
lighted text
Delphes

Delphes /delf/ noun a French network
of economic and business information
produced by the French Chambers of
Commerce
DELPHI

DELPHI /�delfi/ noun a commercial
online information service
de luxe edition

de luxe edition /�d �l�ks  |�dʃ(ə)n/
noun a special edition of a book, printed
on very good quality paper and with an
expensive binding, selling for a higher
price than a standard edition
demand

demand /d|�mɑ�nd/ noun the number
of people wanting to buy something �

There is not much demand for this item.
� verb to ask for something in a forceful
way
demand forecasting

demand forecasting /d |�mɑ�nd
�fɔ�kɑ�stŋ/ noun a prediction of the
number of items which will be sold or
used
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demarcationdemarcation /�di�mɑ�|�keʃ(ə)n/
noun a boundary or limit separating
ideas or groups
demographydemography /d |�mɒ$rəfi/ noun the
study of changes in population
Demon Internet SystemsDemon Internet Systems
/�di�mən �ntənet �sstəmz/ noun a
UK provider of gateways to the Internet
demonstratedemonstrate /�demənstret/ verb 1.
to show people how to do something 2.
to make an idea clear to people 3. to
show that you have a skill or quality
demy octavodemy octavo /�demi ɒk |�tɑ�vəυ/
noun a book format, formerly 8 3/4 x 5
inches, now 216 x 138mm
demy quartodemy quarto /�demi �kwɔ�təυ/ noun
a book format, formerly 11 1/4 x 8 3/4
inches, now 279 x 219mm
densitydensity /�densti/ noun the level of
darkness of an image

COMMENT: Scanner software produces
various shades of grey by using different
densities or arrangements of black and
white dots and/or different sized dots.

deny accessdeny access /d|�na ��kses/ verb 1.
to refuse permission to enter 2. to refuse
permission to use an information
system
departmental information systemdepartmental information
system /�dpɑ�tment(ə)l �nfə |

�meʃ(ə)n �sstəm/ noun a system of
organising information specific to one
department
dependency leveldependency level /d|�pendənsi
�lev(ə)l/ noun a degree to which some-
body is dependent on another person or
a system
dependent ondependent on /d |�pendənt ɒn/
adjective needing something in order to
survive or function
deploydeploy /d|�plɔ/ verb to place people
or resources where they will be most
useful
depositdeposit /d |�pɒzt/ noun 1. an amount
of money paid in part payment 2. an
amount of money that a person gives
when they borrow something and which
is returned to them when the item is
returned undamaged 3. documents
placed in a record office for safe
keeping 4. a legal requirement for one
copy of any published book to be sent to
a national deposit library � verb to give
a copy of a book to a deposit library as

part of the process of publishing the
book
deposit librarydeposit library /d|�pɒzt �labrəri/
noun a national library to which a
publisher has by law to give a copy of
each book published

COMMENT: In the British Isles, the deposit
libraries are the British Library, the
Bodleian Library at Oxford, Cambridge
University Library, the National Library of
Scotland and the Library of Trinity
College Dublin; the Welsh National
Library may also receive copies.

depth indexingdepth indexing /�depθ �ndeksŋ/
noun the indexing of different subjects
within the body of a document
deputationdeputation /�depjυ |�teʃ(ə)n/ noun a
group of people who act as representa-
tives of a larger group
descending orderdescending order /d|�sendŋ
�ɔ�də/ noun a method of organising
things so that each item is smaller than
the one before it or comes before it in an
established order � They were arranged
in descending order from Z to A.
descriptive listdescriptive list /d|�skrptv lst/
noun a list of holdings with a brief
description of their contents to enable
users to decide which they want
descriptordescriptor /d |�skrptə/ noun a code
or symbol given to a document to iden-
tify it for the purposes of retrieval
desideratadesiderata /d |�zdə |�rɑ�tə/ plural
noun a list of books and documents
required
designdesign /d |�zan/ verb to plan what
something new will be like
deskdesk /desk/ noun a writing table in an
office or study
desk accessorydesk accessory /�desk ək |�sesəri/
noun a device for use on a desk, e.g. a
light or a desktop computer
desk diarydesk diary /�desk �daəri/ noun a
book with blank pages organised by
dates, which can be kept on a desk, to
record appointments and commitments
desktopdesktop /�desktɒp/ noun a display on
a computer screen comprising back-
ground and icons representing equip-
ment, programs and files
desktop computerdesktop computer /�desktɒp kəm|

�pju�tə/ noun a computer, usually with
a keyboard and monitor, which is small
enough to be used on a desk
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desktop PCdesktop PC /�desktɒp pi� �si�/ noun
an IBM-compatible computer which
can be placed on a user’s desk,
comprising a system unit with main
electronics, disk drive and controllers,
and a separate monitor and keyboard
desktop publishingdesktop publishing /�desktɒp
�p�blʃŋ/ noun the design and layout
of text and graphics using a small
computer with a specific software appli-
cation package and a printer. Abbr DTP
desktop unitdesktop unit /�desktɒp �ju�nt/
noun a computer or machine that will fit
onto a desk
destinationdestination /�dest|�neʃ(ə)n/ noun
1. the place where something is sent 2.
the location where data is sent on a
network
detaildetail /�di�tel/ noun a small condition
or fact � verb to list or give full informa-
tion about things
detailed enquirydetailed enquiry /�di�teld n|

�kwari/ noun an investigation which
lists all the small features of an event or
situation
developed countrydeveloped country /d |�veləpt
�k�ntri/ noun a rich industrialised
country
developing countrydeveloping country /d|�veləpŋ
�k�ntri/ noun a country where industry
is not yet well developed but which is
moving towards it
developing marketdeveloping market /d|�veləpŋ
�mɑ�kt/ noun an area where the sale of
goods or services is increasing
development strategydevelopment strategy /d |

�veləpmənt �str�təd�i/ noun policies
and methods for future development
devisedevise /d |�vaz/ verb to design or
work out a plan or system
Dewey decimal classificationDewey decimal classification
/�dju�i� �desm(ə)l �sstəm/, Dewey
decimal system noun a system of clas-
sifying library books that divides them
into ten main classes, divided in turn
into categories with three-digit numbers
and subcategories with numbers after a
decimal point. Abbr DDC, DDS
DfESDfES abbreviation Department for
Education and Skills
diacritical marksdiacritical marks, diacritics,
diacriticals plural noun marks made

above normal letters to show a change
of pronunciation or stress

COMMENT: The commonest diacritics are
the accents in European languages and
the dots indicating vowels in Arabic.

diaeresisdiaeresis, dieresis noun a printed
sign, formed of two dots printed above a
vowel (ë)

COMMENT: In English the diaeresis is now
uncommon, but was used in words such
as ‘naïve’ and ‘coördinate’ to show that
the two vowels were pronounced
separately and not as a diphthong; it is
still used in many European languages
and indicates a change in pronunciation
of a vowel. In German it is called the
umlaut.

diagnosediagnose /�daə$nəυz/ verb to iden-
tify what is wrong
diagnosisdiagnosis /�daə$|�nəυss/ noun the
act of identifying the reason for a fault
or problem
diagonaldiagonal /da|��$ən(ə)l/ noun a
slanting line from a top corner to the
opposite bottom corner
diagramdiagram /�daə$r�m/ noun a chart or
graph that illustrates something such as
a statistical trend � verb to make a
diagram that represents or illustrates
something
dialdial /�daəl/ verb to use a series of
numbers to make a telephone connec-
tion
dialling codedialling code /�daəlŋ kəυd/ noun
numbers used in the telephone system to
identify towns, countries or individual
phone lines and so enable connection by
phone or fax
dialling tonedialling tone /�daəlŋ təυn/ noun a
sound made by a telephone line when it
is available for use
DIALOGDIALOG /�daəlɒ$/ noun an online
database host
dialoguedialogue /�daəlɒ$/ noun 1. a written
conversation in a book or play 2. the
exchange of ideas or opinions, espe-
cially between those with different
viewpoints
dialogue boxdialogue box /�daəlɒ$ bɒks/ noun a
small rectangular window displayed on
a computer screen that conveys infor-
mation to, or requires a response from,
the user
dial-updial-up /�daəl �p/ adjective requiring
a computer modem and telephone line
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to establish communication with
another computer or a network
DIANEDIANE /da|��n/ � Euronet/Diane
diarydiary /�daəri/ noun 1. a detailed daily
record of the events in a person’s life
written in a book 2. a small book with
dates and blank spaces used to record
appointments
dictatedictate /dk |�tet/ verb to speak words
for somebody to write down or for a
machine to record
dictating machinedictating machine /dk |�tetŋ mə |

�ʃi�n/ noun a recording machine which
records what someone says so that it can
be typed later
dictionarydictionary /�dkʃən(ə)ri/ noun a
book or compact disc containing the
words of a language arranged alphabet-
ically with their meanings

COMMENT: The term ‘dictionary’ really
applies to a book where the words are
defined, but not necessarily explained; an
‘encyclopaedia’ is a book where the
words are explained, but not always
defined. A ‘Dictionary of Gardening’ is
probably in fact an encyclopaedia, since
it may give details of how to grow plants,
rather than defining what each plant or
process is. This present dictionary has
many encyclopaedic sections, such as
this one.

dictionary cataloguedictionary catalogue /�dkʃən(ə)ri
�k�təlɒ$/ noun a catalogue in which all
the entries such as author, title and
subject are placed in one alphabetical
sequence
Dictionary of National BiographyDictionary of National Biog-
raphy /�dkʃən(ə)ri əv �n�ʃ(ə)nəl
ba |�ɒ$rəfi/ noun an alphabetical listing
of famous people within a country, with
brief biographical details. Abbr DNB
didacticdidactic /da|�d�ktk/ adjective
relating to speech or writing that is
intended to teach, especially on moral
issues
didacticsdidactics /da|�d�ktks/ noun the
science or profession of teaching
differdiffer /�dfə/ verb to be unlike some-
thing else in some way
differentialdifferential /�dfə|�renʃəl/ noun the
difference between two values in a scale
digestdigest /�dad�est/ noun a book which
summarises a series of reports, espe-
cially one that collects summaries of

court decisions and is used as a refer-
ence tool by lawyers
digipaddigipad /�dd�ip�d/ noun same as
digitising pad
digitdigit /�dd�t/ noun any of the numbers
from 0 to 9
digitaldigital /�dd�t(ə)l/ adjective repre-
senting physical quantities in numerical
form
digital computerdigital computer /�dd�t(ə)l kəm|

�pju�tə/ noun a computer that calcu-
lates on the basis of binary numbers
digital data networkdigital data network /�dd�t(ə)l
�detə �netw��k/ noun a network
designed specifically for the transmis-
sion of digital data as distinct from
networks such as the telephone system
which are analogue
digital dividedigital divide /�dd�t(ə)l d |�vad/
noun the difference in opportunities
available to people who have access to
modern information technology and
those who do not
digital fontdigital font /�dd�t(ə)l �fɒnt/ noun a
font that has been digitised so that it can
be stored in a computer
digital image processingdigital image processing
/�dd�t(ə)l �md� �prəυsesŋ/ noun a
wide range of techniques used to
generate, process and reproduce images
by digital computers
digital learningdigital learning /�dd�t(ə)l �l��nŋ/
noun education using electronic tools,
e.g. interactive software
digital librarydigital library /�dd�t(ə)l �labrəri/
noun a store of digital reference mate-
rials, e.g. electronic journals and data-
based information

‘Researchers can perform their
research without regard to physical
location, interacting with colleagues,
accessing instrumentation, sharing
data and computational resources, and
accessing information and data in
digital libraries and repositories.’
[States News Service]

digital nervous systemdigital nervous system
/�dd�t(ə)l �n��vəs �sstəm/ noun a
digital information system that gathers,
manages and distributes knowledge in a
way that allows an organisation to
respond quickly and effectively to
events in the outside world
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digital object identifier

digital object identifier
/�dd�t(ə)l �ɒbjekt a|�dentfaə/
noun an identifying symbol for a web
file that redirects users to any new
Internet location for that file. Abbr DOI
digital preservation

digital preservation /�dd�t(ə)l
�presə |�veʃ(ə)n/ noun the act of
preserving data by putting it into elec-
tronic form, which can be copied, stored
and distributed easily and without loss
of quality
digital proofs

digital proofs /�dd�t(ə)l �pru�fs/
plural noun proofs taken from digital
files prior to film output at high or low
resolution
digital reference services

digital reference services
/�dd�t(ə)l �ref(ə)rəns �s��vsz/
plural noun searchable information in
electronic form, provided by a library or
other service
digital scanning

digital scanning /�dd�t(ə)l
�sk�nŋ/ noun the reading of an image
such as a printed character by a
computer, done by building it up as a
series of dots in the computer memory
digital video disc

digital video disc /�dd�t(ə)l
�vdiəυ �dsk/ noun full form of DVD
digitisable

digitisable /�dd�tzəb(ə)l/ adjec-
tive able to be converted into digital
form for distribution via the Internet or
other networks
digitise

digitise /�dd�taz/, digitize verb to
change analogue signals such as
pictures or sound into numerical data
which can be processed by a computer
digitised letterforms

digitised letterforms /�dd�tazd
�letəfɔ�mz/ plural noun the shapes of
characters which have been scanned and
then stored as a series of dots in the
computer memory
digitised photograph

digitised photograph /�dd�tazd
�fəυtə$rɑ�f/ noun an image or photo-
graph that has been scanned to produce
an analogue signal which is then
converted to digital form and stored in a
computer or displayed on a screen
digitising pad

digitising pad /�dd�tazŋ p�d/
noun a sensitive surface that translates
the position of a pen into numerical
form, so that drawings can be entered
into a computer. Also called digipad

digizinedigizine /�dd�i�n/ noun a magazine
that is delivered in digital form either on
the Internet or on a CD-ROM
dime noveldime novel /�dam �nɒv(ə)l/ noun a
cheap paperback novel
diplomadiploma /d|�pləυmə/ noun an official
statement that somebody has success-
fully completed a course or passed an
examination
diplomacydiplomacy /d|�pləυməsi/ noun 1.
management of relations between coun-
tries 2. tact in dealings with people �

Librarians sometimes need to use diplo-
macy when dealing with library users.
direct accessdirect access /da|�rekt ��kses/
noun the ability to use information
without the need for an intermediary
person
direct connectiondirect connection /da|�rekt kə|

�nekʃən/ noun a fast permanent
connection linking a computer or
system to a network such as the Internet.
It can be used at any time and is much
faster than a dial-up connection.
direct entrydirect entry /da|�rekt �entri/ noun an
index entry in which a multi-word
subject uses the usual word order
instead of an inverted word sequence
direct maildirect mail /da|�rekt �mel/ noun a
system of selling goods by sending
publicity material about them through
the post
directordirector /da|�rektə/ noun 1. the top
person in the management of a group,
company or organisation 2. a person
who directs a play or film
directoratedirectorate /da|�rekt(ə)rət/ noun the
board of directors of a company
directorydirectory /da|�rekt(ə)ri/ noun a book
or database which lists the names and
details of people or companies in a
specific geographical or subject area
disadvantagedisadvantage /�dsəd |�vɑ�ntd�/
noun a factor in a situation which causes
problems
disapplicationdisapplication /�ds�pl|�keʃ(ə)n/
noun a special exemption from the
National Curriculum given to a school
disaster plandisaster plan /d|�zɑ�stə pl�n/ noun
a plan for what to do if a disaster occurs
dischargedischarge /ds |�tʃɑ�d�/ verb to cancel
the record of a loan from a library when
the book or other item is returned
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disciplinediscipline /�dspln/ noun a field of
academic study
discountdiscount /�dskaυnt/ noun a reduc-
tion in the price of something
discoverydiscovery /d|�sk�v(ə)ri/ noun the act
of finding out something that nobody
knew about previously
discretiondiscretion /d |�skreʃ(ə)n/ noun the
ability to deal with confidential situa-
tions or information without causing
embarrassment � I leave the matter to
your discretion. � at someone’s discre-
tion when something is done because of
somebody’s decision and not according
to a fixed rule
discretionary incomediscretionary income /d|

�skreʃ(ə)n(ə)ri �nk�m/ noun money
which is allocated to a person or a
department according to the decisions
of people in authority and not according
to fixed rules
disinformationdisinformation /�dsnfə|�meʃ(ə)n/
noun false or deliberately misleading
information, often put out as propa-
ganda
disingenuousdisingenuous /�dsn|�d�enjuəs/
adjective withholding or not taking
account of known information
diskdisk /dsk/ noun a flat, round plastic
device coated with magnetised material
which can be used to store information
readable by a computer. Also called
disc
disk drivedisk drive /�dsk drav/ noun a slot in
which to place a floppy disk so that a
computer can read the data on it
diskettediskette /d|�sket/ noun a small port-
able lightweight disk which can be used
in personal computers
Disk Operating SystemDisk Operating System /�dsk
�ɒpəretŋ �sstəm/ noun the section of
the operating system in a computer that
controls the disk and file management.
Abbr DOS
disk readerdisk reader /�dsk �ri�də/ noun a
device which will read the contents of a
disk into a main computer system
displaydisplay /d|�sple/ noun an exhibition
for public viewing � verb to set up or
arrange to be viewed
display casedisplay case /d|�sple kes/ noun a
glass box which protects items but
allows them to be seen

displayed text

displayed text /d |�spled �tekst/
noun text that is laid out by indenting or
being placed in a box, so as to make it
different from the rest of the text
display material

display material /d |�sple mə |

�təriəl/ noun items that can be used for
an exhibition
display space

display space /d |�sple spes/ noun
the available memory or amount of
screen for showing graphics or text
display stand

display stand /d|�sple st�nd/ noun
a portable board which can be set on
legs and used to display information
display unit

display unit /d |�sple �ju�nt/ noun a
computer terminal or piece of equip-
ment that is capable of showing data or
information, usually by means of a CRT
disposal list

disposal list /ds |�pəυzəl lst/ noun
instructions for the disposal of docu-
ments by destruction or temporary or
permanent preservation
dispose of

dispose of /ds |�pəυz ɒv/ verb to
throw away or destroy
disseminate

disseminate /d |�semnet/ verb to
spread news and information widely
dissemination

dissemination /d|�sem|�neʃ(ə)n/
noun the act of distributing something
such as information throughout an area
dissertation

dissertation /�dsə|�teʃ(ə)n/ noun a
written account of research
distance learning

distance learning /�dstəns �l��nŋ/
noun courses which can be studied at
home and sent to a tutor by mail or e-
mail
distort

distort /d|�stɔ�t/ verb to give a false or
dishonest account of something
distributed library

distributed library /d|�strbjυtd
�labrəri/ noun 1. a collection of
resources that come from different
places but can be accessed from a single
point, e.g. in electronic form 2.
resources which are the private collec-
tions of people working in a particular
field, and which can be shared with
others, e.g. by post

‘The patent defines a comprehensive
software application that provides a
secure, high performance distributed
library for cataloguing, distributing,
tracking, reporting and managing
intellectual property.’ [BusinessWire]
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distributiondistribution /�dstr|�bju�ʃ(ə)n/ noun
the delivery of goods or information to
people or organisations
distribution channeldistribution channel /�dstr|

�bju�ʃ(ə)n �tʃ�n(ə)l/ noun the method
by which things are sent to other people,
e.g. e-mail, post or retail shops
distribution listdistribution list /�dstr|�bju�ʃ(ə)n
lst/ noun a list of people to whom
copies of a document should be sent
diversitydiversity /da|�v��sti/ noun the range
of variation within a group of people or
situations
divinity calfdivinity calf /d|�vnti kɑ�f/ noun a
type of binding used for religious
books, made of dark brown calf leather
divisiondivision /d |�v�(ə)n/ noun a depart-
ment in a large organisation
djdj abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Djibouti
dkdk abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Denmark
dmdm abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Dominica
DNBDNB abbreviation Dictionary of
National Biography
DNSDNS abbreviation COMPUT domain
name service
dodo abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Dominican
Republic
Doctor of PhilosophyDoctor of Philosophy /�dɒktə əv
f|�lɒsəfi/ noun the highest level of
university degree, awarded to some-
body who has successfully completed a
lengthy piece of original research. Abbr
PhD
documentdocument /�dɒkjυmənt/ noun any
form of information in printed or elec-
tronic form, e.g. maps, manuscripts or
computer software
document address classdocument address class
/�dɒkjυmənt ə |�dres �klɑ�s/ noun a
number or symbol indicating the loca-
tion of a document in store
documentalistdocumentalist /�dɒkjυ |�mentəlst/
noun a specialist in documentation
documentarydocumentary /�dɒkjυ|�ment(ə)ri/
noun a film relating true facts rather
than telling a story � adjective based on
written evidence in documents
documentationdocumentation /�dɒkjυmen|

�teʃ(ə)n/ noun documents provided or

collected together as evidence or as
reference material
documentation centredocumentation centre /�dɒjυmen|

�teʃ(ə)n �sentə/ noun an information
source such as a website which pulls
together documents and official publi-
cations into a central database which
can then be accessed by the public
document controldocument control /�dɒkjυmənt
kən |�trəυl/ noun the way in which docu-
ments are organised to provide easy
retrieval
document deliverydocument delivery /�dɒkjυmənt
d |�lv(ə)ri/ noun a service that provides
specialised archived documents in elec-
tronic form to customers for a fee
document managementdocument management
/�dɒkjυmənt �m�nd�mənt/ noun the
storage and retrieval of documents in
paper or electronic format

‘We have also invested heavily in
educating African companies about
the benefits of document management
systems, and how traditional paper-
based processes for dealing with
incoming and outgoing business
documents no longer make good
business sense.’ [M2 Presswire]

document paperdocument paper /�dɒkjυmənt
�pepə/ noun special-sized paper used
for legal and other documents, which is
suitable for writing on
document readerdocument reader /�dɒkjυmənt
�ri�də/ noun a mechanism for reading
text into a computer
document retrieval systemdocument retrieval system
/�dɒkjυmənt r|�tri�v(ə)l �sstəm/
noun a system which produces a
complete copy of a document rather
than a citation or reference
document supply centredocument supply centre
/�dɒkjυmənt sə |�pla �sentə/ noun a
division of a lending library, which
supplies copies of documents often
through an inter-library loan system
dog-eareddog-eared /�dɒ$ əd/ adjective used
to describe a book whose corners are
bent and worn
DOIDOI abbreviation digital object identi-
fier
do-it-yourself handbookdo-it-yourself handbook /�du� t
jə |�self �h�ndbυk/, do-it-yourself
manual /�du� t jə |�self �m�njuəl/
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noun a handbook showing how to do
repairs or construction work around the
house (NOTE: US English is how-to
book.)
dollar signdollar sign /�dɒlə san/ noun a
printed or written character ($) used in
some computer languages to identify a
variable as a string type
domaindomain /dəυ|�men/ noun the part of
an e-mail address after the @ sign
domain namedomain name /dəυ|�men nem/
noun the sequence of words, phrases,
abbreviations or characters that serves
as the Internet address of a computer or
network
domain name servicedomain name service /dəυ|�men
nem/ noun an Internet service which
translates domain names into IP
addresses. Abbr DNS
donationdonation /dəυ |�neʃ(ə)n/ noun a gift
of something, especially for a good
cause
DOSDOS /dɒs/ abbreviation Disk Oper-
ating System
dossierdossier /�dɒsie/ noun a collection of
documents relating to a person or topic
dotdot /dɒt/ noun a punctuation mark (.)
used to separate the various components
of an Internet address
dot addressdot address /�dɒt ə|�dres/ noun the
common notation for Internet addresses
in the form A.B.C.D., each letter repre-
senting, in decimal notation, one byte of
a four-byte address. Also called dotted
quad, dotted decimal notation,
dotted quad address
dot matrix printerdot matrix printer /�dɒt �metrks
�prntə/ noun a printer which uses a
series of closely spaced dots and prints
out line by line
double-checkdouble-check /�d�b(ə)l �tʃek/ verb
to check something a second time to be
sure of its accuracy
double daggerdouble dagger /�d�b(ə)l �d�$ə/
noun a third reference mark for foot-
notes
double densitydouble density /�d�b(ə)l �densəti/
noun a system to double the storage
capacity of a disk drive by doubling the
number of bits which can be put on the
disk surface. Abbr DD
double density diskdouble density disk /�d�b(ə)l
�densti �dsk/ noun a disk that can

store two bits of data per unit area
compared to a standard disk
double elephantdouble elephant /�d�b(ə)l �elfənt/
noun 1. a large size of drawing paper
(40 x 27 inches) 2. US a book size up to
50 inches high
double-page spreaddouble-page spread /�d�b(ə)l
ped� �spred/ noun a feature or article
that fills two facing pages of a news-
paper or magazine
double-sideddouble-sided /�d�b(ə)l �sadd/
adjective can be used on both sides
double-sided diskdouble-sided disk /�d�b(ə)l
�sadd �dsk/ noun a computer disk
which has been sensitised on both sides,
and can store twice the amount of data
of an ordinary disk
double spreaddouble spread /�d�b(ə)l �spred/
noun PUBL same as double-page
spread
doubluredoublure /d�b|�ljυə/ noun a lining,
especially one made of leather or highly
decorated, inside the cover of a book
downdown /daυn/ adjective used to indicate
that a computer is out of action
down cursor keydown cursor key /�daυn �k��sə �ki�/
noun one of the four direction keys on a
computer keyboard
downloaddownload /�daυn |�ləυd/ verb to move
information from one electronic source
to another storage device � He down-
loaded the records from the main data-
base to his own personal database.
downloadable fontsdownloadable fonts
/�daυnləυdəb(ə)l �fɒnts/ plural noun
fonts or typefaces stored on a disk,
which can be downloaded or sent to a
printer and stored in temporary memory
or RAM
downtimedowntime /�daυntam/ noun the time
during which a computer is unusable
DPDP abbreviation data processing
draftdraft /drɑ�ft/ noun 1. a rough form of
something written, drawn or planned �

The editor has seen the first draft of her
new novel. 2. a written order for money
to be transferred from one bank to
another
draft copydraft copy /�drɑ�ft �kɒpi/ noun the
first copy of a book or document which
will be changed before it becomes the
final version
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drawback

drawback /�drɔ�b�k/ noun an aspect
of something which is a problem and
makes it less acceptable
drawing pin

drawing pin /�drɔ�ŋ pn/ noun a pin
with a flat head used for attaching
notices to a board
draw up

draw up /�drɔ� ��p/ verb to prepare
and write out a document
dredge up

dredge up /�dred� ��p/ verb to bring
something to light from an obscure
source, e.g. to recall something bad that
happened long ago or unearth some
scandalous information
drill down

drill down /�drl �daυn/ verb to access
data or information organised in hierar-
chical form by starting from general
information and moving through
increasingly detailed data
drilldown

drilldown /�drldaυn/ noun an act of
accessing data or information organised
in hierarchical form
drilled and strung

drilled and strung /�drld ən
�str�ŋ/ adjective bound by making
holes through each leaf or signature,
and then attaching them together with a
thread
drop-down menu

drop-down menu /�drɒp daυn
�menju�/ noun a vertical list of options
that appears on clicking on an item on a
computer screen. It remains visible until
one of the options has been selected by
clicking on it.
DTP

DTP abbreviation desktop publishing
Dublin Core Metadata Initiative

Dublin Core Metadata Initiative
/�d�bln kɔ� �metədetə  |�nʃətv/
noun an organisation which promotes
the standardisation of metadata used in
information retrieval. Abbr DCMI
due

due /dju�/ adjective 1. expected to
arrive or happen at a particular time �
due to because of 2. referring to the date
when books are expected to be returned
to a library
due date

due date /�dju� det/ noun the date by
which something on loan should be
returned
dues

dues /dju�z/ plural noun 1. money that
is paid regularly to an organisation to
which you belong 2. books for which

orders have been taken, but which
cannot be supplied until fresh stock
arrives. This is because they are either
subscription orders recorded for a new
title or orders for a backlist title which is
being reprinted.
dummy run

dummy run /�d�mi r�n/ noun a trial
or test procedure to see if something
works properly
duodecimo

duodecimo /�djuəυ|�dekməυ/ noun
PRINTING same as twelvemo
duplexing

duplexing /�dju�pleksŋ/ noun
sending information in two directions
simultaneously
duplicate

duplicate noun /�dju�plkət/ an extra
copy of a book or document already in
stock � verb /�dju�plket/ to make an
exact copy of something
duplicate entry

duplicate entry /�dju�plkət �entri/
noun an index entry of the same subject
matter under two headings
duplicate title

duplicate title /�dju�plkət �tat(ə)l/
noun a reprint which contains a copy of
the original title page as well as its own
duplicating paper

duplicating paper /�dju�plketŋ
�pepə/ noun special quality paper used
for photocopying
dust jacket

dust jacket /�d�st �d��kt/, dust
cover /�d�st �k�və/ noun a paper book
cover, often illustrated, which protects
the hard binding of the book and can be
removed
DVD

DVD /�di� vi� �di�/ noun an optical
compact disc that can store a large quan-
tity of video, audio or other information.
Full form digital video disc
DVD-ROM

DVD-ROM /�di� vi� �di� �rɒm/ noun a
high-capacity optical disc on which data
can be stored but not altered. Full form
digital video disc read only memory
Dvorak keyboard

Dvorak keyboard /�dvɔ�r�k
�ki�bɔ�d/ noun a keyboard with
frequently used keys placed near the
centre for quicker typing
DWEM

DWEM abbreviation Dead White Euro-
pean Male
dz

dz abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Algeria
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earmark

earmark /�əmɑ�k/ verb to put on one
side for a particular purpose
e-book

e-book /�i� bυk/ noun a battery-
powered portable reading device
displaying text on a high-resolution
screen. Also called electronic book

‘Almost every IT expert in the world
is agreed that the book faces a
revolutionary challenge from e-books
and e-paper. Carr says: “In the next
five to 10 years, maybe much sooner,
we’ll see a decent, ultra-lightweight,
portable e-paper device that allows
book lovers to download titles straight
from the internet”.’ [The Observer]

ecclesiastical library

ecclesiastical library /|�kli�z |

��stk(ə)l �labrəi/ noun a library made
up predominantly of religious writings,
especially used as research centre for
the study of theology
ECDL

ECDL abbreviation European
Computer Driving Licence
ECM

ECM abbreviation enterprise content
management
e-collaboration

e-collaboration /�i� kə |

�l�bəreʃ(ə)n/ noun collaboration
among people or organisations made
possible by means of electronic technol-
ogies such as the Internet, video confer-
encing and wireless devices
economic plan

economic plan /�i�kənɒmk �pl�n/
noun a policy for economic develop-
ment in a country
economies of scale

economies of scale /|�kɒnəmiz əv
�skel/ noun achieving savings by
producing very large quantities
e-copy

e-copy /�i� �kɒpi/ noun an electronic
copy of a document, especially an e-
mail text that has a primary destination

as an electronic message and a
secondary destination as a printed copy
ed.ed. abbreviation PUBL edition
EDIEDI abbreviation electronic data inter-
change
edifyingedifying /�edfaŋ/ adjective
providing morally useful knowledge or
information
editedit /�edt/ verb 1. to change, correct or
modify text or films 2. to prepare a
document for publication
edit.edit. abbreviation PUBL edition
editededited /�edtd/ adjective relating to
work consisting of one or several sepa-
rate items prepared for publication by
somebody other than the author
editing runediting run /�edtŋ r�n/ noun
processing carried out to check that new
data meets certain requirements before
actually analysing the data and its infor-
mation content
editing terminalediting terminal /�edtŋ
�t��mn(ə)l/ noun a computer terminal
on which text is shown which can be
edited
editionedition /|�dʃ(ə)n/ noun a particular
version of a book, magazine, newspaper
or TV or radio programme which is
printed or broadcast at one time
editio princepseditio princeps /|�dtiəυ �prnseps/
noun the first printed edition of a piece
of writing
editoreditor /�edtə/ noun 1. a person who
changes or corrects text or films 2. a
person in charge of publishing a news-
paper or magazine who makes the final
decisions about the contents and format
editorialeditorial /�ed |�tɔ�riəl/ noun the main
article in a newspaper, written by the
editor
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editorial board

editorial board /ed |�tɔ�riəl �bɔ�d/
noun a group of people with the power
to make decisions about the contents of
documents
EDP

EDP abbreviation electronic data
processing
edu

edu abbreviation US educational
organization
educate

educate /�edjυket/ verb to give
knowledge to or develop the abilities of
somebody by teaching
educatededucated /�edjυketd/ adjective
having the benefit of experience or
knowledge
education

education /�edjυ|�keʃ(ə)n/ noun 1.
the imparting and acquiring of knowl-
edge through teaching and learning,
especially at a school or similar institu-
tion 2. the knowledge or abilities gained
through being educated 3. training and
instruction in a particular subject, e.g.
health matters 4. the study of the theo-
ries and practices of teaching 5. the
system of educating people in a commu-
nity or society
educationaleducational /�edjυ|�keʃ(ə)nəl/
adjective 1. giving knowledge, instruc-
tion or information 2. relating to or
concerned with education
educational animation

educational animation
/�edjυkeʃ(ə)nəl ��n|�meʃ(ə)n/ noun
animation that is specifically designed
to aid learning
educational discounteducational discount /�edju� |

�keʃn(ə)l �dskaυnt/ noun the amount
of money taken off the price of goods
when they are bought for teaching
purposes
educational list

educational list /�edjυ |�keʃ(ə)nəl
lst/ noun a group of books published
by one publisher for the educational
market
Educational Resources Information CentreEducational Resources Infor-
mation Centre /�edjυkeʃ(ə)nəl r|

�zɔ�sz �nfə |�meʃ(ə)n �sentə/ noun a
US research centre which catalogues,
abstracts and indexes educational
research documents. Abbr ERIC
educational software

educational software % /�edju� |

�keʃ(ə)nəl �sɒftweə/ noun a set of
computer programs designed to meet
educational needs

edutainmentedutainment /�edjυ|�tenmənt/ noun
television programmes, computer soft-
ware or other media content intended
both to entertain and educate users
eeee abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Estonia
effectiveeffective /|�fektv/ adjective
producing the desired results
efficientefficient /|�fʃ(ə)nt/ adjective using
the minimum expenditure of effort and
money
EFLEFL abbreviation EDUC English as a
Foreign Language
EFTEFT abbreviation electronic file
transfer
egeg abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Egypt
e.g.e-GIFe-GIF /�i� �$f/ noun a framework for
the technical standards that apply to the
exchange of information between the
government and companies, or the
government and individuals. Full form
Electronic Government Interopera-
bility Framework
e-governmente-government /�i� �$�v(ə)nmənt/
noun increased efficiency in communi-
cation between government and
communities, using electronic delivery
of information
eheh abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Western Sahara
EICEIC abbreviation European Informa-
tion Centres
eighteenmoeighteenmo /�eti�n|�məυ/ noun
same as octodecimo
18mo18mo abbreviation eighteenmo
eightvoeightvo /�etvəυ/ noun same as
octavo
8vo8vo abbreviation octavo
EISEIS noun easy-to-use software
providing information to a manager or
executive about his or her company. Full
form executive information system
e-learninge-learning /�i� �l��nŋ/ noun the
acquisition of knowledge and skill
using electronic technologies such as
computer- and Internet-based course-
ware and local and wide area networks
electoral registerelectoral register /|�lekt(ə)rəl
�red�stə/ noun a list of names of
people who are eligible to vote in an
election
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electricalelectrical /|�lektrk(ə)l/ adjective
relating to anything which works by
electricity
electricianelectrician /|�lek |�trʃ(ə)n/ noun a
person who installs and repairs elec-
trical equipment
electronic bookelectronic book /�elektrɒnk �bυk/
noun same as e-book
electronic conferenceelectronic conference
/�elektrɒnk �kɒnf(ə)rəns/ noun a way
of discussing a topic with several people
simultaneously by using a computer
network
electronic data interchangeelectronic data interchange
/�elektrɒnk �detə �ntətʃend�/
noun a system of sending commercial
data over a network or telephone line
using an electronic mail system. Abbr
EDI
electronic data processingelectronic data processing
/�elektrɒnk �detə �prəυsesŋ/ noun
computer-based tasks involving the
input and manipulation of data, usually
using database programs. Abbr EDP
electronic funds transferelectronic funds transfer
/�elektrɒnk �f�ndz �tr�nsf��/ noun
the use of computers to transfer money
to and from banks. Abbr EFT
Electronic Government Interoperability FrameworkElectronic Government Interop-
erability Framework noun full form
of e-GIF
electronic journalelectronic journal /�elektrɒnk
�d���n(ə)l/ noun a journal that is trans-
mitted via a computer network

‘Unlike print journals, which libraries
own and can keep forever, electronic
journals are provided to libraries
under a kind of lease. Libraries pay for
the privilege of having access to the
journals online. But many libraries
fear they won’t be able to retrieve
back issues should this access abruptly
end.’
[The Chronicle of Higher Education]

electronic journalismelectronic journalism
/�elektrɒnk �d���n(ə)lz(ə)m/ noun
news coverage that is transmitted elec-
tronically, e.g. by television or over the
Internet
electronic libraryelectronic library /�elektrɒnk
�labrəri/ noun texts and documents
that are available through a computer
network

electronic magazine

electronic magazine /�elektrɒnk
�m�$ə|�zi�n/ noun a magazine that is
distributed online over a computer
network rather than being printed on
paper
electronic mail

electronic mail /�elektrɒnk �mel/
noun same as e-mail
electronic mailbox

electronic mailbox /�elektrɒnk
�melbɒks/ noun a system for holding
messages until the receiver is ready to
use the computer to access them
electronic point of sale

electronic point of sale
/�elektrɒnk �pɔnt əv �sel/ noun full
form of EPOS
electronic publishing

electronic publishing
/�elektrɒnk �p�blʃŋ/ noun the
process and business of producing
books or journals in electronic form,
e.g. as e-books or for online access
electronic record

electronic record /�elektrɒnk
�rekɔ�d/ noun details of an item stored
in a computer
electronic records management

electronic records management
/�elektrɒnk �rekɔ�dz �m�nd�mənt/
noun the process of ensuring that infor-
mation held in electronic form, such as
documents or data, is stored in such a
way that it can easily be accessed and
cannot accidentally be destroyed. Abbr
ERM
electronic rights

electronic rights /�elektrɒnk
�rats/ plural noun the right to publish
and sell copyright material using elec-
tronic devices such as CD-ROM or the
Internet
electronic surveillance

electronic surveillance
/�elektrɒnk sə|�veləns/ noun the
gathering of information using elec-
tronic devices such as video cameras,
especially in crime detection and
prevention or in espionage
electronic typewriter

electronic typewriter /�elektrɒnk
�tapratə/ noun a typewriter using an
electronic keyboard linked, via a buffer,
to an electrically driven printing mecha-
nism, also with the facility to send or
receive character data from a computer
element

element /�elmənt/ noun 1. one of the
single parts that make up a whole 2. the
basic and most important part of a
subject
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elephantelephant /�elfənt/ noun a former
book size, 23 x 14 inches. � double
elephant
elephant folioelephant folio /�elfənt �fəυliəυ/
noun a book size from 61 to 63.5 cm/24
to 25 inches in height
éliteélite /e |�li�t/ noun a group of the most
powerful, rich or talented people in a
society
élitismélitism /|�li�tz(ə)m/ noun the belief
that a society should be ruled by a group
who are considered to be superior to
others
ELTELT noun the teaching of English to
non-native speakers of English. Full
form English Language Teaching
e-maile-mail /�i� mel/ noun messages sent
on a computer using a modem and tele-
phone lines to other users of a network
or bulletin board. Also called elec-
tronic mail
e-mail addresse-mail address /�i� mel ə|�dres/
noun details of how somebody can be
contacted through an electronic mailing
system
e-mail shorthande-mail shorthand /�i� mel
�ʃɔ�th�nd/ noun the set of acronyms
and abbreviations for common phrases
originally used in e-mail and subse-
quently in chat rooms, instant
messaging and newsgroup postings
embedded commandembedded command /m |�bedd
kə |�mɑ�nd/ noun a printing command
which is keyboarded into text, and
which appears on the screen but does
not appear in the final printed document
e-mediae-media /�i� �mi�diə/ noun computers,
computer networking and multimedia,
forming an integrated system. Also
called new media
emphasisemphasis /�emfəss/ noun extra
force given to a word or activity in order
to make it seem important
emphasiseemphasise /�emfəsaz/, emphasize
verb to show that something is particu-
larly important
empirical researchempirical research /em|�prk(ə)l r |

�s��tʃ/ noun research based on experi-
ments
employeeemployee /m |�plɔi�/ noun somebody
who is paid by another person for the
work they do

employeremployer /m |�plɔə/ noun somebody
who provides work for other people and
pays them to do it
employment agencyemployment agency /m|

�plɔmənt �ed�ənsi/ noun an organi-
sation that earns money by helping
other people to find work
employment statisticsemployment statistics /m|

�plɔmənt stə |�tstks/ plural noun
facts and figures about the number of
people in and out of work in a society,
often published as a government docu-
ment
enableenable /n|�eb(ə)l/ verb to make it
possible for something to happen
encapsulateencapsulate /n|�k�psjυlet/ verb to
capture the main points of something in
a very small space or within a single
object or event
encapsulated PostScriptencapsulated PostScript /n |

�k�psjυletd �pəυstskrpt/ noun
PostScript commands that describe an
image or page contained within a file
that can be placed within a graphics or
DTP program. Abbr EPS
encapsulated PostScript fileencapsulated PostScript file /n |

�k�psjυletd �pəυstskrpt �fal/
noun a file that contains encapsulated
PostScript instructions together with a
preview bitmap image. Abbr EPSF
encloseenclose /n |�kləυz/ verb to send some-
thing in the same envelope
encodeencode /n |�kəυd/ verb to translate
plain text into a code (NOTE: The US
equivalent is encrypt.)
encourageencourage /n|�k�rd�/ verb to
support somebody or something
actively
encryptencrypt /n|�krpt/ verb to convert
plaintext to a secure coded form, using
a cipher system � the encrypted text can
be sent along ordinary telephone lines
encryptionencryption /n|�krpʃən/ noun the
conversion of plaintext to a secure
coded form by means of a cipher system

‘The VPN solution will provide user
confidentiality and authenticity
through data encryption which allows
only authorised users to access
corporate networks.’ [DMEurope]

encyclopediaencyclopedia /n |�saklə |�pi�diə/,
encyclopaedia noun a book or set of
books offering comprehensive informa-
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tion on all or specialised areas of knowl-
edge. Also called cyclopedia
encyclopedicencyclopedic /n|�saklə|�pi�dk/
adjective covering or including a broad
range of detailed knowledge such as is
found in an encyclopedia
encyclopedismencyclopedism /n |�saklə |

�pi�dz(ə)m/ noun comprehensive
learning or knowledge
encyclopedistencyclopedist /n |�saklə|�pi�dst/
noun a compiler of or contributor to an
encyclopedia
endingending /�endŋ/ noun the final part of
a document
end matterend matter /�end �m�tə/ noun PUBL
same as back matter
endnoteendnote /�endnəυt/ noun a note of
comment or reference placed at the end
of a chapter, book or essay
endorseendorse /n|�dɔ�s/ verb 1. to sign
something on the back 2. to show
approval or support of people or events
endpaperendpaper /�endpepə/ noun a blank
piece of thicker paper inserted as part of
the binding of a book, one half pasted to
the cover and the other half partly
pasted to the first or last page
end userend user /�end �ju�zə/ noun a user of
a computer program or any electronic
system
energy-saving deviceenergy-saving device /�enəd�i
�sevŋ d|�vas/ noun a machine that
uses a minimum of power
engaged toneengaged tone /n|�$ed�d təυn/
noun a sound made by a telephone when
the line is in use
EnglishEnglish /�ŋ$lʃ/ noun the English
language, together with literature
written in it, as a subject of study
engraveengrave /n|�$rev/ verb to cut a
design on metal, wood or glass
enhanceenhance /n|�hɑ�ns/ verb to make
something clearer � to enhance a photo-
graph
enhancementenhancement /n |�hɑ�nsmənt/ noun
an add-on device which improves the
performance of a computer and so adds
value
enlargeenlarge /n|�lɑ�d�/ verb to make some-
thing bigger
enlargementenlargement /n |�lɑ�d�mənt/ noun
the process or result of making some-
thing bigger

enlightenenlighten /n|�lat(ə)n/ verb to give
clarifying information to somebody
enquiryenquiry /n |�kwari/ noun a request for
information
enquiry deskenquiry desk /n|�kwari desk/ noun
a desk in a library or information centre
where people can ask for information
enquiry serviceenquiry service /n|�kwari �s��vs/
noun a system for providing answers to
enquiries
enquiry workenquiry work /n|�kwari w��k/ noun
the work of a reference librarian in
finding answers to questions
enrichenrich /n |�rtʃ/ verb to improve by
adding something
enrolenrol /n|�rəυl/ verb to sign up to join a
group or start a course (NOTE: The US
spelling is enroll.)
ensureensure /n |�ʃυə/ verb to make certain
that something happens
enterenter /�entə/ verb 1. to go into a room
or building 2. to write information in a
book or computer 3. to cause a
computer to activate instructions
enterprise content managemententerprise content manage-
ment /�entəpraz �kɒntent
�m�nd�mənt/ noun the technologies
used to manage, store and deliver
content and documents related to organ-
isational processes. Abbr ECM
entitleentitle /n |�tat(ə)l/ verb to give a title
to something such as a book � He is the
author of a book entitled ‘Decline and
Fall’.
entityentity /�entti/ noun something which
exists in its own right separate from
other things
entryentry /�entri/ noun a single record in a
database, dictionary or catalogue
entry wordentry word /�entri w��d/ noun the
first word of an entry in a catalogue
except the articles ‘the’, ‘a’, ‘an’
envelopeenvelope /�envələυp/ noun a paper
cover which can be sealed and used to
send a letter through the post
envelope windowenvelope window /�envələυp
�wndəυ/ noun a see-through panel in
an envelope which allows the address
on the letter to be seen
environmental planningenvironmental planning /n|

�vaərənment(ə)l �pl�nŋ/ noun the
process of making decisions about the
use of the environment to cause the least
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damage to human and natural inhabit-
ants
ephemeraephemera /|�femərə/ plural noun
items relating to a specific event or topic
which are designed to last for a very
short time, e.g. theatre programmes,
pamphlets or newspaper cuttings

‘Libraries have to make room for new
books by discarding outdated
ephemera, but dumping all older
books is a disgrace and a disservice to
users. The problem is that deciding
what to keep takes more knowledge
than many library managers have, so
they adopt the motto “when in doubt,
chuck it out”.’ [Bristol Evening Post]

epicepic /�epk/ noun 1. a long poem
telling stories of brave actions of
historic heroes or gods, or the early
history of a nation 2. a long book or film
telling an epic type of story
epigraphepigraph /�ep$r�f/ noun a quotation
used at the beginning of a book, as part
of the prelims
epithetepithet /�epθet/ noun a descriptive
additional name used to describe partic-
ular attributes of a person
epitomeepitome /|�ptəmi/ noun the essential
matter of a work contained in an
abridged version of a work
EPOSEPOS /�i�pɒs/ noun a system where
sales are charged automaticallly to a
customer’s credit card and stock is
controlled by the shop’s computer. Full
form electronic point of sale
EPSEPS abbreviation encapsulated Post-
Script
EPSFEPSF abbreviation encapsulated Post-
Script file
equalequal /�i�kwəl/ adjective same in size,
amount or degree
equaliseequalise /�i�kwəlaz/, equalize verb
to make things equal
equateequate /|�kwet/ verb to say that one
thing is the same as another
equipmentequipment /|�kwpmənt/ noun
machinery and furniture needed to
make an office or factory work
equitableequitable /�ekwtəb(ə)l/ adjective
indicating that everyone and everything
is treated equally
equivalentequivalent /|�kwvələnt/ adjective
having the same value

erer abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Eritrea
eraera /�ərə/ noun a period of time seen
as a single unit because it has a common
feature � the era of apartheid in South
Africa
eraseerase /|�rez/ verb 1. to remove marks
from paper 2. to delete something from
a computer
erasereraser /|�rezə/ noun a piece of rubber
used to remove pencil marks from paper
ergonomicsergonomics /���$ə |�nɒmks/ noun
the study of people at work with the aim
of improving safety and making
machines and equipment easier to use
ergonomistergonomist /��|�$ɒnəmst/ noun a
scientist who studies people at work and
tries to improve their working condi-
tions
ERICERIC /�erk/ abbreviation Educational
Resources Information Centre
ERMERM abbreviation electronic records
management
erratum sliperratum slip /e |�rɑ�təm slp/, errata
slip /e|�rɑ�tə slp/ noun a small piece of
paper inserted into a book with correc-
tions to important mistakes which have
been noticed since the book was printed
(NOTE: The plural of erratum is errata.)
error detectionerror detection /�erə d |�tekʃ(ə)n/
noun the use of special software such as
a spellchecker to find mistakes in a
document
error rateerror rate /�erə ret/ noun the number
of mistakes per page or per thousand
entries
eruditeerudite /�erυdat/ adjective having or
showing great knowledge gained from
study and reading
eruditionerudition /�erυ |�dʃ(ə)n/ noun knowl-
edge acquired through study and
reading
eses abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Spain
ESA/IRSESA/IRS abbreviation European
Space Agency Information Relay
Service
e-service deliverye-service delivery /�i� �s��vs d |

�lv(ə)ri/ noun providing services over
the Internet, e.g. information delivery,
stock check and reservations for a
library
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‘The ‘Top of the Web’ survey will
provide instantaneous feedback to
webmasters about the quality of their
e-service… At the same time, the
questionnaire results will point to
those aspects of e-service delivery
which can be considered ‘best
practice’, within such areas as filing
an on-line tax return, registering a
change of address or applying for a
copy of one’s birth certificate.’
[EUROPEMEDIA]

ESL

ESL abbreviation EDUC English as a
Second Language
ESOL

ESOL /�i�sɒl/ abbreviation EDUC
English for Speakers of Other
Languages
ESP

ESP abbreviation EDUC English for
Special Purposes
esparto

esparto /s|�pɑ�təυ/ noun a type of
thick smooth paper made from a South
American grass, which is very good for
writing or printing, or as the body in
coated papers, but is liable to tear and is
now not often used
essential

essential /|�senʃəl/ adjective abso-
lutely necessary to a person, situation or
activity
establish

establish /|�st�blʃ/ verb 1. to create
something in a permanent way 2. to
prove that something is definitely true
estimate

estimate /�estmet/ verb to calculate
an amount or quantity approximately
e-systeme-system /�i� �sstəm/ noun an elec-
tronic communications or information
system
etet abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Ethiopia
et al.et al. abbreviation used to mean ‘and
the others’ (NOTE: From the Latin
phrase ‘et alia’.)
etc.etc. /¯(+.-.-/ abbreviation used to
mean ‘and the rest’ (NOTE: From the
Latin phrase ‘et cetera’.)
EthernetEthernet /�i�θənet/ noun a standard
defining the protocol and signalling
method of a local area network
ethnic numberethnic number /�eθnk �n�mbə/
noun a number added to a classification
symbol to arrange books by language or
race
EUEU abbreviation European Union

EuroEuro /�jυərəυ/ noun the official
currency of 12 countries in the Euro-
pean Union
EurolugEurolug /�jυərəυl�$/ abbreviation
European Online User Group
Euronet/DianeEuronet/Diane /�jυərəυnet da |��n/
noun telephone networks accessible by
a modem and computer covering the
countries of the European Union for the
transmission of information
European Computer Driving LicenceEuropean Computer Driving
Licence /�jυərəpi�ən kəm |�pju�tə
�dravŋ �las(ə)ns/ noun a standard
European qualification in basic
computing skills. Abbr ECDL
European Information CentresEuropean Information Centres
/�jυərəpi�ən �nfə|�meʃ(ə)n �sentəz/
plural noun business information
centres in all European Union countries
sponsored by the EU. Abbr EIC
European Institute for Information ManagementEuropean Institute for Informa-
tion Management /�jυərəpi�ən
�nsttju�t fər �nfə|�meʃ(ə)n
�m�nd�mənt/ noun a public estab-
lishment under the Luxembourg
National Ministry of Education which
provides postgraduate training for
specialists in information management
European Online User GroupEuropean Online User Group
/�jυərəpi�ən �ɒnlan �ju�zə �$ru�p/
noun an association of European
libraries and database users formed to
encourage coordination in responses to
developments in manufacturing. Abbr
Eurolug
European Space Agency Information Relay ServiceEuropean Space Agency Infor-
mation Relay Service noun an
online database host. Abbr ESA/IRS
European UnionEuropean Union /�jυərəpi�ən
�ju�niən/ noun the political and
economic community of European
countries. Abbr EU
EurostatEurostat /�jυərəυst�t/ noun the
statistical office of the European Union
evaluateevaluate /|�v�ljuet/ verb to assess
how good something is by looking at the
way it works
even numbereven number /�i�v(ə)n �n�mbə/
noun a number which can be divided by
two to give a whole number
evidenceevidence /�evd(ə)ns/ noun things
that you have seen or experienced which
make you believe that something is true
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evidence gatheringevidence gathering /�evd(ə)ns
�$�ð(ə)rŋ/ noun software that can
gather information about the state of a
computer system which has crashed or
suffered some incident
evolutionevolution /�i�və |�lu�ʃ(ə)n/ noun the
process of gradual change and develop-
ment
examinationexamination /$ |�z�m |�neʃ(ə)n/
noun a written or spoken test of ability
or knowledge
exampleexample /$|�zɑ�mpəl/ noun some-
thing that represents or is typical of a
particular group
exceedexceed /k|�si�d/ verb to be greater
than a limit � He exceeded the speed
limit.
exceptionexception /k|�sepʃən/ noun things
which are different and not included
exception listingexception listing /k|�sepʃən
�lstŋ/ noun the listing of items which
are not included in a computer program
exception reportexception report /k|�sepʃən r|

�pɔ�t/ noun a report which only gives
items which do not fit in the general rule
or pattern
exception reportingexception reporting /k |�sepʃən r|

�pɔ�tŋ/ noun a system of information
distribution that passes on only infor-
mation that is new and out of the ordi-
nary, in order to avoid overloading
recipients with information that is out of
date or has already been transmitted to
them
excerptexcerpt /�eks��pt/ noun a section or
passage taken from a longer work such
as a book, film, musical composition or
document
excessexcess /�ekses/ adjective more than is
necessary or normal
exclamation markexclamation mark /�eksklə|

�meʃ(ə)n mɑ�k/ noun a punctuation
mark (!) used to express surprise
excludeexclude /k|�sklu�d/ verb to leave
something or somebody out deliber-
ately
.exe.exe /�eksi/ suffix a file extension for a
program file. Full form executable
executeexecute /�ekskju�t/ verb to carry out
a plan or process
executiveexecutive /$|�zekjυtv/ noun some-
body who is employed by a company or
organisation at a senior level

exemplarexemplar /$|�zemplɑ�/ noun a copy
of a book or text, especially one from
which further copies have originated
exemptexempt /$|�zempt/ adjective to be
allowed not to have to perform a duty,
service or payment
exerciseexercise /�eksəsaz/ noun a short
piece of work designed to help you
learn something
exhaustive searchexhaustive search /$|�zɔ�stv
�s��tʃ/ noun a search through a database
or library which covers all known
records
exhibitexhibit /$|�zbt/ noun an item
displayed in a museum, art gallery or
court of law � verb to put something in
a public place for people to look at
exhibitionexhibition /�eks|�bʃ(ə)n/ noun a
collection of objects displayed in a
public place
exhibitorexhibitor /$ |�zbtə/ noun a person
whose work is being displayed
ex librisex libris /�eks �lbri�s/ phrase used on
book plates followed by a name to show
who the owner is (NOTE: From a Latin
phrase meaning ‘from the books of’.)
expenditureexpenditure /k |�spendtʃə/ noun the
total amount of money spent on some-
thing
expenseexpense /k|�spens/ noun money
spent while doing something connected
with one’s work
expense accountexpense account /k |�spens ə |

�kaυnt/ noun an arrangement with a
company by which they pay for neces-
sary work expenses
experimentexperiment /k |�spermənt/ noun a
scientific test done to prove or discover
something
experimental strategyexperimental strategy /�ksper|

�ment(ə)l �str�təd�i/ noun a policy of
trying out new ideas and methods to see
how they work
expertexpert /�eksp��t/ noun somebody
with a great deal of knowledge, or skill
or experience in a particular subject or
activity � adjective having a great deal
of knowledge, skill or experience in a
particular subject or activity
expertiseexpertise /�ekspə|�ti�z/ noun special
skills or knowledge in a particular field
expert systemexpert system /�eksp��t �sstəm/
noun 1. software which applies the
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knowledge of experts in a field to solve
problems and partly replicates human
decision making 2. a type of computer
program that can analyse a set of prob-
lems and recommend a course of action
for the user
expert user

expert user /�eksp��t �ju�zə/ noun
somebody who uses a service very effi-
ciently because they have experience
expire

expire /k |�spaə/ verb to reach the end
of the period of time for which some-
thing is valid
expiry date

expiry date /k |�spaəri det/ noun
the date on which something such as a
document, membership or piece of soft-
ware ceases to be valid
explicit knowledge

explicit knowledge /k |�splst
�nɒld�/ noun human knowledge that
takes the form of learned facts and
which can be documented. Compare
tacit knowledge
exponent

exponent /k |�spəυnənt/ noun some-
body who argues in support of an idea
export

export /k|�spɔ�t/ verb to convert data
from a computer program into a form
suitable for a different program or envi-
ronment
export edition

export edition /�ekspɔ�t  |�dʃ(ə)n/
noun a special edition printed for the
export market
exporter

exporter /k |�spɔ�tə/ noun a person or
company that sells goods and sends
them to foreign countries
exposé

exposé /k |�spəυze/ noun a piece of
writing that reveals the truth about a
situation, often involving something
shocking
express

express /k |�spres/ verb to state what
you think or feel
expression

expression /k|�spreʃ(ə)n/ noun 1. a
word or phrase 2. a mathematical
formula
expurgated edition

expurgated edition /�ekspə$etd |

�dʃ(ə)n/ noun an edition of a book that
has had parts removed which are judged
to be offensive
extend

extend /k|�stend/ verb to make some-
thing longer
Extensible Markup Language

Extensible Markup Language /k |

�stensb(ə)l �mɑ�k�p �l�ŋ$wd�/
noun COMPUT full form of XML

extension cardextension card /k |�stenʃən kɑ�d/
noun a second or subsequent card used
in a manual catalogue when the infor-
mation is too long for one card
extentextent /k|�stent/ noun the number of
pages in a book � You need to put the
extent and trimmed page size into the
catalogue. � If you don’t know the extent
of the book yet, how can you order the
paper for it?
externalexternal /k|�st��n(ə)l/ adjective
coming from outside
external auditorexternal auditor /k|�st��n(ə)l
�ɔ�dtə/ noun a person from outside an
organisation who checks its accounts
external consultantexternal consultant /k|�st��n(ə)l
kən |�s�ltənt/ noun an expert in a field
who comes in from outside an organisa-
tion to give advice
external readerexternal reader /k |�st��n(ə)l �ri�də/
noun a person who is allowed to use a
library which is otherwise limited to
specific groups of members
extra-extra- /ekstrə/ prefix indicating that
something is from outside � extra-mural
studies
extra bound bookextra bound book /�ekstrə baυnd
�bυk/ noun a book that is specially
bound and finished by hand
extractextract /�ekstr�kt/ noun a small part
of a piece of writing or music which is
printed or played separately

COMMENT: Long extracts quoted in a text
are often set indented, and in a smaller
size than the text matter.

extranetextranet /�ekstrənet/ noun an exten-
sion of the intranet of a company or
organisation, giving authorised
outsiders controlled access to the
intranet
extrapolateextrapolate /k|�str�pəlet/ verb to
use logic applied to known facts to
calculate what is likely to happen in the
future
eye straineye strain /�astren/ noun a pain in
the eyes caused by looking at something
such as small print or a computer screen
for too long

‘Computer-related injuries have
become one of the banes of modern
life, according to a recent ICM survey.
Problems include repetitive strain
injury (RSI), eye strain, and head,
back and neck aches… we should all
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take a short exercise break every hour
to reduce muscle tension caused by a
rigid posture.’ [The Mail on Sunday]

e-zinee-zine /�i� zi�n/ noun a website with
contents and layout modelled on a print
magazine
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fablefable /�feb(ə)l/ noun a short story
which aims to teach a moral lesson
faceface /fes/ noun the front cover of a
book
facetfacet /�f�st/ noun (in classification)
the whole group of divisions when a
subject is subdivided

COMMENT: There are five kinds of facet in
a class: personality, matter, energy,
space and time.

facilitatefacilitate /fə |�sltet/ verb to make
something possible or easier to do, e.g.
by providing information
facilitatorfacilitator /fə|�sltetə/ noun some-
body who makes it possible for other
people to do things
facilityfacility /fə |�slti/ noun a piece of
equipment that makes it easy to do
something
facingfacing /�fesŋ/ adjective opposite �

The picture was on the facing page.
facing pagesfacing pages /�fesŋ �ped�z/
plural noun the two pages that are
visible when a book is open
facsimilefacsimile /f�k |�smli/ noun an exact
copy of an original
facsimile editionfacsimile edition /f�k |�smli  |

�dʃ(ə)n/ noun a book or print that is
reprinted in exactly the same style as an
earlier edition, often being a photo-
graphic reproduction of the original
factfact /f�kt/ noun something that is
known or accepted to be true
fact-findingfact-finding /�f�kt �fandŋ/ adjec-
tive intended to find out information
about something � noun activity that is
intended to find out information about
something
factorfactor /�f�ktə/ noun one aspect which
affects an event, situation or decision

factualfactual /�f�ktʃuəl/ adjective based on
fact
facultyfaculty /�f�k(ə)lti/ noun a group of
departments in a university or college
within the same academic area � The
library school is within the faculty of
humanities and education studies.
failfail /fel/ verb to be unsuccessful or not
work properly
fail-safefail-safe /�fel sef/ adjective designed
in such a way that nothing dangerous
can happen if any part goes wrong
fair copyfair copy /�feə �kɒpi/ noun the final
version of work which has no mistakes
fakefake /fek/ noun 1. something or some-
body who is not what they pretend to be
2. a false, and usually worthless, copy
fallback systemfallback system /�fɔ�lb�k �sstəm/
noun a system that can be used if the
one in use fails
falsefalse /fɔ�ls/ adjective not correct or
based on wrong information
false alarmfalse alarm /�fɔ�ls ə|�lɑ�m/ noun a
warning of something bad that does not
actually happen
false dropfalse drop /�fɔ�ls �drɒp/ noun 1. a
citation that does not relate to the
subject being searched 2. an irrelevant
reference in indexing
false friendfalse friend /�fɔ�ls �frend/ noun a
word which appears to be similar in
meaning to a word in a different
language, but actually is not
false positivefalse positive /�fɔ�ls �pɒztv/ noun
an instance of a search program or data-
base mistakenly returning something
that is unrelated to the search term

‘Echoing remarks he made last year,
the geneticist said the criminal DNA
database was not sophisticated enough
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to prevent false positives. “The
chances of two unrelated people
matching is 1 in 10 trillion – that is not
good enough”.’ [The Guardian]

falsifyfalsify /�fɔ�lsfa/ verb to change
information so that it is no longer true or
accurate
familyfamily /�f�m(ə)li/ noun 1. a group of
all the characters belonging to the same
typeface, including all the different
fonts 2. a group of related things such as
plants, animals or languages, used as the
basis of classification
family namefamily name /�f�m(ə)li nem/ noun
a surname
fanfan /f�n/ noun a cooling device often
built into electric machines so that they
do not overheat
fan-foldfan-fold /�f�n fəυld/ adjective refer-
ring to a way of folding paper so that
information can be printed on different
parts of it as in a pamphlet
FAQFAQ /f�k, �ef e �kju�/ abbreviation
frequently asked questions
far-sightedfar-sighted /�fɑ� �satd/ adjective
good at guessing what will happen in
the future
fasciclefascicle /�f�skk(ə)l/ noun a section
of a book published in instalments as a
volume or pamphlet
fastfast /fɑ�st/ adverb fixed or held very
firmly
fatal errorfatal error /�fet(ə)l �erə/ noun a
mistake that causes a computer program
to crash
faultfault /fɔ�lt/ noun a weakness or imper-
fection in something
fault tolerancefault tolerance /�fɔ�lt �tɒlərəns/
noun the ability of a computer or
network to preserve the integrity of data
during a malfunction
faultyfaulty /�fɔ�lti/ adjective not working
properly
faxfax /f�ks/ noun an exact copy of a
document sent electronically to a distant
receiver using the telephone network �

verb to send an exact copy of a docu-
ment using the telephone network
fax gatewayfax gateway /�f�ks �$etwe/ noun a
computer or piece of software that
allows users to send e-mail or other
information as a fax transmission to a
remote fax machine

feasibility studyfeasibility study /�fi�zə |�blti
�st�di/ noun a survey and report about
the usefulness and potential of a plan or
policy to see if it will work
feasiblefeasible /�fi�zb(ə)l/ adjective
possible to make or achieve
featherweight antique paperfeatherweight antique paper
/�feðəwet �n |�ti�k �pepə/ noun light,
very thick paper, formerly used for chil-
dren’s books (NOTE: The US English is
high-bulk antique.)
featurefeature /�fi�tʃə/ noun 1. a special char-
acteristic of something 2. a special
article in a newspaper, magazine or
broadcast programme
feefee /fi�/ noun money paid for a service
feedfeed /fi�d/ verb to put information into
a computer
feedbackfeedback /�fi�db�k/ noun comments
from users or customers about what has
been proposed or done
feintfeint /fent/ noun very light lines on
writing paper
Fellow of the Library AssociationFellow of the Library Associa-
tion /�feləυ əv ðə �labrəri ə|

�səυsieʃ(ə)n/ noun the highest qualifi-
cation awarded by the Library Associa-
tion. Abbr FLA
festschriftfestschrift /�festʃrft/ noun a volume
of writings by various people collected
in honour of somebody such as a writer
or scholar
fichefiche /fi�ʃ/ � microfiche
fictionfiction /�fkʃən/ noun stories about
imaginary people and events
fieldfield /fi�ld/ noun a section containing
individual data in a record, e.g. a
person’s name or address
field engineerfield engineer /�fi�ld �end�nə/
noun a maintenance worker who travels
to companies or individual customers to
service their machines
field of studyfield of study /�fi�ld əv �st�di/ noun
an academic area of knowledge being
studied in depth
field separatorfield separator /�fi�ld �sepəretə/
noun a code showing the end of one
field and the start of the next
field testedfield tested /�fi�ld �testd/ adjective
relating to a product or plan that has
been tested in a real situation
fieldworkfieldwork /�fi�ldw��k/ noun the gath-
ering of information about a subject by
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carrying out a direct investigation rather
than reading or talking about it
figurefigure /�f$ə/ noun a printed and
numbered line illustration, map or chart
in a document
filefile /fal/ noun 1. a cardboard holder for
papers which can fit in the drawer of a
filing cabinet 2. a collection of informa-
tion about a particular person or thing 3.
(in computing) a set of stored, related
data with its own name � on file kept in
a list for reference
file cardsfile cards /�fal kɑ�dz/ plural noun
cards with information written on them
which can be stored in a given order to
aid retrieval of the information
file copyfile copy /�fal �kɒpi/ noun a copy of
a document which is kept for reference
in an office, or a copy of a published
book kept in the library of the publisher
file extensionfile extension /�fal k|�stenʃən/
noun a set of characters following the
dot after the name of a DOS file, identi-
fying the file type
file headerfile header /�fal �hedə/ noun infor-
mation about a file stored at the begin-
ning of the file
file lengthfile length /�fal leŋθ/ noun the
number of characters or bytes in a stored
file
file maintenancefile maintenance /�fal
�mentənəns/ noun the practice of
keeping files up to date by changing,
adding or deleting entries

‘One of the most important CD-Roms
to have in such an emergency is
Norton SystemWorks 2003. It is a
suite of programs that could help
revive the computer and even salvage
lost or corrupted files. SystemWorks
can clean up the machine and make
file maintenance a breeze with a
simple mouse click.’ [The Daily
Telegraph]

file managementfile management /�fal
�m�nd�mənt/ noun a set of instruc-
tions used to create and maintain a file
file managerfile manager /�fal �m�nd�ə/ noun
a computer program that arranges and
manipulates files and directories
filenamefilename /�falnem/ noun a set of
characters, sometimes restricted in
number, serving as an identifying title

for a computer file and often including a
file extension
file protectionfile protection /�fal prə|�tekʃən/
noun software or another device used to
prevent any accidental deletion or over-
writing of a computer file
file recoveryfile recovery /�fal r |�k�vəri/ noun
software that allows a computer file that
has been accidentally deleted or
damaged to be recovered
file serverfile server /�fal �s��və/ noun 1. soft-
ware used to manage and store users’
files in a network 2. the number of inde-
pendent systems sharing a resource or
providing a particular service within a
network
file storagefile storage /�fal �stɔ�rd�/ noun
methods of storing files on a disc or tape
file transferfile transfer /�fal �tr�nsf��/ noun
moving a file from one area of computer
memory to another
file transfer protocolfile transfer protocol /�fal
�tr�nsf�� �prəυtəkɒl/ noun a TCP/IP
standard for transferring files between
computers. Abbr FTP
filingfiling /�falŋ/ noun the process of
putting things in order according to a set
system
filing basketfiling basket /�falŋ �bɑ�skt/, filing
tray /�falŋ tre/ noun a container kept
on a desk for documents which have to
be filed
filing cabinetfiling cabinet /�falŋ �k�bnət/
noun a metal box with several drawers
used for storing files
filing clerkfiling clerk /�falŋ klɑ�k/ noun a
clerk who files documents
filing codefiling code /�falŋ kəυd/, filing rule
/�falŋ ru�l/ noun an explicit direction
based on a recognised code for filing
entries in a catalogue
filing systemfiling system /�falŋ �sstəm/ noun
any method of organising documents so
that they can be retrieved easily
filing trayfiling tray /�falŋ tre/ noun a
container often kept on a desk for
storing documents prior to filing
filletfillet /�flt/ noun a thin decorative line
impressed onto the cover of a book, or
the tool used to make it
fill infill in /�fl �n/ verb to write in the infor-
mation required � to fill in a form
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fill outfill out /�fl �aυt/ verb to write the
required information in the blank spaces
on a form � To get customs clearance
you must fill out three forms.
filmfilm /flm/ noun 1. a strip of light-
sensitive material used in a camera to
take photographs 2. a story or event
recorded on film to be shown in the
cinema or on television 3. a very thin
layer of powder or grease
film laminatefilm laminate /�flm �l�mnət/ noun
very thin plastic film attached to the
cover or jacket of a book for protection
film libraryfilm library /�flm �labrəri/ noun a
collection of films and video record-
ings, classified for easy retrieval
film stripfilm strip /�flm strp/ noun a strip of
16mm or 35mm film bearing up to fifty
frames of still photographs with
pictures and captions, sometimes with
sound track attached
filterfilter /�fltə/ verb 1. to select informa-
tion which is to be passed on 2. to allow
information to come out very gradually
finalsfinals /�fan(ə)lz/ plural noun the last
examinations in a university or college
course
financefinance /�fan�ns/ noun money
needed to pay for a project � verb to
provide the money for a project
finance departmentfinance department /�fan�ns d |

�pɑ�tmənt/ noun the people in an
organisation who manage the accounts
financialfinancial /fa|�n�nʃəl/ adjective
relating to or involving money
financial implicationsfinancial implications /fa|�n�nʃəl
�mpl |�keʃ(ə)nz/ plural noun the
consequences of a decision in terms of
how much it will cost
financial planningfinancial planning /fa|�n�nʃəl
�pl�nŋ/ noun the process of working
out the most efficient way to use what
money is available
financial sectorfinancial sector /fa|�n�nʃ(ə)l
�sektə/ noun the part of the economy
that is involved with money transactions
financial yearfinancial year /fa|�n�nʃəl �jə/ noun
a period of twelve months which can
start at any point within the calendar
year, used for managing the budgets of
an organisation and assessing profit and
loss � The university’s financial year

runs from 31st July to 1st August in the
next year.
finding aidfinding aid /�fandŋ ed/ noun a
system to aid retrieval such as a classifi-
cation scheme, catalogue or index
finding list cataloguefinding list catalogue /�fandŋ
lst �k�təlɒ$/ noun a catalogue with
only brief author entries
findingsfindings /�fandŋz/ plural noun
information obtained as a result of
investigation or research
finefine /fan/ noun an amount of money
that has to be paid as a penalty � verb to
make somebody pay money as a punish-
ment � She was fined because the
library books were overdue. � adjective
very thin, soft or small
fine printfine print /�fan prnt/ noun the small
print in a contract or agreement, which
may refer to unfavourable terms and
could be overlooked when signing the
contract
fine-tunefine-tune /�fan �tju�n/ verb to adjust
something by very small amounts
fingerfinger /�fŋ$ə/ noun a software
program that will retrieve information
about a user based on their e-mail
address � verb to use a finger program
to obtain information about somebody
firewallfirewall /�faəwɔ�l/ noun a piece of
computer software intended to prevent
unauthorised access to system software
or data
first-classfirst-class /�f��st �klɑ�s/ adjective 1.
of the highest or best quality 2. of the
best level of service, e.g. in mail or
travel
first editionfirst edition /�f��st  |�dʃ(ə)n/ noun
one of the first number of copies printed
from the same type at the same time
first impressionfirst impression /�f��st m|

�preʃ(ə)n/, first printing /�f��st
�prntŋ/ noun the first printing of a
book
first word entryfirst word entry /�f��st �w��d �entri/
noun an entry under the first word of the
title excluding ‘the’, ‘a’, ‘an’
fitfit /ft/ verb to be the right size or shape
� adjective to be physically capable of
doing something
five laws of library sciencefive laws of library science /�fav
lɔ�z əv �labrəri �saəns/ plural noun
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library laws established by S. R. Ranga-
nathan.

COMMENT: The laws are: 1. Books are for
use. 2. Every reader his book. 3. Every
book its reader. 4. Save the time of the
reader. 5. A library is a growing organism.

fixed backfixed back /�fkst b�k/ noun a cover
that is glued to the back of the pages of
a book
fixed length recordfixed length record /�fkst leŋθ
�rekɔ�d/ noun a computer record which
will only accept information in a pre-set
number of characters
fjfj abbreviation in Internet addresses, the
top-level domain for Fiji
FLAFLA abbreviation Fellow of the Library
Association
flagflag /fl�$/ verb to use a computer code
to mark a record as part of a subset �

noun a mark which is attached to infor-
mation in a computer so that the infor-
mation can be found easily
flapflap /fl�p/ noun either of the two parts
of a dust jacket that fold inside a book’s
cover and are usually printed with infor-
mation about the book or author
flash driveflash drive /�fl�ʃ drav/ noun a small
plastic device functioning as a disk
drive, containing memory chips that
retain their contents without electrical
power and that have a capacity of
between 16 megabytes and 2 gigabytes
of data
flat backflat back /�fl�t b�k/ noun the spine
of a book which is flat and not curved or
‘rounded’
flexibilityflexibility /�fleks|�blti/ noun ability
to adapt to various situations or condi-
tions
flexibleflexible /�fleksb(ə)l/ adjective able to
be altered or changed
flexible learningflexible learning /�fleksb(ə)l
�l��nŋ/ noun a system of teaching
which provides for people of all ages
and educational backgrounds
flexible working hoursflexible working hours
/�fleksb(ə)l �w��kŋ �aυəz/ noun a
system whereby employees can start or
stop work at hours to suit themselves as
long as they work a certain number of
hours in a week
flierflier /�flaə/ noun a small advertising
leaflet designed to encourage customers
to ask for more information

floodflood /fl�d/ noun a large number of
things or a large amount of information
� verb � to flood the market to make a
very large number of a particular item
available for sale at one time, usually
forcing the price down
floor planfloor plan /�flɔ� pl�n/ noun a diagram
showing the layout of a building
floppyfloppy /�flɒpi �dsk/, floppy disk
/�flɒpi �dsk/ noun a small disk for
storing computer information � The
data is on 3 1/2 inch floppies.
Florence AgreementFlorence Agreement /�flɒrəns ə |

�$ri�mənt/ noun a UNESCO agreement
adopted in 1952 which reduces tariffs
and trade obstacles to the international
export and import of books, documents
and other educational scientific and
cultural material
floriationfloriation /�flɒri |�eʃ(ə)n/ noun tooled
decoration on leather binding, in the
form of little flowers
flowchartflowchart /�fləυtʃɑ�t/, flow diagram
/�fləυ �daə$r�m/ noun a diagram
showing the sequence of steps in a
process
flush withflush with /�fl�ʃ wθ/ adjective level
with � The pages were trimmed flush
with the covers.
flyleafflyleaf /�flali�f/ noun an endpaper in a
book
flysheetflysheet /�flaʃi�t/ noun a two- or
four-page tract or circular
fmfm abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Micronesia
FMFM abbreviation frequency modulation
fofo abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Faroe Islands
focusfocus /�fəυkəs/ verb to concentrate
one’s attention on something
focus groupfocus group /�fəυkəs $ru�p/ noun a
small group of representative people
who are questioned about their opinions
as part of political or market research
foldfold /fəυld/ verb to bend something,
e.g. a piece of paper, so that one part
covers another
-fold-fold /fəυld/ suffix 1. combining with
numbers to indicate that something has
that number of parts � The problem was
three-fold. 2. indicating that something
has been multiplied by that number �
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The number of library users rose ten-
fold after the advertising campaign.
fold-outfold-out /�fəυld aυt/ noun a sheet that
is put folded into a magazine or book
and can be unfolded to give a much
wider page, used especially for plans
and maps
foliationfoliation /�fəυli |�eʃ(ə)n/ noun the
numbering of consecutive pages in a
book or manuscript
foliofolio /�fəυliəυ/ noun 1. a book made
with paper of a large size 2. a large sheet
of paper folded twice across the middle
to make four pages of a book 3. a page
number
follow-upfollow-up /�fɒləυ �p/ noun a book,
film, article or report that continues a
story or provides further information
fontfont /fɒnt/ noun a set of characters in a
typeface of all the same style, i.e. the
same size, weight and orientation

COMMENT: Each typeface will be
available in many different fonts (Univers,
for example, was designed in 21 different
fonts) and these will include the different
point sizes and weights, such as bold and
italic. In metal setting, the font would
contain different quantities of each
character, according to the frequency of
use of the characters. English fonts will
contain capitals, small capitals, lower
case, punctuation marks, numerals,
ligatures and common symbols, making
about 150 sorts in all. English fonts
contain some accents and special
characters, but many accents which are
standard in, say German or Spanish
fonts, are not included in English. British
fonts contain the pound and the dollar
signs, but American fonts are likely not to
have the pound sign.

font sizefont size /�fɒnt saz/ noun the size of
the characters in a text
font typefont type /�fɒnt tap/ noun the style
of the characters used in printing
foolscapfoolscap /�fu�lsk�p/ noun a large
non-metric size of paper longer than
A4, about 34cm x 43cm

COMMENT: Foolscap takes it name from a
watermark of a clown’s hat used in early
papers; foolscap folio is 13 1/2 x 8 1/2
inches; foolscap quarto is 8 1/2 x 6 3/4
inches and foolscap octavo is 6 3/4 x 4
1/4 inches.

footfoot /fυt/ noun the bottom part of a
page � He signed it at the foot of the
page.

footerfooter /�fυtə/ noun a repeated message
at the bottom of every page in a docu-
ment
footnotefootnote /�fυtnəυt/ noun a note,
usually in a smaller type size, at the
bottom of a page, which refers to the
text above and is for reference only

COMMENT: Footnotes are best printed at
the bottom of a page, as the name
suggests, if they are essential to the
understanding of the text. They can also
be printed at the end of a chapter or at the
end of a book, especially if they are
simply further references or supply
bibliographic details. In learned journals it
is common for them to be printed at the
end of the chapter, which makes the
typesetting of the main text much simpler.
Reference numbers to footnotes are
printed in small superscript numbers after
the relevant word in the text, and in books
the numbers usually run from the
beginning of the text to the end of the
book, consecutively. In journals formed of
several different articles, each article has
its own footnote numbering series.

footprintfootprint /�fυtprnt/ noun 1. the area
covered by a transmitting device such as
a satellite or antenna 2. the area that a
computer takes up on a desk
forbidforbid /fə |�bd/ verb to give instruc-
tions that something must not be done
forbidden bookforbidden book /fə|�bdən �bυk/
noun a book that has been forbidden by
a censor
forecastforecast /�fɔ�kɑ�st/ noun a prediction
or estimate of what is likely to happen in
the future
foredgeforedge /�fɔ�red�/, fore-edge /�fɔ�r
ed�/ noun the front edge of trimmed
pages in a bound book, i.e. the opposite
edge to the spine

COMMENT: Early bound books were
displayed with this edge facing out on the
shelf, hence the name; the title was
written or printed on this edge of the
pages.

foredge marginforedge margin /�fɔ�red�
�mɑ�d�n/ noun the margin along the
foredge of a book. Compare gutter
foregroundforeground /�fɔ�$raυnd/ noun the
front part of an illustration which seems
nearest to the viewer
foreignforeign /�fɒrn/ adjective belonging to
or originating from a different country
foreign-language editionforeign-language edition /�fɒrn
�l�n$wd� |�dʃ(ə)n/ noun an edition
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of an English-language text in transla-
tion
foreign marketforeign market /�fɒrn �mɑ�kt/
noun other countries where exports are
sold

‘…we discovered that the German
market has different brochure sizes
and types to the UK. This caused such
consternation when the German site
administrators uploaded their own
brochures that we had to modify the
content management system…
Companies like WebtraffIQ, fhios and
Bunnyfoot Universality provide
products and services that can help
design professionals get to grips with
foreign markets.’ [Revolution]

forenameforename /�fɔ�nem/ noun a person’s
first or given name
forename entryforename entry /�fɔ�nem �entri/
noun an entry in a catalogue under the
author’s first name instead of the
surname
foreseeable futureforeseeable future /fɔ� |�si�əbl
�fju�tʃə/ noun the near future which
can be reasonably predicted
forewordforeword /�fɔ�w��d/ noun a piece of
text at the beginning of a book as an
introduction, often written by a person
other than the author
forgeryforgery /�fɔ�d�əri/ noun 1. a false
copy made with the intention to deceive
2. the act of making things intended to
deceive
formform /fɔ�m/ noun a pre-printed docu-
ment with spaces where information
can be entered
formalityformality /fɔ�|�m�lti/ noun some-
thing which must be done but which
will not change the situation � The deci-
sion is just a formality which is not
expected to affect the market.
formatformat /�fɔ�m�t/ noun the size, shape
and arrangement of a document � verb
to arrange text on screen as it will
appear in printed form on paper
formattedformatted /�fɔ�m�td/ adjective 1.
made ready for use by a computer 2.
arranged in a particular format
formatterformatter /�fɔ�m�tə/ noun hardware
or software that arranges text or data
according to certain rules
formatting programformatting program /�fɔ�m�tŋ
�prəυ$r�m/ noun a program for auto-

matically putting a computer text into a
certain page format
form entryform entry /�fɔ�m �entri/ noun a cata-
logue entry under the form in which a
book is written � Form entries in the
catalogue were poetry, drama, fiction,
etc.
form modeform mode /�fɔ�m məυd/ noun a
display method on a data entry terminal,
in which the form is displayed on the
screen and the operator enters relevant
details
formulaformula /�fɔ�mjυlə/ noun a set of
numbers, letters or symbols which
represents a mathematical or scientific
rule (NOTE: The plural is formulae.)
fortnightlyfortnightly /�fɔ�tnatli/ adjective
happening every two weeks
FORTRANFORTRAN /�fɔ�tr�n/ noun a
computer programming language for
scientific matter. Full form formula
translator. � assembly language
48mo48mo abbreviation forty-eightmo
forty-eightmoforty-eightmo /�fɔ�ti |�etməυ/ noun
a book printed with 48 pages from a
sheet. Abbr 48mo
forumforum /�fɔ�rəm/ noun 1. a place or
meeting at which matters can be
discussed 2. an Internet discussion
group for people who share a special
interest in something
forwardforward /�fɔ�wəd/ adjective at or
moving towards the front of something
or the future � verb to send on a letter
which has arrived at an address from
which the intended recipient has moved
forwarding addressforwarding address /�fɔ�wədŋ ə|

�dres/ noun an address which you give
to somebody when you move so that
they can send your mail to you
foundation subjectfoundation subject /faυŋ|�deʃ(ə)n
�s�bjekt/ noun any of ten subjects
specified in the 1988 National Curric-
ulum that must be studied in schools in
England and Wales, three of which have
priority as core subjects
4o4o abbreviation quarto
foxedfoxed /fɒkst/ adjective denoting books
or paper stained with yellowish-brown
spots from having been kept in damp
conditions
foxingfoxing /�fɒksŋ/ noun brown spots or
stains on paper caused by poor storage,
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usually found on older documents or
books
foxyfoxy /�fɒksi/ adjective PUBL same as
foxed
foyerfoyer /�fɔe/ noun an area just inside
the main entrance of a large building
where people meet
frfr abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for France
frame of referenceframe of reference /�frem əv
�ref(ə)rəns/ noun a particular set of
ideas or beliefs on which to base one’s
judgement of other things
frameworkframework /�fremw��k/ noun a set
of rules or ideas that can be used to
decide how to behave � They were able
to contain the changes within the frame-
work of the old system.
Frankfurt Book FairFrankfurt Book Fair /�fr�ŋkf��t
�bυk �feə/ noun the most important of
the international book fairs, held each
year in October as a meeting place for
book publishers, printers, literary
agents and booksellers
franking machinefranking machine /�fr�ŋkŋ mə |

�ʃi�n/ noun a machine which prints a
sign on letters to show that the postage
has been paid
fraudfraud /frɔ�d/ noun deception or
trickery carried out to secure an unfair
gain or advantage
freefree /fri�/ adjective 1. available for use
2. not needing to be paid for
-free-free /fri�/ suffix added to adjectives to
show that they do not have the thing
mentioned � acid-free
freedomfreedom /�fri�dəm/ noun the state of
being free to say or do what you want
without restriction
freedom of informationfreedom of information /�fri�dəm
əv �nfə |�meʃ(ə)n/ noun the state of
having free access to all published
information in any format
Freedom of Information ActFreedom of Information Act
/�fri�dəm əv �nfə |�meʃ(ə)n ��kt/
noun a law in the UK which deals with
access to information held by public
bodies
freedom of speechfreedom of speech /�fri�dəm əv
�spi�tʃ/, freedom of the press
/�fri�dəm əv ðə �pres/ noun the state of
being free to write, say or publish what

you want without fear of prosecution as
long as you do not break the law
free enterprisefree enterprise /�fri� �entəpraz/
noun an economic system where busi-
nesses compete for profit without much
government control
freehandfreehand /�fri�h�nd/ adjective done
without the help of instruments
free indexingfree indexing /�fri� �ndeksŋ/ noun
natural language indexing which has no
vocabulary controls
freelancefreelance /�fri�lɑ�ns/ adverb working
for anyone who will pay for your skills
rather than employed by one company
free marketfree market /�fri� �mɑ�kt/ noun an
economic system in which the produc-
tion and sale of goods is controlled by
the buyers and sellers rather than the
government
FreenetFreenet /�fri�net/ noun community-
based access to the Internet, usually run
by volunteers in the USA
free of chargefree of charge /�fri� əv �tʃɑ�d�/
adjective not needing to be paid for
free term listfree term list /�fri� t��m �lst/ noun a
list of terms or indicators to which
others can be freely added
free text searchingfree text searching /�fri� �tekst
�s��tʃŋ/ noun online searching using
natural language rather than a
controlled vocabulary and any aspect of
the record as a search term
free translationfree translation /�fri� tr�ns|

�leʃ(ə)n/ noun a rough translation
which gives the general meaning
without translating the text word for
word
freezefreeze /fri�z/ verb 1. to stop and
display a single frame from a film, TV
programme or video tape 2. to stop
funds or credits being paid
frequencyfrequency /�fri�kwənsi/ noun 1. the
number of times that something
happens in a given period of time 2. a
term used to describe the wavelength of
broadcast transmissions
frequency modulationfrequency modulation
/�fri�kwənsi �mɒdjuleʃ(ə)n/ noun a
radio broadcasting band which reduces
interference. Abbr FM
frequently asked questionsfrequently asked questions
/�fri�kwənt(ə)li ɑ�skd �kwestʃənz/
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plural noun a list of the most common
questions on a particular subject, with
answers, provided on a website or
leaflet. Abbr FAQ
frequent user

frequent user /�fri�kwənt �ju�zə/
noun somebody who makes use of a
service very often
front cover

front cover /�fr�nt �k�və/ noun the
cover on the front of a book or maga-
zine, with the title and usually an attrac-
tive, eye-catching design
front end

front end /�fr�nt end/ noun the
visible part of an application that is seen
by a user and is used to view and work
with information
front flap

front flap /�fr�nt �fl�p/, front jacket
flap /�fr�nt �d��kt �fl�p/ noun a flap
on a book jacket which is tucked into
the front cover of a book, usually with a
blurb on it
frontispiece

frontispiece /�fr�ntspi�s/ noun a
picture at the beginning of a book oppo-
site the title page
front matter

front matter /�fr�nt �m�tə/ noun
same as prelims
front page

front page /�fr�nt �ped�/ noun the
first page of a newspaper which
contains the most important or inter-
esting news
FTP

FTP abbreviation file transfer protocol
fugitive material

fugitive material /�fju�d�ətv mə |

�təriəl/ noun ephemera produced for
short-term purposes and interest
full binding

full binding /�fυl �bandŋ/, whole
binding /�həυl �bandŋ/ noun cased
binding, where the case is completely
covered with a piece of material such as
cloth or leather, as opposed to half
binding. Also called whole binding
full bound book

full bound book /�fυl baυnd �bυk/
noun a book with a full binding
full catalogue entry

full catalogue entry /�fυl �k�təlɒ$
�entri/ noun full details of a publication
full leather binding

full leather binding /�fυl �leðə
�bandŋ/ noun a binding on a hard-
cover book where the whole book is
covered with leather
full stop

full stop /�fυl �stɒp/ noun a punctua-
tion mark (.) which indicates the end of
a sentence

full text databasefull text database /�fυl tekst
�detəbes/ noun a database which
allows full text retrieval

‘The price [for the resource] ranges
from $300 (for the Index only to
libraries serving a smaller number of
users) to $5000 (for the full-text
database to schools, colleges, and
public libraries serving a larger
number of users).’ [Library Journal]

full text retrievalfull text retrieval /�fυl tekst r|

�tri�v(ə)l/, full text searching /�fυl
tekst �s��tʃŋ/ noun online searching
in which every word of the source docu-
ment can be retrieved
full text searchfull text search /�fυl tekst �s��tʃ/
noun a search for something carried out
through all the text in a file or database
rather than limited to an area or block
functionfunction /�f�ŋkʃən/ noun the purpose
or role of something
functionalfunctional /�f�ŋkʃən(ə)l/ adjective
useful or practical rather than attractive
functional illiteratefunctional illiterate /�f�ŋkʃ(ə)nəl |

�ltərət/ noun somebody whose reading
and writing abilities are inadequately
developed to meet everyday needs
functional literacyfunctional literacy /�f�ŋkʃ(ə)nəl
�lt(ə)rəsi/ noun the level of skill in
reading and writing that a person needs
to cope with everyday adult life
function codefunction code /�f�ŋkʃən kəυd/,
function key /�f�ŋkʃən ki�/ noun a
code or key which makes a part of a
computer program work
fundingfunding /�f�ndŋ/ noun money
provided for a particular purpose
furnishfurnish /�f��nʃ/ verb to provide or
supply something
further educationfurther education /�f��ðər �edjυ |

�keʃ(ə)n/ noun a system of education
for people over the official school
leaving age
future policyfuture policy /�fju�tʃə �pɒlsi/ noun
plans for the development of an organi-
sation in the near future
fuzzy logicfuzzy logic /�f�zi �lɒd�k/ noun logic
that allows for imprecise or ambiguous
answers to questions, forming the basis
of computer programming designed to
mimic human intelligence
fuzzy searchfuzzy search /�f�zi s��tʃ/ noun a
computer search that returns not only
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exact matches to the search request, but
also close matches that include possibil-
ities and allow for such things as
spelling errors

fxfx abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for France, Metro-
politan
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gg abbreviation gram
gaga abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Gabon
gaingain /$en/ noun an improvement or
increase � verb � to gain access to to get
into something such as a record or file
gapgap /$�p/ noun a space between two
things, ideas or periods of time
garbagegarbage /�$ɑ�bd�/ noun data or
information that is no longer required
because it is out of date or incorrect
garbage in garbage outgarbage in garbage out /�$ɑ�bd�
n �$ɑ�bd� �aυt/ phrase an expression
meaning that the accuracy and quality
of information that is outputted depends
on the quality of the input. Abbr GIGO

COMMENT: GIGO is sometimes taken to
mean ‘garbage in gospel out’, meaning
that whatever wrong information is put
into a computer people will always
believe the output is true.

garnergarner /�$ɑ�nə/ verb to collect or
accumulate something such as informa-
tion or facts
gatefoldgatefold /�$etfəυld/ noun a page in a
publication that is larger than the other
pages and is folded to fit
gatekeepergatekeeper /�$et|�ki�pə/ noun an
online computer host which allows
users to access a database
gatewaygateway /�$etwe/ noun a software
translation device which allows users
working in one network to access
another

‘In addition, the company is offering
the IP Drum Mobile Skype Cables,
which connect a Nokia or Sony
Ericsson mobile phone to a computer,
creating a gateway from Skype to the
mobile network. Incoming Skype
calls are then forwarded through the

mobile phone connected to the
computer to the mobile phone the user
is carrying.’ [Internet Business News]

gateway pagegateway page /�$etwe ped�/
noun the initial webpage that a visitor to
a website sees and that contains key
words and phrases that enable a search
engine to find it
gathergather /�$�ðə/ verb to compile some-
thing such as information or ideas from
various sources
gazettegazette /$ə|�zet/ noun a record of
public events, journal or other official
information document published peri-
odically
gazetteergazetteer /�$�zə |�tə/ noun an index
of geographical place names
gdgd abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Grenada
gege abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Georgia
gender-free languagegender-free language /�d�endə
fri� �l�ŋ$wd�/ noun language that is
deliberately used to avoid reference to
either men or women, as when the
leader of a committee is described as a
chairperson instead of the chairman
genealogical treegenealogical tree
/�d�i�niəlɒd�k(ə)l �tri�/ noun a tree-
structured diagram showing the rela-
tionships of the members of a family
from the past to the present
genealogygenealogy /�d�i�ni |��ləd�i/ noun the
study of the history of the members of a
family
generalgeneral /�d�en(ə)rəl/ adjective for all
or most people, cases or things
general booksgeneral books /�d�en(ə)rəl bυks/
plural noun books which may interest
the adult public, usually not including
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children’s books, fiction or specialised
books
generalia class

generalia class /�d�enə|�reliə
�klɑ�s/ noun a classification for books
on a variety of subjects, e.g. encyclope-
dias
general index

general index /�d�en(ə)rəl �ndeks/
noun an index which covers all items in
a book
generalisation

generalisation /�d�en(ə)rəla |

�zeʃ(ə)n/, generalization noun a
statement that is mostly true but not
based on specific facts
general knowledge

general knowledge /�d�en(ə)rəl
�nɒld�/ noun knowledge of a broad
range of facts or subjects
general packet radio service

general packet radio service
/�d�en(ə)rəl �p�kt �rediəυ �s��vs/
noun full form of GPRS
general public

general public /�d�en(ə)rəl �p�blk/
noun ordinary people
general purpose

general purpose /�d�en(ə)rəl
�p��pəs/ adjective something that can
be used for a variety of uses
general reference

general reference /�d�en(ə)rəl
�ref(ə)rəns/ noun a reference in a cata-
logue directing users to a number of
more specific entries
generate

generate /�d�enəret/ verb to cause
something to start and develop
generation

generation /�d�enə |�reʃ(ə)n/ noun
1. a stage of development in the design
and manufacture of machines � fifth
generation computers 2. the period of
time in which people can grow up and
have children, usually 25 to 30 years
generic relationship

generic relationship /d�ə |�nerk r |

�leʃ(ə)nʃp/ noun a link in a classifica-
tion scheme � There is a generic rela-
tionship between the genus and species.
generic searching

generic searching /d�ə|�nerk
�s��tʃŋ/ noun a type of online
searching using a memory to store
broader and related headings to the
subject being searched
generic top-level domain

generic top-level domain /d�ə |

�nerk tɒp �lev(ə)l də |�men/ noun full
form of gTLD
Geneva Convention

Geneva Convention /d�|�ni�və
kən |�venʃ(ə)n/ noun � Universal Copy-
right Convention

genre

genre /��ɒnrə/ noun a category or
style of writing, art or music � Science
fiction is his favourite genre.
genuine

genuine /�d�enjun/ adjective exactly
what it is said to be
geographic filing

geographic filing /�d�iə$r�fk
�falŋ/ noun a system of filing items
according to their place of origin
geographic location

geographic location /�d�iə$r�fk
ləυ |�keʃ(ə)n/ noun the place, building,
unit or site where an item is stored
get back

get back /�$et �b�k/ verb to have
something returned to you
get down

get down /�$et �daυn/ verb 1. to write
down what somebody says 2. to fetch
something from a high place � get down
a book from a high shelf
get into

get into /�$et �ntu�/ verb to become
involved with an activity
gfgf abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for French Guiana
gg

gg abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Guernsey
gh

gh abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Ghana
ghost

ghost /$əυst/ noun LITERAT same as
ghostwriter � verb to be the ghost-
writer of a work
ghostwriter

ghostwriter /�$əυst|�ratə/ noun
somebody who writes something for or
with somebody else, the other person
receiving sole credit as the author
gi

gi abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Gibraltar
GIF

GIF /$f/ a trade name for a graphics
file format for a file containing a
bitmapped image. Full form Graphics
Interchange Format
.gif

.gif suffix a file extension for a GIF file.
Full form Graphics Interchange
Format
GIF file

GIF file /�d�i� a �ef fal/ noun a
graphics file format for a file containing
a bitmapped image
gift

gift /$ft/ noun something given as a
present
gigabyte

gigabyte /�$$əbat/ noun
1,000,000,000 bytes
GIGO

GIGO /�$a$əυ/ abbreviation garbage
in garbage out
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giltgilt /$lt/ noun a shiny material, usually
gold, used as a thin covering to other
material
gilt edgegilt edge /�$lt ed�/ noun a gold edge
to a page of a book, so that when the
book is closed it looks like a gold block
gilt-edgedgilt-edged /�$lt ed�d/ adjective
denoting a book with a gilt edge to the
pages
givegive /$v/ verb to impart or convey
something such as information or
advice to somebody
given namegiven name /�$v(ə)n nem/ noun a
person’s first name, used by their family
and friends
glazed moroccoglazed morocco /�$lezd mə |

�rɒkəυ/ noun polished goatskin leather,
used as a binding material
globalglobal /�$ləυb(ə)l/ adjective covering
everything
Global Books in PrintGlobal Books in Print /�$ləυb(ə)l
bυks n �prnt/ noun a worldwide
listing on CD-ROM of all books in print
global replaceglobal replace /�$ləυb(ə)l r|�ples/
noun a word-processing function
meaning to replace a particular word,
group of words, letter or symbol by a
different word or words
global searchglobal search /�$ləυb(ə)l �s��tʃ/
noun a computing function which looks
through a whole document or database
for a particular word or symbol
global search and replaceglobal search and replace
/�$ləυb(ə)l �s��tʃ ən r |�ples/ noun a
search and replace function which is
applied to a whole computer file
global villageglobal village /�$ləυb(ə)l �vld�/
noun the whole world considered as a
single community served by electronic
media and information technology

‘Given the open architecture of the
world wide web, anyone operating a
website has access to a worldwide
audience – the internet has fuelled
globalisation and the ‘global village’
has become reality.’ [M2 presswire]

glossgloss /$lɒs/ noun a short definition,
explanation or translation of a word or
phrase that may be unfamiliar to the
reader, often located in a margin or
collected in an appendix or glossary
glossaryglossary /�$lɒsəri/ noun 1. an alpha-
betical list of the specialist words used

in a document, with definitions 2. a list
of specialised terms with explanations
or translations � glossary of chess terms
� an English-Chinese business glossary
gloss overgloss over /�$lɒs �əυvə/ verb to
intentionally leave out negative infor-
mation, or treat something superficially,
in order to make it appear more attrac-
tive or acceptable
glossyglossy /�$lɒsi/ adjective smooth and
shiny
gmgm abbreviation 1. in Internet
addresses, the top-level domain for
Gambia 2. gram
gngn abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Guinea
gnosticgnostic /�nɒstk/ adjective relating to
knowledge, especially knowledge of
spiritual truths
GNVQGNVQ /�d�i� en vi� �kju�/ noun in the
United Kingdom, a qualification
designed to provide vocationally orien-
tated skills and knowledge for progres-
sion from school to employment or
university. Full form General National
Vocational Qualification
goalgoal /$əυl/ noun 1. what somebody is
trying to achieve 2. the final state
reached when a task is finished
goal-settinggoal-setting /�$əυl �setŋ/ noun a
policy discussion which agrees what a
group, company or organisation hopes
to achieve
goatskingoatskin /�$əυtskn/ noun leather
from the skin of a goat, called morocco
when used for binding
go bygo by /�$əυ �ba/ verb to treat advice
or information as reliable or true
go listgo list /�$əυ lst/ noun a list of terms
or characters to be included in a
printout. Compare stop list
gone to pressgone to press /�$ɒn tə �pres/ adjec-
tive used to indicate that text has gone
for printing and it is too late to make
corrections
GoogleGoogle /�$u�$(ə)l/ a trade name for a
popular search engine
go ongo on /�$əυ �ɒn/ verb to use something
as reliable information
gophergopher /�$əυfə/ noun a servicing
device within the Internet which allows
access by allowing links between
systems
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gossipgossip /�$ɒsp/ noun a conversation
or report about other people’s behav-
iour, which is often exaggerated and not
always completely true
govgov abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the generic top-level domain for
government organisation
government librarygovernment library /�$əvənmənt
�labrərz/ noun a library that exists for
each of the major departments of the
government, e.g. Dept of Employment
library
government publicationgovernment publication
/�$�vənmənt �p�bl |�keʃ(ə)n/ noun a
publication with information which is
written and published by government
departments, often of a statistical nature
gpgp abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Guadeloupe
GPRSGPRS /�d�i� pi� ɑ�r �es/ noun a system
that provides immediate and continuous
access to the Internet from wireless
devices such as mobile phones. Full
form general packet radio service
gqgq abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Equatorial
Guinea
grgr abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Greece
gradegrade /$red/ noun a mark given to a
piece of coursework or an examination
which indicates the level of success
attained � verb to judge or measure the
quality of something
graduategraduate /�$r�d�uət/ noun a person
who has successfully completed a first
degree course at a university
graduate traineegraduate trainee /�$r�d�uət tre |

�ni�/ noun a person who has graduated
in one subject and is receiving further
training in a specialist skill
gramgram /$r�m/ noun a measurement of
weight which is used to indicate the
quality of paper � 80g paper is standard
copier quality. Abbr g
grammar checkgrammar check /�$r�mə tʃek/
noun a software facility which enables
the user to check the grammatical accu-
racy of work done on a word processor
grammatical errorgrammatical error /$rə|�m�tk(ə)l
�erə/ noun word usage which breaks the
rules of a language

graphgraph /$rɑ�f/ noun a mathematical
diagram which visually shows the rela-
tionship between two or more sets of
variables
graphicgraphic /�$r�fk/ adjective concerned
with drawing
graphic displaygraphic display /�$r�fk ds|�ple/
noun a computer screen that is able to
present graphical information
graphic display resolutiongraphic display resolution
/�$r�fk d|�sple �rezəlu�ʃ(ə)n/ noun
the number of pixels that a computer is
able to display on the screen
graphic novelgraphic novel /�$r�fk �nɒv(ə)l/
noun a fictional story for adults
published in the form of a comic strip
graphicsgraphics /�$r�fks/ plural noun
pictures or lines drawn to represent
information
graphics filegraphics file /�$r�fks fal/ noun a
binary file which contains data
describing an image � There are many
standards for graphics files including
TIFF, IMG and EPS.
graphics file formatgraphics file format /�$r�fks fal
�fɔ�m�t/ noun a method by which data
describing an image is stored
Graphics Interchange FormatGraphics Interchange Format
/�$r�fks �ntətʃend� �fɔ�m�t/ noun
full form of GIF
graphics padgraphics pad /�$r�fks p�d/,
graphics tablet /�$r�fks �t�blət/
noun a flat device that allows a user to
input graphical information into a
computer by drawing on its surface
graph papergraph paper /�$rɑ�f �pepə/ noun
paper which is printed with measured
squares so that it can be used for
drawing graphs
grave accentgrave accent /�$rɑ�v ��ksənt/ noun
a mark placed over a vowel (e.g. è)†to
show how it should be pronounced

COMMENT: Grave accents are used in
French (è, à, ù) to indicate a
pronunciation change or a spelling
change. They are used in other
languages to show stress.

gremlingremlin /�$remln/ noun a tiny
mischievous spirit said to be the cause
of an unexplained problem or fault,
especially in a machine or system
grey literaturegrey literature /�$re �lt(ə)rətʃə/
noun 1. in-house publications, e.g.
parish magazines or technical reports 2.
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articles and information published,
especially on the Internet, without a
commercial purpose or the mediation of
a commercial publisher
grey scalegrey scale /�$re skel/ noun shades
which are produced from displaying
what should be colour information on a
monochrome monitor
gridgrid /$rd/ noun a system of numbered
squares allowing points to be easily
plotted or located

COMMENT: Grids are used by designers
and pasteup artists for laying out
magazines and books, where the page
size, type area and general layout remain
the same for each page. The designer will
prepare a master grid, showing the basic
proportions of the page, with its trim size,
type area, headlines, folio positions,
margins, etc., and this is used when
pasting up each page.

grid referencegrid reference /�$rd �ref(ə)rəns/
noun a set of numbers from the X and Y
axes giving the location of a point on a
map
grossgross /$rəυs/ noun the total amount
before any deductions have been made
gross incomegross income /�$rəυs �nk�m/ noun
the total amount of money earned
before any deductions e.g. for tax
gross weightgross weight /�$rəυs �wet/ noun
the total weight of something including
all packaging
ground rentground rent /�$raυnd rent/ noun
rent paid by a tenant of a building to the
owner of the land on which it is built
groundsgrounds /$raυndz/ plural noun a
reason or justification for something
groupgroup /$ru�p/ noun a collection of
people or things that are in the same
place at the same time or have some-
thing in common
group consensusgroup consensus /�$ru�p kən |

�sensəs/ noun the combined feelings of
a group of people about a decision. Also
called groupthink
group managergroup manager /�$ru�p �m�nd�ə/
noun a person who has responsibility
for the organisation of a group of people
groupthinkgroupthink /�$ru�pθŋk/ noun same
as group consensus
groupwaregroupware /�$ru�pweə/ noun soft-
ware designed to be shared collabora-
tively by a number of users on a
computer network

growing demandgrowing demand /�$rəυŋ d|

�mɑ�nd/ noun an increasing number of
people who want to use a product or
service
growthgrowth /$rəυθ/ noun an increase in
the size, wealth or importance of some-
thing
Grub StreetGrub Street /�$r�b stri�t/ noun the
name of a street in London which was
inhabited mainly by writers, now the
general name for low-paid journalism
gsgs abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for South Georgia
gsmgsm, g/m2 noun a way of showing the
weight of paper used in printing. Full
form grams per square metre
gtgt abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Guatemala
gTLDgTLD noun the portion of an Internet
address that identifies it as belonging to
a specific generic domain class, e.g.
com, edu or gov. Full form generic top-
level domain
gugu abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Guam
guaranteeguarantee /�$�rən |�ti�/ noun a
written promise that any faults in a
purchase which show within a given
period of time will be repaired free of
charge
guessguess /$es/ noun an attempt to answer
a question when you do not have the
information needed
guesstimateguesstimate /�$estmət/ noun an
approximate calculation based entirely
on guesswork
guest bookguest book /�$est bυk/ noun a book
in which people write their names and
addresses when they stay at a hotel or
guest house
guideguide /$ad/ noun 1. a book of instruc-
tions 2. a person who shows people the
way
guidebookguidebook /�$adbυk/ noun a book
containing information for tourists
about a country, place or institution
guide lettersguide letters /�$ad �letəz/ plural
noun large letter signs to indicate the
location of items in a library
guidelinesguidelines /�$adlanz/ plural noun a
written code of practice about how to do
things in a particular field of work
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guidesguides /$adz/ noun a system of signs
to help people to find their way around
a building
guidingguiding /�$adŋ/ noun same as
guides
guildguild /$ld/ noun an association of
people with similar interests or skills
who join together to support each other
guillotineguillotine /�$ləti�n/ noun a device
used for cutting and trimming paper
Gutenberg BibleGutenberg Bible /�$υtənb��$
�bab(ə)l/ noun the first large book to be

printed in Europe from movable type, in
around 1455
guttergutter /�$�tə/ noun the inside margin
between two pages of type
gutter pressgutter press /�$�tə pres/ noun a
name for the tabloid newspapers which
print large amounts of gossip rather than
factual news. � yellow press
gwgw abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Guinea-Bissau
gygy abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Guyana
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hackhack /h�k/ verb to gain access ille-
gally to a computer system or program
� noun a writer who produces poor
quality material only for money
hackerhacker /�h�kə/ noun somebody who
gains access to other people’s computer
files without their permission
half bindinghalf binding /�hɑ�f �bandŋ/ noun
bookbinding in which the back and
sometimes the corners of a book are
bound in one material and the sides in
another
half bound bookhalf bound book /�hɑ�f baυnd
�bυk/ noun a book with a style of
binding which was common from the
beginning of the 19th century, where
binding leathers or vellum were used on
the spine and corners and the rest of the
boards were covered with marbled
paper or plain paper and cloth
half leather bindinghalf leather binding /�hɑ�f �leðə
�bandŋ/ noun a binding on a hard-
cover book, where the spine and corners
are covered with leather and the rest is
left in ordinary cloth or paper
half titlehalf title /�hɑ�f �tat(ə)l/ noun the first
page of a book with only the title and
not the details of the publisher or author
halftonehalftone /�hɑ�ftəυn/, half-tone noun
1. continuous shading of a printed area
2. a shade of grey appearing to be half
way between white and black 3. an
illustration made using the halftone
process � a book with 25 halftone illus-
trations � The book is illustrated with
twenty halftones. � We need a full page
halftone facing the beginning of the
chapter.

COMMENT: Halftones are made by
breaking up a continuous tone pattern
into a series of dots of varying sizes.

When printed, the dots appear to merge
into a continuous tone, though if you look
at them closely the dots are visible. The
dots are created by scanning or by
photographing the original through a
screen, which is a mesh of criss-cross
lines or a series of dots.

halftone screen

halftone screen /�hɑ�ftəυn skri�n/
noun a screen with cross lines or a grid
of dots used for preparing a halftone
illustration
half-yearly

half-yearly /�hɑ�f �jəli/ adjective 1.
happening every six months � a half-
yearly magazine 2. referring to a period
of six months � half-yearly royalty
statement � adverb every six months �

we pay some royalties half-yearly
halt

halt /hɔ�lt/ verb to stop completely,
although usually temporarily
handbook

handbook /�h�ndbυk/ noun a book
of advice and instructions
hand-held

hand-held /�h�nd held/ adjective
small and light enough to be used while
held in the hand � hand-held video
camera
handle

handle /�h�nd(ə)l/ noun 1. a
computer user’s nickname or screen
name 2. (in a graphics or DTP program)
a small square that is displayed on the
edge of a frame, object or image � verb
to deal with or accept responsibility for
a situation or people
handout

handout /�h�ndaυt/ noun a printed
paper which supports a talk or lecture
with summaries or other information
handover period

handover period /�h�ndəυvə
�pəriəd/ noun a period of time when
the outgoing holder of a job works with
the new person to make sure they have
all the necessary knowledge of the work
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‘Advocates of outsourcing argue that
it allows companies to focus on their
core business, improve employee
services and cut costs. Initially, costs
rose in the deal because the two were
running parallel services during the
handover period.’ [Financial Times]

handshakehandshake /�h�ndʃek/, hand-
shaking /�h�ndʃekŋ/ noun a term in
computing which indicates that two
machines are compatible and can
transfer information to each other
hands-on experiencehands-on experience /�h�ndz ɒn
k |�spəriəns/ noun the ability to actu-
ally use machines or equipment rather
than just learning about them
hands-on traininghands-on training /�h�ndz ɒn
�trenŋ/ noun a method of teaching
using practical experience rather than
just theory
handwritinghandwriting /�h�ndratŋ/ noun a
system of putting words on paper using
a pen or pencil � Everyone has their
own distinctive style of handwriting.
handwrittenhandwritten /�h�nd |�rt(ə)n/ adjec-
tive written with a pen or pencil rather
than printed by a machine
hang uphang up /�h�ŋ ��p/ verb to end a
phone call by putting the receiver down
HansardHansard /�h�nsɑ�d/ noun a written
account of the proceedings of the UK
Parliament
hardbackhardback /�hɑ�db�k/ noun a copy of
a book with a board cover. Compare
paperback
hardboundhardbound /�hɑ�dbaυnd/ adjective
bound as a book in a stiff cover
hard copyhard copy /�hɑ�d �kɒpi/ noun a
printed version of a document held on a
computer
hardcoverhardcover /�hɑ�dk�və/ noun PUBL
same as hardback
hard diskhard disk /�hɑ�d dsk/ noun a rigid
magnetic disk usually built into a
computer, which can store much more
data than a floppy disk
hardwarehardware /�hɑ�dweə/ noun the
machinery of a computer, rather than
the programs written for it
hardware costshardware costs /�hɑ�dweə kɒsts/
plural noun the capital costs of buying
computer equipment and other
machinery

hardware resourceshardware resources /�hɑ�dweə r|

�zɔ�sz/ plural noun the amount of
computer equipment and machinery
available for use
Harvard systemHarvard system /�hɑ�vəd �sstəm/
noun a bibliographic reference system,
used in academic publishing, in which
the author and date are given in the text
and the full reference is supplied in a
general list of references
hashhash /h�ʃ/, hashmark /�h�ʃmɑ�k/
noun 1. a symbol (#) used to indicate
the word ‘number’ in addresses � RD#3
(Rural District Number 3) 2. a symbol
used on telephones for a variety of func-
tions
headhead /hed/ noun the top or most
important part or person � per head
referring to the cost or amount for each
person
head crashhead crash /�hed kr�ʃ/ noun failure
in a disk drive, where the read/write
head touches the surface of the disk,
causing damage and data loss
headed stationeryheaded stationery /�hedd
�steʃ(ə)n(ə)ri/ noun notepaper which
has the name and address of the person
or organisation it belongs to printed at
the top of each sheet
headerheader /�hedə/ noun 1. (in a docu-
ment) a piece of text that appears at the
very top of each page, containing e.g.
the chapter name and the page number.
� footer 2. the beginning of an e-mail
message with full information about the
recipient’s address, sender’s name and
address and any delivery options
header blockheader block /�hedə blɒk/ noun a
block of data at the beginning of a file,
which contains the file characteristics
headingheading /�hedŋ/ noun a word,
phrase, title or name at the beginning of
a page, section or catalogue entry
head librarianhead librarian /�hed la|�breəriən/
noun a qualified librarian who is in
charge of a library or district
headlineheadline /�hedlan/ noun 1. the title at
the top of a page or article in a news-
paper story 2. a spoken list of items to
be covered in a radio or TV news
bulletin
head of departmenthead of department /�hed əv d |

�pɑ�tmənt/ noun a person who is
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responsible for a group of people
working in the same department
head officehead office /�hed �ɒfs/ noun the
main office of a company or organisa-
tion which has branch offices in other
places
headphonesheadphones /�hedfəυnz/ plural
noun a pair of small speakers worn over
the ears to listen to speech or music
headquartersheadquarters /hed |�kwɔ�təz/ plural
noun the main administrative office of
an organisation
headwordheadword /�hedw��d/ noun the main
entry word in a dictionary
help linehelp line /�help lan/ noun a tele-
phone number dedicated to a specific
topic which people can ring for advice
and help
help menuhelp menu /�help �menju�/ noun a
list of options available which instruct
people how to use a computer program
help screenhelp screen /�help skri�n/ noun a
screen containing writing which
explains how to use a computer
program
Heritage Lottery FundHeritage Lottery Fund /�hertd�
�lɒtəri �f�nd/ noun a public body which
distributes money raised by the National
Lottery in the UK to heritage organisa-
tions, including libraries and archiving
services. Abbr HLF
Her Majesty’s InspectorateHer Majesty’s Inspectorate /�h��
�m�d�əsti�z n|�spekt(ə)rət/, Her
Majesty’s Inspector noun a British
government department or official
responsible for inspecting teaching in
schools. Abbr HMI
Her Majesty’s Stationery OfficeHer Majesty’s Stationery Office
/�h�� �m�d�əstz �steʃ(ə)n(ə)ri �ɒfs/
noun the publications office of the
British government. Abbr HMSO
heuristicheuristic /hjυə |�rstk/ adjective
solving problems by using reasoning
and experience rather than standard
formulae
heuristic searchingheuristic searching /hjυə|�rstk
�s��tʃŋ/ noun a method of searching
which modifies the search according to
each piece of information as it is found

‘The GA is one of the emerging
heuristic searching techniques that is
suitable for solving complex
combinatorial problems (Reeves,

1993). The GA was invented and
developed to mimic some of the
processes observed in natural
selection, initially by Holland and his
associates at the University of
Michigan in the 1960s.’ [Integrated
Manufacturing Systems]

hidden agenda

hidden agenda /�hd(ə)n ə|�d�endə/
noun the unspoken intentions behind a
decision or action
hidden Webhidden Web /�hd(ə)n web/ noun
same as deep Web
hidehide /had/ noun leather made from
the skin of animals older than a calf,
used for binding large-format books
hierarchical

hierarchical /�haə |�rɑ�kk(ə)l/
adjective relating to data arranged in a
tree structure with defined layers
hierarchical classificationhierarchical classification
/�haərɑ�kk(ə)l �kl�sf |�keʃ(ə)n/
noun a system of classifying items with
the broadest terms at the top and
working down to more specific narrow
terms
hierarchical databasehierarchical database
/�haərɑ�kk(ə)l �detəbes/ noun the
organisation of information in a data-
base so that records can be related to
each other within a defined structure
hierarchical search

hierarchical search
/�haərɑ�kk(ə)l �s��tʃ/ noun a search
in a catalogue using an upwards chain
of entries from most to least specific
hierarchy

hierarchy /�haərɑ�ki/ noun a system
of ranking things or people according to
their importance
hi fihi fi /�ha �fa/ abbreviation high
fidelity � noun a set of stereo equipment
with speakers and amplifiers used for
playing records, tapes and CDs
high density diskhigh density disk /�ha �densti
�dsk/ noun a computer floppy disk
capable of storing a quantity of data
higher education

higher education /�haər edjυ |

�keʃ(ə)n/ noun education that takes
place at universities or colleges usually
after the age of 18, leading towards an
academic qualification
higher learninghigher learning /�haə �l��nŋ/ noun
education or study at university level
Higher National CertificateHigher National Certificate /�haə
�n�ʃ(ə)nəl sə|�tfkət/ noun awarded at
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British colleges in technical subjects.
Abbr HNC
Higher National DiplomaHigher National Diploma /�haə
�n�ʃ(ə)nəl d |�pləυmə/ noun an
advanced qualification in technical
subjects. Abbr HND
high flierhigh flier /�ha �flaə/ noun a person
who is very capable, ambitious and
likely to reach the top ranks of their
career
high-level languagehigh-level language /�ha �lev(ə)l
�l�ŋ$wd�/ noun a computer program-
ming language that is easy to use and
uses natural language
high-level talkshigh-level talks /�ha �lev(ə)l �tɔ�ks/
plural noun discussions involving senior
people in politics or business
highlighthighlight /�halat/ verb to colour or
mark text on a document or computer
screen to make it stand out from the rest
high-resolutionhigh-resolution /�ha �rezə|

�lu�ʃ(ə)n/ adjective relating to the
ability to display or detect a very large
number of pixels per unit area. Abbr hi-
res

COMMENT: Currently, high-resolution
graphics displays can show images at a
resolution of 1024x1024 pixels, high-
resolution printers can print at 600 or 800
dots per inch and a high-resolution
scanner can scan at a resolution of 800 or
1200 dots per inch.

high-specificationhigh-specification /�ha �spesf |

�keʃ(ə)n/ adjective having a high level
of accuracy or quality
high-speedhigh-speed /�ha spi�d/ adjective
operating at faster than usual speed
high-techhigh-tech /�ha �tek/ adjective using
advanced technology
hi-reshi-res /�ha �rez/ abbreviation high-
resolution
histogramhistogram /�hstə$r�m/ noun a
graph on which the data is represented
by vertical or horizontal bars
historical backgroundhistorical background /hs|

�tɒrk(ə)l �b�k$raυnd/ noun the
reasons why something has developed
over a period of time to its present form
historical valuehistorical value /hs|�tɒrk(ə)l
�v�lju�/ noun something that helps in
the understanding of past events
hithit /ht/ noun a successful match when
searching a database

hit listhit list /�ht lst/ noun a list of people
or organisations that are most likely to
do something or have something done
to them � The local council had hit lists
of branch libraries which were either
likely to support their projects or which
they were going to close.
hit ratehit rate /�ht ret/ noun the number of
relevant titles found during a database
search
hkhk abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Hong Kong
HLFHLF abbreviation Heritage Lottery
Fund
hmhm abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Heard and
McDonald Islands
HMIHMI abbreviation 1. human machine
interface 2. Her Majesty’s Inspectorate
HMSOHMSO abbreviation Her Majesty’s
Stationery Office
hnhn abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Honduras
HNCHNC abbreviation Higher National
Certificate
HNDHND abbreviation Higher National
Diploma
holding areaholding area /�həυldŋ �eəriə/ noun
a space allocated to the temporary
storage of semi-current materials
holding fileholding file /�həυldŋ fal/ noun a
computer file in which work waits until
it can be processed
holdingsholdings /�həυldŋz/ plural noun the
stock of books and other items kept by a
library
holiday periodholiday period /�hɒlde �pəriəd/
noun the time of year during which
most people take their annual holidays
hologramhologram /�hɒlə$r�m/ noun a three-
dimensional photographic image
created by laser beams
holographholograph /�hɒlə$rɑ�f/ noun a book
or document written in the author’s own
handwriting
home computerhome computer /�həυm kəm|

�pju�tə/ noun a stand-alone personal
computer used at home
homepagehomepage /�həυmped�/ noun 1. the
opening page of an Internet website 2.
somebody’s personal website on the
Internet, often containing personal data,
photographs or contact information
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homographhomograph /�hɒməυ$rɑ�f/ noun a
word having the same spelling but
different meaning from another, as with
‘spell’ meaning ‘witchcraft’ and ‘spell’
meaning ‘to write words correctly’

COMMENT: Homographs are to be
avoided where possible as headings
when indexing.

homonymhomonym /�hɒmənm/ noun a word
with the same sound and perhaps the
same spelling another but with a
different meaning, as with ‘counter’
meaning ‘library issue desk’ and
‘counter’ meaning ‘machine for
counting’
homophonehomophone /�hɒməfəυn/ noun a
word with the same sound but different
spelling and meaning from another,
such as ‘threw’ meaning ‘past tense of
throw’ and ‘through’, which is a prepo-
sition
honorariumhonorarium /�ɒnə |�reəriəm/ noun a
payment made for professional services
which are usually provided without
charge
honoraryhonorary /�ɒnərəri/ adjective 1.
relating to a position or role that is held
as an honour, without payment 2.
relating to a title or qualification that is
given as a reward, not because it has
been worked for in the usual way
horizontal formathorizontal format /�hɒrzɒnt(ə)l
�fɔ�m�t/ noun US a book format where
the spine and foredge are shorter than
the top and bottom edges (NOTE: The UK
term is landscape format.)
hospital libraryhospital library /�hɒsptl �labri/ �

library
hosthost /həυst/ noun the main computer
in a system which allows access to
online databases � verb to provide
storage space on a server computer
where a user can store files or data,
often used to store the files required for
a website
host computerhost computer /�həυst kəm |�pju�tə/
noun the controlling computer in a
multi-user system
host servicehost service /�həυst �s��vs/ noun a
company that provides connections to
the Internet and storage space on its
computers which can store the files for
a user’s website

hotlinehotline /�hɒtlan/ noun a direct tele-
phone line giving direct access, used
e.g. for quick ordering, for complaints
or between heads of governments
hot linkhot link /�hɒt �lŋk/ noun a command
within a hypertext program that links a
hotspot or hotword on one page with a
second destination page which is
displayed if the user selects the hotspot
hotspothotspot /�hɒtspɒt/ noun a special
area on an image or display that does
something when the cursor is moved on
to it � The image of the trumpet is a
hotspot and will play a sound when you
move the pointer over it.
hotwordhotword /�hɒtw��d/ noun a word
within displayed text that does some-
thing when the cursor is moved on to it
or it is selected
hourlyhourly /�aυəli/ adjective happening
every hour
house journalhouse journal /�haυs �d���n(ə)l/
noun an internal magazine giving infor-
mation and news to the employees of a
company or organisation. Also called
house magazine

‘…the new premises are said to be ‘a
sixth of the cost’ and have better
facilities for training and meetings…
the organisation will offer a full
package of membership benefits as
before – including Aslib journals from
Emerald, a range of training courses,
and the monthly Managing
Information house journal.’
[Information World Review]

housekeepinghousekeeping /�haυski�pŋ/ noun
the work necessary to maintain any
system of filing whether manual or
computerised
house magazinehouse magazine /�haυs m�$ə|

�zi�n/ noun same as house journal
house organhouse organ /�haυs �ɔ�$ən/ noun a
magazine published by a business or
other organisation for its employees or
customers, containing information
about the company, its products and its
employees
house stylehouse style /�haυs �stal/ noun a
style of writing and presentation that is
specific to a particular group, company
or organisation

COMMENT: The aim of a house style is to
give consistency to all the products of a
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publishing house, thus making them
more recognisable to the reading public.
In the case of magazines, contributors
will be sent a style sheet which shows
how they should lay out their
contributions. A house style will cover
many aspects of layout, such as
headlines, position of folios, typefaces
and sizes; it will also cover details of
spelling and punctuation: the form for
writing dates (1st January 1999 or
January 1st, 1999 or 1st Jan. 1999 or
01.01.99, etc.); the use of full stops after
abbreviations (Mr or Mr., P.O.Box or PO
Box, etc.). Most publishing companies
have their own style sheets which are
given to editors and form part of the
training programme for new editorial and
production staff. Many printers as well as
publishers have their own house style
and many follow the style of one of the
University Presses (Oxford and
Cambridge).

hrhr abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Croatia
htht abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Haiti
HTMLHTML /�etʃ ti� em �el/ noun a series
of special codes which define the type-
face and style that should be used when
displaying the text and also allow
hypertext links to other parts of the
document or to other documents. Full
form HyperText Markup Language. �

Internet, SGML, XML
.html.html suffix a file extension for an
HTML file. Full form HyperText
Markup Language
HTTPHTTP /�etʃ ti� ti� �pi�/ noun a series of
commands used by a browser to ask an
Internet web server for information
about a webpage. Full form hypertext
transfer protocol
huhu abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Hungary
humanhuman /�hju�mən/ adjective
concerning people rather than animals
human capitalhuman capital /�hju�mən
�k�pt(ə)l/ noun the knowledge and
skills that employees have, which are
considered a resource of the company
human-computer interactionhuman-computer interaction
/�hju�mən kəm |�pju�tə �ntər|��kʃən/
noun the field of study relating to the
interface between computers and users
human factorshuman factors /�hju�mən �f�ktəz/
plural noun the needs of human beings

which must be considered when plan-
ning automation of an office
humanities

humanities /hju� |�m�ntiz/ plural
noun subjects of study concerned with
human ideas and behaviour, e.g. litera-
ture and philosophy
Humanities Online Bulletin Board

Humanities Online Bulletin
Board /hju�|�m�ntiz �ɒnlan
�bυlətn �bɔ�d/ noun an online current
awareness service for the humanities.
Abbr HUMBUL
human machine interface

human machine interface
/�hju�mən mə |�ʃi�n �ntəfes/ noun the
way that a computer screen appears to
the user. Abbr HMI
human resources

human resources /�hju�mən r |

�sɔ�sz/ plural noun the staff of an
organisation or company, which can
provide skills to do specific jobs
HUMBUL

HUMBUL /�h�mb�l/ abbreviation
Humanities Online Bulletin Board
hybrid

hybrid /�habrd/ noun a mixture of
different things
hymn book

hymn book /�hm bυk/ noun a book
containing the words, and sometimes
the music, of church songs
hyperlink

hyperlink /�hapəlŋk/ noun a word,
symbol, image or other element in a
hypertext document that links to
another element in the same document
or in another hypertext document
hypermedia

hypermedia /�hapəmi�diə/ noun a
hypertext system that supports the
linking of graphics, audio and video
elements, and text
hypertext

hypertext /�hapətekst/ noun 1. a
multimedia system of organising infor-
mation in which certain words in a
document link to other documents and
display the text when the word is
selected 2. a way of linking one word or
image on an Internet page to another
page in which clicking on certain words
or images moves the user directly to the
relevant new page
HyperText Markup Language

HyperText Markup Language
/�hapətekst �mɑ�k�p �l�ŋ$wd�/
noun full form of HTML
hypertext transfer protocol

hypertext transfer protocol
/�hapətekst �tr�nsf�� �prəυtəkɒl/
noun full form of HTTP
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hyphenhyphen /�haf(ə)n/ noun a punctua-
tion mark (-) used to join two words
together, as in ‘two-sided’
hyphenatedhyphenated /�hafənetd/ adjective
formed of two words joined by a hyphen
hyphen stringinghyphen stringing /�hafən �strŋŋ/
noun the process of using hyphens to
combine terms

hypothesis

hypothesis /ha|�pɒθəss/ noun a
theory which has not yet been tested to
prove its truth (NOTE: The plural is
hypotheses.)
hypothetical

hypothetical /�hapə|�θetk(ə)l/
adjective based on suggestions rather
than proved or tested
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IAIA abbreviation information architec-
ture
IAAIAA abbreviation International Aero-
space Abstracts
IAPIAP abbreviation ONLINE Internet
access provider
IBAIBA abbreviation Independent Broad-
casting Association
IBIS Information Services LtdIBIS Information Services Ltd
/�abs/ noun a company providing a
subject-coded file of information about
libraries and staff in academic libraries
worldwide
IBM-compatibleIBM-compatible /�a bi� em kəm|

�p�tb(ə)l/ adjective referring to a
computer which is able to run standard
IBM software
ICICICIC abbreviation International Copy-
right Information Centre
iconicon /�akɒn/ noun 1. a picture or
symbol that is universally recognised to
be representative of something 2. a
graphic symbol used in computing to
represent different functions of a
program
iconographyiconography /�akə |�nɒ$rəfi/ noun
the set of symbols or images used in a
particular field of activity such as music
or cinema and recognised by people as
having a particular meaning
-ics-ics suffix forming nouns referring to a
science, art or branch of knowledge
idid abbreviation ONLINE in Internet
addresses, the top-level domain for
Indonesia
IDID /�a �di�/ noun proof of identity
IDDIDD abbreviation international direct
dialling
identicalidentical /a |�dentk(ə)l/ adjective
exactly the same

identificationidentification /a |�dentf |�keʃ(ə)n/
noun any means used to establish who
somebody is, e.g. a document, mark,
number or password
identifieridentifier /a|�dentfaə/ noun 1. the
grammatical term for the definite and
indefinite articles in English 2. any tag,
flag or mark put on a computer file to
differentiate it from others
identifyidentify /a|�dentfa/ verb to recog-
nise or indicate what something is
identity numberidentity number /a|�dentti
�n�mbə/ noun a unique number which
can be used as a password for accessing
a computer system
idiomidiom /�diəm/ noun an expression
which has a different meaning from the
separate meanings of the words and is
peculiar to a language so that it cannot
be literally translated
idleidle /�ad(ə)l/ adjective waiting to be
used
ieie abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Ireland
IEEEIEEE abbreviation Institute of Elec-
trical and Electronics Engineers
IFLAIFLA abbreviation International Feder-
ation of Library Associations and Insti-
tutions
IGIG abbreviation information govern-
ance
ignoranceignorance /�$nərəns/ noun a lack of
knowledge about something
ignorantignorant /�$nərənt/ adjective 1.
lacking knowledge or education in
general or in a specific subject 2. caused
by a lack of knowledge, understanding
or experience
IISIIS abbreviation Institute of Informa-
tion Scientists
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IKBSIKBS abbreviation INFO SCI intelligent
knowledge-based system
ilil abbreviation in Internet addresses, the
top-level domain for Israel
ILLILL abbreviation inter-library loan
illegalillegal /|�li�$(ə)l/ adjective not allowed
by law
illegibleillegible /|�led�b(ə)l/ adjective so
badly written that it cannot be read
illiteracyilliteracy /|�lt(ə)rəsi/ noun the
inability to read or write
illiterateilliterate /|�lt(ə)rət/ adjective unable
to read or write
illuminateilluminate /|�lu�mnet/ verb 1. to
illustrate a medieval manuscript 2. to
shine light on something 3. to make
things clear by explaining them
illuminatedilluminated /|�lu�mnetd/ adjective
1. denoting a manuscript that is deco-
rated with gold paint and colours 2.
filled with light
illuminationillumination /|�lu�m |�neʃ(ə)n/ noun
the painting of initial letters in manu-
scripts with gold, silver and colours
illustrateillustrate /�ləstret/ verb 1. to draw
pictures or diagrams to put into written
text 2. to make a point clear by using
examples or stories
illustratedillustrated /�ləstretd/ adjective of
a text, with pictures and diagrams
included � The book is illustrated with
twenty-five full-colour plates.
illustrationillustration /�lə|�streʃ(ə)n/ noun a
picture, chart or diagram which helps to
explain the words of a book or talk
illustratorillustrator /�ləstretə/ noun a person
who does the drawings or pictures for a
book
imim abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Isle of Man
imageimage /�md�/ noun 1. a picture or
reflection of somebody or something 2.
in computing, an exact replica of an area
of memory
image enhancerimage enhancer /�md� en |

�hɑ�nsə/ noun an electronic device that
makes the picture clearer
image processingimage processing /�md�
�prəυsesŋ/ noun the analysis of infor-
mation contained in an image, usually
by electronic means or using a computer
which provides the analysis or recogni-
tion of objects in the image

image processorimage processor /�md�
�prəυsesə/ noun an electronic device
that analyses the information in an
image to enable recognition
image scannerimage scanner /�md� �sk�nə/
noun an electronic device that converts
pictures or drawings into machine-read-
able form
imagingimaging /�md�ŋ/ noun a technique
for creating pictures on a computer
screen
imp.imp. abbreviation PUBL imprimatur
impactimpact /�mp�kt/ noun a strong effect
or influence on something
impartimpart /m|�pɑ�t/ verb to communicate
information or knowledge
implementimplement /�mpl|�ment/ verb to put
a plan into action

‘The enterprise edition of the
Blackboard Learning System
seamlessly integrates with many other
technology tools used by academic
institutions… According to Barbara
Newland, “Moving to the enterprise
edition will enable the university to
implement its e-learning strategy
which aims to enhance the student
experience”.’ [M2 Presswire]

implementationimplementation /�mplmən|

�teʃ(ə)n/ noun 1. the carrying out of
plans or systems 2. the latest version,
particularly of software
implicationimplication /�mpl |�keʃ(ə)n/ noun
something suggested by a situation,
words or events
implyimply /m |�pla/ verb to suggest that
something is true without actually
saying so
importimport noun /�mpɔ�t/ the importance
of something because of the way it is
likely to affect outcomes � They
discussed matters of great import. �

verb /m|�pɔ�t/ 1. to buy goods or serv-
ices in one country and bring them to
one’s own for sale � We use paper
imported from Scandinavia. 2. to bring
something in from outside a system �

You can import images from the CAD
package into the DTP program. 3. to
convert a file stored in one format to the
default format used by a program �

Select import if you want to open a TIFF
graphics file.
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impressionimpression /m|�preʃ(ə)n/ noun the
number of copies of a book or document
printed on the same print run � The book
is in its third impression.
imprimaturimprimatur /�mpr |�metə/ noun 1.
authority to do, say or print something
2. an authorisation allowing a book or
other work to be published, now usually
confined to works sanctioned by the
Roman Catholic Church
imprintimprint /�mprnt/ noun 1. the
publisher’s or printer’s name which
appears on the title page of a book or
document or in the bibliographical
details 2. a mark made by firmly
pressing something onto a surface

COMMENT: Catalogues, advertisements
and fliers do not need to have an imprint,
but almost all other printed matter (books,
newspapers, and even political leaflets)
must carry two imprints: that of the
publisher and of the printer. In a book, the
imprints will normally appear on the
reverse of the title page as part of the
bibliographic information; in some
countries it is usual to have the printer’s
imprint at the end of the book. In a
magazine, imprints may be listed along
with other details of the editors and other
staff members.

improviseimprovise /�mprəvaz/ verb 1. to
make something from whatever mate-
rials are available rather than using the
proper ones 2. to carry out an activity
using one’s initiative rather than plan-
ning it carefully in advance
impulseimpulse /�mp�ls/ noun 1. a short
electrical signal 2. a sudden desire to do
something without thinking about it or
planning it first
IMSIMS abbreviation INFO SCI information
management system
inin /n/ preposition used to introduce
adjectival and adverbial phrases � in
alphabetical order organised
according to the same order as the
letters in the alphabet � in ascending
order organised with the smallest item
first and working up to the biggest � in
charge of in control and able to make
decisions � in descending order organ-
ised so that the biggest item is first and
working down to the smallest � in detail
paying attention to all the aspects of
something however small � to describe
something in detail � in fact used to

emphasise the reality of a situation or to
introduce more precise information � In
fact this is what really happened. � in
house produced internally by a
company or organisation and relating to
internal matters � an in-house magazine
� in order of importance organised
with the most important item first � in
place in the right position � in practice
what is done rather than what is talked
about or theorised � It was supposed to
happen but in practice it had to be
cancelled. � in sequence organised to
occur one after another according to a
pre-determined order � in stages done
in small parts � She learned computing
in stages. � in stock available for imme-
diate purchase or loan � in subject
order arranged under headings which
relate alphabetically to the subject of the
document � in terms of to talk about
something specifying which particular
aspects you are considering � We
discussed what was needed in terms of
equipment. � in the case of in the partic-
ular situation under discussion � Diffi-
cult decisions must be made in the case
of closure of district libraries. � in the
long run eventually � In the long run
automation of the library benefited
everybody. � in the long term over a
long period of time � In the long term
automation will be seen to be good for
the library. � in theory what is
supposed to happen but probably will
not � In theory the librarians will be
given time off for study, but more likely
they will not be able to go. � in working
order functioning efficiently � All the
computers are in good working order
now. � in writing written down, not
spoken � Make sure that you get the
contract in writing. � adverb done inter-
nally by a company � The work is being
done in-house.
in-

in- /n/ prefix added to some words to
create the opposite meaning, e.g.
‘correct’ – ‘incorrect’
inaccessible

inaccessible /�nək|�sesb(ə)l/
adjective impossible or very difficult to
reach
inaccurate

inaccurate /n|��kjυrət/ adjective
not correct
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inbuiltinbuilt /�nblt/ adjective included as
an integral part of a system
inbuilt facilityinbuilt facility /�nblt fə|�slti/ noun
a feature that is included in the original
design
incentiveincentive /n |�sentv/ noun anything
which encourages extra effort
incentive paymentincentive payment /n |�sentv
�pemənt/ noun extra money that is
paid to encourage somebody to work
harder
incidentalincidental /�ns|�dent(ə)l/ adjective
something happening or existing in
connection with something else more
important � The librarians were
allowed to claim for the incidental
expenses when they went to the confer-
ence.
incidental musicincidental music /�ns|�dent(ə)l
�mju�zk/ noun music written to
provide the background to a play or film
includeinclude /n|�klu�d/ verb to make one
thing part of another
inclusiveinclusive /n|�klu�sv/ adjective
counted in with other aspects � Prices
are inclusive of VAT.
income-generatingincome-generating /�ŋk�m
�d�enəretŋ/ adjective producing
money from activities
incomingincoming /�nk�mŋ/ adjective
coming in from outside � incoming
messages on the computer
incompatibleincompatible /�nkəm |�p�tb(ə)l/
adjective unable to exist or be used
together
incorporateincorporate /n |�kɔ�pəret/ verb to
include one thing as part of another
increaseincrease /n |�kri�s/ verb to make
something larger in amount
incunableincunable /n |�kju�nəb(ə)l/ noun
PRINTING same as incunabulum
incunabulumincunabulum /�nkju|�n�bjυləm/
noun a book printed from movable type
before 1501 (NOTE: The plural is incun-
abula.)
incurincur /n|�k��/ verb to cause something
to happen
indentindent /n |�dent/ verb to leave a space
at the beginning of a passage of writing
indentationindentation /�nden |�teʃ(ə)n/ noun a
space of a set size left at the beginning
of a line of text

independentindependent /�nd|�pendənt/ adjec-
tive not connected to, influenced by or
needing other people or machines to be
able to exist or work
Independent Broadcasting AssociationIndependent Broadcasting
Association /�ndpendənt
�brɔ�dkɑ�stŋ ə|�səυsieʃ(ə)n/ noun an
organisation which controls all broad-
casting companies in the UK except the
BBC. Abbr IBA
indexindex /�ndeks/ noun 1. an alphabet-
ical list of items contained in a book,
document or computer memory 2. a
system by which the changes in the
value of something can be compared or
measured � International financial
indexes compare the value of shares. 3.
a finding guide to information on a
specific topic � verb to compile an
alphabetical list of contents
index cardindex card /�ndeks kɑ�d/ noun a
small card containing information and
usually arranged alphabetically in a
card index box
index entryindex entry /�ndeks �entri/ noun an
item with bibliographic details written
in an index or catalogue
indexerindexer /�ndeksə/ noun a person who
compiles indexes for books
indexingindexing /�ndeksŋ/ noun the use of
alphabetical methods to organise infor-
mation

COMMENT: An index is usually set in
smaller type than the text and in two or
more columns to the page. Normally an
index will begin on a right-hand page, and
will be folioed consecutively from the text
pages. Bold and italic can be used to
highlight important or less important
items in an index (as, for example, the
page references to illustrations). It is
always useful to have a note at the
beginning of an index to explain how it
has been compiled and the meaning of
the various typefaces or symbols used.
Indexing was formerly done manually,
with the indexer going through the text
and making filing cards for the items;
there are now computer indexing
programs, in which the words in the text
are flagged and the computer then
automatically lists them in alphabetical
order, together with the numbers of the
pages on which the words fall.

indexing at sourceindexing at source /�ndeksŋ �t
�sɔ�s/ noun publication of index data at
the same time as a periodical article
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indexing chainindexing chain /�ndeksŋ tʃen/
noun a chain of classification numbers
produced using hierarchical steps from
a subject heading
indexing keywordindexing keyword /�ndeksŋ
�ki�wɔ�d/ noun a heading word used to
indicate the contents of a document and
used in online searching
indexing languageindexing language /�ndeksŋ
�l�ŋ$wd�/ noun language used in
building library or book indexes
index languageindex language /�ndeks
�l�n$wd�/ noun controlled vocabu-
lary used to compile a subject index
index-linkedindex-linked /�ndeks �lŋkt/ adjec-
tive linked to inflation and so changing
each time inflation or the cost of living
rises or falls
Index TranslationumIndex Translationum /�ndeks
tr�ns|�lɑ�ti|�əυnem/ noun a list of all
translations published in the world,
published each year by UNESCO
india paperindia paper /�ndiə �pepə/ noun
extremely thin good-quality opaque
paper, about 30gsm, which is neverthe-
less quite strong, used for printing
books with a large number of pages
such as bibles which would be very
thick if ordinary paper were used
indicateindicate /�ndket/ verb to show
something
indicatorindicator /�ndketə/ noun 1. some-
thing that shows whether a thing exists
2. the state of a process, as in closed
access libraries showing the number of
books ‘in’ and ‘out’
indirectindirect /�nda|�rekt/ adjective not
done by the shortest or most obvious
method
individualindividual /�nd|�vd�uəl/ adjective
relating to one single person or thing
rather than to a group
individual passwordindividual password /�ndvdjuəl
�pɑ�sw��d/ noun a personal code
allowing access to a computer system
induceinduce /n|�dju�s/ verb to persuade,
influence or cause a situation to happen
induction courseinduction course /n |�d�kʃən kɔ�s/
noun a course for new entrants to a
company, organisation or institution
which gives basic information to help
them settle in

industrial archaeologyindustrial archaeology /n |

�d�striəl �ɑ�ki |�ɒləd�i/ noun the study
of buildings related to the industrial
revolutions in the developed world
inexpensiveinexpensive /�nk |�spensv/ adjec-
tive not costing much money
inexperiencedinexperienced /�nk |�spəriənst/
adjective having little or no experience
in a particular activity
infectinfect /n|�fekt/ verb to copy to a
computer system a computer virus that
is capable of damaging the system’s
programs or data
inferenceinference /�nf(ə)rəns/ noun the act
of deducing information from given
data
inference controlinference control /�nf(ə)rəns kən |

�trəυl/ noun a way of determining
which information can be released on a
computer without disclosing personal
information about an individual
influenceinfluence /�nfluəns/ noun the power
to affect people’s actions � verb to cause
something or somebody to change
infoinfo abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the generic top-level domain for general
use
informaticsinformatics /�nfɔ�|�m�tks/ noun a
collective term for the technologies
concerned with the computerised
collection, processing and transmission
of information
informationinformation /�nfə|�meʃ(ə)n/ noun
knowledge given to somebody in a form
they can understand
information accessibilityinformation accessibility
/�nfəmeʃ(ə)n �k|�sesə |�blti/ noun an
indication of how easily information is
available to users
information accuracyinformation accuracy
/�nfəmeʃ(ə)n ��kjυrəsi/ noun an
indication of how correct a piece of
information is
information ageinformation age /�nfə|�meʃ(ə)n
�ed�/ noun a period characterised by
widespread electronic access to infor-
mation through the use of computer
technology
information analystinformation analyst /�nfə|

�meʃ(ə)n ��nəlst/ noun a person who
studies information and draws conclu-
sions
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information applianceinformation appliance /�nfə |

�meʃ(ə)n ə|�plaəns/ noun a small
portable digital information-processing
machine compatible with an electronic
network
information architectureinformation architecture /�nfə |

�meʃ(ə)n �ɑ�ktektʃə/ noun the design
of something such as a website or data-
base so that the information is presented
in the most efficient and accessible
manner. Abbr IA
information brokerageinformation brokerage /�nfə |

�meʃ(ə)n �brəυkərd�/ noun the busi-
ness of buying and selling information
for other people
information bureauinformation bureau /�nfə |

�meʃ(ə)n �bjυərəυ/ noun an office that
gives information
information centreinformation centre /�nfə|�meʃ(ə)n
�sentə/ noun an office where people can
make enquiries
information channelinformation channel /�nfə |

�meʃ(ə)n �tʃ�n(ə)l/ noun the means
by which information is distributed
information commonsinformation commons /�nfə |

�meʃ(ə)n �kɒmənz/ noun a commu-
nity in which information belonging to
members is freely distributed among
everybody
information completenessinformation completeness
/�nfəmeʃ(ə)n kəm |�pli�tnəs/ noun an
indication of whether the information
covers all the aspects required
information definitioninformation definition /�nfə |

�meʃ(ə)n �defnʃ(ə)n/ noun a tech-
nique for deciding exactly what the
enquirer needs to know
information designinformation design /�nfə |

�meʃ(ə)n d|�zan/ noun the shaping
and presentation of information in a
way that best serves the needs of users
information deskinformation desk /�nfə|�meʃ(ə)n
desk/ noun a place in a library or infor-
mation centre where questions will be
answered
information engineerinformation engineer /�nfə |

�meʃ(ə)n �end�nə/ noun a computer
expert who works with information
systems
information explosioninformation explosion /�nfə |

�meʃ(ə)n eks|�pləυ�(ə)n/ noun a situa-
tion in which there is a lot of informa-
tion available because of technology

information flowinformation flow /�nfə|�meʃ(ə)n
�fləυ/ noun the distribution of informa-
tion within an organisation
information governanceinformation governance /�nfə|

�meʃ(ə)n �$�vənəns/ noun the prac-
tice of making sure that personal infor-
mation held by a company is stored,
used and shared in a responsible
manner. Abbr IG
information handlinginformation handling /�nfə|

�meʃ(ə)n �h�ndlŋ/ noun same as
information management
information literacyinformation literacy /�nfə|

�meʃ(ə)n �lt(ə)rəsi/ noun the ability
to find relevant information for a partic-
ular situation or problem, and to inter-
pret that information effectively
information managementinformation management /�nfə|

�meʃ(ə)n �m�nd�mənt/ noun the
storage, searching, retrieval and
updating of information so that it is
easily accessible. Also called informa-
tion handling
information management systeminformation management
system /�nfəmeʃ(ə)n
�m�nd�mənt �sstəm/ noun a
computer program that allows informa-
tion to be easily stored, retrieved,
searched and updated. Abbr IMS
information managerinformation manager /�nfə|

�meʃ(ə)n �m�nd�ə/ noun a trained
person who controls the processing and
availability of information within a
company or organisation
information needsinformation needs /�nfə|�meʃ(ə)n
�ni�dz/ plural noun the requirements of
a user or group for information on
specific subjects
information networkinformation network /�nfə|

�meʃ(ə)n �netw��k/ noun a group of
people or computers linked together so
that information can be passed around
information policyinformation policy /�nfə|�meʃ(ə)n
�pɒlsi/ noun a statement of policy
about the provision and accessibility of
information within an organisation
information presentationinformation presentation /�nfə|

�meʃ(ə)n �prezənteʃ(ə)n/ noun the
format of information, e.g. written,
spoken, or computer database form
information processinginformation processing
/�nfəmeʃ(ə)n �prəυsesŋ/ noun the
organisation, manipulation, analysis
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and distribution of data, nowadays typi-
cally carried out by computers
information provider

information provider /�nfə|

�meʃ(ə)n prə |�vadə/ noun a company
or user who provides an information
source for use in a videotext system, e.g.
a company providing weather informa-
tion or stock market reports
information qualificationsinformation qualifications /�nfə|

�meʃ(ə)n �kwɒlfkeʃ(ə)nz/ plural
noun degrees or diplomas indicating a
level of training in information manage-
ment
information quality assessmentinformation quality assessment
/�nfə |�meʃ(ə)n �kwɒlti ə|�sesmənt/
noun a technique for assessing the level
of satisfaction among users with the
information provided
information relevance

information relevance
/�nfəmeʃ(ə)n �relvəns/ noun the
value of the information to the enquirer
information retrievalinformation retrieval /�nfə|

�meʃ(ə)n r |�tri�v(ə)l/ noun the process
of locating quantities of data stored in a
database and producing useful informa-
tion from the data
information retrieval centreinformation retrieval centre
/�nfəmeʃ(ə)n r|�tri�v(ə)l �sentə/
noun a research system providing
specific information from a database for
a user
information science

information science /�nfə|

�meʃ(ə)n �saəns/ noun the study of
the processes involved in storing and
retrieving information
information servicesinformation services /�nfə|

�meʃ(ə)n �s��vsz/ plural noun
companies offering a service in the
provision of information
information skillsinformation skills /�nfə |�meʃ(ə)n
�sklz/ plural noun ability of users to
access and retrieve the information they
require
information source

information source /�nfə|

�meʃ(ə)n �sɔ�s/ noun any book, docu-
ment, database or person which
provides information
information specialistinformation specialist /�nfə|

�meʃ(ə)n �speʃ(ə)lst/ noun a trained
employee in information management
information storageinformation storage
/�nfəmeʃ(ə)n �stɔ�rd�/ noun manual

or electronic methods of storing infor-
mation
information strategy

information strategy /�nfə|

�meʃ(ə)n �str�təd�i/ noun a policy of
a company or organisation about its use
of information
information superhighway

information superhighway
/�nfəmeʃ(ə)n �su�pə|�hawe/ noun
the worldwide computer network that
includes the Internet, private networks
and proprietary online services. It
permits the rapid sending of many
different forms of data, including voice,
video and text.
information supplier

information supplier /�nfə|

�meʃ(ə)n sə |�plaə/ noun a person or
company that provides information on a
specific subject
information system

information system /�nfə|

�meʃ(ə)n �sstəm/ noun a computer
system used for the provision of infor-
mation and designed according to user
needs
information technology

information technology
/�nfəmeʃ(ə)n tek|�nɒləd�i/ noun the
use of technologies from computing,
electronics and telecommunications to
process and distribute information in
digital and other forms. Abbr IT
information term

information term /�nfə|�meʃ(ə)n
�t��m/ noun a word used for the organi-
sation of information
information theory

information theory /�nfə|

�meʃ(ə)n �θəri/ noun the mathemat-
ical study of the transmission, recep-
tion, storage and retrieval of informa-
tion based on the statistical analysis of
communication between humans and
machines

‘Shannon is most famous for his
enormous paper, A Mathematical
Theory of Communication, published
in 1948 when he was in his early
thirties. This paper spells out, among
many other things, the fundamental
limits of how fast we can transmit
information. In fact, the whole field of
information theory stems from
Shannon’s work.’ [VNU NET]

information timing

information timing /�nfə|�meʃ(ə)n
�tamŋ/ noun a measure of whether
information is provided in time to be of
use
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information trackinginformation tracking /�nfə |

�meʃ(ə)n �tr�kŋ/ noun the facility to
find records of related information from
over a period of time
information universeinformation universe /�nfə |

�meʃ(ə)n �ju�nv��s/ noun the idea of
information being freely and equally
available across the globe using new
technology
information visualisationinformation visualisation
/�nfəmeʃ(ə)n �v�uəla |�zeʃ(ə)n/
noun the representation of data, e.g. in
diagrammatic form, which helps users
to understand and absorb it
infraredinfrared /�nfrə |�red/ noun a form of
invisible light, below the visible red
level on the light scale. Abbr IR
infrastructureinfrastructure /�nfrə|�str�ktʃə/
noun basic structures which enable a
country, society or organisation to func-
tion effectively
infringement of copyrightinfringement of copyright /n |

�frnd�mənt əv �kɒprat/ noun same
as copyright infringement
inhibitinhibit /n |�hbt/ verb to prevent or
slow down a process
in-housein-house /�n �haυs/ adjective relating
to staff who are employed to work
directly for a company � the in-house
staff � adverb done internally by a
company � We do all our data
processing in-house. � The colour
artwork cannot be done in-house and
has to be sent outside.
initialinitial /|�nʃ(ə)l/ adjective happening
at the start of a process � verb to sign
something using only the first letters of
one’s names
initialiseinitialise /|�nʃəlaz/, initialize verb
to prepare a system or disk for use
initialsinitials /|�nʃ(ə)lz/ plural noun the first
letters of a person’s names
Initial Teaching AlphabetInitial Teaching Alphabet /|

�nʃ(ə)l �ti�tʃŋ ��lfəbet/ noun an
alphabet of 44 symbols, each repre-
senting a single sound in English, used
to teach children to read
inkink /ŋk/ noun a coloured liquid for
writing or printing � verb to apply ink to
ink-jet printerink-jet printer /�ŋk d�et �prntə/
noun a non-impact machine for printing
the output of a computer using a system
of electrically charged ink drops

ink padink pad /�ŋk p�d/ noun a pad of
material soaked in ink for use with offi-
cial stamps
ink rubink rub /�ŋk r�b/ noun dirty marks on
printed paper, caused when it rubs
against the ink on other pages during
binding
innovationinnovation /�nə |�veʃ(ə)n/ noun a
new product or method of doing some-
thing
innumerateinnumerate /|�nju�mərət/ adjective
lacking a basic knowledge of mathe-
matics and unable to use numbers in
calculation
in printin print /�n �prnt/ adjective 1. still
being printed, still available in the book-
shops or from the publisher � a list of
current books in print � The book was
first published in 1902 and is still in
print. (NOTE: The opposite is out of
print or O/P.) 2. appearing in a book or
journal
inputinput /�npυt/ noun information put
into a computer memory � verb to enter
data into a computer
input deviceinput device /�npυt d |�vas/ noun a
device such as a keyboard or barcode
reader, which converts information into
a form that a computer can understand
and transfers the information to the
processor. Compare output device
inscriptioninscription /n|�skrpʃən/ noun
words written on a monument, book or
other object as a commemoration, dedi-
cation or greeting
insertinsert /�ns��t/ noun additional infor-
mation printed on a separate sheet of
paper and put inside a magazine or
document
insert modeinsert mode /�ns��t məυd/ noun an
interactive computer mode used for
editing and correcting documents

COMMENT: This is a standard feature on
most word-processing packages where
the cursor is placed at the required point
in the document and any characters
typed will be added, with the existing text
moving on as necessary; when the insert
mode is off, new text will erase the
existing text.

in-service trainingin-service training /�n �s��vs
�trenŋ/ noun professional develop-
ment training provided by an organisa-
tion for its employees
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insightinsight /�nsat/ noun understanding
of a complex situation
INSPECINSPEC /�nspek/ noun an abstracting
and indexing service for electrical engi-
neers
inspection copyinspection copy /n |�spekʃən �kɒpi/
noun a copy of a publication sent or
given with time allowed for a decision
to purchase or return it
installinstall /n|�stɔ�l/ verb to set up equip-
ment so that it is ready for use
installation costsinstallation costs /�nstə |�leʃ(ə)n
�kɒsts/ plural noun money required to
put in the equipment required
instalmentinstalment /n |�stɔ�lmənt/ noun 1. a
small amount paid at regular intervals as
part of a larger total � They paid for the
encyclopedia in six monthly instal-
ments. 2. a part-section of a book or
magazine published at regular intervals
� The novel has been serialised in ten
instalments.
instant replayinstant replay /�nstənt �ri�ple/
noun a feature of video recording
systems which allows the viewer to see
again the action that has just been
recorded
instituteinstitute /�nsttju�t/ noun an organi-
sation set up for a particular group of
people with a shared interest � verb to
set up or establish something such as a
policy or programme � They instituted
an information service in the branch
library.
Institute of Electrical and Electronics EngineersInstitute of Electrical and Elec-
tronics Engineers /�nsttju�t əv  |

�lektrk(ə)l ənd �elek |�trɒnks
�end�nəz/ noun a professional
membership body which promotes
global technological advancement.
Abbr IEEE
Institute of Information ScientistsInstitute of Information Scien-
tists /�nsttju�t əv �nfə|�meʃ(ə)n
�saəntsts/ noun an organisation for
the mutual support of employees in the
field of information science. Abbr IIS
institutional repositoryinstitutional repository
/�nsttju�ʃ(ə)nəl r |�pɒzt(ə)ri/ noun a
digital collection of all the information
output by a single company or organisa-
tion, e.g. a hospital
instructinstruct /n|�str�kt/ verb to teach
somebody how to do something

instructioninstruction /n |�str�kʃən/ noun clear
and detailed information about how to
do something verbal, published in a
manual or typed into a computer to
cause the machine to work
instructional capitalinstructional capital /n |

�str�kʃ(ə)nəl �k�pt(ə)l/ noun human
capital which is a result of training
employees, therefore treating them as
an ‘investment’
instruction noteinstruction note /n |�str�kʃ(ə)n
nəυt/ noun a note directing the user of a
catalogue to take an unusual search step
instrumentationinstrumentation /�nstrυmen|

�teʃ(ə)n/ noun dials which display
information to indicate how a machine
is working
insufficientinsufficient /�nsə|�fʃ(ə)nt/ adjective
not enough
insulateinsulate /�nsjυlet/ verb to protect
something from outside damage
insuranceinsurance /n |�ʃυərəns/ noun an
agreement to pay a company fixed sums
of money so that if damage or injury
occurs, costs will be paid by the
company
intint abbreviation ONLINE international
organisation
intakeintake /�ntek/ noun a quantity of
people or things taken into something
such as an organisation � Their intake of
new employees each year is increasing.
integratedintegrated /�nt |�$retd/ adjective
combined or linked together
integrated bookintegrated book /�nt$retd bυk/
noun a book with text and illustrations
on the same page
integrated databaseintegrated database /�nt$retd
�detəbes/ noun a combined database
which excludes repetition or redundant
terms
integrated digital networkintegrated digital network
/�nt$retd �dd�t(ə)l �netw��k/
noun a communications network that
uses digital signals to transmit data
integrated library systemintegrated library system
/�nt$retd �labrəri �sstəm/ noun a
library management system which deals
with many library processes and works
from a single bibliographic database
integrated packageintegrated package /�nt$retd
�p�kd�/ noun combined applications
on different topics stored on a central
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computer � An integrated package can
contain several programs including a
database, spreadsheet, word processing
and graphics.
Integrated Services Digital NetworkIntegrated Services Digital
Network /�nt$retd �s��vsz
�dd�t(ə)l �netw��k/ noun a service
which provides high-quality telecom-
munications such as facsimile transmis-
sion and video conferencing. Abbr
ISDN
integrityintegrity /n |�te$rti/ noun reliability
or honesty
intellectintellect /�ntlekt/ noun a very intel-
ligent and knowledgeable person
intellectualintellectual /�nt|�lektʃuəl/ adjective
having a highly developed ability to
think, reason and understand, especially
in combination with wide knowledge
intellectual assetsintellectual assets /�ntlektʃuəl
��sets/ plural noun the knowledge,
experience, and skills possessed by its
employees that an organisation can use
for its own benefit
intellectual capitalintellectual capital /�ntlektʃuəl
�k�pt(ə)l/ noun the idea of employees’
skills and knowledge being a resource
of their company, which can be directly
linked to company turnover
intellectual propertyintellectual property
/�ntlektʃυəl �prɒpəti/ noun original
writing, ideas, inventions, works of art
or music which are the property of the
creator, and protected by copyright law
intelligentintelligent /n |�teld�ənt/ adjective 1.
having a built-in electronic processing
and data storage ability 2. programmed
to be able to adjust to changes in the
environment and make deductions from
information being processed
intelligent terminalintelligent terminal /n|�teld�(ə)nt
�t��mn(ə)l/, intelligent workstation
noun a computer terminal which can be
programmed independently of the
central processor and is capable of
limited reasoning
intensityintensity /n |�tensti/ noun a measure
of strength of something such as a
signal
inter-inter- /ntə/ prefix combining with
adjectives and nouns to describe the
way they relate to each other � inter-
racial � inter-city

interactinteract /�ntər|��kt/ verb to work
with or relate to somebody or something
interactiveinteractive /�ntər|��ktv/ adjective
1. working together for the exchange of
information 2. relating to a computer
program that responds to user activity,
so that it can be changed while running
� The computer game was interactive,
so the players could get answers to their
questions.

COMMENT: This system is often used in
teaching to ask the student questions,
which, if he answers correctly, will
produce a sequence of film from the
video disk.

interactive multimediainteractive multimedia
/�ntər�ktv �m�lti|�mi�diə/ plural
noun systems of communication that
use a variety of methods and can be
controlled by the user in order to obtain
information
interactive processinginteractive processing
/�ntər�ktv �prəυsesŋ/ noun a
computer mode that allows the user to
enter commands, programs or data and
receive immediate responses
interactive systeminteractive system /�ntər�ktv
�sstəm/ noun a computer system
where the operator and the computer
can communicate with each other
interactive videointeractive video /�ntər�ktv
�vdiəυ/ noun a system using a
computer linked to a video disk player
which allows the user to answer ques-
tions in order to move on to the next
picture
interactive videotextinteractive videotext /�ntər�ktv
�vdiəυtekst/ noun a system which
allows the user to select pages and
display the information to gain informa-
tion
interchangeinterchange /�ntə |�tʃend�/ verb to
put data into a form that can be recog-
nised by a differently-coded computer
system
interchangeableinterchangeable /�ntə|

�tʃend�əb(ə)l/ adjective able to be
substituted for something else
intercomintercom /�ntəkɒm/ noun a device
with a microphone and loudspeaker
which can be used to speak to some-
body in another room
interdependentinterdependent /�ntəd |�pendənt/
adjective dependent on each other
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interdisciplinary studiesinterdisciplinary studies
/�ntədsplnəri �st�dz/ plural noun
academic studies that cross the conven-
tional subject boundaries � History,
geography, religious studies and
languages are sometimes taught
together as interdisciplinary studies
and called the humanities.
interfaceinterface /�ntəfes/ noun 1. the point
at which two systems contact each other
2. the point at which a system and a user
make contact with each other
interferenceinterference /�ntə |�fərəns/ noun
unwanted signals causing difficulty in
reception on a computer or broadcasting
system
interiminterim /�ntərm/ noun a short break
in a process or series of events
interim reportinterim report /�ntərm r |�pɔ�t/
noun a report written part-way through
a process to show how much progress
has been made
interleafinterleaf /�ntəli�f/ noun an extra
sheet or page, usually a blank one,
inserted into a book
interleaveinterleave /�ntə|�li�v/ verb to add
extra sheets or pages, usually blank
ones, between the pages of a book, e.g.
to allow for notes or to protect illustra-
tions
interleavedinterleaved /�ntə|�li�vd/ adjective
denoting a book that has thin sheets of
blank paper inserted between the pages
of text
inter-library loaninter-library loan /�nə �labrəri
�ləυn/ noun 1. a system of lending
books and documents between libraries
2. a book, photocopy or material lent
between libraries for their users � abbr
ILL
interlockinterlock /�ntə |�lɒk/ verb to fit things
together so that they join firmly � noun
a safety device that disables a process or
piece of equipment if it might cause
harm, e.g. a fusewire which prevents a
circuit blowing
intermediaryintermediary /�ntə|�mi�diəri/ noun a
person who helps people or groups to
come to an agreement
intermediateintermediate /�ntə |�mi�diət/ adjec-
tive halfway between two stages
intermediate storageintermediate storage
/�ntəmi�diət �stɔ�rd�/ noun a tempo-

rary place to store things until a more
permanent place is found
intermittentintermittent /�ntə|�mt(ə)nt/ adjec-
tive happening occasionally rather than
continually
intermittent errorintermittent error /�ntəmt(ə)nt
�erə/ noun a mistake which occurs
randomly and is difficult to trace
internalinternal /n |�t��n(ə)l/ adjective
happening inside a place, person or
object
internal consumptioninternal consumption /n |�t��n(ə)l
kən |�s�mpʃ(ə)n/ noun the use of mate-
rials or information within a company
or organisation
internalisationinternalisation /n |�t��nəla |

�zeʃ(ə)n/ noun a process by which
individuals identify information which
is relevant to them personally and so
acquire values and norms which allow
them to make decisions
internal phoneinternal phone /n|�t��n(ə)l �fəυn/
noun a telephone on a network which
enables communication with other
offices within an organisation
internal politicsinternal politics /n |�t��n(ə)l
�pɒltks/ noun the relationships within
an organisation which affect the way it
works � The internal politics of promo-
tion within the library caused a lot of
arguments.
internationalinternational /�ntə|�n�ʃ(ə)nəl/
adjective relating to different countries
International Aerospace AbstractsInternational Aerospace
Abstracts /�ntən�ʃ(ə)nəl
�eərəυspes ��bstr�kts/ plural noun
summaries of research done in the field
of space exploration. Abbr IAA
International Copyright Information CentreInternational Copyright Infor-
mation Centre /�ntən�ʃ(ə)nəl
�kɒpirat �nfəmeʃ(ə)n �sentə/ noun
an information service based at
UNESCO headquarters in Paris. Abbr
ICIC
international dialling codeinternational dialling code
/�ntən�ʃ(ə)nəl �daəlŋ �kəυd/ noun a
numerical code which allocates specific
numbers to each country to make it
possible to dial directly without using
an operator
international direct diallinginternational direct dialling
/�ntən�ʃ(ə)nəl �darekt �daəlŋ/
noun a system of telephone communi-
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cation which does not need an operator.
Abbr IDD
International Federation of Library Associations and InstitutionsInternational Federation of
Library Associations and Insti-
tutions noun a not-for-profit interna-
tional organisation based in The Hague,
which promotes high standards in
library and information provision. Abbr
IFLA
International Information Centre for Standards in Information and DocumentationInternational Information
Centre for Standards in Infor-
mation and Documentation noun
an organisation established by
UNESCO and ISO to promote the appli-
cation of standards in information work.
Abbr ISODOC
International Packet Switching ServiceInternational Packet Switching
Service /�ntən�ʃ(ə)nəl �p�kt
�swtʃŋ �s��vs/ noun an electronic
link between terminals and computers
in different countries. Abbr IPSS
International Serials Data SystemInternational Serials Data
System /�ntən�ʃ(ə)nəl �səriəlz
�detə �sstəm/ noun an international
network of serials libraries which
promotes international standards of
bibliographic description. Abbr ISDS
International Standard Bibliographic DescriptionInternational Standard Biblio-
graphic Description
/�ntən�ʃ(ə)nəl �st�ndəd
�bbliəυ$r�fk d |�skrps(ə)n/ noun a
standardised way of formally describing
catalogued pieces of information for
later retrieval
International Standard Book NumberInternational Standard Book
Number /�ntən�ʃ(ə)nəl �st�ndəd
�bυk �n�mbə/ noun a system of identi-
fying publications by specific numbers
relating to publishers and titles. Abbr
ISBN
International Standard Music NumberInternational Standard Music
Number /�ntən�ʃ(ə)nəl �st�ndəd
�mju�zk �n�mbə/ noun a system for
identifying editions of published music.
Abbr ISMN
International Standard Serial NumberInternational Standard Serial
Number /�ntən�ʃ(ə)nəl �st�ndəd
�səriəl �n�mbə/ noun a system for
identifying publications of journals and
their publishers. Abbr ISSN
International Standards OrganisationInternational Standards Organi-
sation /�ntən�ʃ(ə)nəl �st�ndəz
�ɔ�$ənazeʃ(ə)n/ noun an organisation
that controls the standards of production

for goods and services worldwide. Abbr
ISO
Internet

Internet /�ntənet/ noun a system of
computer communication which allows
international access to databases and
electronic mail systems
Internet protocol

Internet protocol /�ntənet
�prəυtəkɒl/ noun a TCP/IP standard
that defines how data is transferred
across a network. Abbr IP
Internet protocol address

Internet protocol address
/�ntənet �prəυtəkɒl ə|�dres/ noun a
unique, 32-bit number which identifies
each computer connected to a TCP/IP
network. Abbr IP address
Internet service provider

Internet service provider
/�ntənet �s��vs prə|�vadə/ noun a
business that provides access to the
Internet, usually for a monthly fee.
Some large providers offer users a wide
range of news, information and enter-
tainment services. Abbr ISP
interoperability

interoperability /�ntər|�ɒpərə |

�blti/ noun the ability of the compo-
nent parts of a system to operate
successfully together
interpret

interpret /n |�t��prt/ verb 1. to
change what is spoken in one language
to another � My assistant speaks Italian,
so he will interpret for us. 2. to decide
on the meaning of a communication
interpretation

interpretation /n|�t��pr|�teʃ(ə)n/
noun an explanation of the meaning of
something
interpreter

interpreter /n|�t��prtə/ noun 1. a
person who is used to translate some-
body’s speech into another language 2.
software used to translate from one
computer system to another
interrogate

interrogate /n|�terə$et/ verb 1. to
question somebody formally 2. to work
with an interactive computer program

‘Until the early 1980s, when his [Ted
Codd’s] ideas were widely adopted,
data was mostly stored in
‘hierarchical’ databases that were both
inflexible and difficult to interrogate
without a PhD in computer science.’
[Financial Times]

interrogation

interrogation /n |�terə |�$eʃ(ə)n/
noun the act of asking questions in
order to obtain information
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interruptinterrupt /�ntə|�r�pt/ verb to stop
something happening temporarily
interventionintervention /�ntə |�venʃən/ noun an
action causing a change
interword spacinginterword spacing /�ntəw��d
�spesŋ/ noun variable spaces between
words used to justify line endings
intranetintranet /�ntrənet/ noun a private
network of computers within a
company which provide similar func-
tions to the Internet
intrinsicintrinsic /n |�trnsk/ adjective funda-
mental and important to a person or
situation
introductionintroduction /�ntrə|�d�kʃ(ə)n/ noun
1. the first part of written text or spoken
information which tells what the rest of
the document or talk is about 2. a book
that provides elementary information on
a specific subject � ‘An Introduction to
Library Management’
intuitionintuition /�ntju|�ʃ(ə)n/ noun a
feeling about something for which there
is no proof
invalidinvalid /n |�v�ld/ adjective not legally
acceptable
inventoryinventory /�nvənt(ə)ri/ noun a
written list of the assets owned by an
organisation � The manager asked for
an inventory of the library holdings.
inversioninversion /n|�v��ʃ(ə)n/ noun the act
of changing something into its opposite
invertinvert /n|�v��t/ verb to turn something
upside down
inverted commasinverted commas /n|�v��td
�kɒməz/ noun punctuation marks (‘ ’)
indicating speech or quotations
investinvest /n |�vest/ verb to put money,
time or energy into something or some-
body in the hope that it will produce
more money or better results
investigationinvestigation /n|�vest |�$eʃ(ə)n/
noun the process by which all the facts
and aspects of a situation are examined
invisible Webinvisible Web /n|�vzb(ə)l web/
noun same as deep Web
invitation to tenderinvitation to tender /�nvteʃ(ə)n
tə �tendə/ noun a written or spoken
request to a company or organisation to
work out their charges for doing a job
invoiceinvoice /�nvɔs/ noun an official
document listing the goods or services

supplied and stating the amount of
money owed
ioio abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for British Indian
Ocean Territory
IPIP abbreviation Internet protocol
IP addressIP address /�a �pi� ə |�dres/ abbrevia-
tion Internet protocol address
IPSSIPSS abbreviation International Packet
Switching Service
iqiq abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Iraq
IQIQ noun a measure of somebody’s intel-
ligence, obtained through a series of
aptitude tests concentrating on different
aspects of intellectual functioning. An
IQ score of 100 represents ‘average’
intelligence. Full form intelligence
quotient
irir abbreviation in Internet addresses, the
top-level domain for Iran
IRIR abbreviation infrared
IRCIRC /�a ɑ� �si�/ noun a system that
allows many users to participate in a
chat session in which each user can send
messages and see the text of any other
user. Full form internet relay chat
irrelevantirrelevant /|�reləvənt/ adjective not
important because it is not connected
with the topic
irretrievableirretrievable /�r |�tri�vəb(ə)l/ adjec-
tive unable to be found or obtained
isis abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Iceland
ISBDISBD abbreviation International
Standard Bibliographic Description
ISBNISBN abbreviation International
Standard Book Number

COMMENT: An international system for
books, in which each book is given its
own particular number. Currently the
ISBN is made up of ten digits; the first
digit refers to the language (0 and 1 are
the digits for English); the next group of
digits (three, four or even six) refer to the
publisher; the third group refer to the
book; and the final digit is a check digit.
From 2007, ISBNs will be made up of 13
digits, with the ISBN-10 number
preceded by a 3-digit product code.
ISBNs are used for cataloguing and
ordering, and can be used for automatic
stock movements if they are printed on
the back of the book in the form of a
barcode which can be read with a light
pen.
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ISBN-10ISBN-10 noun the original format for
ISBNs, consisting of 10 numbers repre-
senting the group of origin, the
publisher, the title and a final check
digit
ISBN-13ISBN-13 noun the new format for
ISBNs, adding a further 3 digits which
represent the product code and allow a
greater number of ISBNs to be gener-
ated in future
ISDNISDN abbreviation Integrated Services
Digital Network
ISDSISDS abbreviation International Serials
Data System
ISMNISMN abbreviation International
Standard Music Number
ISOISO abbreviation International Stand-
ards Organisation
ISODOCISODOC abbreviation International
Information Centre for Standards in
Information and Documentation
ISPISP abbreviation ONLINE Internet
service provider
ISSNISSN abbreviation International
Standard Serial Number

COMMENT: An international system used
on periodicals, magazines, learned
journals, etc. The ISSN is formed of eight
digits, which refer to the country in which
the magazine is published and the title of
the publication.

issueissue /�ʃu�/ noun a particular edition
of a journal or magazine � verb to give

out or lend something � The library
books were issued to the students.
issue card

issue card /�ʃu� kɑ�d/ noun a small
card used in a manual library system of
loan records
issue desk

issue desk /�ʃu� desk/ noun a
counter in a library where items are
recorded as on loan or returned
issue system

issue system /�ʃu� �sstəm/ noun a
system for controlling library loan
records
it

it abbreviation in Internet addresses, the
top-level domain for Italy
IT

IT abbreviation COMPUT information
technology
ITA

ITA abbreviation EDUC Initial Teaching
Alphabet
ital.

ital. abbreviation PUBL 1. italic 2. italics
italic

italic /|�t�lk/ adjective relating to a
typeface in which the characters slope
to the right
item

item /�atəm/ noun one of a collection
or list of objects
item number

item number /�atəm �n�mbə/ noun
a specific number which identifies an
item in a collection
iterative searching

iterative searching /�tərətv
�s��tʃŋ/ noun the process of searching
for information by repeatedly asking
questions until the solution is found
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jacketjacket /�d��kt/ noun a paper or
plastic cover for a book � verb to put a
jacket on a book
jacket designjacket design /�d��kt d|�zan/
noun the design of a book jacket
jacket designerjacket designer /�d��kt d|�zanə/
noun a person who designs book jackets
jamjam /d��m/ verb 1. to stop working
because something is blocked or stuck �
The printer’s jammed. 2. to interfere
with a radio or electronic signal so that
it cannot be received clearly
JANETJANET /�d��nt/ abbreviation Joint
Academic NETwork
jargonjargon /�d�ɑ�$ən/ noun a language
that uses words and expressions in
specific, often technical, ways that
relate to a particular field of study

‘According to a spokesperson for
Barclays, the bank tested a much
larger range of new words and phrases
than the final set. ‘The idea was to
look at the language that banks use
and eliminate the jargon that
sometimes makes it difficult for
customers to understand the bank and
the bank to communicate with its
customers’, the spokesperson said.’
[Bank Marketing International]

jeje abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Jersey
jiffy bagjiffy bag /�d�fi b�$/ noun a padded
envelope used to protect goods which
are sent through the post
jigsaw puzzle libraryjigsaw puzzle library /�d�$sɔ�
�p�z(ə)l �labrəri/ noun a UK library
founded in 1933 and holding over 4000
wooden handcut jigsaws
JISCJISC abbreviation Joint Information
Systems Committee

jmjm abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Jamaica
jojo abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Jordan
jobjob /d�ɒb/ noun 1. any task which
needs to be done 2. work that is done to
earn money
job applicantjob applicant /�d�ɒb ��plkənt/
noun somebody who applies to be
considered for a job
jobbing printerjobbing printer /�d�ɒbŋ �prntə/
noun a person who undertakes small
printing jobs
job descriptionjob description /�d�ɒb d|�skrpʃən/
noun an official statement of what a job
involves
job schedulingjob scheduling /�d�ɒb �ʃedju�lŋ/
noun the process of allocating specific
tasks to people and times
job specificationjob specification /�d�ɒb
�spesfkeʃ(ə)n/ noun detailed objec-
tives for a job
joinjoin /d�ɔn/ verb 1. to fasten two or
more things together 2. to become a
member of an organisation
jointjoint /d�ɔnt/ noun either of the
creases between the spine and the front
and back covers of a book, especially a
hardback
Joint Academic NETworkJoint Academic NETwork
/�d�ɔnt ��kədemk �netw��k/ noun a
national communication system which
uses electronic mail and other systems
between universities. Abbr JANET
joint authorjoint author /�d�ɔnt �ɔ�θə/ noun a
person who writes a book in collabora-
tion with others
joint authorshipjoint authorship /�d�ɔnt �ɔ�θəʃp/
noun a situation in which several
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authors have written a book together
and share the rights in it
joint imprintjoint imprint /�d�ɔnt �mprnt/
noun the imprints of two publishers
which appear on a book that has been
published by the two companies jointly
Joint Information Systems CommitteeJoint Information Systems
Committee /�d�ɔnt �nfə|�meʃ(ə)n
�sstəmz kə|�mti/ noun a professional
body which works to promote the use of
information systems to support educa-
tion and administration needs. Abbr
JISC
Joint Photographic Experts GroupJoint Photographic Experts
Group /�d�ɔnt fəυtə |�$r�fks
�eksp��ts $ru�p/ noun full form of
JPEG
journaljournal /�d���n(ə)l/ noun a specialist
magazine
journalesejournalese /�d���nə |�li�z/ noun a style
of writing with clichés and hackneyed
phrases often used by journalists
journalistjournalist /�d���n(ə)lst/ noun a
person who writes for a newspaper or
magazine
joystickjoystick /�d�ɔstk/ noun a hand-held
control lever attached to a computer
which can be used to play computer
games
jpjp abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Japan
JPEGJPEG /�d�epe$/ noun a data file for
pictures and photographs on the

Internet. Full form Joint Photographic
Experts Group
.jpeg.jpeg /�d�epe$/, .jpg suffix a file
extension for a JPEG file. Full form
Joint Photographic Experts Group
jumpstationjumpstation /�d��mp |�steʃ(ə)n/
noun a website whose primary function
is to provide links to other websites,
especially those relating to a particular
subject
juniorjunior /�d�u�niə/ adjective younger or
lower in rank than another person
junkjunk /d��ŋk/ noun information or
hardware that is old and useless
junk mailjunk mail /�d��ŋk mel/ noun
unwanted publicity and advertisements
sent through the post
justificationjustification /�d��stf|�keʃ(ə)n/
noun the process of adjusting the
spacing in printed text so that the text
starts and ends exactly at the margins
justifyjustify /�d��stfa/ verb 1. to change
the spacing between words or charac-
ters so that each line of the text ends
exactly at the right-hand margin 2. to
give a good reason for something � Can
you justify the expenditure on children’s
books?
juvenilejuvenile /�d�u�vənal/ noun a young
person
juxtaposejuxtapose /�d��kstə|�pəυz/ verb to
put two things next to each other in
order to emphasise the difference
between them
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KK abbreviation thousand � £1k £1000
KbKb, Kbit abbreviation kilobit
KBKB, Kbyte abbreviation kilobyte � The
new disk drive has a 100GB capacity.
keke abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Kenya
Keesings Contemporary ArchivesKeesings Contemporary
Archives /�ki�sŋz kən |�temp(ə)rəri
�ɑ�kavz/ plural noun a monthly publi-
cation listing world events reported in
the press
Kelly’s DirectoriesKelly’s Directories /�kelz da|

�rekt(ə)rz/ plural noun a series of busi-
ness directories listing products and
services and the street names in Britain
KermitKermit /�k��mt/ noun a file transfer
protocol which enables computer
programs to be transferred from one
system to another
keykey /ki�/ noun 1. a button on a
computer keyboard which is pressed to
operate the machine 2. something that is
important � verb to type information
using a computer or typesetting
machine � The entire text was keyed in
Times italic. � rekey
keyboardkeyboard /�ki�bɔ�d/ noun a set of
keys arranged in order and used to enter
information into a computer or type-
writer
keyboarderkeyboarder /�ki�bɔ�də/ noun a
person who types information into a
computer
keyboardingkeyboarding /�ki�bɔ�dŋ/, keying
/�ki�ŋ/ noun the act of entering data on
a keyboard
keyboard operatorkeyboard operator /�ki�bɔ�d
�ɒpəretə/ noun a person who works
with a keyboard

key fieldkey field /�ki� �fi�ld/ noun a field
which identifies important entries in a
record, e.g. name and address
key functionkey function /�ki� �f�ŋkʃ(ə)n/ noun a
stored command given to a specific key
on a computer
key inkey in /�ki� �n/ verb to enter text or
commands on a computer by means of a
keyboard
keynotekeynote /�ki�nəυt/ noun the part of a
policy or speech which is emphasised
and given the most importance
keynote speechkeynote speech /�ki�nəυt �spi�tʃ/
noun a speech at a conference which
states the main topic for discussion
keypadkeypad /�ki�p�d/ noun 1. a set of
numerical keys often used for security
devices to open doors by means of a
known code 2. numerical keys set sepa-
rately on the right-hand side of a
computer keyboard
keystrokekeystroke /�ki�strəυk/ noun an act of
pressing a key on a keyboard
key systemkey system /�ki� �sstəm/ noun a
system which controls all other func-
tions
keywordkeyword /�ki�w��d/ noun the most
important word in a title or sentence
keyword and contextkeyword and context /�ki�w��d ən
�kɒntekst/ noun full form of KWAC
keyword in contextkeyword in context /�ki�w��d n
�kɒntekst/ noun full form of KWIC
keyword out of contextkeyword out of context /�ki�w��d
aυt əv �kɒntekst/ noun full form of
KWOC
keyword out of titlekeyword out of title /�ki�w��d aυt
əv �tat(ə)l/ noun full form of KWOT
keyword searchkeyword search /�ki�w��d �s��tʃ/
noun a system of searching a database
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by using combinations of special words
connected with the subject of the search
kgkg abbreviation kilogram � 1kg 1000
grams
khkh abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Cambodia
kiki abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Kiribati
killkill /kl/ verb to erase or stop a
computer program
kilobitkilobit /�kləbt/ noun a measure of
1,024 bits of data. Abbr Kb, Kbit
kilobytekilobyte /�kləυbat/ noun a unit of
measurement for high capacity storage
devices meaning 1,024 bytes of data.
Abbr KB, Kbyte
King James BibleKing James Bible /�kŋ d�emz
�bab(ə)l/ noun same as Authorised
Version
kioskkiosk /�ki�ɒsk/ noun a small, often
wooden building, used for selling things
kmkm abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Comoros
KMKM abbreviation knowledge manage-
ment
knkn abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for St Kitts and
Nevis
knockdown priceknockdown price /�nɒkdaυn
�pras/ noun a price that is much lower
than normal
know-howknow-how /�nəυ haυ/ noun knowl-
edge about how to do specific tasks,
especially technical or scientific ones
knowledgeknowledge /�nɒld�/ noun abstract
information and understanding that
somebody has about a subject
knowledgeableknowledgeable /�nɒld�əb(ə)l/
adjective possessing or showing a great
deal of knowledge, awareness or intelli-
gence
knowledge baseknowledge base /�nɒld� bes/
noun the computerised data in an expert
system required for solving problems in
a specific area
knowledge-based systemknowledge-based system
/�nɒld� best �sstəm/ noun a
computer system that applies the stored
reactions, instructions and knowledge
of experts in a particular field to a
problem

knowledge capital

knowledge capital /�nɒld�
�k�pt(ə)l/ noun knowledge, especially
specialist knowledge, that a company
and its employees possess and that can
be put to profitable use
knowledge harvesting

knowledge harvesting /�nɒld�
�hɑ�vəstŋ/ noun the activity of inter-
viewing experts in a particular area and
trying to capture their knowledge on the
subject so it can be used by others
knowledge industry

knowledge industry /�nɒld�
�ndəstri/ noun businesses that
specialise primarily in data processing
or the development and use of informa-
tion technology
knowledge management

knowledge management /�nɒld�
�m�nd�mənt/ noun the tast of coordi-
nating the specialist knowledge
possessed by employees so that it can be
exploited to create benefits and compet-
itive advantage for the organisation.
Abbr KM

‘Knowledge Management is
important because many organisations
are not truly ‘hunting as a pack’ and
are thus not getting a decent return on
their people’s knowledge – or
intellectual capital. Organisations that
have grown by acquisition are in many
cases nothing more than a federation
of loosely coupled, and often
antagonistic, units. Hence they are not
punching their true weight.’
[Financial Times]

knowledge mapping

knowledge mapping /�nɒld�
�m�pŋ/ noun the process of effectively
documenting and representing knowl-
edge harvested from experts
knowledge representation

knowledge representation
/�nɒld� �reprzenteʃ(ə)n/ noun a way
of writing down knowledge so that it
can be understood by others, e.g. by
putting it into diagram form
knowledge resources

knowledge resources /�nɒld� r|

�zɔ�sz/ plural noun documented
knowledge on a subject such as effec-
tive management, which can be used to
educate others
knowledge strategy

knowledge strategy /�nɒld�
�str�təd�i/ noun a set of guidelines
laying out the way that knowledge
should be collated and shared within a
company
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knowledge transferknowledge transfer /�nɒld�
�tr�nsf��/ noun the communication of
specialised knowledge developed in
part of an organisation to a wider group
such as another part of the organisation
or business customers
knowledge visualisationknowledge visualisation /�nɒld�
�v�uəlazeʃ(ə)n/ noun the process of
mapping knowledge in the most effec-
tive way so that it can be shared with
others
knowledge workerknowledge worker /�nɒld�
�w��kə/ noun 1. somebody working in
an industry that produces information
rather than goods, e.g. management
consultancy or computer programming
2. an employee whose value to an
organisation lies in the information,
ideas and expertise that they possess
Kompass DirectoriesKompass Directories /�k�mpəs
da|�rekt(ə)riz/ plural noun listings for
different countries of most registered
companies, e.g. of industrial companies
with more than 10 employees who trade
nationally in the UK
kpkp abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for North Korea
krkr abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for South Korea

Kurzweil

Kurzweil /�kυrtsvel/ a trademark for
an OCR reader which can recognise
typefaces and reads printed text into a
computer, converting the printed signs
to code
kw

kw abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Kuwait
KWAC

KWAC /kw�k/ noun a library
indexing system using keywords from
the title and text as the index entries.
Full form keyword and context
KWIC

KWIC /kwk/ noun a library indexing
system which uses the title or text to
illustrate the meaning of the index entry.
Full form keyword in context
KWOC

KWOC /kwɒk/ noun a library
indexing system using any relevant
keywords not necessarily used in the
text. Full form keyword out of context
KWOT

KWOT /kwɒt/ noun an indexing
system using words not in the title. Full
form keyword out of title
ky

ky abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Cayman
Islands
kz

kz abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Kazakhstan
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la abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Laos
LA

LA abbreviation Library Association
label

label /�leb(ə)l/ noun 1. a piece of
paper or card attached to something
giving information about it such as its
price or address 2. a word or symbol
used in computing to identify a piece of
data � verb to attach a label to some-
thing with information on it such as its
price or address
lag

lag /l�$/ verb 1. to make slower
progress than other people 2. to slow
down so that less is produced � Produc-
tion lagged and there had to be redun-
dancies.
laminate

laminate /�l�mnet/ verb to cover a
document with a thin film of glossy
plastic for protection
lampoon

lampoon /l�m|�pu�n/ noun a written
satirical attack, often with a humorous
approach
LAN

LAN /l�n/ abbreviation Local Area
Network
landscape format

landscape format /�l�nskep
�fɔ�m�t/ noun A4-size paper used side-
ways so that the longest side is at the top

COMMENT: Landscape format is not a
normal book format, in that a portrait
format book is easier to hold in the hand.
Landscape formats are used for art
books where many illustrations may be
horizontal. Landscape books, especially
large art books, are heavy and tend to
pull apart at the spine, thus distorting the
pages. They also have the disadvantage
of not being easy to put on bookshelves,
and are especially awkward for bookshop
shelves, where the need to show the
spine and title makes the book stick out
from the shelf much further than others.

land use mapland use map /�l�nd ju�s �m�p/
noun a map used by planners which
shows the way land is used in any given
district
languagelanguage /�l�ŋ$wd�/ noun a system
of sounds, signs or symbols used for
communication
language dictionarylanguage dictionary /�l�n$wd�
�dkʃ(ə)nəri/ noun a book that trans-
lates words from one language into
another, as opposed to a monolingual
dictionary which gives definitions
within the same language
language laboratorylanguage laboratory /�l�ŋ$wd�
lə|�bɒrət(ə)ri/ noun a room equipped
with tape recorders and computers
which can be used for learning or
teaching foreign languages
lapel microphonelapel microphone /lə |�pel
�makrəfəυn/ noun a small microphone
which can be pinned to clothing
lapsedlapsed /l�pst/ adjective allowed to
end or become invalid
lapsed userlapsed user /�l�pst �ju�zə/ noun
somebody who used to make use of a
service but no longer does
laptop computerlaptop computer /�l�ptɒp kəm|

�pju�tə/ noun a computer that is small
enough to be held on one’s lap but not
small enough for a pocket, usually
having a screen, keyboard and disk
drive
large crown octavolarge crown octavo /�lɑ�d� kraυn
ɒk|�tɑ�vəυ/ noun a book format (198 x
129mm). Abbr 8vo
large crown quartolarge crown quarto /�lɑ�d� kraυn
�kwɔ�təυ/ noun a book format (258 x
201mm). Abbr 4o
large print booklarge print book /�lɑ�d� prnt �bυk/,
large type book /�lɑ�d� tap �bυk/
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noun a book printed in a very large print
size intended for people who have diffi-
culty in seeing, usually found in public
libraries and not available in bookshops
large print editionlarge print edition /�lɑ�d� �prnt |

�dʃ(ə)n/ noun a book printed with a
large typeface to help people with poor
eyesight to be able to read it
large scalelarge scale /�lɑ�d� skel/ adjective 1.
large in number, amount or size 2. refer-
ring to a company, activity or object
which is larger than the norm
laser beam recordinglaser beam recording /�lezə bi�m
r|�kɔ�dŋ/ noun the production of char-
acters on a light-sensitive film by a laser
beam controlled directly from a
computer
laser disklaser disk /�lezə dsk/ noun a plastic
disk containing information in the form
of small etched dots that can be read by
a laser, used to record images or sound
in digital form
laser printerlaser printer /�lezə �prntə/ noun a
high quality computer printer
launchlaunch /lɔ�ntʃ/ verb to start a new
activity or make a new product available
to the public � noun the act of putting a
new product on the market � The launch
of the new fiction series has been put
back three months. � The company is
geared up for the launch of the new
series of school textbooks. � The
management has decided on a
September launch date.
laureatelaureate /�lɔ�riət/ � Poet Laureate
lawlaw /lɔ�/ noun a system of rules and
regulations used by a government or
society to control business agreements,
social relationships and crime
law bookslaw books /�lɔ� bυks/ plural noun
books referring to the law, e.g. statutes,
official publications and commentaries
law directorylaw directory /�lɔ� �darekt(ə)ri/
noun a book listing the registered law
firms in a country
LAWLIBLAWLIB /�lɔ�lb/ noun a subscription
bulletin board on the Internet for the use
of lawyers
law librarylaw library /�lɔ� �labrəri/ noun a
library that specialises in the provision
of books about the law, often to support
university and college departments
training lawyers

layoutlayout /�leaυt/ noun the design of a
page of printed matter including posi-
tion on the page of illustrations, text and
type sizes
lblb /paυndz/ abbreviation in Internet
addresses, the top-level domain for
Lebanon
LBFLBF abbreviation London Book Fair
lclc abbreviation 1. lowercase 2. in
Internet addresses, the top-level domain
for St Lucia
LCLC abbreviation LIBRARIES Library of
Congress
LEALEA abbreviation Local Education
Authority
leadlead /li�d/ verb to be in charge of or
guiding an organisation or group
leaderleader /�li�də/ noun 1. a person who
manages or directs others � the leader of
the print workers’ union or the print
workers’ leader � she is the leader of
the trade mission to Nigeria 2. the
product which sells best 3. in informa-
tion retrieval, the data at the beginning
of a machine-readable record identi-
fying and locating the information
content 4. a piece of blank tape at the
beginning of a reel, which is fed into a
machine 5. same as leading article
leadershipleadership /�li�dəʃp/ noun the state
of being in control of a group or organi-
sation
leadership styleleadership style /�l�dəʃp stal/
noun a method used to lead a company
or organisation
leading articleleading article /�li�dŋ �ɑ�tk(ə)l/
noun the main article in a newspaper,
written by the editor, expressing the
newspaper’s official point of view. Also
called leader
lead-in pagelead-in page /�li�d n �ped�/ noun
the first page in a videotext system
which guides users to other pages
lead storylead story /�li�d �stɔ�ri/ noun the
main news item on television or in a
newspaper
lead termlead term /�li�d �t��m/ noun a term
chosen by the indexer to head an entry
leafleaf /li�f/ noun a page of a book printed
on both sides (NOTE: The plural is
leaves.) � verb � to leaf through to turn
the pages of a document quickly
without reading them carefully
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leafletleaflet /�li�flət/ noun a small folded
piece of paper with printed information,
often given away free as a form of
advertising
leakleak /li�k/ noun a breach of security or
loss of important information
leakageleakage /�li�kd�/ noun the unofficial
release of confidential information,
usually to the media
leakproofleakproof /�li�kpru�f/ adjective not
allowing breaches in secrecy or confi-
dentiality
leakyleaky /�li�ki/ adjective allowing
breaches in secrecy or confidentiality
learnlearn /l��n/ verb to obtain knowledge
or skill through study or training
learndirectlearndirect /�l��nda |�rekt/ a trade
name for a service which runs flexible
courses in a number of workplace-
friendly skills, which can be taken
either at a drop-in centre or online
learned journallearned journal /�l��nd �d���n(ə)l/
noun a specialised magazine on an
academic subject
learninglearning /�l��nŋ/ noun knowledge
that has been obtained through study
learning curvelearning curve /�l��nŋ k��v/ noun a
graphical description of the speed of
learning � There’s a lot to take in so it’s
a steep learning curve.
learning disabilitylearning disability /�l��nŋ dsə |

�blti/ noun a condition that either
prevents or significantly hinders some-
body from learning basic skills or infor-
mation at the same rate as most people
of the same age
learning-disabledlearning-disabled /�l��nŋ d |

�seb(ə)ld/ adjective prevented or
hindered by a learning disability from
learning basic skills or information at
the same rate as most people of the same
age
learning environmentlearning environment /�l��nŋ n |

�varənmənt/ noun surroundings that
are conducive to study and learning
learning management systemlearning management system
/�l��nŋ �m�nd�mənt �sstəm/ abbre-
viation an online system that allows
teachers and students to follow a course
of study remotely, e.g. by placing course
materials online. Abbr LMS
learning organisationlearning organisation /�l��nŋ
ɔ�$əna|�zeʃ(ə)n/ noun an organisation

whose employees are willing and eager
to share information with each other, to
learn from each other, and to work as a
team to achieve their goals
leaselease /li�s/ noun a written contract for
letting or renting a piece of equipment
for a period in return for payment of a
fee � verb to let or rent equipment for a
period
leatherleather /�leðə/ noun material made
from the skins of animals, used for
binding expensive books
leather bindingleather binding /�leðə �bandŋ/
noun the cover of a book, made from
animal skin
leatherbound bookleatherbound book /�leðəbaυnd
�bυk/ noun a book that has been bound
in leather
leaveleave /li�v/ noun a period of time when
somebody is absent from their job or
study
lecternlectern /�lekt��n/ noun a stand with a
sloping top on which a book or notes
can rest in front of a standing speaker
lecturelecture /�lektʃə/ noun a long talk on a
specific subject given to a group of
people, often used as a method of
teaching in higher education
left-hand cornerleft-hand corner /�left h�nd
�kɔ�nə/ noun the top or bottom corner at
the left side of a page or envelope
left justificationleft justification /�left �d��stf |

�keʃ(ə)n/ noun the process of aligning
the left-hand margin on a piece of text
so that the edge is even
left justifyleft justify /�left �d��stfa/ verb to
use computer commands which ensure
that the text on the left side of a docu-
ment is straight
legallegal /�li�$(ə)l/ adjective 1. relating to
the law � a legal discussion 2. according
to the law � The contract was legal and
binding.
legal aidlegal aid /�li�$(ə)l �ed/ noun financial
assistance with legal fees from the
government, available to those who
cannot afford a lawyer
legal depositlegal deposit /�li�$(ə)l d|�pɒzt/
noun a system that entitles some
libraries to receive by law one copy of
every book or publication published in
that country
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legal tenderlegal tender /�li�$(ə)l �tendə/ noun
coins or notes that are officially part of
a country’s currency
legendlegend /�led�ənd/ noun 1. a caption
under a picture or diagram or on a coin
or medal 2. an explanation of the
symbols on a map or diagram 3. a story
based on cultural traditions handed
down
legiblelegible /�led�b(ə)l/ adjective clear
enough to be read easily

COMMENT: Legibility is one of the
requirements of text matter. Text is more
easily read in roman serif typefaces than
in italic or in sans faces, and should have
line spacing of about 2pts between the
lines (i.e. there should be more spacing
between the lines than between words).
Sans faces and italic are less legible, and
closely spaced lines, or lines which are
irregularly spaced, are more difficult to
read than lines of closely spaced words
with extra spacing between the lines.

legitimatelegitimate /l|�d�tmət/ adjective
acceptable according to the law
lemmalemma /�lemə/ noun a heading that
indicates the topic of a work or passage
(NOTE: The plural is lemmata.)
lending librarylending library /�lendŋ �labrəri/
noun a library which allows users to
borrow items as opposed to a purely
reference library
lengthenlengthen /�leŋθən/ verb to make
something longer
lengthylengthy /�leŋθi/ adjective lasting for a
long time, especially excessively long �

lengthy delays
lessonlesson /�les(ə)n/ noun 1. a period of
time used to teach something to an indi-
vidual or a group 2. a short extract from
sacred writings, read aloud during a
religious service
letlet /let/ verb 1. to allow somebody to do
something 2. to allow somebody to use
something one owns in return for
regular payments of rent
LetrasetLetraset /�letrəset/ a trade name for a
system of labelling or captioning docu-
ments and illustrations
letterletter /�letə/ noun 1. a piece of writing
sent from one person to another usually
through the post 2. a symbol used in
writing which more or less represents
one sound of a language

letterheadletterhead /�letəhed/ noun the name
and address of a company or organisa-
tion printed at the top of their official
notepaper
levellevel /�lev(ə)l/ noun a point on a scale
indicating amount, importance or diffi-
culty � sound level � level of inflation
lexicographerlexicographer /�leks|�kɒ$rəfə/
noun a person who writes or edits
dictionaries
lexicographylexicography /�leks|�kɒ$rəfi/ noun
the activity of writing and editing
dictionaries
lexiconlexicon /�lekskɒn/ noun 1. an alpha-
betical list of words specifically related
to a language or a particular subject 2. a
dictionary, especially one of an ancient
language such as Latin or Hebrew
liaiseliaise /li|�ez/ verb to work together and
keep each other informed
liaisonliaison /li |�ez(ə)n/ noun co-operation
and communication between different
organisations or sections of an organisa-
tion
lib.lib. abbreviation LIBRARIES 1. librarian
2. library
LIBNETLIBNET /�lbnet/ noun the electronic
mail service of the Australian Library
and Information Association
librarianlibrarian /la|�breəriən/ noun 1. a
person who is in charge of a library 2. a
person who has usually been trained in
librarianship and who works in a library
librarianshiplibrarianship /la|�breəriənʃp/ noun
the study of organising and retrieving
information so that it is accessible to
other people

‘Librarianship is a bipolar profession.
On the one hand, librarians are
custodians of treasure houses, whose
responsibility for preserving
collections of potentially rare, fragile
and sometimes unique material can
most easily be achieved by keeping
people away from it. On the other
hand, they are gatekeepers, charged
with facilitating the most direct and
fruitful access to the information and
knowledge contained in their
collections to all who may wish to use
them.’ [The Times]

librarylibrary /�labrəri/ noun a collection of
books, documents, newspapers and
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audiovisual materials kept and organ-
ised for people to read or borrow
library and information sciencelibrary and information science
/�labrəri ənd �nfə|�meʃ(ə)n �saəns/
noun a course of study that covers all
aspects of information and library
management, e.g. resources, user serv-
ices, organisation, evaluation, systems
used, policy and representation. Abbr
LIS
Library and Information Science AbstractsLibrary and Information
Science Abstracts /�labrəri ənd
�nfə|�meʃ(ə)n �saəns ��bstr�kts/
noun an index of articles and current
research in library science. Abbr LISA
library assistantlibrary assistant /�labrəri ə |

�sstənt/ noun a person who works in a
library as a helper but is not qualified as
a librarian
Library AssociationLibrary Association /�labrəri ə |

�səυsieʃ(ə)n/ noun a UK professional
body working to support librarians and
information workers. Abbr LA
library bindinglibrary binding /�labrəri �bandŋ/
noun a strong, durable binding for
books which will withstand heavy use
library cardlibrary card /�labrəri kɑ�d/, library
ticket /�labrəri �tkt/ noun a ticket
which allows the holder to borrow
library books
library editionlibrary edition /�labrəri  |�dʃ(ə)n/
noun a set of books, published in a
series, either by a single author or on the
same subject and with the same size and
format
library equipmentlibrary equipment /�labrəri  |

�kpmənt/ noun furniture and
machinery needed to run a library
Library Information ServiceLibrary Information Service
/�labrəri �nfə|�meʃ(ə)n �s��vs/ noun
a service provided by a library to users
to answer their questions on any
subject. Abbr LIS
library instructionlibrary instruction /�labrəri
�nstr�kʃ(ə)n/ noun training in library
management techniques
library licencelibrary licence /�labrəri �las(ə)ns/
noun a licence granted to a bookshop or
to a local authority, allowing books to
be bought at a discount for public
libraries
library management systemlibrary management system
/�labrəri �m�nd�mənt �sstəm/

noun a computer system which deals
with one or more library processes such
as acquisitions, circulation and cata-
loguing
Library of Congress

Library of Congress /�labrəri əv
�kɒŋ$res/ noun the national library of
the United States, located in Wash-
ington DC and founded by an Act of
Congress in 1800. It contains more than
28 million books and pamphlets as well
as presidential papers, music, photo-
graphs and recordings. Abbr LR
Library of Congress Catalog

Library of Congress Catalog
/�labrəri əv �kɒŋ$res �k�təlɒ$/ noun
a catalogue of the holdings of the
Library of Congress in the USA, also
available online. Abbr LOCIS
Library of Congress Catalog number

Library of Congress Catalog
number /�labrəri əv �kɒŋ$res
�k�təlɒ$ �n�mbə/ noun the number of
the reference in the Library of Congress
Catalog, printed inside a book
published in the USA. Abbr LOC
Library of Congress Classification system

Library of Congress Classifica-
tion system /�labrəri əv �kɒŋ$res
�kl�sf|�keʃ(ə)n �sstəm/ noun an
American system of organising docu-
ments for information retrieval. Abbr
LC
library purchase

library purchase /�labrəri �p��tʃs/
noun the purchase of books by a library
from a library supplier
library school

library school /�labrəri sku�l/ noun
a department or college which runs
courses to train library and information
workers
library science

library science /�labrəri �saəns/
noun the study of librarianship
library supplier

library supplier /�labrəri sə|�plaə/
noun a company that supplies
stationery, books, equipment and furni-
ture needed for use in libraries
library supply

library supply /�labrəri sə |�pla/
noun a supply of books to libraries at a
discount
library user

library user /�labrəri �ju�zə/ noun a
person who uses a library
library user education

library user education /�labrəri
�ju�zər �edjυ|�keʃ(ə)n/ noun training
courses which help library users to use
the library more effectively
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librettolibretto /l|�bretəυ/ noun the words of
an opera or other vocal musical produc-
tion
licencelicence /�las(ə)ns/ noun an official
document giving permission to use or
do something
licenselicense /�las(ə)ns/ verb to give offi-
cial permission for something to happen
life cycle of recordslife cycle of records /�laf �sak(ə)l
əv �rekɔ�dz/ noun the creation, storage,
retrieval for use, and disposal when no
longer needed, of records
light-penlight-pen /�latpen/ noun a stylus
with a light sensor used to scan
barcodes
light-sensitive paperlight-sensitive paper /�lat
�senstv �pepə/ noun paper that is
sensitive to light, usually used for
photographs
lightweightlightweight /�latwet/ adjective 1.
not heavy � thin, lightweight paper 2.
not thought to be of a high academic
standard
Likert scaleLikert scale /�lak��t skel/ noun a
system of measuring people’s attitudes
on a five-point scale, from positive to
negative or vice versa
limitlimit /�lmt/ noun a maximum pre-
defined range used to restrict an action
or thing � verb to prevent something
from becoming bigger
limitedlimited /�lmtd/ adjective small in
amount or degree
limited companylimited company /�lmtd
�k�mp(ə)ni/ noun a company in which
the shareholders are only legally
responsible for debts to the amount of
their shares if the company goes bank-
rupt
limited editionlimited edition /�lmtd |�dʃ(ə)n/
noun a work of art such as a book or
painting which is only produced in very
small numbers
limplimp /lmp/ adjective relating to a book
cover that is not stiffened by boards but
is made of more durable material than a
paperback
limp bindinglimp binding /�lmp �bandŋ/ noun
a binding style using flexible material
usually cheaper than hard boards
limp-bound editionlimp-bound edition /�lmp baυnd |

�dʃ(ə)n/, limp edition /�lmp |

�dʃ(ə)n/ noun an edition of a book with
a soft cover
Lindop Committee

Lindop Committee /�lndɒp kə |

�mti/ noun a British government
committee which investigated and made
recommendations about the security of
information on computers in 1978
line

line /lan/ noun 1. a row of words or
figures in a text 2. a type of product that
a company makes or sells 3. a long
piece of wire used to connect communi-
cations � a telephone line
linear

linear /�lniə/ adjective process in
which things always happen one at a
time following each other in a set order
line by line index

line by line index /�lan ba �lan
�ndeks/ noun an index with entries
consisting of one line only
line drawings

line drawings /�lan �drɔ�ŋz/, line
illustrations /�lan lə |�streʃ(ə)nz/
plural noun illustrations for a book
which are drawn with a pen, or have
tints, but which do not need to be repro-
duced as halftones
line editor

line editor /�lan �edtə/ noun a piece
of software that allows the operator to
modify one line of text from a file at a
time
line management

line management /�lan
�m�nd�mənt/ noun a system of
management using a hierarchical struc-
ture of jobs, so that everyone is respon-
sible to the person immediately above
them
line manager

line manager /�lan �m�nd�ə/ noun
a person in a hierarchical structure of
management who is responsible for the
person or people immediately below
linguistics

linguistics /lŋ|�$wstks/ noun the
study of language, its history, grammar,
structure and use
link

link /lŋk/ noun 1. a relationship
between two or more things either by a
physical connection or by a common
idea which enables them to work
together 2. a hypertext connection
which allows users to move to another
related part of the Internet
link up

link up /�lŋk ��p/ verb to connect
things to each other � This computer
can be linked up with others in the
network.
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link word

link word /�lŋk w��d/ noun a word
used in writing or speaking to join ideas
or sentences together
Linson

Linson /�lns(ə)n/ a trademark for a
strong binding paper which is patterned
to resemble cloth
LINUX

LINUX /�lnəks/ a trademark for a
computer operating system that is a free
implementation of the UNIX operating
system
LIS

LIS abbreviation 1. Library Informa-
tion Service 2. library and information
science
LISA

LISA abbreviation Library and Infor-
mation Science Abstracts
list

list /�melŋ lst/ noun 1. a series of
items written down usually one under
the other 2. a catalogue � There is a
price list for cars of different ages and
models. � verb to print or display certain
items of information
list of abbreviations

list of abbreviations /�list əv ə |

�bri�vi |�eʃ(ə)nz/ noun a note in a refer-
ence book which lists the abbreviations
used and what they stand for, usually
printed at the beginning of the text, after
the prelims or, in some reference works
such as dictionaries, on the endpapers
list owner

list owner /�lst �əυnə/ noun a person
who controls an electronic mailing list
list price

list price /�lst pras/ noun the price
of a commodity according to a printed
list
LISTSERV

LISTSERV /�lsts��v/ noun a very
large electronic mailing list manager
literacy

literacy /�lt(ə)rəsi/ noun the ability to
read and write

‘In a withering dossier, chief inspector
Graham Donaldson concluded pupils
were being failed by poor teachers and
weak leadership and that a fifth were
leaving school without basic literacy
and numeracy skills.’ [Sunday
Express]

literal

literal /�lt(ə)rəl/ adjective following
the exact meaning of a word or phrase,
without any additional meanings � noun
a mistake made when keyboarding so
that characters are transposed
literary

literary /�lt(ə)rəri/ adjective related
to literature

literary agentliterary agent /�lt(ə)rəri �ed�ənt/
noun somebody whose job is to nego-
tiate business contracts on behalf of an
author
literary forensicsliterary forensics /�lt(ə)rəri fə|

�renzks/ noun the scientific examina-
tion of documents of disputed authen-
ticity
Literary MarketplaceLiterary Marketplace /�lt(ə)rəri
�mɑ�ktples/ noun an American publi-
cation listing people such as publishers,
agents and translators (NOTE: The
British equivalent is the Writers’ and
Artists’ Yearbook.)
literary prizeliterary prize /�lt(ə)rəri praz/ noun
an award given for a piece of writing
judged to have literary value
literateliterate /�lt(ə)rət/ adjective able to
read and write
literatureliterature /�lt(ə)rətʃə/ noun 1.
written works such as novels, plays and
poetry, especially those considered to
have artistic quality 2. printed informa-
tion on a specific subject
literature searchliterature search /�lt(ə)rətʃə s��tʃ/
noun a preliminary investigation when
studying a subject to find all other
related writing
literature surveyliterature survey /�lt(ə)rətʃə
�s��ve/ noun a bibliography listing
material on a given subject or some-
times in a given location
lithographylithography /l|�θɒ$rəfi/, litho noun a
method of printing in which the ink
sticks to greasy areas of treated metal,
stone or film and is then transferred to
paper

COMMENT: Lithography was invented in
1798, by a German artist, Alois
Senefelder. It was originally the art of
drawing a design on stone in greasy ink,
then printing from it. The surface now
used is a metal plate, but the principle is
the same: this is that a greasy surface
attracts ink, while a wet surface repels
ink. The design is drawn on the surface
with greasy ink, the surface is then rolled
with a damp roller to wet it, and then the
inking roller passes over it, leaving ink on
the parts which are greasy and not
leaving ink on those parts which are wet.

lklk abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Sri Lanka
LMSLMS abbreviation learning manage-
ment system
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loadload /ləυd/ verb � to load a file to call
a computer file so that it can be seen on
screen and worked with
load sharingload sharing /�ləυd �ʃeərŋ/ noun
the process of using more people to
even out the workload
loanloan /ləυn/ noun something that is lent
and must be returned � on loan being
borrowed � The book is on loan from the
library.
loan collectionloan collection /�ləυn kə |�lekʃ(ə)n/
noun a collection of books and mate-
rials available for borrowing, as
opposed to a reference collection which
cannot be taken away from the library
loan feeloan fee /�ləυn fi�/ noun a sum of
money paid to borrow an item
loan periodloan period /�ləυn �pəriəd/ noun a
period of time before an item that has
been borrowed must be returned
LOCLOC abbreviation Library of Congress
Catalog number
locallocal /�ləυk(ə)l/ adjective belonging or
relating to the specific area where you
live or work
Local Area NetworkLocal Area Network /�ləυk(ə)l
�eəriə �netw��k/ noun a system linking
computers, terminals and printers,
within a restricted geographical area,
which share the same stored informa-
tion in the network memory. Abbr LAN
local collectionlocal collection /�ləυk(ə)l kə|

�lekʃ(ə)n/ noun books and documents
about a specific area close to where the
collection is held
local directorylocal directory /�ləυk(ə)l
�darekt(ə)ri/ noun a collection of
information about businesses and resi-
dents in a specified area arranged in
alphabetical order of street names and
also with classified trade entries
Local Education AuthorityLocal Education Authority
/�ləυk(ə)l �edjυ|�keʃ(ə)n ɔ�|�θɒrti/
noun an administrative body which
controls the supply of education
through schools and colleges in a local
area of the UK. Abbr LEA
local historylocal history /�ləυk(ə)l �hst(ə)ri/
noun the history of a small area of a
country
local interest titlelocal interest title /�ləυk(ə)l
�nt(ə)rəst �tat(ə)l/ noun a book

which is interesting to people living in a
certain area, but less so to anyone else
local maplocal map /�ləυk(ə)l �m�p/ noun a
map showing the area near to where you
live or work
local newspaperlocal newspaper /�ləυk(ə)l
�nju�zpepə/ noun a newspaper that
reports on local events and people
local presslocal press /�ləυk(ə)l �pres/ noun
newspapers which cover news relevant
to a local area and which are printed and
sold in one small area of the country
local radiolocal radio /�ləυk(ə)l �rediəυ/, local
TV /�ləυk(ə)l ti� �vi�/ noun broadcasting
stations which concentrate on the news
and issues relevant to a small local area
local record officelocal record office /�ləυk(ə)l
�rekɔ�d �ɒfs/ noun an archive store that
keeps information about the particular
area in which it is situated
locatelocate /ləυ |�ket/ verb 1. to place or
position something 2. to find something
locatorlocator /ləυ|�ketə/ noun US a device
that helps somebody locate something
such as a table or index
LOCISLOCIS /�ləυks/ abbreviation Library
of Congress Catalog
locklock /lɒk/ verb to fasten something to
prevent access � to lock a file to prevent
anyone from making changes to a
computer file
lockdownlockdown /�lɒkdəυn/ noun a proce-
dure that prevents users of a computer
network or intruders from the Internet
from gaining access to files that are
essential to the proper functioning of a
computer system
loglog /lɒ$/ verb to record something offi-
cially
log booklog book /�lɒ$ bυk/ noun 1. a book in
which entry and departure times to a
particular place are recorded 2. a book
in which someone writes records of
their activities especially related to trav-
elling
logiclogic /�lɒd�k/ noun a way of thinking
and reasoning which takes account of
previous steps
log inlog in /�lɒ$ �n/, log on /�lɒ$ �ɒn/ verb
to enter a password or code in order to
gain entry to a computer system
logisticslogistics /lə|�d�stks/ plural noun the
organisation of something very compli-
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cated, especially of moving people and
things from one place to another
logologo /�ləυ$əυ/ noun a special design
which identifies the products and
publicity material of a company or
organisation
log offlog off /�lɒ$ �ɒf/, log out /�lɒ$ �aυt/
verb to enter data in order to close down
and leave a computer system
long-distancelong-distance /�lɒŋ �dstəns/ adjec-
tive relating to journeys, communica-
tions or places that are far apart
long loanlong loan /�lɒŋ ləυn/ noun an
extended period for borrowing library
items
long-termlong-term /�lɒŋ �t��m/ adjective
concerning a long period of time � long-
term planning � The long-term plans
include the development of a music
library.
look uplook up /�lυk ��p/ verb to search for
information, e.g. by consulting a refer-
ence book
look-uplook-up /�lυk �p/ noun a computer
procedure in which a term or value is
matched against a table of stored infor-
mation
look-up tablelook-up table /�lυk �p �teb(ə)l/
noun a collection of stored results that
can be accessed very rapidly by a
program without the need to calculate
each result whenever needed. Abbr LUT

COMMENT: For computer graphics a look-
up table may be a table of pixel intensity
or colour information which increases the
range of values that can be displayed.
Since the values are stored in a look-up
table they do not have to be computed
each time they are called up, and
execution time is reduced.

looploop /lu�p/ noun a series of actions that
are performed repeatedly until the
procedure has been completed
loose-leafloose-leaf /�lu�s li�f/ adjective having
pages which can be removed or
replaced
lossless compressionlossless compression /�lɒsləs
kəm|�preʃ(ə)n/ noun an image
compression technique that can reduce

the number of bits used for each pixel in
an image without losing any informa-
tion or sharpness
lossy compressionlossy compression /�lɒsi kəm|

�preʃ(ə)n/ noun an image compression
technique that can reduce the number of
bits used for each pixel in an image, but
in doing so lose information
loudspeakerloudspeaker /�laυd|�spi�kə/ noun a
device that turns electrical signals into
recognisable sound
low acidlow acid /�ləυ ��sd/ adjective
relating to paper that is mildly acidic in
composition, but less prone to deteriora-
tion than standard acidic paper
lower caselower case /�ləυə �kes/ adjective
relating to small letters such as a, b, c, as
opposed to upper case A, B, C
low level languagelow level language /�ləυ �lev(ə)l
�l�ŋ$wd�/ noun a computer program-
ming language that is similar to the
machine language and difficult for non-
expert users to understand
lrlr abbreviation in Internet addresses, the
top-level domain for Liberia
LRLR abbreviation Library of Congress
lsls abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Lesotho
ltlt abbreviation in Internet addresses, the
top-level domain for Lithuania
lulu abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Luxembourg
lunar monthlunar month /�lu�nə �m�nθ/ noun the
period of time between one new moon
and the next, usually about 28 days
LUTLUT abbreviation look-up table
luxury editionluxury edition /�l�kʃəri  |�dʃ(ə)n/
noun an edition printed on fine paper
with a superior binding
lvlv abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Latvia
lyly abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Libya
lyriclyric /�lrk/ noun a short poem
expressing strong feelings in a songlike
form
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machine codemachine code /mə|�ʃi�n kəυd/,
machine language /mə|�ʃi�n
�l�ŋ$wd�/ noun instructions and
information shown as a series of binary
figures which can be read by a computer
machine-readablemachine-readable /mə|�ʃi�n
�ri�dəb(ə)l/ adjective stored on a disk or
tape in machine language, so that it can
be read directly by a computer
Machine Readable CatalogueMachine Readable Catalogue
/mə |�ʃi�n �ri�dəb(ə)l �k�təlɒ$/ noun an
automated system of cataloguing books
and documents in a library. Abbr MARC
machine-readable codemachine-readable code /mə|�ʃi�n
�ri�dəb(ə)l �kəυd/ noun a set of signs or
letters which a computer can read
machine translationmachine translation /mə|�ʃi�n
tr�ns|�leʃ(ə)n/ noun translation from
one language into another carried out
automatically by a computer
machinistmachinist /mə |�ʃi�nst/ noun a person
whose job is to work a machine
magazinemagazine /�m�$ə|�zi�n/ noun 1. a
regular weekly, monthly or quarterly
publication containing articles, stories,
photographs and advertisements 2. a
radio or television programme made up
of several different items 3. a container
for slides to be used in an automatic
projector
magneticmagnetic /m�$ |�netk/ adjective
relating to something that uses electrical
magnetism to record and store informa-
tion to be read by a computer
magnetic headmagnetic head /m�$ |�netk �hed/
noun an electromagnetic device that
reads, writes or erases data on a
magnetic medium
magnetic stripmagnetic strip /m�$ |�netk �strp/
noun a plastic strip with electronic data

fixed to a plastic card, which can be read
by a machine � A library card often has
a magnetic strip with details of its
owner to prevent it being used by
anyone else.
magnetic tapemagnetic tape /m�$|�netk �tep/
noun tape coated with a magnetic mate-
rial so that electrical signals can be
recorded on to it for speech, film or
computer information
magnetic tape encodermagnetic tape encoder /m�$|

�netk tep en |�kəυdə/ noun a device
that directly writes data entered from a
keyboard on to magnetic tape
magnetisedmagnetised /�m�$nətazd/,
magnetized adjective converted into a
magnet � The library uses magnetised
strips inside books to prevent theft.
magnifymagnify /�m�$nfa/ verb to make
something appear bigger or more
important than it really is
magnitudemagnitude /�m�$ntju�d/ noun the
level, degree or importance of a signal
or situation � They did not appreciate
the magnitude of the task.
mailmail /mel/ noun letters and parcels
delivered by the Post Office
mailbasemailbase /�melbes/ noun a UK
electronic mailing list service used by
discussion groups. � bulletin board
mail boxmail box /�mel bɒks/ noun 1. one of
several boxes where incoming mail is
put in a large building 2. a box for
putting letters, etc. which you want to
post 3. storage in an electronic mail
system, where messages are kept for
subscribers to access through their
computers
mailing listmailing list /�melŋ lst/ noun 1. a
list of names and addresses kept by an
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organisation so that it can send people
information or regular publications 2.
an electronic list of e-mail addressees or
subscribers who usually have an interest
in the same topic
mail mergemail merge /�mel m��d�/ noun a
word-processing program which allows
a standard letter to be sent out to a series
of different names and addresses
mailservermailserver /�mels��və/ noun a
computer on the Internet which stores
incoming mail and sends it to the
correct user, and stores outgoing mail
and transfers it to the correct destination
server
mail shotmail shot /�mel ʃɒt/ noun a large
number of information or publicity leaf-
lets sent out to a selected group of
prospective customers
mainmain /men/ adjective most important
main cataloguemain catalogue /�men �k�təlɒ$/
noun a full list of all the holdings in a
library
main classmain class /�men �klɑ�s/ noun a
major division of a general classifica-
tion scheme
main entrymain entry /�men �entri/ noun the
fullest entry in a catalogue, often with a
tracing of related references
mainframemainframe /�menfrem/, main-
frame computer /�menfrem kəm |

�pju�tə/ noun a large-scale high-power
computer system that can handle high-
capacity memory and backing storage
devices as well as servicing a number of
operators simultaneously
main indexmain index /�men �ndeks/ noun a
general index which guides users to
more specific entries
mainstreammainstream /�menstri�m/ adjective
normal or conventional
mainstream researchmainstream research
/�menstri�m r|�s��tʃ/ noun research
that follows on from previous work
done in the field
maintainmaintain /men|�ten/ verb to keep
something in good condition and up to
date
maintenancemaintenance /�mentənəns/ noun
the process of keeping something in
good condition by giving it regular care
and attention

maintenance contractmaintenance contract
/�mentənəns �kɒntr�kt/ noun an
arrangement with a repair company to
make regular checks and repairs at
special prices
maintenance costsmaintenance costs /�mentənəns
kɒsts/ plural noun money put into a
budget for carrying out regular mainte-
nance
maintenance of recordsmaintenance of records
/�mentənəns əv �rekɔ�dz/ noun the
process of updating information or
keeping records up to date
majormajor /�med�ə/ adjective very impor-
tant
major contributormajor contributor /�med�ə kən|

�trbjətə/ noun a person who has
supplied the most information or
written text for a publication or meeting
majoritymajority /mə |�d�ɒrti/ noun the larger
part or greater number
malfunctionmalfunction /m�l|�f�ŋkʃən/ noun
failure to work properly � verb to fail to
work properly
malwaremalware /�m�lweə/ noun software
such as viruses designed to cause
damage or disruption to a computer
system
manman /m�n/ verb to provide the work-
force for something � They manned the
exhibition stand all day.
managemanage /�m�nd�/ verb to direct or
take responsibility for controlling
somebody or something
manageablemanageable /�m�nd�əb(ə)l/ adjec-
tive able to be controlled easily because
it is not too big or complicated
managementmanagement /�m�nd�mənt/ noun
the process of controlling an organisa-
tion, company or group
Management By ObjectivesManagement By Objectives
/�m�nd�mənt ba əb|�jektvz/ noun a
system of managing a company by
stating the aims of the organisation as
the basis of policy. Abbr MBO
management information servicemanagement information
service /�m�nd�mənt �nfə|

�meʃ(ə)n �sstəm/ noun a department
within a company that is responsible for
information and data processing
managementmanagement information
system /�m�nd�mənt �nfə|

�meʃ(ə)n �sstəm/ noun a system
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designed to collate all the information
collected by an organisation and
supplied to support anyone involved in
decision making. Abbr MIS

‘…of equal benefit has been the
improvement in management
information systems. In the past,
banks and insurers were basing their
risk decisions on inaccurate or out of
date information; new technology has
allowed companies to trade on real-
time information with obvious
implications for risk control and
accuracy of pricing.’ [Investment
Advisor]

management of records

management of records
/�m�nd�mənt əv �rekɔ�dz/ noun the
process of creating, storing, retrieving
and disposing of records
management style

management style /�m�nd�mənt
stal/ noun any of several different
ways of controlling, organising and
motivating groups of people
management training

management training
/�m�nd�mənt �trenŋ/ noun the
training of managers by making them
study the principles and practices of
management
manager

manager /�m�nd�ə/ noun a person
who is responsible for running a
company, organisation or group
managerial

managerial /�m�nə |�d�əriəl/ adjec-
tive relating to the work of a manager
mandatory

mandatory /�m�ndət(ə)ri/ adjective
compulsory � It is mandatory to pay
taxes.
manifesto

manifesto /�m�n|�festəυ/ noun a
written statement of the intentions of a
person or group of people who are
standing for election
manipulate

manipulate /mə|�npjυlet/ verb to
control people, data or situations to
produce a specific result
manipulation

manipulation /mə|�npjυ |�leʃ(ə)n/
noun the act of moving, editing or
changing text or data � The high-speed
database management program allows
the manipulation of very large amounts
of data.
man-made

man-made /�m�n �med/ adjective
made by people rather than formed
naturally

manpowermanpower /�m�npaυə/ noun a
workforce or labour force which
produces goods
manpower resourcesmanpower resources /�m�npaυə
r|�zɔ�sz/ plural noun the number of
people available for work
manualmanual /�m�njuəl/ noun a document
or book containing instructions about
the operation of a system or machine �

adjective done by hand rather than by
machine
manual data processingmanual data processing
/�m�njuəl �detə �prəυsesŋ/ noun the
sorting and processing of information
without the help of a computer
manual entrymanual entry /�m�njuəl �entri/,
manual input /�m�njuəl �npυt/ noun
the act of entering data into a computer
by an operator via a keyboard
manual systemmanual system /�m�njuəl �sstəm/
noun an information control system that
uses handwritten rather than computer-
ised records
manufacturemanufacture /�m�njυ |�f�ktʃə/ verb
to make something in a factory
manufacturermanufacturer /�m�njυ |�f�ktʃərə/
noun a company which makes a product
manuscriptmanuscript /�m�njυskrpt/ noun a
typed or handwritten text of something
before it is printed � The advance on
royalties will be paid on acceptance of
the completed manuscript for publica-
tion. Abbr ms
manuscript music bookmanuscript music book
/�m�njυskrpt �mju�zk �bυk/ noun a
book of paper ruled with five line staves
for the writing of music
mapmap /m�p/ noun a diagrammatic
representation of an area of land

COMMENT: Maps are now mainly
computerised and are output on plotters.
This allows the information on a map to
be stored as a database, which can be
used to produce maps on different
scales, with different colour designs, etc.

map pinmap pin /�m�p pn/ noun a sharp
metal object with a small round
coloured head used to indicate places on
a map
marbled papermarbled paper /�mɑ�b(ə)ld �pepə/
noun multi-coloured paper used by
bookbinders usually for the endpapers
of books
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MARCMARC /mɑ�k/ abbreviation Machine
Readable Catalogue
marginmargin /�mɑ�d�n/ noun a blank space
around a section of printed text between
the printed text and the edge of the
paper
margin of errormargin of error /�mɑ�d�n əv �erə/
noun the number of mistakes that are
considered to be acceptable in a docu-
ment or calculation
markmark /mɑ�k/ noun 1. a sign or symbol
written on a page 2. the score or grade
achieved for an assignment or examina-
tion � verb to assess work and award it
a grade or score
markermarker /�mɑ�kə/ noun an object that is
used to show the position of something
marker penmarker pen /�mɑ�kə pen/ noun a
coloured pen used to indicate or high-
light sections of text
marketmarket /�mɑ�kt/ noun the number of
people wishing to buy a product or the
area of the world where it is sold � verb
to organise the sale of a product by
deciding the price, the areas where it
will be sold and how it will be adver-
tised
marketing planmarketing plan /�mɑ�ktŋ pl�n/
noun a strategy for selling a product or
service by planning the advertising and
distribution within a selected market
market penetrationmarket penetration /�mɑ�kt �pen |

�treʃ(ə)n/ noun an expression of how
much of the chosen market is reached
by a product � They estimated a 50%
market penetration for the information
service.
marketplacemarketplace /�mɑ�ktples/ noun 1.
the potential number of people who will
buy a product or use a service 2. a place
where goods or services can be sold or
offered
market researchmarket research /�mɑ�kt r|�s��tʃ/,
market analysis /�mɑ�kt ə|�n�ləss/
noun the process of examining the
possible sales of a product and the
possible customers for it before it is put
on the market
mark upmark up /�mɑ�k ��p/ verb to prepare
copy for printing by indicating such
things as font size, typeface and layout
mass deacidificationmass deacidification /�m�s
�di�sdf|�keʃ(ə)n/ noun the process

of adding chemicals to acidic paper to
neutralise the acid and prevent further
deterioration, especially in old collec-
tions
mass marketmass market /�m�s �mɑ�kt/ noun a
very large market, covering a large
proportion of a population
mass market paperbackmass market paperback /�m�s
�mɑ�kt �pepəb�k/ noun a paperback
book aimed at the mass market
mass mediamass media /�m�s �mi�diə/ noun
means of communication which reach
large numbers of people, e.g. radio, tele-
vision and newspapers
mass productionmass production /�m�s prə|

�d�kʃən/ noun the manufacture of large
quantities of the same product
mass storagemass storage /�m�s �stɔ�rd�/
noun the storage and retrieval of large
amounts of data

‘“It’s not unusual for universities or
government bodies to have rooms that
are floor to ceiling with magnetic
tapes”, says Kevin Murrell, a curator
at Bletchley Park Computer Museum.
“Ten or fifteen years ago this was the
most common mass-storage medium,
but today it’s increasing difficult to
read them”.’ [New Scientist]

mass storage devicemass storage device /�m�s
�stɔ�rd� d |�vas/ noun a computer
backing store device such as a disk drive
which is able to store large amounts of
data
mastermaster /�mɑ�stə/ noun 1. the original
document from which copies are made
2. the most important person or device
within a system � verb to learn some-
thing so that you can do it well
master cataloguemaster catalogue noun a file in
which every entry contains full biblio-
graphical information. Also called
master file
master copymaster copy /�mɑ�stə �kɒpi/ noun
the original document from which
photocopies are made
master filemaster file /�mɑ�stə fal/ noun 1.
same as master catalogue 2. the main
copy of a computer file, kept for secu-
rity purposes
mastermindmastermind /�mɑ�stəmand/ verb to
plan a complicated activity in detail and
make sure it happens successfully
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masterpiecemasterpiece /�mɑ�stəpi�s/ noun an
original creation in the arts which is of
exceptional quality
master planmaster plan /�mɑ�stə pl�n/ noun a
detailed plan to organise several diffi-
cult tasks
Master’s degreeMaster’s degree /�mɑ�stəz d|�$ri�/
noun an academic degree, usually
awarded after one or two years of post-
graduate study
matchmatch /m�tʃ/ noun something that is
equal to another in physical or mental
characteristics � The players were a
perfect match for each other and the
game ended in a draw. � verb to find an
item that has equal characteristics � He
had to match them for size and colour. �
to match a record to search a database
or record for a similar piece of informa-
tion to the record you have
materialmaterial /mə |�təriəl/ noun equipment
or items needed for a particular activity
material requirements planningmaterial requirements planning
/mə |�təriəl r |�kwaəmənts �pl�nŋ/
noun a detailed statement of the equip-
ment required for a specific task and its
cost
mattmatt /m�t/ adjective relating to paper
that is not shiny, especially paper for
photographs
mattermatter /�m�tə/ noun a situation that
you have to deal with � This is a matter
which the library committee must
decide.
mature studentmature student /mə|�tʃυə
�stju�d(ə)nt/ noun a student aged 25 or
over who has gone into higher or further
education later than is usual, especially
after working or raising a family
maximisemaximise /�m�ksmaz/, maximize
verb 1. to make the most possible use of
something 2. to make something as
large or important as possible � They
aimed to maximise their profits.
maximummaximum /�m�ksməm/ noun 1. the
largest amount possible 2. the highest
achievement possible
MbMb, MB abbreviation megabyte
MBOMBO abbreviation Management By
Objectives
MBSMBS abbreviation mind body and spirit
mcmc abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Monaco

mdmd abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Moldova
meansmeans /mi�nz/ plural noun 1. a
method of doing something � We have
the means to store a large number of
documents. 2. the money that someone
has to spend � She has the means to buy
a large house.
measuremeasure /�me�ə/ verb to discover the
size or quantity of something by using a
calibrated instrument � noun 1. a set of
scales or strip for measuring 2. an action
taken to bring about a specific result �

Measures have been taken to reduce the
loss of books.
measurementmeasurement /�me�əmənt/ noun
size in units such as centimetres or
inches

COMMENT: In Britain, the measurements
of paper sheets are normally given with
the short side first (768 x 1008mm), while
the physical measurements of a book are
normally given with the height first and
then the width. The format of this book is
198 x 129. Note that in many countries,
the measurements are given with the
width first and height second, leading to
much confusion. The measurement of
type is based on the point system (one
point is 0.3515mm in Britain and the USA;
0.376mm in Europe).

mechanicalmechanical /m|�k�nk(ə)l/ adjective
relating to something that has moving
parts and uses power to perform tasks
mechanicsmechanics /m |�k�nks/ plural noun
the way that something works or is done
� The mechanics of reading are difficult
for children to learn.
mechanismmechanism /�mekənz(ə)m/ noun 1.
a piece of machinery 2. a method of
doing something
mediamedia /�mi�diə/ noun the main means
of communication as in radio, television
and newspapers
media convertermedia converter /�mi�diə kən|

�v��tə/ noun a multi-disk reader device
which can read data from various sizes
and formats of disk
media coveragemedia coverage /�mi�diə
�k�v(ə)rd�/ noun the number of
reports about a situation or event in the
newspapers, radio or television
media management systemmedia management system
/�mi�diə �m�nd�mənt �sstəm/ noun
an operating system which allows phys-
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ical storage media such as tapes or disks
to be catalogued and replayed. Abbr
MMS
media resource officer

media resource officer /�mi�diə r |

�zɔ�s �ɒfsə/ noun a person who is in
charge of the management of audio-
visual resources
media storage systems

media storage systems /�mi�diə
�stɔ�rd� �sstəmz/ plural noun
systems for storing and retrieving non-
book materials such as audio tapes,
video tapes or illustrations
medical

medical /�medk(ə)l/ adjective
relating to the treatment and prevention
of illness and injuries
medical abstracts

medical abstracts /�medk(ə)l
��bstr�kts/ plural noun a collection of
summaries of medical articles in jour-
nals
medical directory

medical directory /�medk(ə)l da|

�rekt(ə)ri/ noun a list of medical insti-
tutions, practitioners and specialists
medical index

medical index /�medk(ə)l �ndeks/
noun a list of bibliographical references
to articles on medical subjects
medical journal

medical journal /�medk(ə)l
�d���n(ə)l/ noun a specialist magazine
for medical practitioners
medical library

medical library /�medk(ə)l
�labrəri/ noun a special library to
support medical work
Medical Literature Analysis and Retrieval Service

Medical Literature Analysis and
Retrieval Service /�medk(ə)l
�lt(ə)rətʃə ə|�n�lss ən r |�tri�v(ə)l
�s��vs/ noun a collection of databases
operated by the National Library of
Medicine. Abbr MEDLARS
medical publishing

medical publishing /�medk(ə)l
�p�blʃŋ/ noun the publishing of books
on medical subjects
medieval manuscript

medieval manuscript /�medii�vəl
�m�nju�skrpt/ noun a written manu-
script dating from between 1100 and
1500 A.D.
medium

medium /�mi�diəm/ adjective neither
large nor small, but middle-sized � noun
the means used to communicate or
express oneself � They communicated
through the medium of the written word.
(NOTE: The plural is media or
mediums.)

medium octavomedium octavo /�mi�diəm ɒk |

�tɑ�vəυ/ noun a traditional book format
of 9 x 5 3/4 inches
MEDLARSMEDLARS /�medlɑ�z/ abbreviation
Medical Literature Analysis and
Retrieval Service
MEDLIBMEDLIB /�medlb/ noun a subscrip-
tion bulletin board mainly used by
doctors
MedlineMedline /�medlan/ noun an informa-
tion database mainly used by employees
in medical professions
meetmeet /mi�t/ verb 1. to make contact
with somebody face to face 2. to deal
with a situation, need or requirement
meetingmeeting /�mi�tŋ/ noun an event when
people come together to discuss things
megabytemegabyte /�me$əbat/ noun a
storage unit in computers, equal to
1,048,576 bytes, or 1022 bytes. Abbr
MB, Mbyte
membershipmembership /�membəʃp/ noun the
state of belonging to an organisation or
group
membership listmembership list /�membəʃp lst/
noun a list of names and addresses of
members of an organisation or group
membership ticketmembership ticket /�membəʃp
�tkt/, membership card /�membəʃp
kɑ�d/ noun a card or ticket stating
somebody’s name and the name of the
organisation of which they are a
member
memomemo /�meməυ/ abbreviation memo-
randum
memoirmemoir /�memwɑ�/ noun a written
account of somebody’s life, especially
one who has been well known in public
life
memo padmemo pad /�meməυ p�d/ noun a
pad of headed paper used for internal
messages
memorandummemorandum /�memə|�r�ndəm/
noun a note sent internally within a
company or organisation
memorial volumememorial volume /m |�mɔ�riəl
�vɒlju�m/ noun 1. a book containing
the names of people to be remembered
2. a book written in memory of
someone
memorisememorise /�meməraz/, memorize
verb to learn something so that you can
remember it exactly
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memorymemory /�mem(ə)ri/ noun 1. a
person’s ability to remember things 2.
the capacity to store information
menumenu /�menju
/ noun a list of options
displayed on screen for the user of a
computer program
menu-drivenmenu-driven /�menju
 �drv(ə)n/
adjective relating to a computer
program where the user can choose
options from a menu
merchandisemerchandise /�m�
tʃəndaz/ noun
goods that are bought, sold or traded �

verb to sell goods and services
mergemerge /m�
d�/ verb to combine two
data files on a computer. � mail merge
merge sortmerge sort /�m�
d� �sɔ
t/ noun a
software application in which the sorted
files are merged into a new file
MERITMERIT /�mert/ noun a US regional
gateway with access to commercial
services
MESHMESH /meʃ/ abbreviation Medical
Subject Headings for Medline
messagemessage /�mesd�/ noun a piece of
information that you send or leave for
somebody
message headingmessage heading /�mesd�
�hedŋ/ noun a title given to informa-
tion to indicate its contents
message numberingmessage numbering /�mesd�
�n�mbərŋ/ noun identification of
messages using a numerical system
metadatametadata /�metədetə/ noun descrip-
tive information about the elements of a
set of data, e.g. information contained in
a webpage which describes the topics
covered by that webpage

‘Contivo Vocabulary Management
Solution (VMS) (TM) provides a
central semantics-based metadata
repository, development tools,
infrastructure, and code generators
that automate data transformation for
application integration across multiple
platforms.’ [BusinessWire]

metaphormetaphor /�metəfə/ noun an expres-
sion used to describe one thing in terms
of another, without using the words
‘like’ or ‘as’, as in ‘the librarian was a
fountain of knowledge’
meteorological officemeteorological office /�mi
tiərə|

�lɒd�k(ə)l �ɒfs/ noun a government
office which records the forecasting and

occurrence of weather conditions
worldwide
meteorologymeteorology /�mi
tiə|�rɒləd�i/ noun
the study of weather formation and
conditions
methodicalmethodical /m|�θɒdk(ə)l/ adjective
having a careful, planned and ordered
way of working
methodologymethodology /�meθə|�dɒləd�i/ noun
a system of ways and principles for
doing something, e.g. in teaching or
research
metricmetric /�metrk/ adjective relating to a
system of book and paper measurement,
calculated in millimetres

COMMENT: The main metric stock paper
sizes used in the UK are: metric quad
crown (768 x 1008), metric large crown
(816 x 1056), metric quad demy (888 x
1128), and metric quad royal (960 x
1272).

metric crown octavometric crown octavo /�metrk
kraυn ɒk |�tɑ
vəυ/ noun a book format
(186 x 123mm)
mgmg abbreviation 1. in Internet
addresses, the top-level domain for
Madagascar 2. milligram
mhmh abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Marshall
Islands
micro-micro- /makrəυ/ prefix used to indi-
cate a very small version of anything
micro computermicro computer /�makrəυ kəm|

�pju
tə/ noun a small computer usually
used as a stand-alone machine, i.e. one
not connected to a network
microcontentmicrocontent /�makrəυ |�kɒntent/
noun a single piece of data on the
Internet which has its own URL or link
and can be accessed by a hand-held
device if needed, e.g. a weblog posting
or a weather forecast
microcopymicrocopy /�makrəυkɒpi/ noun a
copy of a document which has been
reduced in size
microfichemicrofiche /�makrəυ|�fi
ʃ/ noun a
small sheet of photographic film on
which information is stored in very
small print
microfiche readermicrofiche reader /�makrəυfi
ʃ
�ri
də/ noun a machine that magnifies
the writing on microfiche film and
displays it in readable form on a
monitor
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microfilmmicrofilm /�makrəυflm/ noun
material for making microfiches � verb
to make microfiches
micro imagemicro image /�makrəυ �md�/
noun a stored graphical image which is
too small to be seen with the naked eye
microphonemicrophone /�makrəfəυn/ noun an
electronic device used to record sounds
or to make them louder
microprocessormicroprocessor /�makrəυ |

�prəυsesə/ noun a microchip which can
be programmed to do a large number of
tasks or calculations
Microsoft Disk Operating SystemMicrosoft Disk Operating
System /�makrəsɒft dsk
�ɒpəretŋ �sstəm/ noun full form of
MS/DOS
Microsoft NetworkMicrosoft Network /�makrəsɒft
�netw��k/ noun a vast online service to
provide information, database links to
the Internet and electronic mail espe-
cially for Windows users. Abbr MSN
middle managementmiddle management /�md(ə)l
�m�nd�mənt/ noun a level of
management which has responsibility
for a part within the structure of a whole
organisation
mid-usermid-user /�md �ju�zə/ noun an oper-
ator who retrieves relevant information
from a database for a customer or end
user
migratemigrate /ma|�$ret/ verb to transfer a
file from one computer system or data-
base to another
migrationmigration /ma|�$reʃ(ə)n/ noun a
transfer of computer data, programs or
hardware from one system to another
milmil abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the generic top-level domain for mili-
tary organisation
milking machinemilking machine /�mlkŋ mə|�ʃi�n/
noun a portable machine which can
accept data from other machines and
then transfer it to a large computer
millboardmillboard /�mlbɔ�d/ noun thick
paperboard used in binding books
millenniummillennium /m|�leniəm/ noun a
period of one thousand years (NOTE:
The plural is millennia.)
Mills and BoonMills and Boon /�mlz ən �bu�n/
noun a romantic novel published by, or
of the kind typically published by, the

firm of Mills and Boon, publishers of
popular romantic fiction
mind body and spiritmind body and spirit /�mand
�bɒdi ən � sprt/ noun a category of
books dealing with alternative topics
such as natural medicine, new faiths and
oriental mysticism. Abbr MBS
mind mapmind map /�mand m�p/ noun a
diagram with nodes representing the the
main points of a topic, with the links
between them and any other relevant
information also shown
minemine /man/ noun a rich source of
something, especially information �

verb to search through a source and
extract information

‘In addition, once the business
processes have been optimised/re-
engineered, the information
technology function should provide
tools to empower staff to search for
and mine the data stores around the
organisation.’ [Financial Times]

mini-mini- /mni/ prefix combining with
nouns to indicate a smaller version of
something � mini-computer
miniatureminiature /�mntʃə/ noun 1. a
coloured picture in an illuminated
manuscript 2. a much reduced copy of a
document 3. a small, very detailed
drawing or painting especially on ivory
or vellum
minimiseminimise /�mnmaz/, minimize
verb 1. to reduce something to the
smallest possible amount 2. to make
something seem unimportant
minimumminimum /�mnməm/ noun the
smallest amount possible
ministryministry /�mnstri/ noun a govern-
ment department
ministry publicationministry publication /�mnstri
�p�blkeʃ(ə)n/ noun a published
report of the proceedings of a govern-
ment department
MinitelMinitel /�mntel/ noun a national
information database in France acces-
sible by telephone and home computer
minorityminority /ma |�nɒrti/ noun a group of
people who form less than half of the
total population of an area, e.g. in terms
of race, religion or political opinion
minority samplingminority sampling /ma|�nɒrti
�sɑ�mplŋ/ noun a method of surveying
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the needs and opinions of a minority
group
mint

mint /mnt/ adjective new
mint condition

mint condition /�mnt kən|�dʃ(ə)n/
noun the same condition as when new
minuscule

minuscule /�mnskju�l/ adjective
extremely small
MIS

MIS abbreviation Management Infor-
mation System
mis-

mis- /ms/ prefix combining with verbs
or nouns to indicate that something is
done badly or wrong � misuse �

mismatch
miscalculate

miscalculate /ms|�k�lkjυlet/ verb
1. to add something up incorrectly 2. to
make a mistake in judging a situation
miscellaneous

miscellaneous /�msə|�leniəs/
adjective relating to a collection of
items that are all very different from
each other
miscellany

miscellany /m |�seləni/ noun a
collection of written texts on a variety of
subjects in one book
miseducate

miseducate /ms|�edjυket/ verb to
educate somebody in a wrong or inade-
quate way
misfile

misfile /ms|�fal/ verb to file some-
thing such as a document in the wrong
place
misinform

misinform /�msn |�fɔ�m/ verb to give
incorrect information to somebody
misleading title

misleading title /ms|�li�dŋ
�tat(ə)l/ noun a title that does not indi-
cate the subject matter or the form of the
work
mismatch

mismatch /�msm�tʃ/ noun a situa-
tion where two things are not correctly
linked
misprint

misprint /�msprnt/ noun a mistake
in printing
misquote

misquote /ms |�kwəυt/ verb to state
incorrectly what somebody has said or
written
misread

misread /ms |�ri�d/ verb 1. to read
something incorrectly 2. to judge some-
body’s intentions incorrectly
miss

miss /ms/ noun a document not
retrieved by a computer search
missing

missing /�msŋ/ adjective not in the
expected place

missing datamissing data /�msŋ �detə/ noun
information which is not available, so
that a task cannot be completed
missing linkmissing link /�msŋ �lŋk/ noun the
missing piece of information in a chain
of data, which makes it difficult to use
the information
mission statementmission statement /�mʃ(ə)n
�stetmənt/ noun a statement of the
aims and objectives of an organisation
missivemissive /�msv/ noun a letter, espe-
cially a long and detailed one
misspeltmisspelt /ms |�spelt/ adjective spelt
wrongly
mistakemistake /m|�stek/ noun an error
mixed ability classmixed ability class /�mkst ə |�blti
�klɑ�s/ noun a class in a school or
college where pupils have different
levels of learning ability
mkmk abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Macedonia
mlml abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Mali
MLAMLA abbreviation 1. Modern
Language Association 2. Museums,
Libraries and Archives Council
mmmm abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Myanmar
MMSMMS abbreviation media management
system
mnmn abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Mongolia
mnemonicmnemonic /n|�mɒnk/ noun a word,
rhyme or sentence which helps you to
remember other things, e.g., ‘Richard
Of York Gave Battle In Vain’ which has
the same first letters as the colours of
the rainbow – Red, Orange, Yellow,
Green, Blue, Indigo, Violet
mobilemobile /�məυbal/ adjective able to be
moved easily or to move by itself
mobile librarymobile library /�məυbal �labrəri/
noun a specially adapted van which
takes library books to residential areas
at the same time each week
mobile storage filesmobile storage files /�məυbal
�stɔ�rd� �falz/ plural noun files that
can be moved physically or electroni-
cally
mobile unitmobile unit /�məυbal �ju�nt/ noun
a complete set of filming and editing
equipment which can be transported in a
van for outside broadcasts
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mock-upmock-up /�mɒk �p/ noun a model of
a new product or building which can be
used to show to potential customers
modelmodel /�mɒd(ə)l/ noun a theoretical
statement of how a system will work
which people can copy to achieve the
same results
modemmodem /�məυdem/ noun an elec-
tronic device which converts binary to
analogue signals so that data can be
transmitted over the telephone network.
Also called dataset
moderated listmoderated list /�mɒdəretd �lst/
noun a mailing list in which a moder-
ator reads all the material that has been
submitted before it is distributed to the
users on the list
moderated newsgroupmoderated newsgroup
/�mɒdəretd �nju�z$ru�p/ noun a
newsgroup in which a moderator reads
all the material that has been submitted
before it is published in the newsgroup
moderatormoderator /�mɒdəretə/ noun a
person responsible for reading
messages sent to a mailing list or news-
group and editing any messages that do
not conform to the rules of the list, e.g.
by deleting commercial messages
Modern Language AssociationModern Language Association
/�mɒdən �l�ŋ$wd� ə|�səυsieʃ(ə)n/
noun a professional body that provides
standard guidelines on writing research
papers, e.g. document formatting and
citing other sources. Abbr MLA
modificationmodification /�mɒdf|�keʃ(ə)n/
noun a small change to something
usually made to improve it
modifymodify /�mɒdfa/ verb to change
something, often in only a small way,
usually in order to improve it
modularmodular /�mɒdjυlə/ adjective relating
to a method of organising and teaching
courses as a series of independent
modules
modulemodule /�mɒdju�l/ noun a small
section of a larger programme which
can also function as a unit in its own
right
modus operandimodus operandi /�məυdəs �ɒpə |

�r�ndi�/ noun a particular and often
personal way of working
moisture content of papermoisture content of paper
/�mɔstʃə �kɒntent əv �pepə/ noun

the amount of moisture in paper, shown
as a percentage of the paper weight
MOMIMOMI /�məυmi/ abbreviation Museum
of the Moving Image
monitormonitor /�mɒntə/ noun a visual
display unit used to show the text and
graphics generated by a computer �

verb to make regular checks to see how
something or somebody is working
mono-mono- /mɒnəυ/ prefix used with
nouns that have ‘one’ or ‘single’ as part
of their meaning
monographmonograph /�mɒnə$rɑ�f/ noun a
book on one specific subject
monolingualmonolingual /�mɒnəυ |�lŋ$wəl/
adjective using only one language � a
monolingual dictionary
montagemontage /�mɒntɑ��/ noun a combi-
nation of photographs, drawings or
parts of pictures used for display or
advertising
monthlymonthly /�m�nθli/ adjective coming
out regularly once a month � noun a
magazine published once a month
Moon typeMoon type /�mu�n tap/ noun a
system of reading for the blind, more
easily learned than Braille and therefore
often used by people who go blind late
in life
morguemorgue /mɔ�$/ noun in journalism, a
collection of miscellaneous reference
material
moroccomorocco /mə |�rɒkəυ/ noun a soft
leather made from goatskin, or a leather
made in imitation of it from sheepskin
or calfskin, used for covering books
morocco bindingmorocco binding /mə |�rɒkəυ
�bandŋ/ noun a fine leather book
covering made from goatskin
MorseMorse /mɔ�s/, Morse code noun a
system for representing letters and
numbers by signs consisting of one or
more short or long signals of sound or
light which are printed out as dots and
dashes
mosaicmosaic /məυ |�zek/ noun a picture
made up of small dots as in a videotext
system
mother tonguemother tongue /�m�ðə t�ŋ/ noun
the first language learned as a child

‘[Zeljko Perovic, Assistant Minister
for Foreign Affairs of Serbia and
Montenegro] said that… non-
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Albanian communities were being
denied any meaningful participation
in political life, to the extent that “not
even basic access to documentation in
their mother tongues is ensured”.’
[M2 Presswire]

motifmotif /məυ|�ti�f/ noun 1. an often
repeated pattern or design 2. the main
subject which acts as the base for a work
of art or music
motion picturemotion picture /�məυʃ(ə)n �pktʃə/
noun a film made to be shown in the
cinema
motivatemotivate /�məυtvet/ verb to
encourage somebody to do something,
especially to behave in a positive way
motivationmotivation /�məυt|�veʃ(ə)n/ noun
the feeling that you want to work hard
motivemotive /�məυtv/ noun a strong
reason for doing something
mountmount /maυnt/ verb 1. to organise an
event and ensure that it happens 2. to fix
something in a particular place, espe-
cially a piece of artwork or film on a
card backing or in a frame
mounted picturemounted picture /�maυntd
�pktʃə/ noun a picture that is fixed on
to a background to improve its appear-
ance
mousemouse /maυs/ noun a small hand
device used to control the cursor on a
computer screen (NOTE: The plural is
mice.)
.mov.mov suffix a file extension for a film
file. Full form movie
movemove /mu�v/ verb 1. to change posi-
tion 2. to propose a motion or amend-
ment at a meeting
movementmovement /�mu�vmənt/ noun 1. a
gradual change in attitude or opinion 2.
a group of people who share the same
beliefs or ideas
Moving Picture Experts GroupMoving Picture Experts Group
/�mu�vŋ �pktʃəs �eksp��ts �$ru�p/
noun full form of MPEG
mpmp abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Northern
Mariana Islands
MP3MP3 /�em pi� �θri�/ noun a computer
file standard for downloading
compressed music from the Internet,
playable on a multimedia computer
with appropriate software. Full form

Moving Picture Experts Group,
Audio Layer 3
.mp3.mp3 suffix a file extension for an MP3
file. Full form Moving Picture Experts
Group, Audio Layer 3
MPEGMPEG /�empe$/ noun a data file for
moving pictures on the Internet. Full
form Moving Picture Experts Group
.mpeg.mpeg /�empe$/, .mpg suffix a file
extension for an MPEG file. Full form
Moving Picture Experts Group
mqmq abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Martinique
mrmr abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Mauritania
msms abbreviation manuscript (NOTE:
The plural is mss.)
MS/DOSMS/DOS /�em es �dɒs/ noun an oper-
ating system on personal computers.
Full form Microsoft Disk Operating
System
MSNMSN abbreviation Microsoft Network
mtmt abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Malta
mumu abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Mauritius
multi-multi- /m�lti/ prefix used to form
adjectives describing things which have
many parts
multicastingmulticasting /�m�ltikɑ�stŋ/ noun
the process of sending data across a
network to several recipients simultane-
ously
multiculturalmulticultural /�m�lti |�k�ltʃərəl/
adjective relating to a community or
philosophy that draws from many
different races and cultures
multidisciplinarymultidisciplinary /�m�lti |

�dsplnəri/ adjective studying or
using several specialised subjects or
skills
multi-disk readermulti-disk reader /�m�lt dsk
�ri�də/ noun a device that can take in
data from different sizes and formats of
disk
multi-level indexingmulti-level indexing /�m�lti
�lev(ə)l �ndeksŋ/ noun the process of
indexing a document by both broad and
narrow terms
multilingualmultilingual adjective using several
languages � a multilingual dictionary of
technical terms
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multilingual thesaurus

multilingual thesaurus
/�m�ltilŋ$wəl θə|�sɔ�rəs/ noun a
collection of words providing syno-
nyms in a variety of languages
multimediamultimedia /�m�lti|�mi�diə/ noun 1.
programs, software and hardware
capable of using a wide variety of media
such as film, video and music as well as
text and numbers 2. the use of film,
video and music in addition to more
traditional teaching materials and
methods � adjective using several
different communication channels
multiple

multiple /�m�ltp(ə)l/ adjective
having many parts, users or uses
multiple index

multiple index /�m�ltp(ə)l �ndeks/
noun a listing of contents from several
documents on a related theme
multiplexermultiplexer /�m�lti |�pleksə/ noun a
device for sending several data streams
down a communications line and for
splitting a received multiple stream into
components
multi-tasking

multi-tasking /�m�lti �tɑ�skŋ/ noun
doing many things at the same time
multi-user system

multi-user system /�m�lt �ju�zə
�sstəm/, multi-access system
/�m�lt ��kses �sstəm/ noun a
computer system that allows several
users to access a program at the same
time

‘Multi-user systems allow several
users to all work on the same transport
plan at the same time, points out
Paragon. Companies benefit from
central planning efficiencies, but
allow local users to review and modify
the transport plan for their own depot.’
[Motor Transport]

multi-value words

multi-value words /�m�lti �v�lju�
�w��dz/ plural noun words that have
different meanings in different contexts
multiversitymultiversity /�m�lti |�v��sti/ noun a
university that has many affiliated or
associated institutions such as research
centres and colleges
multivolume

multivolume /�m�lti|�vɒlju�m/
adjective published in several volumes
museum

museum /mju |�ziəm/ noun a building
where old, interesting and valuable
objects are stored and displayed to the
public

museum catalogue

museum catalogue /mju |�ziəm
�k�təlɒ$/ noun an organised list of the
contents of a museum
Museum of the Moving Image

Museum of the Moving Image
/mju|�ziəm əv ðə �mu�vŋ �md�/
noun a museum in London concerned
with the history of the film industry.
Abbr MOMI
Museums, Libraries and Archives CouncilMuseums, Libraries and
Archives Council /mju|�ziəmz
�labrəriz ənd �ɑ�kavz �kaυns(ə)l/
noun a public body that works with
libraries, museums and archiving
bodies to promote collaboration and
resource sharing. Abbr MLA (NOTE: The
MLA was formerly called Resource.)
museum yearbook

museum yearbook /mju |�ziəm
�jəbυk/ noun a listing of the museums
in a country and their special collections
and interests
music

music /�mju�zk/ noun a combination
of sounds made by people singing or
playing musical instruments
music department

music department /�mju�zk d|

�pɑ�tmənt/ noun 1. a teaching depart-
ment in a college or university for the
study of music theory and performance
2. a section of a library which holds
music scores, cassettes and discs 3. a
department in a shop which sells prod-
ucts connected with music
music dictionary

music dictionary /�mju�zk
�dkʃ(ə)nəri/ noun a reference book
which gives information about music
and musicians
music indexmusic index /�mju�zk �ndeks/
noun a reference list of articles and
research about music
music paper

music paper /�mju�zk �pepə/ noun
paper ruled with staves of five lines for
writing out music
muted

muted /�mju�td/ adjective used to
describe a weak reaction to a situation
mutual

mutual /�mju�tʃuəl/ adjective shared
in common between two or more people
mv

mv abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Maldives
mw

mw abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Malawi
mx

mx abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Mexico
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mymy abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Malaysia
mythmyth /mθ/ noun a story made up a
long time ago to explain natural

phenomena or to justify religious
beliefs
mzmz abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Mozambique
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nana abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Namibia
name cataloguename catalogue /�nem �k�təlɒ$/
noun a catalogue arranged alphabeti-
cally by the names of people or places
name entryname entry /�nem �entri/ noun an
index entry under the name of a person,
place or institution
name platename plate /�nem plet/ noun a
small sign on or next to a door showing
the name of the person or company who
works in that room or building
narrativenarrative /�n�rətv/ noun a story or
poem which gives an account of a series
of events � adjective told as a story
narrow termnarrow term /�n�rəυ t��m/ noun an
indexing term to indicate a specific field
which is a subsection of a broader field
NASANASA /�n�sə/ noun a US government
organisation concerned with space
exploration and development � The
NASA database contains space travel
information, and can be accessed
through the Internet. Full form
National Aeronautics and Space
Administration
nationalnational /�n�ʃ(ə)nəl/ adjective
belonging to one’s own country
national archivenational archive /�n�ʃ(ə)nəl
�ɑ�kav/ noun a storage library for
keeping records of national importance
National Book CouncilNational Book Council
/�n�ʃ(ə)nəl �bυk �kaυns(ə)l/ noun an
Australian organisation founded to
bring together and support all who have
an interest in books whether personal,
commercial or educational
National CertificateNational Certificate /�n�ʃ(ə)nəl sə |

�tfkət/ noun EDUC full form of NC

National CurriculumNational Curriculum /�n�ʃ(ə)nəl
�krmn(ə)l kə|�rkjυləm/ noun the
curriculum for pupils aged 5 to 16
taught in state schools in England and
Wales

COMMENT: The National Curriculum is
made up of three ‘core’ subjects, English,
maths and science, and seven
‘foundation’ subjects, art, design and
technology, geography, history, music,
physical education and a foreign
language.

National DiplomaNational Diploma /�n�ʃ(ə)nəl d|

�pləυmə/ noun EDUC full form of ND
National DiscographyNational Discography /�n�ʃ(ə)nəl
dsk|�ɒ$rəfi/ noun a central online data-
base of all commercially recorded audio
materials
National Educational Resources Information ServicesNational Educational
Resources Information Serv-
ices /�n�ʃ(ə)nəl �edjυkeʃ(ə)nəl r |

�zɔ�sz �nfə|�meʃ(ə)n �s��vsz/ noun
a database of educational and curric-
ulum information. Abbr NERIS
National Federation of Abstracting and Indexing ServicesNational Federation of
Abstracting and Indexing Serv-
ices noun an American-based confed-
eration of all the major abstracting and
indexing services. Abbr NFAIS
National Foundation for Educational ResearchNational Foundation for Educa-
tional Research /�n�ʃ(ə)nəl
�faυndeʃ(ə)n fər �edjυkeʃ(ə)nəl r|

�s��tʃ/ noun a government-funded body
in the UK which undertakes research
into school education. Abbr NFER
National Health ServiceNational Health Service
/�n�ʃ(ə)nəl �helθ �s��vs/ noun a
system of public healthcare which oper-
ates in the UK. Abbr NHS
National Information Standards OrganisationNational Information Standards
Organisation /�n�ʃ(ə)nəl
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�nfəmeʃ(ə)n �st�ndədz
�ɔ�$ənazeʃ(ə)n/ noun a US organisa-
tion which develops and publishes
standards for information management.
Abbr NISA
National Information Systems

National Information Systems
/�n�ʃ(ə)nəl �nfə |�meʃ(ə)n �sstəmz/
noun an international body under the
guidance of UNESCO which encour-
ages the standardisation of information
services for all categories of users. Abbr
NATIS
national library

national library /�n�ʃ(ə)nəl
�labrəri/ noun a government-funded
library which holds copies of all books
published in that country
National Library for the Blind

National Library for the Blind
/�n�ʃ(ə)nəl �labrəri fə ðə �bland/
noun the principal source in Britain of
materials published in Braille and Moon
National Library of Australia

National Library of Australia
/�n�ʃ(ə)nəl �labrəri əv ɒs |�treliə/
noun the national library of Australia, in
Canberra, established as an independent
institution by an Act of Parliament in
1960. It was founded in 1901 as part of
the Commonwealth Parliamentary
Library.
National Library of Canada

National Library of Canada
/�n�ʃ(ə)nəl �labrəri əv �k�nədə/
noun the national library of Canada,
founded in Ottawa in 1953
National Library of New Zealand

National Library of New Zealand
/�n�ʃ(ə)nəl �labrəri əv nju� �zi�lənd/
noun the national library of New
Zealand, in Wellington, created in 1966
by combining the collections of the
General Assembly Library, the Alex-
ander Turnbull Library and the National
Library Service
National Library of Scotland

National Library of Scotland
/�n�ʃ(ə)nəl �labrəri əv �skɒtlənd/
noun the national library of Scotland,
situated in Edinburgh and founded in
1925, having as its core the much older
Library of the Faculty of Advocates. It
is Scotland’s only copyright deposit
library.
National Library of Wales

National Library of Wales
/�n�ʃ(ə)nəl �labrəri əv �welz/ noun
the national library of Wales, situated in
Aberystwyth in Ceredigion and

founded by royal charter in 1907. It is
Wales’s only copyright deposit library.
national medianational media /�n�ʃ(ə)nəl �mi�diə/
noun the nationally distributed or
marketed broadcast and print products
of a country, e.g. major newspapers and
television programming
national pressnational press /�n�ʃ(ə)nəl �pres/
noun newspapers which cover more
general news and are sold in all parts of
the country
National Record OfficeNational Record Office
/�n�ʃ(ə)nəl �rekɔ�d �ɒfs/ noun a store
in the UK of non-current and semi-
current government records which have
restricted access for 30 years
National Register of ArchivesNational Register of Archives
/�n�ʃ(ə)nəl �red�stə əv �ɑ�kavz/
noun a collection of lists of holdings of
historical documents in private collec-
tions, libraries and record offices
National Sound Archive National Sound Archive (UK)
/�n�ʃ(ə)nəl �saυnd �ɑ�kav/ noun a
collection formed by a merger in 1983
of the British Institute of Recorded
Sound and the British Library sound
archive
national statisticsnational statistics /�n�ʃ(ə)nəl stə|

�tstks/ plural noun government-
produced facts and figures about
various aspects of national life � There
is a quarterly government publication
of national statistics called Social
Trends.
National Union CatalogueNational Union Catalogue
/�n�ʃ(ə)nəl �ju�niən �k�təlɒ$/ noun a
cumulative author list of holdings in the
USA, catalogued using Library of
Congress printed cards
National Vocational QualificationNational Vocational Qualifica-
tion /�n�ʃ(ə)nəl vəυ |�keʃ(ə)n(ə)l
�kwɒlf |�keʃ(ə)n/ noun a certificate
which can be gained in the UK after
following a work-based course of post-
school training in a specific skill. Abbr
NVQ
NATISNATIS /�n�ts/ abbreviation National
Information Systems
native speakernative speaker /�netv �spi�kə/
noun a person who speaks a language as
a mother tongue. Abbr NS
NATLLNATLL abbreviation National Associa-
tion of Toy and Leisure Libraries
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natural languagenatural language /�n�tʃ(ə)rəl
�l�ŋ$wd�/ noun a language that is
used and understood by humans
natural language processingnatural language processing
/�n�tʃ(ə)rəl �l�ŋ$wd� �prəυsesŋ/
noun the branch of computational
linguistics concerned with the use of
artificial intelligence to process natural
languages, as in machine translation.
Abbr NLP
navigablenavigable /�n�v$əb(ə)l/ adjective
relating to a website that is designed to
enable the user to move between or
through sections by clicking on usually
highlighted computer links
navigatenavigate /�n�v$et/ verb to move
between the different areas of a website
by using the links provided in it
NBANBA abbreviation Net Book Agree-
ment
ncnc abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for New Caledonia
NCNC noun a UK qualification in a voca-
tional subject that is roughly equivalent
to a GCSE. Full form National Certifi-
cate
NDND noun 1. used in publishers’ reports
to indicate that it is not known when a
book will be in stock. Full form no date
2. a UK vocational qualification that is
roughly equivalent to two A levels. Full
form National Diploma
n.d.n.d. abbreviation an abbreviation used
to indicate that the date of publication is
not known. Full form no date
nene abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Niger
needsneeds /ni�dz/ plural noun what people
require in order to do what they want to
do � A library must cater for all its
users’ needs.
need to knowneed to know /�ni�d tə �nəυ/ phrase
relating to a basic security principle
which restricts access to classified
materials to essential users
negativenegative /�ne$ətv/ noun a developed
film in which the colour tones are
reversed and used to produce a positive
print
negative feedbacknegative feedback /�ne$ətv
�fi�db�k/ noun comments which indi-
cate that what has been proposed, done
or made is not liked by the customers

negotiated environmentnegotiated environment /n|

�$əυʃietd n |�varənmənt/ noun
working conditions agreed between
employer and employee
negotiationnegotiation /n|�$əυʃi|�eʃ(ə)n/ noun
discussions between people who have
different viewpoints in which they try to
reach an agreement
NERISNERIS /�ners/ abbreviation National
Educational Resources Information
Services
netnet /net/ adjective relating to a final
amount when everything has been
deducted � a net profit
NetNet /net/ noun � Internet
Net Book AgreementNet Book Agreement /�net �bυk ə|

�$ri�mənt/ noun formerly, the agree-
ment between publishers and book-
sellers that books would be sold at an
agreed price with no discounting
allowed – abandoned in 1995/6. Abbr
NBA
netlagnetlag /�netl�$/ noun a temporary
loss of contact between an Internet user
and a server, usually caused by network
delays
netsearchnetsearch /�nets��tʃ/ noun a
program that allows the user to search
for information on the Internet
net weightnet weight /�net �wet/ noun the
weight of something after the packaging
has been deducted
networknetwork /�netw��k/ noun a large
number of people, organisations or
machines that work together as a system
� verb to join computers together so that
they work as a system
networked systemnetworked system /�netw��kt
�sstəm/ noun a system in which
several computers are linked together so
that they all draw on the same database
Network Information SystemNetwork Information System
/�netw��k �nfə|�meʃ(ə)n �sstəm/
noun an electronic ‘Yellow Pages’ on
the Internet. Abbr NIS
networkingnetworking /�netw��kŋ/ noun the
act of linking computers so that users
can exchange information or share
access to a central store of information
neurocomputerneurocomputer /�njυərəυkəm|

�pju�tə/ noun a computer designed to
imitate the human brain’s ability to
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identify patterns, learn by trial and error,
and find relationships in information
new acquisitions

new acquisitions /�nju� ��kw |

�zʃ(ə)nz/ plural noun new books which
have been acquired by a library
new book number

new book number /�nju� �bυk
�n�mbə/ noun a temporary number
assigned to a book which is required for
borrowing before it is processed fully
new edition

new edition /�nju�  |�dʃ(ə)n/ noun a
book that has recently been reprinted
with some updating and changes
new media

new media /�nju� �mi�diə/ noun same
as e-media
New Opportunities Fund

New Opportunities Fund /�nju�
�ɒpə |�tju�ntiz �f�nd/ noun a fund of
money raised by the National Lottery
which is distributed to good causes,
such as the training of librarians and
information managers and the digitisa-
tion of information resources. Abbr
NOF
news

news /nju�z/ noun information about
things that have happened � The busi-
ness news is in the central pages of the
paper. � Financial markets were
shocked by the news of the devaluation.
newsgroup

newsgroup /�nju�z|�$ru�p/ noun a
feature of the Internet that provides
free-for-all discussion forums
newsletter

newsletter /�nju�zletə/ noun a brief
publication issued by an organisation to
its members with internal news and
information
newspaper

newspaper /�nju�zpepə/ noun a
daily or weekly publication consisting
of a number of large sheets of folded
cheap paper containing printed news
articles and pictures
newspaper cutting

newspaper cutting /�nju�zpepə
�k�tŋ/ noun an article on a specific
subject cut out of a newspaper page
newspaper index

newspaper index /�nju�zpepə
�ndeks/ noun an index to articles in
past copies of newspapers, now usually
held on a database, which can be
accessed by keyword searching
NEWSPLAN

NEWSPLAN /�nju�zpl�n/ noun a
programme by the British Library to
preserve British local newspapers in
microfilm format

newsprintnewsprint /�nju�zprnt/ noun cheap
paper on which newspapers and maga-
zines are printed
newsreadernewsreader /�nju�zri�də/ noun a
computer program that allows some-
body to read and post messages to
Internet newsgroups
news-sheetnews-sheet /�nju�z ʃi�t/ noun a
small newspaper, with only a few pages,
giving information and news to a
limited number of people
newswirenewswire /�nju�zwaə/ noun an
Internet service providing the latest
information on current events
newsworthynewsworthy /�nju�zw��ði/ adjective
considered to be important enough to be
reported as news by the media
new technologynew technology /�nju� tek |�nɒləd�i/
noun electronic communication
machines that have been recently
invented
nextnext /nekst/ adjective coming imme-
diately after the present one
nfnf abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Norfolk Island
NFAISNFAIS abbreviation National Federa-
tion of Abstracting and Indexing Serv-
ices
NFERNFER abbreviation National Founda-
tion for Educational Research
ngng abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Nigeria
NHSNHS abbreviation National Health
Service
nini abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Nicaragua
nicheniche /ni�ʃ/ noun an area in business
which exactly fits the needs of a special-
ised group � They found a niche in the
market for their product so it sold well.
nicknamenickname /�nknem/ noun an alpha-
betical list of frequently used names on
e-mail, giving the corresponding full
and official names and easy access to
addresses
niger morocconiger morocco /�nad�ə mə|�rɒkəυ/
noun good quality African leather, used
for bindings
nil responsenil response /�nl r|�spɒns/ noun a
reply to a survey question which indi-
cates that there is nothing to record.
Compare non response
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NISNIS abbreviation Network Information
System
NISANISA abbreviation National Informa-
tion Standards Organisation
nlnl abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Netherlands
NLPNLP abbreviation natural language
programming
NNSNNS abbreviation non-native speaker
nono abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Norway
Nobel prizeNobel prize /nəυ|�bel �praz/ noun an
annual international prize for excellence
awarded in various different fields, e.g.
literature, science and peace work
nodenode /nəυd/ noun a piece of data in a
database which has more than one link
from it to other pieces of data
NOFNOF abbreviation New Opportunities
Fund
noisenoise /nɔz/ noun 1. electronic inter-
ference in an online search resulting in
responses that are not useful 2. an elec-
tronic signal present in addition to the
wanted signal, resulting in noisy inter-
ference
nom de plumenom de plume /�nɒm də �plu�m/
noun an assumed name used by a writer
for professional purposes
non-non- /nɒn/ prefix not
non-booknon-book /�nɒn bυk/ adjective not in
the form of a book, or consisting of
things other than books, e.g. as video
tapes � non-book media
non-bookshop outletsnon-bookshop outlets plural noun
places which are not bookshops but
which sell books, such as supermarkets
non-current recordnon-current record /�nɒn �k�rənt
�rekɔ�d/ noun a record which is no
longer required for current business and
so is assessed for storage or destruction
nondigitalnondigital /nɒn |�dd�t(ə)l/ adjective
not processing, operating on, storing,
transmitting, representing, or displaying
data in the form of numerical digits, as a
digital computer does
non-essential recordnon-essential record /�nɒn |

�senʃ(ə)l �rekɔ�d/ noun information
that is additional to the essential facts
nonfictionnonfiction /nɒn |�fkʃ(ə)n/ noun writ-
ings that convey factual information
rather than an imaginary story

non-native speakernon-native speaker /�nɒn �netv
�spi�kə/ noun a person who speaks a
language after having learned it as a
second or subsequent language later in
life. Abbr NNS
non-numericnon-numeric /�nɒn nju�|�merk/
adjective expressed in letters or words
non-paper recordnon-paper record /�nɒn �pepə
�rekɔ�d/ noun a record kept in elec-
tronic format

‘Since the advent of non-paper
records, there has been a continuing
controversy as to the merits of
retaining a paper original after it has
been reduced to some non-paper
format. Originally, this controversy
revolved around the relative merits of
paper versus microfilm, but lately, the
context has changed to paper versus
images.’
[Records Management Quarterly]

non-preferred termsnon-preferred terms /�nɒn pr|

�f��d �t��mz/ plural noun an indexing
term for sub-headings
nonreadernonreader /nɒn|�ri�də/ noun some-
body who does not or cannot read, espe-
cially a child who has difficulty in
learning to read
non responsenon response /�nɒn r|�spɒns/ noun
a reply to a survey question which indi-
cates that the question was not
answered. Compare nil response
nonspecialistnonspecialist /nɒn|�speʃ(ə)lst/
noun a person who is not qualified or
expert in a specific occupation or field
of study, though perhaps having a wide
range of knowledge
non-verbal communicationnon-verbal communication /�nɒn
�v��b(ə)l kə|�mju�n |�keʃ(ə)n/ noun
messages that are given by the use of
body language rather than words
normnorm /nɔ�m/ noun an average standard
by which other behaviour can be judged
normal distributionnormal distribution /�nɔ�m(ə)l
�dstr|�bju�ʃ(ə)n/ noun a statistical
term indicating that the majority of
results will appear towards the centre of
a graph with smaller amounts towards
the top and bottom
notationnotation /nəυ |�teʃ(ə)n/ noun a
system of symbols used to express
concepts like music or mathematics
notenote /nəυt/ noun additional informa-
tion in a catalogue or bibliography
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noticenotice /�nəυts/ noun a written
announcement displayed so that
everyone can read it � verb to become
aware of something
noticeboardnoticeboard /�nəυtsbɔ�d/ noun a
board fixed to a wall so that information
can be displayed for people to read
novelnovel /�nɒv(ə)l/ noun a long fiction
narrative story
novellanovella /nə|�velə/, novelette /�nɒvə|

�let/ noun a short novel
novice usernovice user /�nɒvs �ju�zə/ noun a
person who has little or no previous
experience of using a system
npnp abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Nepal
n.p.n.p. abbreviation 1. new paragraph 2.
no place of publication 3. no price 4. no
printer’s name
nrnr abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Nauru
NSNS abbreviation native speaker
NTBLNTBL abbreviation Nuffield Talking
Book Library for the Blind
nunu abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Niue
Nuffield Talking Book Library for the BlindNuffield Talking Book Library
for the Blind /�n�fi�ld �tɔ�kŋ bυk
�labrəri fə ðə �bland/ noun the head-
quarters library of the British Talking
Book Service for the Blind, based in
Middlesex. Abbr NTBL
numbernumber /�n�mbə/ verb to place the
call number or the charging symbol on
or in a book � noun a symbol repre-
senting quantity, e.g. 1, 20, 64, 103
(NOTE: It is also written no.: no. 15. The
plural is nos.: nos. 2–20.)
numbered editionnumbered edition /�n�mbəd  |

�dʃ(ə)n/ noun a limited edition where
each copy has a number written in it

numeracy

numeracy /�nju�m(ə)rəsi/ noun a
competence in the mathematical skills
needed to cope with everyday life and
an understanding of information
presented mathematically, e.g. in graphs
or tables
numerate

numerate /�nju�m(ə)rət/ adjective
able to calculate using numbers

‘Half of all new recruits come straight
from university; 30 per cent from
business schools; and 20 per cent from
existing jobs, where blue-chip
experience is essential. Successful
candidates must be numerate, able to
tackle problems logically, have great
communication skills and possess a
spirit of entrepreneurship.’ [The
Times]

numeric

numeric /nju�|�merk/, numerical
/nju� |�merk(ə)l/ adjective using
numbers
numeric classification system

numeric classification system
/nju� |�merk �kl�sf|�keʃ(ə)n
�sstəm/ noun a system of organising
information for retrieval by using
numbers in sequence
numeric data

numeric data /nju�|�merk �detə/
noun data in the form of figures
numeric keypad

numeric keypad /nju�|�merk
�ki�p�d/ noun part of a computer
keyboard which is a programmable set
of numbered keys
NVQ

NVQ abbreviation National Vocational
Qualification
NYP

NYP abbreviation a publisher’s report
to a bookseller who has tried to order a
book that has not been published. Full
form not yet published
nz

nz abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for New Zealand
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OAIOAI abbreviation Open Archives Initia-
tive
obelusobelus /�ɒbələs/ noun a printed mark
(†) used in modern editions of ancient
manuscripts to indicate that the passage
marked is thought not to be genuine
obiitobiit /�əυbt/ verb from the Latin
word meaning ‘died’; usually abbrevi-
ated to ‘ob’ � ob. 1791
obituaryobituary /ə|�btʃuəri/ noun a piece of
writing about the character and achieve-
ments of somebody who has just died
objectiveobjective /əb |�d�ektv/ noun what
somebody is trying to achieve by a
particular course of action � adjective
not concerned with thoughts or feelings
obliqueoblique /ə|�bli�k/ adjective 1. indirect
and difficult to understand 2. sloping at
an angle to the right
obsceneobscene /əb |�si�n/ adjective shocking
or offensive, usually because of pictures
or references to naked people, sexual
acts or bodily functions
obscene publicationobscene publication /əb|�si�n
�p�bl|�keʃ(ə)n/ noun a book, film or
any publication which offends against
an accepted standard of decency
observationobservation /�ɒbzə |�veʃ(ə)n/ noun
the act of watching somebody or some-
thing very carefully, especially for the
purpose of research or study
obsolescentobsolescent /�ɒbsə|�les(ə)nt/ adjec-
tive becoming obsolete
obsoleteobsolete /�ɒbsəli�t/ adjective no
longer needed because something
newer or more efficient has been
invented or designed
obtainableobtainable /əb|�tenəb(ə)l/ adjective
easily available

obverseobverse /�ɒbv��s/ noun the opposite
opinion in an argument or situation
looked at from the opposite point of
view
occasional publicationoccasional publication /ə|

�ke�(ə)n(ə)l �p�bl |�keʃ(ə)n/ noun a
document that does not appear on a
regular basis
occasional useroccasional user /ə|�ke�(ə)n(ə)l
�ju�zə/ noun a person who does not use
a service or system very often
occidentaloccidental /�ɒks|�dent(ə)l/ adjective
relating to the countries of Europe and
America, commonly known as the
Western world
occupationoccupation /�ɒkjυ |�peʃ(ə)n/ noun a
job or profession
occupational hazardoccupational hazard
/�ɒkjυpeʃ(ə)n(ə)l �h�zəd/ noun
something unpleasant or even
dangerous that somebody may
encounter as a result of doing their job
OCLCOCLC abbreviation Online Computer
Library Center
OCROCR abbreviation 1. optical character
reader 2. optical character recognition
octavooctavo /ɒk|�tɑ�vəυ/ noun a page made
when a sheet of paper is folded three
times, giving a 16-page section. Also
called eightvo. Abbr 8vo
octodecimooctodecimo /�ɒktəυ|�desməυ/ noun
a book size of about 10 x 16 cm/4 x 4 ¼
in, or a book of this size. Abbr 18mo
odd numberodd number /�ɒd �n�mbə/ noun a
number which cannot be divided by 2 to
give a whole number � 5 and 7 are odd
numbers.
OEDOED abbreviation Oxford English
Dictionary
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offcutoffcut /�ɒfk�t/ noun scrap paper left
over when a sheet is trimmed to size
off-dutyoff-duty /�ɒf �dju�ti/ adjective not at
work for a period of time. Compare on-
duty
office automationoffice automation /�ɒfs �ɔ�tə|

�meʃ(ə)n/ noun the use of machines
and computers to carry out office tasks
officialeseofficialese /ə|�fʃə|�li�z/ noun unclear,
pedantic and verbose language consid-
ered characteristic of official documents
official nameofficial name /ə |�fʃ(ə)l �nem/ noun
the legal name for something
official publicationofficial publication /ə|�fʃ(ə)l �p�bl |

�keʃ(ə)n/ noun a document produced
and published by official bodies, often
kept by libraries as reference material
official titleofficial title /ə |�fʃ(ə)l �tat(ə)l/ noun
a title used by the cataloguer and
appearing on the title page
offlineoffline /ɒf|�lan/ adjective relating to a
processor, printer or terminal that is
disconnected from the network or
central computer, usually temporarily �

Before changing the paper in the
printer, switch it offline.
offline newsreaderoffline newsreader /�ɒflan
�nju�zri�də/ noun a piece of software
that allows a user to read newsgroup
articles when the computer is not
connected to the Internet
offline printingoffline printing /�ɒflan �prntŋ/
noun a printout operation that is not
supervised by a computer
offline processingoffline processing /�ɒflan
�prəυsesŋ/ noun processing by devices
not under the control of a central
computer (NOTE: The opposite is on-
line processing.)
offset lithooffset litho /�ɒfset �laθəυ/ noun a
printing process where the ink sticking
to the image areas on film is transferred
to rubber rollers for printing on to paper
off the recordoff the record /�ɒf ðə �rekɔ�d/
phrase used to indicate that something
that is said should not be recorded or
made public
OHPOHP abbreviation overhead projector
OKOK /əυ |�ke/, okay interjection an
informal word meaning ‘correct’ or
‘yes’, sometimes used as a computer
prompt to ask if you want to continue

old stockold stock /�əυld �stɒk/ noun books or
documents that have been withdrawn
from public use and either disposed of
or kept in reserve
Olympic GamesOlympic Games /ə |�lmpk �$emz/
plural noun international sports compe-
titions at a very high level held every
four years in a different country
omom abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Oman
omission factoromission factor /əυ |�mʃ(ə)n
�f�ktə/ noun the number of relevant
documents missed in a search
omission marksomission marks /əυ |�mʃ(ə)n
mɑ�ks/ plural noun three dots (…) used
in a quotation to show that something in
the original has been left out
omitomit /əυ |�mt/ verb 1. to leave some-
thing out or not put something in 2. to
fail to do something � He omitted to
transfer the new books to the acquisi-
tions register, so no-one knew they had
arrived.
omnibusomnibus /�ɒmnbəs/ noun a collec-
tion of stories or articles by one or more
authors bound into one book
omnibus editionomnibus edition /�ɒmnbəs  |

�dʃ(ə)n/ noun an edition of a series of
books or short stories in one volume
OMROMR abbreviation 1. optical mark
reader 2. optical mark recognition
onon /ɒn/ preposition 1. placed on top of
something 2. done by a machine or
instrument � work on a computer 3.
serving as a member of a council or
committee � She was on three commit-
tees. 4. � on approval relating to goods
that are kept for a short time by a
customer without payment, so that they
can decide to buy or return them � on
demand providing something only
when it is asked for � on disk held on a
computer floppy disk which can be
transferred to other machines � on hand
readily and immediately available � on
screen displayed on a computer screen
rather than printed out � on site in the
building where the user is working
on-dutyon-duty /�ɒn �dju�ti/ adjective at
work, usually for a set period of time.
Compare off-duty
one-offone-off /�wɒn �ɒf/ noun something
that happens or is made only once
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onerousonerous /�əυnərəs/ adjective
involving difficult or unpleasant work
one to oneone to one /�w�n tə �w�n/ adverb
working or talking with one person only
onlineonline /�ɒnlan/ adjective 1.
connected to a mainframe computer
often by a remote terminal � The sales
office is online to the warehouse. � We
get our data online from the stock
control department. 2. relating to data
or information that is available when a
terminal is connected to a central
computer via a modem
online catalogueonline catalogue /�ɒnlan
�k�təlɒ$/ noun access to a library’s
catalogue online, usually including a
search facility

‘Minister for Communications,
Information Technology and the Arts,
Helen Coonan, launched the new
online catalogue Libraries Australia at
Parliament House yesterday, which
allows people to search for
information across national, state and
university libraries as well as most
public, research, government, health
and other specialist libraries.’
[Canberra Times]

Online Computer Library CenterOnline Computer Library
Center /�ɒnlan kəm|�pju�tə �labrəri
�sentə/ noun a computer library service
which provides its members with
library resources electronically. Abbr
OCLC
online databaseonline database /�ɒnlan
�detəbes/ noun an interactive search,
retrieve and update of database records
using an online terminal
online editingonline editing /�ɒnlan �edtŋ/
noun text editing by an editor or sub-
editor on a terminal linked directly to
the main computer
online information retrievalonline information retrieval
/�ɒnlan �nfə|�meʃ(ə)n r|�tri�vəl/
noun a system that allows an operator of
an online terminal to access, search and
display data held in a main computer
online processingonline processing /�ɒnlan
�prəυsesŋ/ noun processing by devices
connected to and under the control of
the central computer, in which the user
remains in contact with the central
computer while the processing is being
carried out

Online Public Access CatalogueOnline Public Access Cata-
logue /�ɒnlan �p�blk ��kses
�k�təlɒ$/ noun an electronic system
for cataloguing library stock which can
be used at a computer terminal to search
for specific items. Abbr OPAC
online searchonline search /�ɒnlan �s��tʃ/ noun
a search of catalogues and databases for
bibliographic records by direct
computer contact with national, interna-
tional or inter-library databases
online storageonline storage /�ɒnlan �stɔ�rd�/
noun data stored on a computer
online systemonline system /�ɒnlan �sstəm/
noun a computer system that allows
users who are online to transmit and
receive information
online transaction processingonline transaction processing
/�ɒnlan tr�n|�z�kʃən �prəυsesŋ/
noun interactive processing in which a
user enters commands and data on a
terminal that is linked to a central
computer, with results being displayed
on-screen
ONSONS abbreviation Office of National
Statistics
on-screenon-screen /�ɒn �skri�n/ adjective
with information being displayed on a
screen � The text is edited on-screen.
on-the-jobon-the-job /�ɒn ðə �d�ɒb/ adjective
done while you are working � on-the-
job training
onusonus /�əυnəs/ noun a duty or responsi-
bility to do something � The onus was
on me to finish the job.
opop abbreviation opus
OPOP abbreviation out of print
OPACOPAC /�əυp�k/ abbreviation Online
Public Access Catalogue
opaqueopaque /ə|�pek/ adjective difficult to
see through or understand
op. cit.op. cit. /�ɒp �st/ abbreviation ‘in the
work cited’, short for ‘opere citato’,
used in references after an author’s
name to refer to a book by the same
person which has already been cited
open accessopen access /�əυpən ��kses/ noun
a system of organising a collection
where users can find what they want for
themselves � People have open access
to the books in a public library.
Open Archives InitiativeOpen Archives Initiative /�əυpən
�ɑ�kavz |�nʃətv/ noun a body that
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promotes standards in archiving which
allow systems to operate successfully
together and exchange information.
Abbr OAI
open back file

open back file /�əυpən �b�k �fal/
noun a box file in the shape of a book
for holding pamphlets and papers, with
a back which can be easily opened
open dayopen day /�əυpən de/ noun a special
day when the public are allowed to visit
an institution
open entryopen entry /�əυpən �entri/ noun a
catalogue entry which leaves room for
additions � The library did not have all
the items in the set, so it used an open
entry to allow for additions later.
opening hours

opening hours /�əυp(ə)nŋ �aυəz/
plural noun the hours during which a
company, organisation or service is
open to the public
open questionopen question /�əυpən
�kwestʃ(ə)n/ noun a question that can
be answered by different opinions or
views
open-sourceopen-source /�əυpən �sɔ�s/ adjec-
tive relating to software or information
that is free to be accessed, distributed,
copied and used by any person without
licensing or copyright restrictions
Open University

Open University /�əυpən �ju�n|

�v�sti/ noun an institution of higher
education in the UK which does most of
its teaching by distance learning mate-
rials and the use of the national broad-
casting networks. Abbr OU
OpenURLOpenURL /�əυpən ju� ɑ�r �el/ noun a
computer language which identifies the
person trying to access a document
online and uses metadata to take them to
the most appropriate format or version
of that document
operateoperate /�ɒpəret/ verb to work or
make something work
operating instruction

operating instruction /�ɒpəretŋ
n |�str�kʃən/ noun a command which
explains how to work a machine
operating systemoperating system /�ɒpəretŋ
�sstəm/ noun basic software which
controls the running of a computer
operating timeoperating time /�ɒpəretŋ tam/
noun the time required to carry out a
task

operationaloperational /�ɒpə|�reʃ(ə)nəl/ adjec-
tive in working order
operational indicatorsoperational indicators
/�ɒpəreʃ(ə)nəl �ndketəz/ plural
noun statistics which indicate how a
system or organisation is functioning
operatoroperator /�ɒpəretə/ noun a mathe-
matical symbol, term or other entity that
performs or describes an operation, e.g.
a multiplication or subtraction sign
opinionopinion /ə|�pnjən/ noun a belief,
view or judgement
op. no.op. no. abbreviation opus number
opposeoppose /ə|�pəυz/ verb 1. to express
strong disagreement 2. to contrast one
thing to another deliberately in order to
emphasise a particular point of view �
as opposed to contrasting two things
when you want to emphasise the first
one
opposite numberopposite number /�ɒpəzt �n�mbə/
noun a person who does the same job as
you in a different department or institu-
tion
optical bar readeroptical bar reader /�ɒptk(ə)l �bɑ�
�ri�də/ noun an optical device that reads
data from a barcode. Also called optical
wand
optical character readeroptical character reader
/�ɒptk(ə)l �k�rktə �ri�də/ noun a
device that scans printed or written
characters, recognises them and
converts them into machine-readable
codes for processing in a computer.
Abbr OCR
optical character recognitionoptical character recognition
/�ɒptk(ə)l �k�rktə �rekə$nʃ(ə)n/
noun a technique for machine reading
which uses special forms of type. Abbr
OCR
optical diskoptical disk /�ɒptk(ə)l dsk/ noun a
rigid computer storage disk with data
stored as tiny pits in the plastic coating,
readable by laser beam
optical information systemoptical information system
/�ɒptk(ə)l �nfə |�meʃ(ə)n �sstəm/
noun an encoded format for information
storage, e.g. CD-ROM
optical mark readeroptical mark reader /�ɒptk(ə)l
�mɑ�k �ri�də/ noun a device that can
recognise marks or lines on a special
form such as an order form or a ques-
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tionnaire, and inputs them into a
computer. Abbr OMR
optical mark recognitionoptical mark recognition
/�ɒptk(ə)l mɑ�k �rekə$|�nʃ(ə)n/ noun
a process that allows certain marks or
lines on special forms to be recognised
by an optical mark reader, and input into
a computer. Abbr OMR
optical scanneroptical scanner /�ɒptk(ə)l �sk�nə/
noun a piece of equipment that converts
an image into electrical signals which
can be stored in and displayed on a
computer
optical storageoptical storage /�ɒptk(ə)l
�stɔ�rd�/ noun data storage using
visual mediums such as microfiche or
optical disk
optical wandoptical wand /�ɒptk(ə)l wɒnd/
noun same as optical bar reader
optimisationoptimisation /�ɒptma|�zeʃ(ə)n/,
optimization noun making the best
possible use of a situation or asset
optimismoptimism /�ɒptmz(ə)m/ noun a
feeling or belief that the future will be
successful
optionoption /�ɒpʃən/ noun 1. something
that can be chosen 2. freedom to choose
something
opusopus /�əυpəs/ noun a work of music or
art, often abbreviated and used with an
opus number to indicate the chronology
of the work within a composer’s total
work � Beethoven Op 23 Abbr op
opus numberopus number /�əυpəs �n�mbə/ noun
a number which identifies when a work
was written or, sometimes, published.
Abbr op. no.
ORACLEORACLE /�ɒrək(ə)l/ noun a teletext
system used by the UK Independent
Broadcasting Authority
oracyoracy /�ɔ�rəsi/ noun the ability both to
convey thoughts and ideas orally in a
way that others understand and to
understand what others say
ORBIT InfolineORBIT Infoline /�ɔ�bt �nfəυlan/
noun a database host specialising in
patents, science, engineering, health
and safety
orderorder /�ɔ�də/ verb 1. to arrange things
according to a system 2. to ask for
something to be brought or sent to you
which you will then pay for � in order
1. in sequence 2. working properly

Ordnance Survey map

Ordnance Survey map /�ɔ�dnəns
�s��ve �m�p/ noun a detailed map of
Britain or Ireland known as the
Ordnance Survey, originally used for
military purposes. Abbr O.S.
org

org abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the generic top-level domain for
noncommercial organisations
organisation

organisation /�ɔ�$əna|�zeʃ(ə)n/,
organization noun 1. a company or
group of people doing things together 2.
the structure of something, especially
the way in which different parts are
related to each other
organisational culture

organisational culture /�ɔ�$əna|

�zeʃ(ə)n(ə)l �k�ltʃə/ noun the expec-
tations and conventions in the manage-
ment of an organisation
organisational learning

organisational learning /�ɔ�$əna|

�zeʃ(ə)n(ə)l �l��nŋ/ noun learning
which is structured so that it is highly
efficient
oriental

oriental /�ɔ�ri|�ent(ə)l/ adjective of the
East, especially China, Japan and
nearby countries
orientation

orientation /�ɔ�riən|�teʃ(ə)n/ noun 1.
the direction of a page, either landscape
(long edge horizontal) or portrait (long
edge vertical) 2. information or training
that is necessary in order to understand
a new subject, job, activity or situation
oriented

oriented /�ɔ�rientd/ adjective
relating to the direction of the interests
of a person or organisation
origin

origin /�ɒrd�n/ noun 1. the place or
time of the beginning of something 2. a
country, place or social class of a
person’s parents or ancestors
original

original /ə |�rd�ən(ə)l/ noun 1. the
first document from which copies have
been made 2. a piece of writing or music
that is genuine and not a copy
orphan

orphan /�ɔ�f(ə)n/ noun the first line of
a paragraph when it is printed by itself
at the bottom of a column or page
orthodox

orthodox /�ɔ�θədɒks/ adjective
believed or accepted by most people
-ory

-ory /əri/ suffix forming adjectives with
the sense of ‘the nature of’ � advisory
OS

OS abbreviation out of stock
O.S.

O.S. abbreviation Ordnance Survey
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-ose-ose /əυz/ suffix forming adjectives
with the sense of ‘characterised by’ �

grandiose
OUOU abbreviation Open University
out-out- /aυt/ prefix used with verbs to
show that you can do the action better
than another person � They were outbid
at the auction by someone with more
money.
outcomeoutcome /�aυtk�m/ noun the result of
an action or process
outlayoutlay /�aυtle/ noun an amount of
money spent, especially at the begin-
ning of a project
outletoutlet /�aυtlət/ noun the market for a
product, shop or organisation which
sells commodities
outlineoutline /�aυtlan/ noun 1. the edge
round an image 2. a rough draft or
summary � verb to describe the main
features of something
outnumberoutnumber /aυt|�n�mbə/ verb to
have more people or things than another
group
out of dateout of date /�aυt əv �det/ adjective,
adverb no longer in general use or past
the date for legal use � Their computer
system is years out of date. � They are
still using out-of-date equipment.
out of printout of print /�aυt əv �prnt/ adjective
relating to a book of which the publisher
has no copies left and which is not going
to be reprinted. Abbr OP
out of stockout of stock /�aυt əv �stɒk/ adjective
relating to a publication of which the
supplier or retailer has no copies at
present. Abbr OS
outputoutput /�aυtpυt/ noun the amount that
a person, organisation or machine
produces � verb to print work done on a
computer
output deviceoutput device /�aυtpυt d|�vas/
noun a device such as a monitor or
printer, which allows information in a
computer to be displayed to the user.
Compare input device
outside broadcastoutside broadcast /�aυtsad
�brɔ�dkɑ�st/ noun a programme made
for radio or television outside the studio
outside supplieroutside supplier /�aυtsad sə |

�plaə/ noun a person who provides
information from outside a company or
organisation

outsource

outsource /�aυtsɔ�s/ verb to send
work out to be done by freelance
workers outside the company or organi-
sation
outstanding

outstanding /aυt |�st�ndŋ/ adjective
1. excellent 2. still to be done or
completed � Outstanding invoices must
be paid by the end of the year.
outweigh

outweigh /aυt|�we/ verb to be more
important or significant than something
else
overall

overall /�əυvər|�ɔ�l/ adjective
including everything in general but not
considering the details � an overall view
overcharge

overcharge /�əυvə |�tʃɑ�d�/ verb to
ask for more money than is reasonable
for a product or service
overdue

overdue /�əυvə|�dju�/ adjective past
the due date � overdue library books
overdue notice

overdue notice /�əυvə|�dju� �nəυts/
noun a written request to a reader to
return books or materials that are
overdue
overhead projector

overhead projector /�əυvəhed prə |

�d�ektə/ noun a machine for displaying
an image of transparent artwork on a
screen, usually for the purposes of
teaching or presentations. Abbr OHP
overink

overink /�əυvər|�ŋk/ verb to cover in
too much ink so that the printing image
is unclear
overlap

overlap /�əυvəl�p/ noun the point at
which things start to be duplicated �

There was an overlap of ten minutes
between the two periods of library duty.
overlapping cover

overlapping cover /�əυvəl�pŋ
�k�və/ noun a paper cover which is not
cut flush, but projects beyond the text
pages
overlay

overlay /�əυvəle/ noun a transparent
sheet used with overhead transparencies
to add information at a specific time and
place
overleaf

overleaf /�əυvə|�lif/ adverb on the
other side of the page
overseas

overseas /�əυvə |�si�z/ adjective used
in the UK to describe people from other
countries � They are not called overseas
students now but international students.
oversee

oversee /�əυvə|�si�/ verb to supervise
a person or task
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oversightoversight /�əυvəsat/ noun an omis-
sion or a careless mistake because of
failure to notice something
oversizeoversize /�əυvə |�saz/ adjective books
and other printed materials that are
larger than the standard book sizes and
are often stored in a special area
overstockoverstock /�əυvə |�stɒk/ verb to keep
more books, documents or information
than is necessary for the users being
served
overtimeovertime /�əυvətam/ noun time that
is worked in addition to contracted
hours and for which you are usually
paid extra
overworkedoverworked /�əυvə |�w��kt/ adjective
working too hard or for too long

overwriteoverwrite /�əυvə|�rat/ verb to replace
an electronic file containing data or a
computer program in memory or on a
disk with a new file of the same name
own brandown brand /�əυn �br�nd/ adjective
relating to goods packaged and
marketed under a name belonging to the
company selling them
ownershipownership /�əυnəʃp/ noun the posi-
tion of owning something � The owner-
ship of information is a difficult matter
to determine.
Oxford English DictionaryOxford English Dictionary
/�ɒksfəd �ŋ$lʃ �dkʃ(ə)nəri/ noun a
complete collection of words and defi-
nitions for the English language, also
available on CD-ROM. Abbr OED
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P
pp abbreviation page � Table 6 is on p23
and tables 7–9 are on pp24 & 25. (NOTE:
The plural is pp.)
papa abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Panama
packpack /p�k/ noun a packet of informa-
tion containing items such as leaflets or
maps relevant to a particular topic �

verb to put things into containers or
parcels so that they can be sent to
another address
packetpacket /�p�kt/ noun a small parcel
packet switched data servicepacket switched data service
/�p�kt swtʃd �detə/, packet
switched network /�p�kt �swtʃd
�netw��k/ noun a service which trans-
mits data in packets of set length. Abbr
PSN
packet switchingpacket switching /�p�kt �swtʃŋ/
noun a method of dividing data into
small packets for transmission between
terminals and networks
packing listpacking list /�p�kŋ lst/, packing
slip /�p�kŋ slp/ noun a note sent with
goods to say that the goods have been
checked against the order
padpad /p�d/ noun several pieces of paper
joined together at one edge so that each
piece can be torn off after use
PADPAD /p�d/ noun a device for making
up the packets in a packet switching
system. Full form Packet Assem-
bler/Disassembler
padded envelopepadded envelope /�p�dd
�envələυp/ noun an envelope that has a
soft lining to protect goods sent through
the post
paddingpadding /�p�dŋ/ noun unnecessary
information put into a speech or written
document to increase the length

pagepage /ped�/ noun 1. one side of a
sheet of paper in a book, newspaper or
magazine 2. a computer text which will
fill one sheet of paper when printed out
3. a document or item of information on
the Internet available through the World
Wide Web � verb to call for somebody
over the public address system in a large
building such as a hotel or airport
page breakpage break /�ped� brek/ noun a
line on a screen of word-processed text
which shows where the end of the
printed page will occur
page layoutpage layout /�ped� �leaυt/ noun a
word-processing facility which allows
the text to be formatted in different
ways
page previewpage preview /�ped� �pri�vju�/
noun a word-processing facility which
allows the shape of the text to be seen
before printing
pagerpager /�ped�ə/ noun a small device
carried in the pocket which allows
someone to be called from a telephone
in a central office by using a radio signal
paginalpaginal /�p�d�n(ə)l/ adjective
exactly duplicating a previous edition or
version, so that the same text appears on
the same page in both
paginatepaginate /�p�d�net/ verb to
number the pages of a book or docu-
ment
paginationpagination /�p�d� |�neʃ(ə)n/ noun a
system of numbering the pages in a
document

COMMENT: Page numbers usually start
with a series of roman numerals (i, ii, iii,
etc.) for the prelims, and then change to
Arabic numerals for the main text pages.
The main text is paginated from page 1
again, with the result that the last folio in
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a book is rarely the same number as the
actual extent.

paleographypaleography /�p�li |�ɒ$rəfi/ noun the
study of ancient writing and documents
palimpsestpalimpsest /�p�lmsest/ noun a
manuscript in which the first text has
been partly erased and replaced by the
second text
pamphletpamphlet /�p�mflət/ noun a small
thin book, with at least 6 but not more
than 48 pages and a paper cover, used to
convey information
pamphlet boxpamphlet box /�p�mflət bɒks/
noun a box specially designed to hold
pamphlets within a storage system
p&pp&p abbreviation postage and packing
panelpanel /�p�n(ə)l/ noun 1. a rectangular
piece of paper on the spine of a book,
giving the title and author 2. a list of
works by the same author printed on the
page facing the title page
panellistpanellist /�p�nəlst/ noun a person
who sits with a group of other people to
perform a group task � The librarian
was one of the interview panellists.
paperpaper /�pepə/ noun 1. a material
made of cellulose fibres derived mainly
from wood pulp, which is processed
into thin sheets and used for writing,
printing and drawing 2. same as news-
paper 3. part of a written examination
4. a long essay on an academic subject

COMMENT: The first paper was made from
old cloth, torn up, and mixed with water.
Good quality paper is still made in this
way, though most papers are now made
from wood. The base material is wood
which has been debarked, then
shredded. If it is ground fine to make pulp
it is called mechanical pulp; if it is mixed
with various chemical substances to
remove impurities and soften the tissues
to form pulp, it is called chemical pulp.
The pulp is laid on a wire mesh which
retains the solid fibres and lets the water
drain away. After most of the water has
been removed, the paper is put through
rollers which dry and calender it. Paper is
made in many different qualities, each of
which is suitable for a certain printing
process, or for writing and drawing. Note
that the paper usually constitutes the
highest cost in book manufacture,
especially where long printruns are
concerned.

paperbackpaperback /�pepəb�k/ noun a book
with a paper or light card cover � adjec-

tive with a thin flexible cover, instead of
a hard cover
paperback original

paperback original /�pepəb�k ə|

�rd�n(ə)l/ noun a book which is
published first as a paperback and
which later may be issued in a hard-
cover edition
paperbased record

paperbased record /�pepəbest
�rekɔ�d/ noun a record kept on paper or
card rather than on a computer
paper-bound

paper-bound /�pepə baυnd/,
paper-covered /�pepə �k�vəd/ adjec-
tive denoting a book bound with a paper
cover
paper deterioration

paper deterioration /�pepə d|

�təriəreʃ(ə)n/ noun the effect of age
or damage on paper which causes it to
discolour, tear or become brittle
paperless office

paperless office /�pepələs �ɒfs/
noun an office that uses only electronic
means of working, without any hard
copy of materials

‘The number of digital documents
printed is increasing despite
predictions of the paperless office,
according to a new survey. Research
firm Ovum revealed that 74% of firms
said they were required to keep
documents in hard copy format.’
[Printing World]

papers

papers /�pepəz/ plural noun official
documents, e.g. passport, identity card
and visa
paper trail

paper trail /�pepə trel/ noun a
sequence of documents that can be used
by an investigator as a record of some-
body’s actions or decisions
paperweight

paperweight /�pepəwet/ noun 1. a
small heavy object, often decoratively
designed, which can be placed on piles
of paper to stop them blowing away 2.
the weight of a quantity of paper, used
to describe its quality

COMMENT: In Britain, the weight of paper
is calculated in grams per square metre
(gsm). In the USA, it is expressed as the
weight of 500 sheets of paper (i.e. a
ream) of a standard 25 x 38 inch size,
measured in pounds.

paperwork

paperwork /�pepəw��k/ noun the
routine part of a job which involves
tasks such as dealing with letters and
writing reports
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paradigmparadigm /�p�rədam/ noun a model
or typical example of something
paragraphparagraph /�p�rə$rɑ�f/ noun a
section of writing which contains one
main idea, always starts on a new line,
and is often indented
parallel editionparallel edition /�p�rəlel |�dʃ(ə)n/
noun a publication in which different
editions of the same work are published
side by side, especially the same text in
different languages
parallel processingparallel processing /�p�rəlel
�prəυsesŋ/ noun computer operations
that occur simultaneously
parallel publishingparallel publishing /�p�rəlel
�p�blʃŋ/ noun the simultaneous
production of a text in printed and elec-
tronic format
parameterparameter /pə |�r�mtə/ noun a limit
which affects how something is done or
made
paraphraseparaphrase /�p�rəfrez/ verb to
summarise a person’s ideas in one’s
own words
parchmentparchment /�pɑ�tʃmənt/ noun
writing material made from the thinly
stretched skin of sheep or goats
parenthesesparentheses /pə |�renθəsi�z/ plural
noun punctuation signs ( ) used to show
that part of the text is an incidental
comment or providing an explanation
(often incorrectly called ‘brackets’)
parents’ associationparents’ association /�peərənts ə|

�səυsieʃ(ə)n/ noun a group of parents
who meet to discuss issues of impor-
tance to their children’s schools
parliamentparliament /�pɑ�ləmənt/ noun a
group of people who are elected to
represent the citizens, and can make or
change the laws of a country
parliamentary directoryparliamentary directory
/�pɑ�ləment(ə)ri da |�rekt(ə)ri/ noun a
list of the members of parliament with
details about their careers
parliamentary paperparliamentary paper
/�pɑ�ləment(ə)ri �pepə/ noun a policy
statement issued by parliament either as
a proposal for law or for consultation
parliamentary publicationparliamentary publication
/�pɑ�ləment(ə)ri �p�bl |�keʃ(ə)n/
noun information or a report published
by the government, e.g. by HMSO in the
UK

parliamentary record

parliamentary record
/�pɑ�ləment(ə)ri �rekɔ�d/ noun a
record of what is said in the debates in
parliament, published in the UK as
Hansard
participantparticipant /pɑ�|�tspənt/ noun
somebody who takes part in an activity
or event
participate

participate /pɑ�|�tspet/ verb to take
part or become involved in something
partitionpartition /pɑ� |�tʃ(ə)n/ noun a screen
or temporary wall used to separate one
part of a room from another
partnership

partnership /�pɑ�tnəʃp/ noun a
relationship in which people or organi-
sations work together with equal status

‘The Vital Link is run by The Reading
Agency and have been working in
partnership with the National Literacy
Trust and the National Reading
Campaign to produce and disseminate
teaching and learning resources based
on the Quick Reads books for World
Book Day.’ [Government Contracting
Opportunities]

part order

part order /�pɑ�t �ɔ�də/ noun one or
some of the items in a group of things
ordered together
part-timepart-time /�pɑ�t �tam/ adjective
working for only a part of full working
hours
partwork

partwork /�pɑ�tw��k/ noun a long
work published in smaller parts at
regular intervals
party lineparty line /�pɑ�ti �lan/ noun 1. a tele-
phone line shared with other subscribers
2. a policy followed by political parties
pass

pass /pɑ�s/ noun a complete run of a
computer, printing machine or typeset-
ting machine � The first pass from the
computer will not include the typeset-
ting codes.
passwordpassword /�pɑ�sw��d/ noun a secret
word or phrase that allows somebody to
use a computer system or get into a
building
paste

paste /pest/ verb to place text, data or
an image into a document electronically
patchpatch /p�tʃ/ noun the process of
making small additions to a PostScript
file without altering the original code
underneath
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patentpatent /�p�tənt/ noun an official right
given to the inventor or originator of a
product to control its manufacture and
sale for a period of time � verb to
register an invention with the patent
office
patenteepatentee /�petən |�ti�/ noun the
person in whose name a patent is regis-
tered
patent filepatent file /�pet(ə)nt fal/ noun
patent specifications and drawings
indexed by subject, country and number
or name of patentee
patent officepatent office /�petənt �ɒfs/ noun a
government office in the UK which
controls the issuing of patents
Patents Information Network BulletinPatents Information Network
Bulletin /�pet(ə)nts �nfə|�meʃ(ə)n
�netw��k �bυlətn/ noun the electronic
information service of the Science
Reference and Information Service of
the British Library. Abbr PIN Bulletin
pathpath /pɑ�θ/ noun a particular course of
action � Here are many paths to
success.
patronpatron /�petrən/ noun a person or
group that encourages and supports an
activity, sometimes with money
patternpattern /�p�t(ə)n/ noun a particular
way something is done or organised �

The work patterns need to be changed.
paypay /pe/ noun money received in
return for work � verb 1. to give some-
body money in exchange for goods or
services 2. to be profitable � These days
there is a move towards making some
library services pay.
pay factorpay factor /�pe �f�ktə/ noun the
effect of wages on the demand for work
paymentpayment /�pemənt/ noun a sum of
money given to somebody in return for
goods or services
payment datepayment date /�pemənt det/ noun
the date by which a bill must be paid
payphonepayphone /�pefəυn/ noun a public
telephone in which the user can pay for
calls by coins or cards
payrollpayroll /�perəυl/ noun a list of
employees who are paid wages or sala-
ries by a company
PCPC abbreviation 1. personal computer
2. politically correct

PDAPDA abbreviation personal digital
assistant
PDFPDF /�pi� di� �ef/ noun a data file
generated from PostScript that is plat-
form independent, application inde-
pendent and font independent � Acrobat
is Adobe’s suite of software used to
generate, edit and view PDF files. Full
form Portable Document Format
pepe abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Peru
peakpeak /pi�k/ adjective relating to the
highest point or maximum value of a
variable
peak demandpeak demand /�pi�k d|�mɑ�nd/ noun
the highest level of demand from users
for services
peak timepeak time /�pi�k tam/, peak period
/�pi�k �pəriəd/ noun the time of day
when most people do something
pedagogypedagogy /�pedə$ɒd�i/ noun the
science or profession of teaching
peerpeer /pə/ noun a person of the same
age or social status
peeragepeerage /�pərd�/ noun a book
listing the members of the nobility and
giving information about their families
pegpeg /pe$/ verb to fix the value or level
of something and prevent it from
changing
pendingpending /�pendŋ/ adjective awaiting
attention, about to be dealt with soon

‘We believe that with the continued
importance of controlling and
managing global content in a
multinational business, our GIM
solution is instrumental… SDL
PhraseFinder 2005 leverages patent-
pending technology to quickly and
effectively identify terminology being
used by an organisation.’ [Company
News Feed]

pending filepending file /�pendŋ fal/ noun a
file for keeping papers about matters
which cannot be dealt with immediately
PEN InternationalPEN International /�pen �ntə |

�n�ʃ(ə)nəl/ noun an international
fellowship of writers in any genre which
aims to promote freedom of expression
and international cultural understanding
pen namepen name /�pen nem/ noun a name
taken by an author which is not his or
her real name
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People’s NetworkPeople’s Network /�pi�p(ə)lz
�netw��k/ noun an online public library
service managed by the Museums,
Libraries and Archives Council
perper /p��, pə/ preposition used to
express ratio � The rent was £250 per
month. � The speed limit is 50 km per
hour. � per annum each year � She
earns £25,000 per annum. � per capita,
per head for each person � What is the
average per capita income? � per cent
relating to a number which represents a
part of a hundred � 10 per cent (10%)
means 10 in every 100.
percentage pointpercentage point /pə |�sentd�
pɔnt/ noun 1 per cent
perceptionperception /pə |�sepʃən/ noun 1.
ability to notice things that are not
obvious 2. an opinion about somebody
or something
perfectperfect /pə |�fekt/ verb to improve
something until is completely correct �

adjective without any mistakes
perfect bindingperfect binding /�p��fkt �bandŋ/
noun same as adhesive binding
perfectorperfector /pə|�fektə/, perfecting
press noun a printing machine which
prints on both sides of a sheet of paper
perforateperforate /�p��fəret/ verb to make
holes in something so that it can be torn
easily � Sheets of stamps are perforated.
perforated edgeperforated edge /�p��fəretd �ed�/
noun an irregular edge left after tearing
perforated paper
perforating stampperforating stamp /�p��fəretŋ
st�mp/ noun a device that punches a
mark by making a pattern of holes
through the pages of a book
perforationsperforations /�p��fə |�reʃ(ə)nz/
plural noun a series of very small holes
made in paper to help to tear it in a
straight line
performperform /pə |�fɔ�m/ verb to do a task or
action
performance indicatorperformance indicator /pə|

�fɔ�məns �ndketə/ noun a record
that shows how well or badly an organ-
isation is functioning
performance measurementperformance measurement /pə|

�fɔ�məns �me�əmənt/ noun the idea
that skills and knowledge can be meas-
ured in terms of the value that they
represent to a company

periodperiod /�pəriəd/ noun 1. a particular
length of time 2. US a full stop � inter-
jection used to emphasise that there is
no more to be said about a subject
periodicperiodic /�pəri |�ɒdk/ adjective
happening occasionally but fairly regu-
larly. Also called periodical
periodicalperiodical /�pəri |�ɒdk(ə)l/ noun a
magazine or journal, especially a
serious academic one � adjective same
as periodic
periodical controlperiodical control /�pəri |�ɒdk(ə)l
kən |�trəυl/ noun a system for organising
journals in a library
periodical indexperiodical index /�pəri |�ɒdk(ə)l
�ndeks/ noun 1. an index to one or
more volumes of a periodical 2. a cumu-
lative subject index issued at stated
intervals
periodic transferperiodic transfer /�pəriɒdk
�tr�nsf��/ noun the regular movement
of records or data at specific time inter-
vals � Periodic transfer of records was
done monthly.
period of noticeperiod of notice /�pəriəd əv
�nəυts/ noun time which must be
worked after giving notice of leaving a
job
peripheralperipheral /pə |�rf(ə)rəl/ adjective not
essential, attached to the edge of some-
thing else
peripheralsperipherals /pə |�rf(ə)rəlz/ plural
noun items of hardware such as termi-
nals, printers, monitors, etc. which are
attached to a main computer system
perkperk /p��k/ noun a privilege or advan-
tage additional to what is usual or
expected � A perk of writing book
reviews is that you can keep the review
copy. (NOTE: Perk is short for ‘perqui-
site’.)
permanencepermanence /�p��mənəns/ noun the
ability of paper not to yellow or become
brittle with age
permanentpermanent /�p��mənənt/ adjective
expected to last for ever or for a very
long time
permanent paperpermanent paper /�p��mənənt
�pepə/ noun acid-free paper
permeatepermeate /�p��miet/ verb to spread
through and affect every part
permitpermit noun /�p��mt/ an official
document allowing somebody to do a
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particular thing � You have to have a
permit to study in this library. � verb /pə |

�mt/ to allow something to be done
permitted term

permitted term /pə|�mtd �t��m/
noun a term that is used according to
indexing conventions and must follow
specific order rules
permutationpermutation /�p��mjυ|�teʃ(ə)n/
noun one of a set of ways in which
things can be arranged � There were so
many permutations to the combination
for the lock that it was very secure.
persistpersist /pə|�sst/ verb to continue
doing something even though it is very
difficult or time-consuming
persistent

persistent /pə|�sstənt/ adjective
continuing to exist for a very long time
persistent identifierpersistent identifier /pə|�sst(ə)nt
a|�dentfaə/ noun an Internet link to a
resource which will work even if the
resource is moved to a different location
personalpersonal /�p��s(ə)n(ə)l/ adjective
belonging to you
personal attention

personal attention /�p��s(ə)nəl ə |

�tenʃ(ə)n/ noun the action of dealing
with a matter by oneself
personal computerpersonal computer /�p��s(ə)n(ə)l
kəm|�pju�tə/ noun a small computer
designed mainly for home or light busi-
ness use. Abbr PC
personal developmentpersonal development
/�p��s(ə)n(ə)l d |�veləpmənt/ noun the
process of gaining additional knowl-
edge, skills and experience in order to
develop your own talents and fulfil your
own potential
personal digital assistant

personal digital assistant
/�p��s(ə)n(ə)l �dd�t(ə)l ə|�sstənt/
noun a small hand-held computer with
facilities for taking notes, storing infor-
mation such as addresses, and keeping a
diary, usually operated using a stylus
rather than a keyboard. Abbr PDA
personal environmentpersonal environment
/�p��s(ə)nəl en |�varənmənt/ noun
everything around you that affects your
daily life
Personal Identification NumberPersonal Identification Number
/�p��s(ə)n(ə)l a |�dentf|�keʃ(ə)n
�n�mbə/ noun a short code given to
people for use with credit and debit
cards. Abbr PIN

personalisedpersonalised /�p��s(ə)nəlazd/,
personalized adjective printed with a
person’s name and/or address
personalised stationerypersonalised stationery
/�p��s(ə)nəlazd �steʃ(ə)nəri/ noun
letters, paper or cards printed with your
address and sometimes your name
personal knowledge managementpersonal knowledge manage-
ment /�p��s(ə)nəl �nɒld�
�m�nd�mənt/ noun a conceptual
framework to organise personal knowl-
edge so that it can be systematically
applied and built upon. Abbr PKM
personnelpersonnel /�p��sə|�nel/ plural noun
the people who work for an organisation
pfpf abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for French Poly-
nesia
pgpg abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Papua New
Guinea
phph abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Philippines
phasephase /fez/ noun a particular stage in
the development of something � verb to
do something in stages
phased changeoverphased changeover /�fezd
�tʃend�|�əυvə/ noun a change which
takes place in stages over a period of
time
phase inphase in /�fez �n/ verb to introduce
something gradually
phase outphase out /�fez �aυt/ verb to stop
using something gradually
PhDPhD abbreviation Doctor of Philos-
ophy
phonephone /fəυn/ noun an electronic
device which enables two people who
each have one to talk to each other over
a distance � verb to use a phone to
contact another person
phone backphone back /�fəυn �b�k/ verb to
make a telephone call to somebody who
has just called you
phone bookphone book /�fəυn bυk/ noun a book
which lists names of people or compa-
nies with their addresses and telephone
numbers
phone cardphone card /�fəυn kɑ�d/ noun an
electronically coded card which enables
the user to pay for calls on a public
phone without using coins
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phone numberphone number /�fəυn �n�mbə/
noun a set of figures which identifies
the phone line that is being used
phoneticsphonetics /fə |�netks/ noun the study
of speech sounds
phonetic scriptphonetic script /fə |�netk �skrpt/
noun a system of writing the sounds of
language by using one symbol for each
sound
photocopierphotocopier /�fəυtəυkɒpiə/ noun a
machine that copies documents by
photographing them very quickly
photocopyphotocopy /�fəυtəυkɒpi/ noun an
exact copy of a document produced by a
photocopier, in black and white or
colour � verb to make a copy of a docu-
ment by using a photocopier
photographphotograph /�fəυtə$rɑ�f/ noun a
picture formed by exposing light-sensi-
tive paper to light using a camera
photograph directoryphotograph directory
/�fəυtə$rɑ�f da |�rekt(ə)ri/ noun a list
of photographs held by a special photo
library, often catalogued by subject
photographicphotographic /�fəυtə|�$r�fk/
adjective used to describe anything to
do with photography or photographs
photographyphotography /fə|�tɒ$rəfi/ noun the
art or skill of producing photographs
including use of a camera and the
processing of the films
photogravurephotogravure /�fəυtəυ$rə|�vjυə/
noun a printing method in which the
paper is pressed directly on to the
printing plate
photoprintphotoprint /�fəυtəυprnt/ noun the
final proof of a typeset copy
photostatphotostat /�fəυtəυst�t/ noun same
as photocopy
phototextphototext /�fəυtəυtekst/ noun char-
acters and text produced by a photo-
typesetter
phototypesetterphototypesetter /�fəυtəυ |�tapsetə/
noun a person who works with a
computer and light-sensitive film to
produce text ready for printing

COMMENT: The phototypesetter, rather
like a large laser printer, normally uses
the PostScript page description language
and can generate type at 2,540 dpi; if the
device is capable of outputting text and
half-tone images, it is normally called an
image setter.

PHPPHP noun a programming language
used for creating websites
physicalphysical /�fzk(ə)l/ adjective some-
thing that can be seen or touched, as
opposed to a theoretical idea
physical recordphysical record /�fzk(ə)l �rekɔ�d/
noun a manual form of a record rather
than electronic
picapica /�pakə/ noun a measurement of
typeface equal to 12 point
pick uppick up /�pk ��p/ verb 1. to learn a
skill or an idea easily 2. to improve �

The working conditions for the library
staff picked up last month.
PICSPICS /pks/ noun a file format used to
import a sequence of PICT files on an
Apple Macintosh
PICTPICT /pkt/ noun on an Apple Macin-
tosh, a graphics file format that stores
images in the QuickDraw vector format.
Full form picture
picturepicture /�pktʃə/ noun a drawing,
painting or photograph
picture filepicture file /�pktʃə fal/ noun a
collection of small pictures and
cuttings, usually arranged by subject
picture librarypicture library /�pktʃə �labrəri/
noun a storage system for pictures,
which can be borrowed

‘The Google deal allows customers to
buy and rent selected video clips from
ITN Archive, which contains 680,000
hours of news footage. ITN wants to
develop its archive business. The
model would be picture libraries such
as US group Getty Images, whose
annual turnover is £415 million.’
[The Mail on Sunday]

picture processingpicture processing /�pktʃə
�prəυsesŋ/ noun analysis of the infor-
mation contained in an image, usually
by computer, providing recognition of
objects in the image
picture researcherpicture researcher /�pktʃə r |

�s��tʃə/ noun somebody who looks for
pictures relevant to a particular topic, so
that they can be used as illustrations in a
book, newspaper or TV programme
pie chartpie chart /�pa tʃɑ�t/ noun a statistical
diagram where the ratios are shown as
sections of a circle
pigeonholepigeonhole /�pd�ənhəυl/ noun a
small open section in a wall-mounted
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rack used as a temporary storage space
or for delivery of personal mail
pilotpilot /�palət/ verb to use a small-scale
test to investigate whether a larger-scale
operation will work � adjective done as
a small test of a potential larger project
� A pilot scheme in a temporary
building was used to see if a library was
needed in the area.
pin

pin /pn/ noun a sharp piece of metal
used for holding material or paper
together
PINPIN /pn/, PIN number abbreviation
Personal Identification Number
PIN BulletinPIN Bulletin /�pn �bυlətn/ abbrevi-
ation Patents Information Network
Bulletin
pingping /pŋ/ noun the length of time, in
milliseconds, that it takes to send a
message to an intranet, Internet or web
address and receive a reply � verb to
send a packet of data to an intranet,
Internet or web address to check
whether it is accessible or is responding
pipelinepipeline /�paplan/ noun a system for
the spreading of information � in the
pipeline something which has already
been started but has not yet produced an
answer or result
piracypiracy /�parəsi/ noun the act of ille-
gally copying a piece of work under
copyright
piratepirate /�parət/ verb to copy a patented
or copyright work and sell it

COMMENT: The items most frequently
pirated are books which can easily be
printed from photocopied originals, music
from CDs, or computer programs on
magnetic disks which are relatively
simple to copy.

pirate copypirate copy /�parət �kɒpi/ noun an
illegal copy of a patented or copyright
work
pixelpixel /�pksəl/ noun the smallest unit
of display on a computer screen whose
colour or brightness can be controlled �

The picture was made up of several
hundred pixels of different colours. Full
form picture element

COMMENT: In high resolution display
systems the colour or brightness of a
single pixel can be controlled; in low
resolution systems a group of pixels are
controlled at the same time.

pk

pk abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Pakistan
PKM

PKM abbreviation personal knowledge
management
plpl abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Poland
place nameplace name /�ples �nem/ noun the
name by which a location is identified �
dictionary of place names an alphabet-
ical list of places often with historical
notes about their names
plagiariseplagiarise /�pled�əraz/, plagiarize
verb to copy somebody else’s work and
publish it as one’s own
plagiarismplagiarism /�pled�ərz(ə)m/ noun
the practice of copying and publishing
somebody else’s work as one’s own
plagiaristplagiarist /�pled�ərst/ noun a
person who copies other people’s work
without admitting what they have done
plaintextplaintext /�plen|�tekst/ noun a term
used in word processing to mean text
that is in the standard font for that docu-
ment without different types such bold-
face and italics
plan

plan /pl�n/ noun 1. a carefully worked
out method of achieving objectives 2. a
map � verb � to plan for to make plans
for a future event
planning

planning /�pl�nŋ/ noun the process
of working out in detail how to do
something before starting to do it
planning department

planning department /�pl�nŋ d|

�pɑ�tmənt/ noun a local government
department which decides how land in a
given area will be used and what build-
ings may be put on it
plasticise

plasticise /�pl�stsazd/, plasticize
verb to put a plastic cover over a book
jacket for protection
plate

plate /plet/ noun an illustration in a
book often on better quality paper than
the text
plate camera

plate camera /�plet �k�m(ə)rə/
noun a camera that uses glass plates
instead of film
platen

platen /�plet(ə)n/ noun a roller which
supports the paper in a printer
playback

playback /�pleb�k/ noun the opera-
tion of a machine to reproduce sound or
video pictures previously recorded
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Play Matters

Play Matters /�ple �m�təz/ noun the
working title of the UK National Asso-
ciation of Toy and Leisure Libraries
plenary

plenary /�pli�nəri/ adjective attended
by everyone who should be there � The
conference ended with a plenary session
for all the participants.
plot

plot /plɒt/ noun a secret plan � verb to
mark co-ordinates and draw a graph
using them
plotter

plotter /�plɒtə/ noun a computer
device that draws straight lines between
two co-ordinates

COMMENT: Plotters are used for graph
and diagram plotting and can plot curved
lines as a number of short straight lines.

PLR

PLR abbreviation LIBRARIES Public
Lending Right
plug

plug /pl�$/ noun a device with metal
pins which can be inserted into an elec-
trical socket to provide power for a
machine � verb to publicise a product or
event in order to encourage people to
buy or watch it
plug board

plug board /�pl�$ bɔ�d/ noun a board
with several electrical sockets so that
they are all connected to the same power
supply
plug compatible

plug compatible /�pl�$ kəm |

�p�tb(ə)l/ adjective computer or
peripheral which can be used with
another system simply by plugging it in
with a special plug
plural

plural /�plυərəl/ adjective a grammat-
ical term to describe words which refer
to two or more things
pm

pm abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for St-Pierre and
Miquelon
p-mail

p-mail /�pi� �mel/ noun same as snail
mail
pn

pn abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Pitcairn Island
pocket edition

pocket edition /�pɒkt |�dʃ(ə)n/
noun a book small enough to be carried
in a pocket
podcast

podcast /�pɒdkɑ�st/ noun a service
that allows subscribers to download a
feed such as a radio show from the
Internet on to their personal handset,
e.g. an iPod

poempoem /�pəυm/ noun a piece of imagi-
native writing which is arranged in a
particular pattern of lines and sounds
poetpoet /�pəυt/ noun a person who writes
poems
Poet LaureatePoet Laureate /�pəυt �lɔ�riət/ noun
a poet appointed by the British Queen to
write poems for official occasions
pointpoint /pɔnt/ noun 1. a place or posi-
tion in time � starting point � to be on
the point of to be just about to start
doing something � up to a point partly
but not completely � It is true up to a
point. 2. an idea or opinion � He made a
good point in the discussion. � verb � to
point out, to point to to use a finger or
stick to draw attention to something
pointerpointer /�pɔntə/ noun a stick used to
indicate something
point of presencepoint of presence /�pɔnt əv
�prezəns/ noun a location where a user
can connect to a network, e.g. a place
where subscribers can dial in to an
Internet service provider
point of salepoint of sale /�pɔnt əv �sel/ noun
the place where things sold in a shop are
paid for. Abbr POS, p.o.s.
point sizepoint size /�pɔnt saz/ noun the size
of printed letters

COMMENT: In the UK and the USA, point
sizes are based on the pica system; one
point equals 0.3515mm (or 0.01384
inch); 12 points being one sixth of an
inch, or 4.21mm or one pica em. In
Europe, point size is based on the Didot
point: one point equals 0.3759mm (or
0.0148 inch), and 12 points are one
cicero.

policypolicy /�pɒlsi/ noun a set of plans
used as a basis for decisions
politicalpolitical /pə|�ltk(ə)l/ adjective
concerned with the government or state
political correctnesspolitical correctness /pə |�ltk(ə)l
kə |�rektnəs/ noun the use of language
and behaviour that is not offensive or
demeaning to any person or group of
people
politically correctpolitically correct /pə |�ltkli kə|

�rekt/ adjective designed not to offend
any category of person. Abbr PC
politicspolitics /�pɒltks/ noun the art or
science of government
pollpoll /pəυl/ noun 1. a survey in which a
selected sample of people are asked
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their opinions about something 2. the
voting at a political election
polling station

polling station /�pəυlŋ �steʃ(ə)n/
noun a place where people go to vote at
an election
polysemy

polysemy /pə|�lsəmi/ noun the
quality of words having two or more
overlapping meanings
polyurethane binding

polyurethane binding
/�pɒlijυərθen �bandŋ/ noun a
strong adhesive binding used for heavy
reference books offering good open-flat
qualities. Abbr PUR
popular edition

popular edition /�pɒpjυlə  |�dʃ(ə)n/
noun a book with poorer paper and a
lighter cover than the norm, sold at a
cheaper price
population coverage

population coverage /�pɒpjυ |

�leʃ(ə)n �k�vərd�/ noun a selection of
a survey population which considers all
the different aspects to be covered
pop-up

pop-up /�pɒp �p/ adjective containing
cut-out figures that rise up as a page is
opened � noun a book or card that
contains pop-up figures
pop-up book

pop-up book /�pɒp �p �bυk/ noun a
book, usually for children, in which the
pictures are cut out from the page so that
they stand up when the book is opened

COMMENT: Used mainly for children’s
books, but also for some adult or more
serious educational material.

pornography

pornography /pɔ�|�nɒ$rəfi/ noun
publications of an obscene nature,
usually in a sexual sense
port

port /pɔ�t/ noun a socket or other phys-
ical connection allowing data transfer
between a computer’s internal commu-
nications channel and another external
device
portable

portable /�pɔ�təb(ə)l/ adjective easily
carried � noun an easily carried
machine such as a small computer or
television
portal

portal /�pɔ�t(ə)l/ noun a website that
provides links to information and other
websites
portfolio

portfolio /pɔ�t|�fəυliəυ/ noun 1. a
collection of original works 2. an area of
responsibility held by a government
minister 3. a thin, flat case for carrying
drawings and papers

portrait

portrait /�pɔ�trt/ noun a painting,
drawing or photograph of a person
POS

POS, p.o.s. abbreviation point of sale
position

position /pə|�zʃ(ə)n/ noun a person’s
job or status within a company
positive discrimination

positive discrimination /�pɒztv
ds|�krm|�neʃ(ə)n/ noun a policy
which deliberately treats one group of
people better than others because they
have previously been unfairly treated
positive feedback

positive feedback /�pɒztv
�fi�db�k/ noun comments which indi-
cate that what has been proposed, done
or made is liked by the customers

‘The new system allows users to
search the site for their own purposes,
rather than browse through all the
collections – we have already had
positive feedback from users and are
looking forward both to having the
full range of items available online,
and to further developments that the
system will enable us to achieve.’
[M2 Presswire]

post

post /pəυst/ verb 1. to send letters and
parcels through the mailing system 2. to
add the accession number to an index
entry
post-

post- /pəυst/ prefix combining with
nouns, adjectives and dates to indicate
that something has happened after the
stated time � post-war � post-audit
postage and packing

postage and packing /�pəυstd�
ən �p�kŋ/ noun the cost of wrapping
goods and paying for them to be deliv-
ered. Abbr p&p
postage stamp

postage stamp /�pəυstd� st�mp/
noun a small official piece of paper
which is stuck on to a letter or parcel to
show that the cost of the postage has
been paid
postal survey

postal survey /�pəυst(ə)l �s��ve/
noun a survey that is conducted by
sending questionnaires through the post
postcard

postcard /�pəυstkɑ�d/ noun a card,
often with a picture on one side, which
can be written on and sent to somebody
without an envelope
postcode

postcode /�pəυstkəυd/ noun a
system of letters and numbers used by
the post office to identify towns and
roads to aid the delivery of letters
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postdated

post-coordinate indexing
system /�pəυstkəυɔ�dnət
�ndeksŋ �sstəm/ noun a system in
which information is organised under
simple main headings but with devices
whereby the user can combine them to
produce compound subjects
postdated

postdated /pəυst|�detd/ adjective
dated later than the day of issue � The
cheque was postdated to the end of the
month.
poster

poster /�pəυstə/ noun a large notice or
advertisement stuck to a wall or board

COMMENT: The standard format for a
single sheet poster is double crown (30 x
20 inches).

postgraduate

postgraduate /pəυst|�$r�d�υət/
noun 1. a student who already has a first
degree and is studying or doing research
at a higher level 2. US a graduate
posthumous

posthumous /�pɒstjυməs/ adjective
published or printed after the author’s
death
posting

posting /�pəυstŋ/ noun a message
sent to and displayed on an online
facility such as an Internet newsgroup
or bulletin board
postings list

postings list /�pəυstŋz lst/ noun
an alphabetical list of descriptors with
the identification numbers of docu-
ments using them
post office

post office /�pəυst �ɒfs/ noun a
national organisation which controls the
postal services within a country
postpone

postpone /pəυst|�pəυn/ verb to rear-
range for something to be done at a later
date or time
postscript

postscript /�pəυstskrpt/ noun an
addition to the end of something such as
a book, story or document
PostScript

PostScript /�pəυstskrpt/ a trade
name for a standard page description
language developed by Adobe Systems.
PostScript offers flexible font sizing and
positioning and it is most often used in
DTP systems, high-quality laser
printers and phototypesetters. � If you
do a lot of DTP work, you will benefit
from a PostScript printer.
potboiler

potboiler /�pɒtbɔlə/ noun a work
written purely to earn money with no
literary merit

potentialpotential /pə |�tenʃəl/ noun having the
possibility to develop into something
better � The library needed a lot of work
but had the potential to become a very
efficient service. � adjective capable of
becoming something better in the future
� There is a large potential market for
electronic information.
poweredpowered /�paυəd/ adjective worked
by electricity or another source of
energy � gas-powered central heating
PowerpointPowerpoint /�paυəpɔnt/ a trade
name for a piece of software developed
by Microsoft that allows users to create
multimedia presentations
power supplypower supply /�paυə sə |�pla/ noun a
supply of electricity to a building or
work site
pppp abbreviation pages
prpr abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Puerto Rico
practicalpractical /�pr�ktk(ə)l/ noun a lesson
or examination in which you are asked
to do tasks rather than just read or write
about them
practicepractice /�pr�kts/ noun 1. a repeated
performance of something in order to
learn to do it well 2. a regular or
standard course of action � It is
standard practice to keep reference
books in a separate area of the library. �
in practice
pre-pre- /pri�/ prefix combining with adjec-
tives to indicate something done before
precedeprecede /pr|�si�d/ verb to happen
before something else happens
preceding recordpreceding record /pr |�si�dŋ
�rekɔ�d/ noun a record that comes
before the current one
preciseprecise /pr|�sas/ adjective exact and
accurate
PRECIS indexingPRECIS indexing /�presi
�ndeksŋ/ noun a technique for subject
indexing originally developed for the
British National Bibliography. Full
form PREserved Context Index
System
precisionprecision /pr|�s�(ə)n/ noun 1. accu-
racy, exactness 2. the number of rele-
vant records returned by a search,
expressed as a percentage of the total
number of records returned
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precision equipment

precision equipment /pr|�s�(ə)n  |

�kwpmənt/ noun machines that are
made to very accurate specifications
Pre-coordinate Indexing System

Pre-coordinate Indexing
System /�prikəυɔ�dnət �ndeksŋ
�sstəm/ noun a system whereby the
terms are combined at the indexing
stage, used by the British National
Bibliography
pref.

pref. abbreviation preface
preface

preface /�prefəs/ noun an author’s
note which comes before the introduc-
tion and after any dedication

COMMENT: A preface is usually written by
the author, and explains briefly why the
book has been written and who the
readers are expected to be. A foreword,
on the other hand, can be written by the
author, but is more usually by another
person, often a famous person whose
name might be expected to increase the
sales of the book.

prefatory note

prefatory note /�pref�t(ə)ri nəυt/
noun a note addressed to the reader,
printed at the beginning of a book
preferment

preferment /pr|�f��mənt/ noun
promotion to a better job
preferred order

preferred order /pr |�f��d �ɔ�də/
noun a set order in which the items in a
classification scheme are arranged
preferred term

preferred term /pr|�f��d �t��m/
noun a term used in a catalogue to
gather together all synonymous and
otherwise scattered entries � Publica-
tions is the preferred term for books,
documents, monographs, etc.
prefix

prefix /�pri�fks/ noun a word or
letters added to the front of another
word, which can change its meaning,
e.g. ‘undone’, ‘misread’
prejudice

prejudice /�pred�υds/ noun an
unfair and often negative feeling based
on incomplete knowledge and informa-
tion
prelims

prelims /�pri�lmz/ plural noun the
initial pages of a book, including the
title page and table of contents, which
precede the main text. Also called front
matter
premise

premise /�prems/ noun something
that is supposed to be true and is there-
fore used as the basis for an argument

premisespremises /�premsz/ plural noun
land and buildings occupied by a busi-
ness
pre-paidpre-paid /pri�|�ped/ adjective paid for
in advance of delivery
preparationpreparation /�prepə|�reʃ(ə)n/ noun
work done beforehand in order to be
ready for something � They made
careful preparation for the open day.
preparation of textpreparation of text /�prepəreʃ(ə)n
əv �tekst/ noun the process of making
text ready for printing by editing and
checking it
prepareprepare /pr|�peə/ verb to make some-
thing ready for use or for consideration
� The librarians were asked to prepare
a report for the management meeting.
prepositionpreposition /�prepə |�zʃ(ə)n/ noun
the grammatical term for words such as
‘by’, ‘with’, ‘on’, ‘under’, which indi-
cate place or direction
pre-printed formpre-printed form /�pri� �prntd
�fɔ�m/, pre-printed stationery /�pri�
�prntd �steʃ(ə)n(ə)ri/ noun a form or
notepaper that has some information
already printed on it
prepublicationprepublication /pri� |�p�bl|

�keʃ(ə)n/ adjective relating to or occur-
ring in the period before a book or other
work is published
pre-recordedpre-recorded /�pri�r|�kɔ�dd/ adjec-
tive recorded at an earlier time � A
message on a telephone answering
machine is pre-recorded.
pre-requisitepre-requisite /pri� |�rekwzt/ noun
something that must be done before
something else � A reasonable standard
of English is a pre-requisite to studying
in an English-speaking country.
prescribed textprescribed text /pr|�skrabd �tekst/
noun an educational book which has
been listed as required for a course of
study or for an exam
prescriptionprescription /pr|�skrpʃən/ noun an
instruction or plan for what needs to be
done in a particular situation
prescriptiveprescriptive /pr |�skrptv/ adjective
giving rules and regulations for what
should or should not be done
presellpresell /�pri� �sel/ verb to sell a book
before its official publication date
presentpresent /�prez(ə)nt/ noun something
given to a person as a gift � verb to
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introduce a person, idea or piece of
information � adjective existing or
happening now � the present situation
presentationpresentation /�prez(ə)n|�teʃ(ə)n/
noun a talk about a specific subject
given to provide information
preservationpreservation /�prezə|�veʃ(ə)n/ noun
the provision of suitable environmental
conditions to ensure the condition of
library stock
PREserved Context Index SystemPREserved Context Index
System /pr|�z��vd �kɒntent �ndeks
�sstəm/ noun � PRECIS indexing
pre-setpre-set /pri�|�set/ adjective set to
specific levels before using � The
temperature of the heating in the library
was pre-set to a comfortable level.
presspress /pres/ noun 1. a double-sided
bookcase of not fewer than four tiers 2.
newspapers and the people who write
for them � verb 1. to put pressure on
something � Press the button to make it
work. 2. to try to persuade somebody to
do or say something
press coveragepress coverage /�pres �k�v(ə)rd�/
noun the amount of space or time given
in newspapers or TV and radio news
bulletins to one topic
press cuttingpress cutting /�pres �k�tŋ/ noun
one item cut from a newspaper
press guidepress guide /�pres $ad/ noun a
reference book which lists the main
newspaper publications throughout the
world
pressmarkpressmark /�presmɑ�k/ noun same
as shelf mark
press releasepress release /�pres r|�li�s/ noun a
statement given by an organisation to
the media to explain a situation from
their point of view
PrestelPrestel /�prestel/ a trade name for a
teletext system used in the UK marketed
by British Telecom
preventprevent /pr|�vent/ verb to make sure
something does not happen
preventionprevention /pr |�venʃən/ noun an
action which stops something from
happening
preventive maintenancepreventive maintenance /pr |

�ventv �mentənəns/ noun regular
checks and repairs to small faults so that
they do not develop into large problems

previewpreview /�pri�vju�/ noun the opportu-
nity to see something before it is
released to the general public
previousprevious /�pri�viəs/ adjective existing
or happening before or earlier
priceprice /pras/ noun the amount of
money needed to buy an item
price bracketprice bracket /�pras �br�kt/ noun
a limited range of prices � The goods
were in the cheaper price bracket.
price labelprice label /�pras �leb(ə)l/ noun a
piece of paper or card attached to some-
thing to show its price
price listprice list /�pras lst/ noun a list of the
prices of everything in stock
pricing strategypricing strategy /�prasŋ
�str�təd�i/ noun company policy
about how much to charge for goods or
services in order to make a reasonable
profit
primaprima /�pri�mə/ noun the first word of
the next page printed at the bottom of a
page
primaryprimary /�praməri/ adjective first,
original, basic or most important
primary colourprimary colour /�praməri �k�lə/
noun one of the three colours, red,
yellow and blue, from which all other
colours can be made
primary educationprimary education /�praməri
�edjυ |�keʃ(ə)n/ noun the first period of
schooling usually up to the age of 11
years
primary operatorprimary operator /�praməri
�ɒpəretə/ noun the first person to
operate a machine
primary recordprimary record /�praməri �rekɔ�d/
noun one of the first records on a
subject
primary samplingprimary sampling /�praməri
�sɑ�mplŋ/ noun the first selected popu-
lation for a survey
primary schoolprimary school /�praməri sku�l/
noun a school for young children
usually for about the first six years of
schooling
primary school textbookprimary school textbook
/�praməri sku�l �tekstbυk/ noun a
textbook used in schools teaching chil-
dren up to about 11 years old
primary sourceprimary source /�praməri �sɔ�s/
noun the original document from which
information is extracted
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primary userprimary user /�praməri �ju�zə/
noun the first person to use a service
primeprime /pram/ adjective relating to the
most important or typical example of
something � verb to give somebody
information about something
primerprimer /�pramə/ noun 1. a simple
instruction book or manual 2. a basic or
simple school book for children
prime timeprime time /�pram tam/ noun the
time of day when most people are
expected to be watching television or
listening to the radio
printprint /prnt/ verb to produce a book,
magazine, newspaper or leaflet by a
mechanical process
printed catalogue cardprinted catalogue card /�prntd
�k�təlɒ$ �kɑ�d/ noun a pre-printed
card containing the bibliographical
details of a book for inclusion in a
library catalogue
printed ephemeraprinted ephemera /�prntd  |

�femərə/ plural noun items such as
theatre programmes, leaflets and adver-
tising fliers which would normally be
read and thrown away
printed indexprinted index /�prntd �ndeks/
noun an alphabetical list of words used
in a text
printed matterprinted matter /�prntd �m�tə/
noun anything that is printed and can be
read
printerprinter /�prntə/ noun 1. a machine
that converts electronic data into read-
able form on paper 2. a person or
company that prints books, newspapers
or other printed matter
printer bufferprinter buffer /�prntə �b�fə/ noun a
temporary store for character data
waiting to be printed, used to free the
computer before the printing is
completed so making the operation
faster
printer’s imprintprinter’s imprint /�prntəz
�mprnt/ noun a special mention of the
name and address of the printer on the
inside of a book or periodical
printing historyprinting history /�prntŋ �hst(ə)ri/
noun details of the printing of a book
such as the date of the original printing
and dates of reprints, usually listed on
the bibliographic page after the title
page

printing pressprinting press /�prntŋ pres/ noun
a machine which presses paper on to
type and prints text
print outprint out /�prnt �aυt/ verb to print
information from a computer through a
printer
printoutprintout /�prntaυt/ noun a hard copy
of a computer file
print runprint run /�prnt r�n/ noun the
number of copies of a book printed at
one time
print spoolingprint spooling /�prnt �spu�lŋ/
noun the automatic printing of a number
of different documents in a queue at the
usual speed of the printer, while the
computer is doing some other task
print styleprint style /�prnt stal/ noun the
typeface and fonts used in any particular
document
priorprior /�praə/ adjective 1. having
happened previously � unable to go due
to a prior engagement 2. being given
priority over something else
prioritypriority /pra|�ɒrti/ noun something
that must be dealt with first
privacyprivacy /�prvəsi/ noun the state of
being left alone to do things
privacy of informationprivacy of information /�prvəsi
əv �nfə|�meʃ(ə)n/ noun the act of
keeping documents secret so that only
authorised people are allowed to read
them

‘New rules for a passenger data
collection scheme operated by US
authorities may carry a nasty sting for
travellers. The scheme – Advance
Passenger Information System (Apis)
– threatens to cause big delays at
check-in and raises ethical questions
about a passenger’s right to privacy of
information.’ [Financial Times]

privateprivate /�pravət/ adjective for the use
of one person or group only
private sectorprivate sector /�pravət �sektə/
noun services or industries that are
owned by individuals or groups rather
than by the state
propro abbreviation professional practice
probabilityprobability /�prɒbə |�blti/ noun the
likelihood of something happening,
often expressed as a fraction or
percentage
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probeprobe /prəυb/ verb to investigate a
situation by asking a lot of questions
problematicproblematic /�prɒblə|�m�tk/ adjec-
tive relating to a situation that involves
difficulties and needs a solution
problem solving learningproblem solving learning
/�prɒbləm �sɒlvŋ �l��nŋ/ noun a
method of teaching which sets problems
for students to solve so that they learn
how to reason
procedural knowledgeprocedural knowledge /prə|

�si�d�ərəl �nɒld�/ noun informal
knowledge of how to perform tasks
based on experience. Compare propo-
sitional knowledge
procedural memoryprocedural memory /prə|�si�d�ərəl
�mem(ə)ri/ noun human memory of
learned skills and how to perform tasks.
Compare declarative memory
procedureprocedure /prə |�si�d�ə/ noun a
method of doing something which is
generally accepted as being efficient
proceedingsproceedings /prə |�si�dŋz/ plural
noun a published record of a meeting of
a society or institution
proceedsproceeds /�prəυsi�dz/ plural noun
money that is made by an activity or
event
processprocess /�prəυses/ verb 1. to manip-
ulate something into the required format
2. to perform the necessary routines to a
book before it can be borrowed, e.g.
classifying, cataloguing, stamping,
labelling and numbering
process coloursprocess colours /�prəυses �k�ləz/
plural noun in printing, cyan, magenta
and yellow
processingprocessing /�prəυsesŋ/ noun the
sorting of information
processorprocessor /�prəυsesə/ noun a
computer that is able to manipulate data
according to given instructions. � word
processor
produceproduce /prə |�dju�s/ verb to make,
create or show something � He
produced evidence to support his argu-
ment.
productproduct /�prɒd�kt/ noun 1. some-
thing that is made to be sold often in
large quantities 2. the result of previous
actions or discussions
product developmentproduct development /�prɒd�kt
d |�veləpmənt/ noun the process of

improving a product to meet the needs
of the market
productionproduction /prə |�d�kʃən/ noun the
creation of something � on production
of when something is shown � Goods
can only be exchanged on production of
a receipt.
productivityproductivity /�prɒd�k|�tvti/ noun
the rate at which goods are manufac-
tured
product lifeproduct life /�prɒd�kt laf/ noun the
length of time that a product is likely to
be saleable
professionprofession /prə |�feʃ(ə)n/ noun a job
that requires advanced education or
training
professionalprofessional /prə|�feʃ(ə)nəl/ noun a
person who works in one of the profes-
sions � adjective 1. relating to work
requiring a high level of training and
done to a very high standard 2. done for
money rather than as a hobby
professional and reference publishingprofessional and reference
publishing /prə |�feʃ(ə)nəl ən
�ref(ə)rəns �p�blʃŋ/ noun the
publishing of special books for the
professions and also reference titles
professional ethicsprofessional ethics /prə|�feʃ(ə)nəl
�eθks/ noun the conduct and behaviour
expected of members of a professional
organisation
professional judgementprofessional judgement /prə|

�feʃ(ə)nəl �d��d�mənt/ noun the
ability of somebody who has special
knowledge or skill to assess a situation
and recommend a course of action
professional organisationprofessional organisation /prə|

�feʃ(ə)nəl �ɔ�$əna |�zeʃ(ə)n/ noun a
group of people in the same profession
who act to support other employees and
to set standards for the way they work �
The Library Association is a profes-
sional organisation for all information
employees.
professional publishingprofessional publishing /prə|

�feʃ(ə)nəl �p�blʃŋ/ noun the
publishing of books on law, account-
ancy and other professions
profitprofit /�prɒft/ noun the amount of
money that somebody gains when they
sell something for more than they paid
for it � verb � to profit by, from to gain
advantage or benefit from something
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proformaproforma /prəυ|�fɔ�mə/ noun a
standard layout of a form
proforma invoiceproforma invoice /prəυ |�fɔ�mə
�nvɔs/ noun an invoice sent to the
purchaser of mail order goods which
must be paid before the goods can be
despatched
programprogram /�prəυ$r�m/ noun a set of
instructions for a computer � verb to
write a program for a computer
programmed learningprogrammed learning
/�prəυ$r�md �l��nŋ/ noun a learning
method based on self-instructional
materials that are designed to allow
pupils to progress at their own pace,
step by step, through structured
sequences
programmerprogrammer /�prəυ$r�mə/ noun a
person who designs and writes instruc-
tions for a computer
programming engineerprogramming engineer
/�prəυ$r�mŋ �end�nə/ noun an
engineer in charge of programming a
computer system
programming languageprogramming language
/�prəυ$r�mŋ �l�ŋ$wd�/ noun soft-
ware that allows somebody to write
instructions for a computer which it can
then translate into a workable program

COMMENT: Programming languages are
grouped into different levels: the high-
level languages such as BASIC and
PASCAL are easy to understand and
use, but offer slow execution time since
each instruction is made up of a number
of machine code instructions; low-level
languages such as ASSEMBLER are
more complex to read and program in but
offer faster execution time.

progressprogress /prə|�$res/ verb to improve
or become more advanced
prohibitprohibit /prəυ |�hbt/ verb to forbid
something by law
projectproject /�prɒd�ekt/ noun 1. a detailed
study of a subject written up by a
student 2. a planned course of action �

They were involved in a large building
project. � verb to plan ahead
projectionprojection /prə|�d�ekʃən/ noun a
forecast of a future amount from a set of
data
project leaderproject leader /�prɒd�ekt �li�də/,
project manager /�prɒd�ekt
�m�nd�ə/ noun the person in charge of
a project

projectorprojector /prə|�d�ektə/ noun a
mechanical device that displays films or
slides on a screen
project teamproject team /�prɒd�ekt ti�m/ noun
a group of people working together on a
project
PROLOGPROLOG /�prəυlɒ$/ noun a computer
language used in the development of
expert systems
prologueprologue /�prəυlɒ$/ noun 1. the
introduction to something such as a
play, book, film or long poem 2. events
which lead up to more serious conse-
quences
promotepromote /prə|�məυt/ verb 1. to
advance somebody to a higher position
within an organisation 2. to encourage
something to develop or succeed
promotionpromotion /prə |�məυʃ(ə)n/ noun 1.
the act of upgrading somebody to a
higher position 2. a marketing activity
to persuade people to buy goods or use
a service � The library had a special
children’s book promotion during the
school holidays.
promptprompt /prɒmpt/ adjective done on
time, without delay � noun a symbol on
a computer screen to remind the user to
do something
pronunciationpronunciation /prə|�n�nsi |�eʃ(ə)n/
noun the way in which the sounds of a
language are spoken and stressed
proofproof /pru�f/ noun 1. facts or evidence
to show that something is true 2. a
sample printed page made from type,
for approval before mass printing
-proof-proof /pru�f/ suffix added to nouns to
show that something cannot be
damaged � The table surface was heat-
proof so hot pans could be put on it.
proof correction markproof correction mark /�pru�f kə |

�rekʃ(ə)n �mɑ�k/ noun a special mark
written on a proof text to show where
and how it should be corrected
proofreadproofread /�pru�fri�d/ verb to read a
text and mark any errors for correction
before it is printed
proofreaderproofreader /�pru�fri�də/ noun a
person whose job is to proofread texts
propagandapropaganda /�prɒpə |�$�ndə/ noun
information that is often untrue and
biased, published and disseminated to
influence people
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proper noun

proper noun /�prɒpə �naυn/ noun
the grammatical term for a word that is
the name of a person, place or institu-
tion and should be written with a capital
letter
proportional

proportional /prə |�pɔ�ʃ(ə)nəl/ adjec-
tive in proportion to the other parts
proportional spacing

proportional spacing /prə|

�pɔ�ʃ(ə)nəl �spesŋ/ noun a printing
system where each letter takes the space
proportional to the character width, so
‘m’ takes more space than ‘i’
proposal

proposal /prə |�pəυz(ə)l/ noun a
suggestion or plan, often written down
and put forward as a discussion docu-
ment
proposed system

proposed system /prə|�pəυzd
�sstəm/ noun a system that has been
designed and suggested for use but is
not yet installed
propositional knowledge

propositional knowledge /�prɒpə|

�zʃ(ə)nəl �nɒld�/ noun formal knowl-
edge of hard facts which can be
described as true or false. Also called
declarative knowledge. Compare
procedural knowledge

‘Propositional knowledge is the
formulation of ‘if … then’ statements
based on the assumption that given
causes have given predictable effects;
that events have predictable, single
and identifiable outcomes. Our
thinking today is, in general, based on
propositional knowledge; education
and teaching methods are dominated
by this paradigm also.’ [Management
Learning]

prospectus

prospectus /prə|�spektəs/ noun a
document produced by an academic
institution giving details about it for the
information of potential students
protect

protect /prə |�tekt/ verb to keep some-
thing safe and free from damage
protection

protection /prə |�tekʃən/ noun the act
of keeping something free from harm or
damage
protective

protective /prə|�tektv/ adjective
designed to keep things free from harm
� The books were covered in protective
plastic.
protest literature

protest literature /�prəυtest
�lt(ə)rətʃə/ noun literature written and

published to protest against something,
usually a political situation
protocolprotocol /�prəυtəkɒl/ noun 1. a set of
rules allowing unrelated information
systems to communicate with each
other 2. a system of rules about the
correct way to behave in formal situa-
tions
protocol converterprotocol converter /�prəυtəkɒl
kən |�v��tə/ noun a device used for
converting protocols from one
computer system to another, e.g. for
converting data from a microcomputer
to a phototypesetter
protocol standardsprotocol standards /�prəυtəυkɒl
�st�ndədz/ plural noun standards laid
down to allow data exchange between
any computer system conforming to the
standard
prototypeprototype /�prəυtətap/ noun the
first model of something that is
completely new
provenanceprovenance /�prɒvənəns/ noun the
place of origin of something
provenance orderprovenance order /�prɒvənəns
�ɔ�də/ noun a document which proves
that the origin of an item is genuine �

When genuine antiques are sold they
require a provenance order or certifi-
cate.
provideprovide /prə |�vad/ verb to make
something available
provider companyprovider company /prə|�vadə
�k�mp(ə)ni/ noun a company which
provides public Internet access links via
the telephone network see also
provinceprovince /�prɒvns/ noun a sphere of
knowledge or activity
provisionalprovisional /prə |�v�(ə)n(ə)l/ adjec-
tive 1. only for a short time 2. likely to
be changed
proximity operatorproximity operator /prɒk |�smti
�ɒpəretə/ noun a Boolean operator that
directs the search engine making a text
search to locate pages in which the
words it is looking for are near one
another in any direction
pseudo-pseudo- /sju�dəυ/ prefix used with
nouns and adjectives to describe things
that are not really what they claim to be
pseudonympseudonym /�sju�dənm/ noun a
name used by a writer which is not his
or her real name
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pseudonymous

pseudonymous /sju�|�dɒnməs/
adjective written by an author under a
pseudonym
PSN

PSN abbreviation packet switched
network
PSTNPSTN abbreviation Public Switched
Telephone Network
ptpt abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Portugal
pub.pub. abbreviation 1. published 2.
publisher 3. publishing
publ.publ. abbreviation 1. publication 2.
published 3. publisher
publicpublic /�p�blk/ adjective open for
anyone to use
public address systempublic address system /�p�blk ə |

�dres �sstəm/ noun a loudspeaker and
microphone which enables a speaker to
be heard by a large group of people
public archivespublic archives /�p�blk �ɑ�kavz/
plural noun historical records which are
accessible by the general public from a
records office
publication

publication /�p�bl|�keʃ(ə)n/ noun
1. a book, newspaper or magazine
which can be sold 2. a leaflet which is
given out to provide information 3. the
act of printing and distributing a book,
newspaper or magazine 4. the act of
releasing information to the general
public in printed form
publication data

publication data /�p�bl|�keʃ(ə)n
�detə/ noun information about a book
such as the date, publisher and ISBN,
printed on the back of the title page
publication date

publication date /�p�bl|�keʃ(ə)n
�det/ noun the year when a book was
published. Also called date of publica-
tion
public domain

public domain /�p�blk dəυ|�men/
noun information that is unrestricted
and accessible by the general public
publicise

publicise /�p�blsaz/, publicize
verb to make something widely known
to the general public
publicity

publicity /p� |�blsti/ noun advertise-
ments and information materials which
make something generally known
publicity handout

publicity handout /p�|�blsti
�h�ndaυt/ noun an information sheet
which is given to members of the public

publicity matterpublicity matter /p� |�blsti �m�tə/
noun advertisements or printed
publicity material
Public Lending RightPublic Lending Right /�p�blk
�lendŋ �rat/ noun the right of authors
to receive a small fee every time their
books are borrowed from public
libraries in the United Kingdom. Abbr
PLR
public librarianpublic librarian /�p�blk la|

�breəriən/ noun a trained information
employee in the public library service
public librarypublic library /�p�blk �labrəri/
noun a library that serves the general
public in a city, town or village
public record officepublic record office /�p�blk
�rekɔ�d �ɒfs/ noun a collection of
historical archives organised for
retrieval and use by the public
public sector organisationpublic sector organisation
/�p�blk �sektə �ɔ�$əna |�zeʃ(ə)n/
noun a company or organisation that is
owned by the government rather than a
private body
public service announcementpublic service announcement
/�p�blk �s��vs ə|�naυnsmənt/ noun a
government information announcement
usually broadcast nationally
public service broadcastingpublic service broadcasting
/�p�blk �s��vs �brɔ�dkɑ�stŋ/ noun
radio and television programmes that
are accessible by everyone, as opposed
to satellite and cable channels which
require a subscription to be paid
public service providerpublic service provider /�p�blk
�s��vs prə|�vadə/ noun an electronic
host providing interactive access to
Telnet, e-mail and Usenet news
public speaking skillspublic speaking skills /�p�blk
�spi�kŋ �sklz/ plural noun the ability
to speak well and retain the interest of
large groups of people
Public Switched Telephone NetworkPublic Switched Telephone
Network /�p�blk �swtʃt �telfəυn
�netw��k/ noun a form of automatic
telephone exchange interconnecting
worldwide. Abbr PSTN
publishpublish /�p�blʃ/ verb to arrange to
have a book or article printed and
usually distributed for sale
publisherpublisher /�p�blʃə/ noun a person or
company that publishes books, maga-
zines and newspapers
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publisher’s binding

publisher’s binding /�p�blʃəz
�bandŋ/ noun a binding style where
the book is cased, with a plain cloth
binding
publishing

publishing /�p�blʃŋ/ noun the
trade, profession or activity of preparing
and producing material in printed or
electronic form for distribution to the
public
publishing house

publishing house /�p�blʃŋ haυs/
noun a company that publishes books,
magazines and newspapers
pull-down menu

pull-down menu /�pυl daυn
�menju�/ noun a list of options in a
computer program which can be
displayed on screen over work that is
already being done
pull-out

pull-out /�pυlaυt/ noun 1. inserted
pages in a magazine which can be easily
removed and retained for reference 2. a
folded insert in a book or magazine
which when opened out makes a large
sheet, used e.g. for maps
pulp

pulp /p�lp/ noun material produced
from rags or ground wood, mixed with
water, used for making paper � verb 1.
to take torn rags or ground wood and
mix this with water and chemicals to
produce smooth pulp for making paper
2. to take printed paper or waste paper
and produce pulp from it for making
paper again � The unsold copies in the
warehouse were sent away to be pulped.
pulp board

pulp board /�p�lp bɔ�d/, pulp card
/�p�lp kɑ�d/ noun thin board made from
paper pulp, used for the cover boards of
a book
pulp fiction

pulp fiction /�p�lp �fkʃən/ noun
cheap fiction which is considered by
critics to have no literary value
punch

punch /p�ntʃ/ verb 1. to hit something
hard 2. to make holes in something so
that it can be inserted into a ring file
punched card

punched card /�p�ntʃt �kɑ�d/ noun
a card with holes in them in patterns
which contain instructions or data for
computers
punched card reader

punched card reader /�p�ntʃt
�kɑ�d �ri�də/ noun a device that trans-

forms data on a punched card to a form
that can be recognised by a computer
punched tape

punched tape /�p�ntʃt �tep/ noun a
strip of paper tape that contains holes to
represent data, formerly used in photo-
typesetting, but now replaced by
magnetic tapes and disks
punctuation

punctuation /�p�ŋktʃu|�eʃ(ə)n/
noun a system of symbols which enable
a reader to make sense of written texts,
e.g. full stops, commas, question marks
punctuation mark

punctuation mark /�p�ŋktʃu |

�eʃ(ə)n mɑ�k/ noun a printed or
written symbol, which cannot be
spoken, but which divides up the text
and helps to make its meaning clearer

COMMENT: The main punctuation marks
are the question mark and exclamation
mark; inverted commas (which show the
type of text being written); the comma, full
stop, colon and semicolon (which show
how the words are broken up into
sequences); the apostrophe (which
shows that a letter or word is missing);
the dash and hyphen and brackets
(which separate or link words).

PUR

PUR abbreviation polyurethane
binding
purchase

purchase /�p��tʃs/ verb to buy
something
purchaser

purchaser /�p��tʃsə/ noun a buyer
purchaser of information services

purchaser of information serv-
ices /�p��tʃsə əv �nfə |�meʃ(ə)n
�s��vsz/ noun a person who pays for
information to be provided
purport

purport /pə|�pɔ�t/ verb to claim to be
or have something � The service
purports to have a full range of business
information.
push button

push button /�pυʃ �b�t(ə)n/ noun a
switch which is worked by pushing
PVC

PVC noun a plastic material often used
for covers of reference books because it
can stand a great deal of handling. Full
form polyvinyl chloride
pw

pw abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Palau
py

py abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Paraguay
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qaqa abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Qatar
quadquad /kwɒd/ noun a sheet of paper
four times as large as a basic sheet
qualificationqualification /�kwɒlf|�keʃ(ə)n/
noun proof that a person has passed
examinations or reached a particular
level of skill
qualifierqualifier /�kwɒlfaə/ noun a word or
phrase added to an index heading to
differentiate it from other headings with
the same spelling but different meaning
qualitative researchqualitative research /�kwɒltətv
r|�s��tʃ/ noun research which examines
the quality of something rather than its
quantity
qualityquality /�kwɒlti/ noun a measure of
how good or bad something is
quality assessmentquality assessment /�kwɒlti ə |

�sesmənt/ noun a method of measuring
how well a company is performing in
achieving its stated aims
quality controlquality control /�kwɒlti kən|�trəυl/
noun the work of a department in a
company that checks that its products
are of satisfactory standard

‘“We identified that, by standardising
on a system across all sites, we could
reduce the amount of time and people
needed to complete updates. The end
result was improved content on the
sites for our customers”, [a
spokesperson] said. The TV company
hopes the new level of quality control
will also encourage more visitors to its
online stores.’ [Computing]

quality newspaperquality newspaper /�kwɒlti
�nju�zpepə/ noun a newspaper that is
considered to have well-written and
thoughtful views about topics

quango

quango /�kw�ŋ$əυ/ noun an inde-
pendent advisory body set up by the
government, but having separate legal
powers within a restricted area of
activity
quantify

quantify /�kwɒntfa/ verb to repre-
sent something in terms of figures so
that it can be counted or measured
quantitative research

quantitative research
/�kwɒnttətv r|�s��tʃ/ noun research
that examines the effects of something
by using numbers and statistics
quantity

quantity /�kwɒntti/ noun the amount
or number of items � in quantity in
large amounts
quarter

quarter /�kwɔ�tə/ noun a fourth part
of a whole
quarter bindingquarter binding /�kwɔ�tə �bandŋ/
noun a binding on a cased book, where
the spine is covered with one material
such as leather or cloth, and the rest of
the cover is covered with another mate-
rial such as paper
quarter-bound

quarter-bound /�kwɔ�tə baυnd/
adjective denoting a book that is bound
in one material, usually leather, on the
spine and in another on the covers
quarter day

quarter day /�kwɔ�tə de/ noun the
last day of a quarter, every three months,
when payments are due: Lady Day 25th
March, Midsummer Day 24th June,
Michaelmas 29th September, Christmas
Day 25th December
quarter leather binding

quarter leather binding /�kwɔ�tə
�leðə �bandŋ/ noun a binding where
the spine is covered with leather and the
rest of the cover with paper
quarterly

quarterly /�kwɔ�təli/ noun anything
that is issued or paid every three months
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quartoquarto /�kwɔ�təυ/ noun a size of book
made by folding a standard sheet of
paper twice, to make four leaves or an
eight-page signature. Abbr 4o
quasi-quasi- /kweza/ prefix used with
adjectives or less frequently with nouns,
to describe things which are very like
other things but not actually the same
quasi-officialquasi-official /�kweza ə|�fʃ(ə)l/
adjective appearing to be official, but
not really so
quasi-synonymquasi-synonym /�kweza
�snənm/ noun a word which appears
to be similar in meaning to another, but
actually is not
queryquery /�kwəri/ noun 1. a question,
especially a note asking the author or
editor to check the text 2. a question
mark � verb to ask a question about
something or to suggest that something
may be wrong � The sub-editor has
queried the date given in the index.
query facilityquery facility /�kwəri fə |�slti/
noun a program, usually a database or
retrieval system, that allows the user to
ask questions and receive answers or
access certain information according to
the query
query languagequery language /�kwəri
�l�ŋ$wd�/ noun a computer program-
ming language in a database manage-
ment system which allows a search to be
done quickly and easily
questionquestion /�kwestʃ(ə)n/ verb 1. to ask
somebody a lot of questions 2. to imply
doubt about the truth of something
question markquestion mark /�kwestʃ(ə)n mɑ�k/
noun a punctuation mark (?) used to
show that a question is being asked
questionnairequestionnaire /�kwestʃə |�neə/ noun
a written list of questions given to
people to answer to provide the infor-
mation for a survey
questionnaire designquestionnaire design /�kwestʃə|

�neə d |�zan/ noun the technique of

writing questionnaires in order to avoid
bias in the answers
queuequeue /kju�/ noun a line of people or
tasks waiting to be dealt with
quick referencequick reference /�kwk �ref(ə)rəns/
noun a system of finding answers to
queries which provides rapid but not
very detailed answers
quicksortquicksort /�kwksɔ�t/ noun a method
of sorting and ordering information
very quickly on a computer
quoratequorate /�kwɔ�ret/ adjective having
the minimum required number of
people at a meeting
quota samplingquota sampling /�kwəυtə
�sɑ�mplŋ/ noun a method of selecting
the population for a survey by choosing
a fixed proportion of people from each
group
quotationquotation /kwəυ|�teʃ(ə)n/ noun the
exact words said or written by some-
body and used by another person
quotation dictionaryquotation dictionary /kwəυ|

�teʃ(ə)n �dkʃ(ə)nəri/ noun a collec-
tion of famous sayings and writings
arranged alphabetically according to the
authors
quotation marksquotation marks /kwəυ |�teʃ(ə)n
mɑ�ks/ plural noun punctuation marks,
either single quotes (‘ ’) or double
quotes (“ ”), which mark the beginning
and end of a written quotation
quotequote /kwəυt/ verb to repeat the exact
words written or said by somebody else
� noun � in quotes written inside quota-
tion marks
quotidianquotidian /kwəυ |�tdiən/ adjective
daily
quotientquotient /�kwəυʃ(ə)nt/ noun the level
or degree of a quality � The stress
quotient in that job is very high.
qwerty keyboardqwerty keyboard /�kw��ti �ki�bɔ�d/
noun the layout of keys on a computer
keyboard, the first six letters on the top
row from the left being QWERTY
which gives it its name
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rackrack /r�k/ noun a frame for holding
things, often used for display purposes
radioradio /�rediəυ/ noun 1. equipment
used to broadcast speech, sounds and
data over long distances 2. broadcasting
to the public using this equipment �

Radio is a powerful medium for infor-
mation.
Radio Frequency IdentificationRadio Frequency Identification
/�rediəυ �fri�kwənsi a|�dentf |

�keʃ(ə)n/ noun full form of RFID
radio phoneradio phone /�rediəυ fəυn/ noun a
mobile two-way communications
system that can access the public tele-
phone network
radio stationradio station /�rediəυ �steʃ(ə)n/
noun the place from where a particular
broadcasting company transmits its
programmes
ragged marginragged margin /�r�$d �mɑ�d�n/
noun an uneven or unjustified right
margin to a block of writing
RAMRAM /r�m/ abbreviation random
access memory
RAM chipRAM chip /�r�m tʃp/ noun a chip
that stores information allowing random
access
R&DR&D abbreviation research and devel-
opment
randomrandom /�r�ndəm/ adjective done
without any definite plan
random-accessrandom-access /�r�ndəm ��kses/
adjective relating to the capability of a
computer to obtain information from
any memory location without having to
begin its search at the memory’s starting
point and work through it in sequence
random access memoryrandom access memory
/�r�ndəm ��kses �mem(ə)ri/ noun the
primary working memory in a

computer, used for the temporary
storage of programs and data and in
which the data can be accessed directly
and modified
random errorrandom error /�r�ndəm �erə/ noun a
computer error which has no special
reason
random numberrandom number /�r�ndəm
�n�mbə/ noun a number that cannot be
predicted
random samplingrandom sampling /�r�ndəm
�sɑ�mplŋ/ noun a system of compiling
unbiased samples in a survey popula-
tion
Ranfurly Library ServiceRanfurly Library Service
/�r�nf��li �labrəri �s��vs/ noun �

Book Aid International
rangerange /rend�/ noun a large free-
standing bookcase in a library that is
built to hold books on both sides
rankrank /r�ŋk/ verb to put into order
according to size or merit
rapidrapid /�r�pd/ adjective very quick
rare booksrare books /�reə �bυks/ plural noun
relatively modern books which are not
in print and are not easy to find
ratingsratings /�retŋz/ plural noun a meas-
urement of size of the audience for TV
programmes
raw dataraw data /�rɔ� �detə/ noun data that
has not yet been processed and
compiled by a computer
rere /ri�/ preposition used in business
English to refer to something which is
to be discussed � Re your letter of 12th
Sept, I can now tell you…
re-re- /ri�/ prefix used with verbs and
nouns to indicate repetition � They will
re-order the book when it becomes
available.
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react toreact to /ri|��kt tυ/ verb to act in
response to an earlier event
readread /ri�d/ verb to look at and under-
stand what is written down
readablereadable /�ri�dəb(ə)l/ adjective 1.
able to be read, also implies well written
and interesting 2. in a form which can
be processed e.g. by a machine � data in
computer-readable form
readerreader /�ri�də/ noun a person or device
that reads written or printed texts
readershipreadership /�ri�dəʃp/ noun the
number of people who read a publica-
tion
reading agereading age /�ri�dŋ ed�/ noun a
child’s competence in reading, meas-
ured against the average competence of
children of the same age
reading groupreading group /�ri�dŋ $ru�p/ noun
a group of people who meet regularly in
a social situation to discuss a book,
usually a book that the group has all
read especially for that occasion
reading listreading list /�ri�dŋ lst/ noun a list
of recommended books on a specific
subject
reading matterreading matter /�ri�dŋ �m�tə/ noun
anything which can be read
reading roomreading room /�ri�dŋ ru�m/ noun a
room in a library where users can sit and
read quietly
Readme fileReadme file /�ri�dmi� fal/ noun a
computer information file containing
instructions about how to use a program
or information on latest developments
read only memoryread only memory /�ri�d �əυnli
�mem(ə)ri/ noun full form of ROM
read/write headread/write head /�ri�d �rat �hed/
noun a device in a disk drive that can
read data on a disk or add data to a disk
readyready /�redi/ adjective prepared and
able to be used or to do something
ready moneyready money /�redi �m�ni/ noun
cash in notes and coins rather than
cheques, cards or other electronic
transfer forms
ready referenceready reference /�redi �ref(ə)rəns/
noun easily accessible information
realiserealise /�rəlaz/, realize verb 1. to
understand what is happening 2. to
make a physical representation of an
idea as in a design

Really Simple Syndication

Really Simple Syndication /�rəli
�smp(ə)l �snd|�keʃ(ə)n/ noun full
form of RSS
real-time system

real-time system /�rəl tam
�sstəm/ noun a computer system
where data is inputted directly into the
computer which automatically proc-
esses it to produce information that can
be used immediately
ream

ream /ri�m/ noun 500 sheets of paper
in a pack

COMMENT: For ordinary writing paper and
handmade paper, a ream is 480 sheets,
or 20 quires of 24 sheets each. For office
paper or printing paper a ream is 500
sheets, or 20 quires of 25 sheets.

reback

reback /ri�|�b�k/ verb to take the
leather back off the spine of an old book
and replace it
rebind

rebind /ri�|�band/ verb to remove an
old binding from a book and replace it
with another one � The stock of paper-
back copies have been rebound in PVC.

COMMENT: Rebinding means that the old
covers have to be stripped off, new
covers attached and the pages trimmed
again. At least one or two millimetres will
be lost at each of the three trimmed
edges.

recall

recall /r|�kɔ�l/ noun 1. retrieval of a
document from an information store 2.
the number of relevant records returned
by a search, expressed as a percentage
of the total number of relevant records
in the database � verb 1. to request the
return of a library book 2. to bring back
data or text on to the screen of a
computer

‘Extensive print management
facilities include the ability to recall
and resize previous copy jobs without
rescanning, and the practical function
of being able to monitor and amend
print queues according to priority.’
[M2 Presswire]

receive

receive /r|�si�v/ verb to accept things
that are sent or given to you
received opinion

received opinion /r|�si�vd ə|

�pnjən/ noun an opinion or method
that is generally accepted as correct
Received Pronunciation

Received Pronunciation /r|�si�vd
prə |�n�nsi |�eʃ(ə)n/ noun the standard
accent of spoken British English with
no regional variations. Abbr RP
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recentrecent /�ri�s(ə)nt/ adjective happening
only a short time earlier
recentlyrecently /�ri�s(ə)ntli/ adverb not long
ago � her recently-published book
receptionreception /r|�sepʃən/ noun 1. the
quality of radio or TV signal received 2.
an area for receiving visitors to a
building
receptionistreceptionist /r|�sepʃənst/ noun a
person who works in a reception area,
greeting and advising people who arrive
reciprocalreciprocal /r|�sprək(ə)l/ adjective
agreed because it is mutually beneficial
� a reciprocal arrangement which
meant they both made a profit
recoderecode /ri�|�kəυd/ verb to change the
coding in a retrieval system so that it
will work in another system
recogniserecognise /�rekə$naz/, recognize
verb to see something and remember
that it has been seen before
recognised factrecognised fact /�rekə$nazd
�f�kt/ noun a fact which is generally
accepted as true
recognitionrecognition /�rekə$ |�nʃ(ə)n/ noun a
process that allows something to be
recognised
recommendrecommend /�rekə|�mend/ verb to
advise that something is good or useful
because you have experience of using it
reconditerecondite /r|�kɒndat/ adjective 1.
requiring a high degree of scholarship
or specialist knowledge to be under-
stood 2. dealing with material that is too
difficult to be understood by those
without special knowledge
reconfigurereconfigure /�ri�kən |�f$ə/ verb to
alter the structure of data within a
system
recordrecord /�rekɔ�d/ noun 1. a written
account either on paper or in electronic
format 2. a measurement of some
achievement which has not been
surpassed � We have broken all sales
records with this title. � verb to write
down or preserve something on film or
tape so that it can be used for later refer-
ence
record analysisrecord analysis /�rekɔ�d ə|�n�lss/
noun an analysis of the information
contained in a set of records
record clerkrecord clerk /�rekɔ�d kl��k/ noun a
person who has the job of filing records

record controlrecord control /�rekɔ�d kən|�trəυl/
noun a system for organising records so
that they can be traced, referred to or
disposed of as necessary
record disposalrecord disposal /�rekɔ�d ds|

�pəυz(ə)l/ noun the process of
destroying records when they are no
longer needed
recorded informationrecorded information /r|�kɔ�rdd
�nfə|�meʃ(ə)n/ noun information
which has been recorded on tape or disk
record inventoryrecord inventory /�rekɔ�d
�nvent(ə)ri/ noun a list of all the
records held in a system
record management auditrecord management audit
/�rekɔ�d �m�nd�mənt �ɔ�dt/ noun an
official check on the efficiency and
effectiveness of the record management
within an organisation
record management manualrecord management manual
/�rekɔ�d �m�nd�mənt �m�njuəl/
noun a book of instructions for users of
the record management system
record management programmerecord management
programme /�rekɔ�d �m�nd�mənt
�prəυ$r�m/ noun a company policy
programme for the control of records
record management softwarerecord management software
/�rekɔ�d �m�nd�mənt �sɒftweə/
noun computer software which enables
records to be stored and retrieved
record officerecord office /�rekɔ�d �ɒfs/ noun a
form of archive library
record retrievalrecord retrieval /�rekɔ�d r|

�tri�v(ə)l/ noun the process of finding
documents and making them available

‘[Data management software]
PiImageX(TM) was developed
specifically to increase efficiencies
associated with underwriting and
claim processing by reducing record
retrieval turnaround times by as much
as 40%.’ [Market Wire]

record retrieval managementrecord retrieval management
/�rekɔ�d r|�tri�v(ə)l �m�nd�mənt/
noun the organisation and control of
record retrieval
recordsrecords /�rekɔ�dz/ plural noun docu-
ments which give information � The
names and addresses of authors are
kept in the company’s records. � We find
from our records that our invoice
number 1234 has not been paid.
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records information officerrecords information officer
/�rekɔ�dz �nfəmeʃ(ə)n �ɒfsə/ noun
1. an archivist who works in a records
office 2. a company information
specialist who manages the record
supply
record storagerecord storage /�rekɔ�d �stɔ�rd�/
noun a system of storing records so that
they can be retrieved easily
record supplyrecord supply /�rekɔ�d sə |�pla/
noun the provision of records as
required
record transferrecord transfer /�rekɔ�d �tr�nsf��/
noun the process of transferring records
from one system to another
record transfer documentrecord transfer document
/�rekɔ�d �tr�nsf�� �dɒkjυmənt/ noun
a form which gives details of the record
to be transferred and is used for record
control
record updaterecord update /�rekɔ�d ��pdet/
noun a system of keeping records up to
date by changing data as necessary
record vaultrecord vault /�rekɔ�d vɔ�lt/ noun a
secure room where confidential records
can be kept safely
recoverrecover /r|�k�və/ verb 1. to replace a
cover on a document or book which has
been damaged 2. to get back something
that has been lost

‘With a few mouse clicks, even non-
technical end users can selectively
restore a deleted file, recover a
previous version of a file, or
completely restore the hard drive to a
pre-crash working state.’ [M2
Presswire]

recoverablerecoverable /r|�k�v(ə)rəb(ə)l/
adjective able to be retrieved after being
lost
recoverable errorrecoverable error /r|�k�v(ə)rəb(ə)l
�erə/ noun a program error that can be
corrected without causing a computer
program to fail or data to be erased irre-
trievably. For example, if a user enters
obviously wrong data, the program
might request a different entry.
recovery procedurerecovery procedure /r|�k�v(ə)ri
prə |�si�d�ə/ noun methods of finding
what has been lost, especially when
using a computer
rectifyrectify /�rektfa/ verb to correct a
mistake

rectorecto /�rektəυ/ noun the right-hand
page of a book, usually given an odd
number
recurrecur /r|�k��/ verb to happen again
once or several times
recurring subjectrecurring subject /r|�k��rŋ
�s�bjekt/ noun an item in a record
system that appears many times
redefineredefine /�ri�d|�fan/ verb to change
the function or value assigned to a vari-
able
redirectredirect /�ri�da |�rekt/ verb 1. (in
computing) to send a message to its
destination by an alternative route 2. to
send mail to a new address after it has
been delivered to the old one
red tapered tape /�red �tep/ noun official
rules and regulations which seem to
have no obvious value
reducereduce /r|�dju�s/ verb to make some-
thing smaller in amount
reductionreduction /r|�d�kʃən/ noun the act of
reducing something such as size or cost
� They were able to make a 75% reduc-
tion of the document on the photocopier
so fewer copies were needed and the
cost was less.
redundancyredundancy /r|�d�ndənsi/ noun
words or symbols that do not add to
meaning
redundantredundant /r |�d�ndənt/ adjective 1.
no longer needed because it has been
replaced by a more up-to-date version 2.
able to be removed from data without
losing any information
reelreel /ri�l/ noun a circular holder around
which tape can be wound
reel offreel off /�ri�l �ɒf/ verb to repeat infor-
mation quickly from memory
reel to reelreel to reel /�ri�l tə �ri�l/ adjective
playing data on one tape on to another
without enclosing it in a cassette
refereereferee /�refə|�ri�/ noun a person who
provides information about whether
somebody known to them is suitable for
a particular job
referencereference /�ref(ə)rəns/ noun 1. a
letter written by a person to support
somebody’s application for a job 2.
coded information which tells you
where to find a document or stored item
� our reference: PC/MS 1234 � Please
quote this reference in all correspond-
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ence. 3. an acknowledgement of some-
body else’s work quoted in a written
document 4. a source of information,
e.g. a dictionary or an encyclopedia � a
reference book 5. a note directing a
reader’s attention to another source of
information
reference bookreference book /�ref(ə)rəns bυk/
noun an information book such as a
dictionary, encyclopedia or directory in
which you can look things up
reference collectionreference collection /�ref(ə)rəns
kə|�lekʃ(ə)n/ noun books in a library
which can only be used within the
library and cannot be borrowed
reference databasereference database /�ref(ə)rəns
�detəbes/ noun a large database
which can be searched for information
on a particular subject
reference interviewreference interview /�ref(ə)rəns
�ntəvju�/ noun a discussion between a
user and the reference librarian to estab-
lish exactly what information is
required
reference librarianreference librarian /�ref(ə)rəns la |

�breəriən/ noun a qualified person who
works in a reference library to control
the retrieval systems and supply infor-
mation
reference libraryreference library /�ref(ə)rəns
�labrəri/ noun a library where the
books and documents can only be used
within the building and cannot be
borrowed

‘Although copies of the sought-after
video are not for sale, a copy is
available to borrow from Crownhill
Library. Copies are also held by the
central reference library, and by local
schools in the area.’ [Evening Herald]

reference manualreference manual /�ref(ə)rəns
�m�njuəl/ noun a book of instructions
about how to use a machine which can
be referred to when learning how to use
the machine or when problems occur
reference markreference mark /�ref(ə)rəns mɑ�k/
noun a typographical symbol used to
draw the attention of a reader to a note
or bibliographical entry, e.g. an asterisk
or number
reference materialreference material /�ref(ə)rəns mə |

�təriəl/ noun books, documents and
materials kept in a reference library or
designated area

reference number

reference number /�ref(ə)rəns
�n�mbə/ noun a number or letter that
identifies a document and makes it
easier to find when it has been filed
reference request form

reference request form
/�ref(ə)rəns ri|�kwest �fɔ�m/ noun a
form which users fill in to give details of
exactly which reference books or docu-
ments they require to be fetched from
stock
reference source

reference source /�ref(ə)rəns sɔ�s/
noun any source of information which
can be searched
reference tool

reference tool /�ref(ə)rəns tu�l/
noun an index or retrieval system which
helps the user to search for information
referralreferral /r|�f��rəl/ noun the act of
sending something or somebody to a
person who is better able to deal with
them
referral centre

referral centre /r|�f��rəl �sentə/
noun an organisation which directs
researchers to information and appro-
priate sources but does not supply docu-
ments
refer torefer to /r|�f�� tu�/ verb 1. to mention,
deal with or write about something �

She referred to an article which she had
seen in the Times. 2. to pass a question
on to someone else to decide
reformat

reformat /ri�|�fɔ�m�t/ verb to format a
computer floppy disk and so erase any
data on it
refreshrefresh /r|�freʃ/ verb to update an
electronic device, especially a visual
display unit or active memory chip, with
data
refusal

refusal /r|�fju�z(ə)l/ noun a deliberate
statement that you will not do, say or
allow something
regenerateregenerate /r|�d�enəret/ verb to
reactivate something after a period of
decline, so that it is improved
register

register /�red�stə/ noun 1. an official
list of things such as names or events 2.
a ribbon attached to the binding of a
book to act as a bookmark 3. the fact of
being correctly aligned with something
else on a page � The text is in register
with the image. � The running heads are
out of register. � verb to make a record
of something on an official list � to
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register for to put one’s name on an
official list for something
registrationregistration /�red�|�streʃ(ə)n/ noun
the act of recording something on an
official list
registration cardregistration card /�red� |�streʃ(ə)n
�kɑ�d/ noun a card that is filled in with
personal details to register for member-
ship of something
regressregress /r|�$res/ verb to return to an
earlier bad position
regularregular /�re$jυlə/ noun a person who
frequently uses the same services �

adjective happening at equal intervals
regular editionregular edition /�re$jυlə |�dʃ(ə)n/
noun an ordinary edition, as opposed to
a particular type such as a de luxe or
book club edition
regulateregulate /�re$jυlet/ verb to control
the behaviour of a situation or a
machine
reimbursereimburse /�ri�m|�b��s/ verb to pay
back money spent by somebody else
while they were doing something for
you
reinforced bindingreinforced binding /�ri�nfɔ�st
�bandŋ/ noun a binding which is
strengthened at the joints for heavy
wear as in a library, or for a particularly
heavy book
reinstatereinstate /�ri�n|�stet/ verb to give
somebody back a job that has previ-
ously been taken away
reissuereissue /ri�|�ʃu�/ noun a book or
document that is made available again
after a period of time � verb to produce
or publish again something that has not
been available for a long time
rejectreject noun /�ri�d�ekt/ a product that
is not up to standard, so is sold cheaply
or not at all � verb /r|�d�ekt/ to refuse
to accept something
rekeyrekey /ri�|�ki�/ verb to re-enter lost text
or data into a computer, or input text or
data in a different form, using a
keyboard
relaterelate /r |�let/ verb to show the
connection between two things
related workrelated work /r|�letd �w�k/ noun a
document which has some connection
with another, e.g. a supplement or
sequel

relational

relational /r|�leʃ(ə)nəl/ adjective
relating to a way of organising and
presenting information in a database so
that the user perceives it as a set of
tables
relational database

relational database /r|�leʃ(ə)n(ə)l
�detəbes/ noun a database in which
all the items of data can be intercon-
nected. Data is retrieved by using one
item of data to search for a related field.
relational index

relational index /r|�leʃ(ə)n(ə)l
�ndeks/ noun an index which shows
the relationship between works by the
use of symbols
relationship

relationship /r|�leʃ(ə)nʃp/ noun
the way in which two things are
connected or linked together
relative

relative /�relətv/ adjective relating to
the qualities of something by comparing
it with something else
relative clause

relative clause /�relətv klɔ�z/ noun
a clause that refers to and provides addi-
tional information about a preceding
noun or pronoun, often beginning with a
relative pronoun such as ‘who’, ‘which’
or ‘that’
relatively

relatively /�relətvli/ adverb in
comparison to other things � A rela-
tively small number applied this year
compared to last year.
relay

relay /�ri�le/ verb to transmit, broad-
cast or repeat what has been said or
written
release

release /r|�li�s/ verb to make some-
thing available
relevance

relevance /�reləv(ə)ns/ noun the
relationship to the subject

‘To the best of my knowledge no one
has yet conducted tests on the recall
and relevance ratios of Web site
searches conducted using search
engines, but it certainly seems that
though with diligence and luck recall
may be high, relevance is likely to be
extremely low.’ [Information
Technology and Libraries]

relevance ratio

relevance ratio /�reləv(ə)ns
�reʃiəυ/ noun the number of docu-
ments wanted in relation to the number
retrieved which are relevant to the
subject searched
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relevantrelevant /�reləv(ə)nt/ adjective
connected with and appropriate for
what is being discussed or written about
reliabilityreliability /r|�laə |�blti/ noun the
quality of being reliable
reliablereliable /r|�laəb(ə)l/ adjective able to
be trusted or depended on to function or
behave as expected
relocaterelocate /�ri�ləυ |�ket/ verb to move
data, people or an organisation from one
place to another
reluctant userreluctant user /r|�l�ktənt �ju�zə/
noun somebody who is forced to use a
service but does not want to � Some
children are reluctant users of the
school library.
remainderremainder /r|�mendə/ noun 1.
something left when demand has fallen
2. a book sold cheaply to clear stock �

verb to deal with a book as a remainder
remaindered publicationremaindered publication /r |

�mendəd �p�bl|�keʃ(ə)n/ noun a
book that will not be reprinted because
demand has almost ceased and so the
stock is sold cheaply
remedialremedial /r|�mi�diəl/ adjective
designed to correct a damaged situation
or previous learning failure
remedyremedy /�remədi/ noun a successful
way of dealing with a difficult situation
remote accessremote access /r|�məυt ��kses/
noun access that is gained to a computer
by means of a separate terminal
remote controlremote control /r|�məυt kən |�trəυl/
noun a system of controlling a device
from a distance by means of radio or
electronic signals � Using remote
control she could listen to her answer-
phone messages when she was away
from the office.
removableremovable /r|�mu�vəb(ə)l/ adjective
able to be taken away � The records
which were no longer needed were
removable.
renamerename /ri�|�nem/ verb to give a
different name to somebody or some-
thing � They renamed all the computer
files when they reorganised the system.
renewrenew /r|�nju�/ verb to extend the
period of time for which a contract or a
loan is valid � They were told that they
could not renew their books because

they had been reserved by another
reader.
renumberrenumber /�sɒnk/ verb to change the
numbers on items or within a system
repaginaterepaginate /ri�|�p�d�net/ verb to
change the numbers on the pages in a
document
repetitiverepetitive /r |�pettv/ adjective
repeated many times
repetitive letterrepetitive letter /r|�pettv �letə/
noun a standard letter which is reprinted
with a different name and address each
time
replacereplace /r|�ples/ verb 1. to put some-
thing back where it was before 2. to put
a new item in the place of one that is
broken, worn out or unsuitable � The
third paragraph should be deleted and
replaced by the new text as shown.
replacementreplacement /r|�plesmənt/ noun a
person or thing that takes the place of
another � The new library book was a
replacement for the one that was lost.
replace modereplace mode /r|�ples məυd/ noun
an interactive computer mode in which
new text entered replaces any previous
text
replicatereplicate /�replket/ verb to make an
exact copy of something such as an
action or research method
reportreport /r|�pɔ�t/ noun a formal docu-
ment that discusses a particular subject
or states exactly what happened
report generatorreport generator /r |�pɔ�t
�d�enəretə/ noun a word-processing
facility for producing business reports
on personal computers
repositoryrepository /r |�pɒzt(ə)ri/ noun a
book or archive store
representationsrepresentations /�reprzen|

�teʃ(ə)nz/ plural noun a formal
request, complaint or statement made to
an official body
representativerepresentative /�repr |�zentətv/
noun a person who acts on behalf of
another or of a group
reprintreprint noun /�ri�prnt/ copies of a
book made from the original, but with a
note in the publication details of the
date of reprinting and possibly a new
title page and cover design � verb /ri�|

�prnt/ to print more copies of a book
after all the others have been sold
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reprinting

reprinting /ri� |�prntŋ/ adjective
relating to a note indicating that a book
cannot be supplied because it is being
reprinted
reproduce

reproduce /�ri�prə |�dju�s/ verb to
produce copies of an item
reprographic equipment

reprographic equipment /�ri�prə|

�$r�fk |�kwpmənt/ noun machines
such as photocopiers used to produce
copies of documents and materials
reprography

reprography /r|�prɒ$rəfi/ noun the
technique of producing copies
request

request /r|�kwest/ verb to ask
formally for something
request document

request document /r|�kwest
�dɒkjυmənt/ noun 1. a form which
must be filled in asking for a restricted
document 2. a document that has been
requested for use in a closed access
system
request form

request form /r|�kwest fɔ�m/ noun a
form that is filled in to ask for an item
which is not immediately available
require

require /r|�kwaə/ verb 1. to need
something 2. to demand something
from somebody � to be required to do
to have to do something because of a
rule or regulation
requirement

requirement /r|�kwaəmənt/ noun
something that is essential in order to do
what you want
requisite

requisite /�rekwzt/ adjective neces-
sary for a particular purpose � They
needed time to collect the requisite
number of references.
re-run

re-run /�ri�r�n/ noun a film or
programme that is shown again
research

research /r|�s��tʃ/ noun work that is
done to investigate something � verb to
investigate a field of study and discover
new facts about it
research and development

research and development /r|

�s��tʃ ən d |�veləpmənt/ noun work in
an organisation which researches new
products or services and makes recom-
mendations. Abbr R&D
research assistant

research assistant /r|�s��tʃ ə|

�sstənt/ noun a person who helps a
writer by doing research for him or her
researcher

researcher /r|�s��tʃə/ noun a person
who carries out research

research establishmentresearch establishment /r|�s��tʃ
es |�t�blʃmənt/ noun an institution
devoted to the work of research in a
particular subject area
research toolresearch tool /r|�s��tʃ tu�l/ noun a
system of discovering or measuring
facts, e.g. a questionnaire

‘England’s 149 public library
authorities are being encouraged to
save money by using a new online
reference tool from the Museums,
Libraries and Archives Council, the
first initiative of its kind in the
country.’ [Datamonitor NewsWire]

reservereserve /r|�z��v/ noun a supply of
things kept for use if the regular
supplies have been used before replace-
ments can be obtained
reserve collectionreserve collection /r|�z��v kə |

�lekʃ(ə)n/ noun 1. a set of books for
which there is little demand and which
are kept in a closed store 2. a set of
books for which there is heavy demand
as in an academic library and which are
put in a short loan collection for limited
period loan
reserved bookreserved book /r|�z��vd bυk/ noun
a book that has been specially requested
to be obtained as it is not available at the
time of the request
resetreset /ri�|�set/ verb to return a system
to its original state so that it can start
again
resident fontresident font /�rezd(ə)nt �fɒnt/
noun font data which is always present
in a printer or device and which does not
have to be downloaded
residualresidual /r|�zdjuəl/ adjective
remaining after everything else has been
used
resistresist /r|�zst/ verb to refuse to accept
or do something and even try to prevent
it happening
resistance to changeresistance to change /r|�zstəns
tə �tʃend�/ noun a refusal to accept
changes often in working conditions or
practices
resolutionresolution /�rezə |�lu�ʃ(ə)n/ noun 1. a
formal decision taken at a meeting by
means of a vote 2. the solving of a
problem � The resolution of her difficul-
ties with the immigration authorities
took a long time.
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resourceresource /r |�zɔ�s/ noun information
in a variety of formats which is useful
and available
ResourceResource /r|�zɔ�s/ noun � Museums,
Libraries and Archives Council
resource-based learningresource-based learning /r|�zɔ�s
best �l��nŋ/ noun a method of
teaching in which the student is allowed
free access to resources in order to solve
problems or undertake research on set
topics
resource centreresource centre /r|�zɔ�s �sentə/
noun a collection of books and audio-
visual materials which is organised for
people to use in schools or universities
respondrespond /r|�spɒnd/ verb to reply or
react to something said or done
responseresponse /r|�spɒns/ noun a reaction
or reply to an event, action or statement
response ratesresponse rates /r |�spɒns rets/
plural noun the percentage of people
who reply to a questionnaire or survey
responsibilityresponsibility /r|�spɒns|�blti/
noun � have responsibility for to have
a duty to deal with a situation or person
because of one’s position
responsibleresponsible /r|�spɒnsb(ə)l/ adjec-
tive involving important duties and the
need to make decisions � be respon-
sible to to work under a controlling
person or body and have to report to
them
restartrestart /ri�|�stɑ�t/ verb to begin again,
often used as an option in computer
systems
restorerestore /r|�stɔ�/ verb to return things
to their previous state, position or owner
restrictrestrict /r|�strkt/ verb to limit some-
thing so that only a specific person or
group can have access to it
restrictedrestricted /r|�strktd/ adjective
limited to particular uses or people
restricted accessrestricted access /r|�strktd
��kses/ adjective only allowed to be
seen or used by named individuals or
groups � If the information is classified
as restricted access, only members can
use it.
resultresult /r|�z�lt/ noun the outcome of an
event or activity � The results of her
exams were so good that she was given
a scholarship for further study.

retailerretailer /�ri�telə/ noun a person who
sells goods to the public
retainerretainer /r|�tenə/ noun a fee paid to
somebody so that they will be available
to work for you when required
retention scheduleretention schedule /r|�tenʃ(ə)n
�ʃedju�l/ noun a list of documents held
for reference
retouchretouch /ri�|�t�tʃ/ verb to improve a
photograph, painting or surface by
painting over parts of it
retrainretrain /ri�|�tren/ verb to teach some-
body new skills, or learn new skills
retrievalretrieval /r|�tri�v(ə)l/ noun the
process of finding items that have been
stored
retrieval systemretrieval system /r|�tri�v(ə)l
�sstəm/ noun a system of organising
items so that information can be found
quickly and easily

‘Uttlesford District Council required a
back-up and retrieval system to meet
legislative demands regarding
information management and to more
cost-effectively and efficiently
manage data. Data growth was
outstripping capacity and the council
needed to comply with government
guidelines to make information
available online.’ [Computer Weekly]

retrieveretrieve /r|�tri�v/ verb to get some-
thing back from where it has been
stored
retrospectiveretrospective /�retrəυ |�spektv/
adjective concerned with things that
take effect from an earlier date than
when the decision is made � The
changes in the salary structure will be
retrospective to last April.
returnreturn /r|�t��n/ noun the act of giving
something back � The date for the
return of all the library books is next
week. � verb to give something back or
to change it so that it is in its earlier state
again � to return the company to its
former position by investing a large
amount of capital
return keyreturn key /r|�t��n ki�/ noun a key on
a computer keyboard which gives the
instruction for the machine to process
the data entered
return on investmentreturn on investment /r|�t��n ɒn
n|�vestmənt/ noun a profit made by
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investing money in something which is
financially successful. Abbr ROI
retyperetype /ri�|�tap/ verb to type a word,
phrase or document again, usually in
order to make changes or to correct
errors
revealingrevealing /r|�vi�lŋ/ adjective giving
away new, surprising or valuable infor-
mation
revertrevert /r|�v��t/ verb to return to an
earlier state or system � Although they
spoke slowly to the foreigner at first they
soon reverted to their normal speed of
talking.
reviewreview /r|�vju�/ noun an evaluation of
a book or other publication or a
performance � verb to look again at a
situation to assess what can be done
review copyreview copy /r|�vju� �kɒpi/ noun a
copy of a book given to a reviewer
reviserevise /r|�vaz/ verb 1. to change
something so that it is more accurate 2.
to go over work done earlier in order to
learn it more thoroughly
revised editionrevised edition /r|�vasd |�dʃ(ə)n/
noun a book that has been reprinted
with some changes, usually to bring it
up to date
revised planrevised plan /r|�vasd �pl�n/ noun a
plan that has been changed after consid-
eration in order to make it more suitable
for the task to be done
revisionrevision /r|�v�(ə)n/ noun 1. the
improvement and correction of a text 2.
a change which is made to improve
something 3. the activity of re-learning
work in order to do an examination
rewardreward /r|�wɔ�d/ noun something
given in return for doing a thing well
rewriterewrite /ri�|�rat/ verb to write some-
thing again with improvements
RFIDRFID /�ɑ�fd/ noun an electronic
tracking chip which can be attached to
books so that they can be automatically
checked in and out. Full form Radio
Frequency Identification
rhetorical questionrhetorical question /r|�tɒrk(ə)l
�kwestʃən/ noun a question that is used
as a statement and does not expect an
answer
rhyming dictionaryrhyming dictionary /�ramŋ
�dkʃ(ə)nəri/ noun a dictionary which

organises words in groups of rhymes so
that they are useful for writers of poetry
right alignedright aligned /�rat ə |�land/ adjective
with the right-hand margin straight
right-hand cornerright-hand corner /�rat h�nd
�kɔ�nə/ noun the top or bottom corner at
the right side of a page or envelope
right justificationright justification /�rat �d��stf |

�keʃ(ə)n/ noun the process of aligning
the right-hand margin on a piece of text
so that the edge is straight
right justifyright justify /�rat �d��stfa/ verb to
use a computer program to ensure that
the right-hand margins of text are
straight
rightsrights /rats/ plural noun the legal
right to publish something such as a
book, picture or extract from a text
rigmarolerigmarole /�r$mərəυl/ noun a long,
complicated story or procedure � She
told me some rigmarole about having
lost her ticket.
ring backring back /�rŋ �b�k/ verb to tele-
phone somebody after they have tele-
phoned you first
ring binderring binder /�rŋ �bandə/ noun a
binder made of two hard covers with a
ring attachment into which papers can
be put, with holes punched in each sheet
of paper to slip over the metal rings
ring offring off /�rŋ �ɒf/ verb to finish a tele-
phone call and replace the receiver
ring upring up /�rŋ ��p/ verb to telephone
somebody
riskrisk /rsk/ noun the danger or chance
of loss or injury � at your own risk
doing something with understanding of
the danger and accepting responsibility
for the outcome � verb to do something
even though you know it may have
dangerous or unpleasant results
RLOGINRLOGIN /�ɑ� |�lɒ$n/ noun a gateway to
Internet files. � Telnet
roro abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Romania
road atlasroad atlas /�rəυd ��tləs/, road map
/�rəυd m�p/ noun a map which shows
the roads that are passable by motor
traffic but does not include very small
roads or paths
road planroad plan /�rəυd pl�n/ noun a map
showing all the roads in an area
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rogue siterogue site /�rəυ$ sat/ noun a
website that acquires visitors by having
a domain name similar to that of a
popular site
ROIROI abbreviation return on investment
rolerole /rəυl/ noun a function or position
within an organisation
role playingrole playing /�rəυl �pleŋ/ noun the
activity of acting out the behaviour of
somebody different from oneself as part
of a training exercise
roll callroll call /�rəυl kɔ�l/ noun a way of
checking the people present by calling
out their names and waiting for them to
answer
rolling headerrolling header /�rəυlŋ �hedə/,
rolling footer /�rəυlŋ �fυtə/ noun a
title that is repeated at the top or bottom
of every page in a document
roll of filmroll of film /�rəυl əv �flm/ noun a
length of film wound round itself and
ready for use in a camera
ROMROM /rɒm/ noun a computer system
which allows data to be read but not
edited. Full form read only memory. �

CD-ROM (NOTE: There is no plural for
ROM, and it is often used without the
article: The file is stored in ROM.)
RomanRoman /�rəυmən/ adjective referring
to ancient Italy, and especially to the
Latin script
Romance languageRomance language /rə|�m�ns
�l�ŋ$wd�/ noun any of the European
languages that are almost entirely based
on Latin, including French, Italian,
Spanish, Portuguese and Romanian
romanisationromanisation /�rəυməna|�zeʃ(ə)n/,
romanization noun transliterating a
non-Western script into Roman charac-
ters
romaniseromanise /�rəυmənaz/, romanize
verb to transliterate a non-Western
script into Roman characters � a
Romanised version of Chinese
Roman numeralsRoman numerals /�rəυmən
�nju�mərəlz/, Roman figures noun
figures written I, II, III, IV, or i, ii, iii, iv,
etc. (as opposed to Arabic numerals
such as 1, 2, 3, 4)
ROM cartridgeROM cartridge /�rɒm �kɑ�trd�/
noun software stored in a ROM
mounted in a cartridge that can be easily
plugged into a computer

rosterroster /�rɒstə/ � rota
rotarota /�rəυtə/ noun a list of people who
take turns to do a job � According to the
rota it will be my turn to work late at the
library on Friday.
rotaterotate /rəυ|�tet/ verb 1. to move in a
circular way 2. to take turns to do a job
until everyone has had a turn before
starting again with the first one
rough trimmedrough trimmed /�r�f �trmd/ adjec-
tive relating to an art book whose pages
are not all trimmed to the same measure,
e.g. where only the excessively long or
wide pages are trimmed
round offround off /�raυnd �ɒf/, round down
/�raυnd �daυn/ verb to approximate a
number to a slightly lower one, e.g. 1.2
becomes 1
round upround up /�raυnd ��p/ verb to approx-
imate a number to a slightly higher one,
e.g. 1.9 becomes 2
rounduproundup /�raυnd�p/ noun a summary
of everything that has been said and
shown before � The newscaster gave a
roundup of the evening’s news.
routeingrouteing /�ru�tŋ/ noun distribution of
written information among members of
staff according to a routeing list
routeing listrouteing list /�ru�tŋ lst/ noun a list
of names attached to the front cover of a
document which is passed round several
people to be read
routineroutine /ru� |�ti�n/ adjective done every
day as a regular part of one’s job � noun
a procedure which, if followed, helps to
perform tasks in an efficient and organ-
ised way

‘In practice, Knowledge Management
encompasses both technological tools
and organizational routines in
overlapping parts. Knowledge
Management is not just about creating
a new department and implementing
technology but rather about a change
management process.’ [M2
Presswire]

rowrow /rəυ/ noun a horizontal line in a
table, as opposed to columns which are
vertical
royalroyal /�rɔəl/ adjective a traditional
size of book and paper (25 x 20 inches)

COMMENT: The metric royal paper sizes
are: royal octavo (234 x 156mm), royal
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quarto (312 x 237mm); the quad royal
sheet is (1272 x 960mm).

RPRP abbreviation 1. reprinting 2.
Received Pronunciation
RSSRSS noun a format which allows
pieces of microcontent to be sent as an
automatic feed from their source to
another website or a handset device.
Full form Really Simple Syndication
RTFRTF noun a text file format which
includes text commands that describe
the page, type, font and formatting �

The RTF format allows formatted pages
to be exchanged between different
word-processing software. Full form
rich text format
.rtf.rtf suffix a file extension for an RTF file
ruru abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Russian Feder-
ation
rubber-stamprubber-stamp /�r�bə �st�mp/ verb
to agree to something without discus-
sion or thought � noun a small block of
rubber, metal or wood which is used in
combination with ink to make a mark on
something to show that it is official or to
show ownership
rubricrubric /�ru�brk/ noun a set of rules or
instructions like those at the beginning
of an examination paper
rulerule /ru�l/ noun a regulation telling
what is and is not allowed

ruled paperruled paper /�ru�ld �pepə/ noun
paper that has lines printed on it for
writing on
rulerruler /�ru�lə/ noun a long, flat object
calibrated in inches or centimetres
which is used for measuring or drawing
straight lines
rulingruling /�ru�lŋ/ noun an official deci-
sion which must be obeyed
runrun /r�n/ verb 1. to take charge of and
be responsible for an organisation or
activity � The head librarian will be
running the next course. 2. to make a
machine work � They run the computer
every day. 3. � to run risks to do things
even though you realise the result may
be dangerous or not what you expect �

noun � in the long run over a long
period of time � in the short run in the
near future
run downrun down /�r�n �daυn/ verb 1. to
reduce the amount of work done by a
department or organisation 2. to criti-
cise somebody aggressively
run-downrun-down /�r�n �daυn/ adjective in
poor condition
running titlerunning title /�r�nŋ �tat(ə)l/ noun a
title that appears throughout a book or
document at the top of each page
rwrw abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Rwanda
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sasa abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Saudi Arabia
sabbaticalsabbatical /sə|�b�tk(ə)l/ noun a
period of time during which a teacher or
lecturer is allowed to leave their duties
for the purpose of study or travel
saddle stitchsaddle stitch /�s�d(ə)l sttʃ/ noun
in bookbinding, a method of binding the
pages of a small book or magazine
together by folding it in half and
stitching along the line of the fold
safe deposit boxsafe deposit box /�sef d |�pɒzt
�bɒks/ noun a box for the safe keeping
of personal documents, usually stored
in a bank
safety measuresafety measure /�sefti �me�ə/
noun a regulation to ensure that activi-
ties do not endanger anyone
sagasaga /�sɑ�$ə/ noun 1. a long story
about a particular time in history or
group of people 2. a story written
between the 12th and 14th century
about the Norwegian Vikings
salarysalary /�s�ləri/ noun money that is
paid, usually monthly, to somebody for
their job
salessales /selz/ plural noun the quantity
of a product or service that is sold �

Sales of information are becoming more
common nowadays.
sales departmentsales department /�selz d |

�pɑ�tmənt/ noun a department in a
company which organises the sales of
its products
sales forcesales force /�selz fɔ�s/ noun a group
of sales people working for one
company
sales literaturesales literature /�selz �lt(ə)rətʃə/
noun printed information such as leaf-
lets or prospectuses which helps sales

Salon du LivreSalon du Livre /�s�lɒn dυ �li�vrə/
noun a book fair in a French-speaking
country, e.g. the Paris Salon du Livre
samplesample /�sɑ�mpəl/ noun a small quan-
tity of a product used to show what it is
like
sans serifsans serif /�s�nz �serf/ noun a style
of printing letters with all lines of equal
thickness and no serifs
satellitesatellite /�s�təlat/ noun a device
sent into space to collect information or
to be part of a communications system
satiresatire /�s�taə/ noun writing which
aims to make readers or an audience
recognise the foolishness of people,
organisations or events in an amusing
way
satiricalsatirical /sə|�trk(ə)l/ adjective using
satire
satisfactionsatisfaction /�s�ts|�f�kʃən/ noun a
feeling of contentment that comes from
having what you want
satisfactorysatisfactory /�s�ts|�f�kt(ə)ri/
adjective acceptable or good enough for
a purpose
savingsaving /�sevŋ/ noun a reduction in
the amount of time or money needed to
accomplish a purpose
sbsb abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Solomon
Islands
SBNSBN abbreviation Standard Book
Number
scsc abbreviation 1. single column 2. in
Internet addresses, the top-level domain
for Seychelles
scalescale /skel/ noun 1. a set of marks or
standards for measuring things 2. the
size or level of something in relation to
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what is usual � Scale of development
was very difficult to estimate.
scanscan /sk�n/ verb 1. to look at some-
thing very quickly in order to see what
it is about 2. to examine periodicals
routinely in order to keep users
informed of new material 3. to use a
machine to read coded data � noun
examination of an image or object to
obtain data
scannerscanner /�sk�nə/ noun a machine
that converts documents, drawings or
photographs into machine-readable
form

COMMENT: A scanner can be a device
using photoelectric cells as in an image
digitiser, or a device that samples data
from a process. One type of scanner
reads the barcode on the product label
using a laser beam and photodiode;
another can read text and by recognising
characters, stores them as data on a
computer; yet another type will scan
colour originals and carry out colour
separations.

scanningscanning /�sk�nŋ/ noun the action
of examining and producing data from
the shape of an object or drawing
scatterscatter /�sk�tə/ verb to distribute
things widely and without any order
scatter graphscatter graph /�sk�tə $rɑ�f/ noun a
diagram of individual points or values
plotted on a two-axis graph
scavengingscavenging /�sk�vnd�ŋ/ noun the
act of searching through and accessing
database material without permission
scenarioscenario /s|�nɑ�riəυ/ noun the way in
which a situation is likely to develop �

The planners took account of the worst
possible scenario.
scheduleschedule /�ʃedju�l/ noun 1. a written
list of information, e.g. prices, condi-
tions, dates and times 2. a detailed
written programme of events and times
� verb to include an activity in a plan or
list
schemaschema /�ski�mə/ noun an outline of a
process, plan or database structure
scholarly booksscholarly books /�skɒləli bυks/
plural noun books published on univer-
sity and academic subjects
scholarly pressscholarly press /�skɒləli pres/ noun
a publishing company which publishes
scholarly books

schoolschool /sku�l/ noun 1. a faculty,
department, or institution that offers
specialised instruction in an academic
subject 2. all the staff and students of an
educational institution 3. a place or
period of activity regarded as providing
knowledge or experience � verb to train
somebody in a particular skill or area of
expertise in a thorough and detailed way
school bookschool book /�sku�l bυk/ noun an
educational book, a book published for
use in schools
school editionschool edition /�sku�l |�dʃ(ə)n/
noun an edition of a book specially
made for sale to schools
school librarianschool librarian /�sku�l la|

�breəriən/ noun a specially-qualified
librarian employed to run the resource
centre or library in a school
school libraryschool library /�sku�l �labrəri/
noun 1. a small library specially
designed and stocked to cater for the
needs of the pupils and staff of a school
2. a library which is part of a school

‘Inspectors said lack of funds meant
many school libraries were unable to
deliver the wide range of up-to-date
books needed to support children’s
learning across the curriculum.
“Reading is the cornerstone of
learning but children need books to
read. The school library is often a
primary source of reading material for
youngsters, as well as a vital learning
resource”.’ [The Independent]

School Library AssociationSchool Library Association
/�sku�l �labrəri ə |�səυsieʃ(ə)n/ noun a
sub-section of the Library Association
specially for the support of school
librarians. Abbr SLA
School Library ServiceSchool Library Service /�sku�l
�labrəri �s��vs/ noun part of the
public library service which supports
school libraries and teachers. Abbr SLS
school of librarianshipschool of librarianship /�sku�l əv
la|�breəriənʃp/ noun a department in
an institute of higher education which
trains librarians and information
specialists
sciencescience /�saəns/ noun knowledge
which can be tested and proved usually
according to natural laws
science fictionscience fiction /�saəns �fkʃən/
noun fiction books based on imagina-
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tive ideas about the future on this and
other planets
scissors and paste jobscissors and paste job /�szəz ən
�pest d�ɒb/ noun a book or article
made almost entirely of passages from
other works
SCONULSCONUL abbreviation Standing
Conference on National and University
Libraries
SCOOPSCOOP /sku�p/ abbreviation
Standing Committee on Official Publi-
cations
scopescope /skəυp/ noun the area covered
by an activity or piece of work
SCOPESCOPE /skəυp/ abbreviation System-
atic Computerised Processing in Cata-
loguing
scorescore /skɔ�/ noun a printed version of
a musical work
Scottish Vocational QualificationScottish Vocational Qualifica-
tion /�skɒtʃ vəυ |�keʃ(ə)nəl �kwɒlf |

�keʃ(ə)n/ noun a work-related qualifi-
cation gained in Scotland after a period
of post-school training. Abbr SVQ
scrapbookscrapbook /�skr�pbυk/ noun a book
of large blank pages into which
cuttings, pictures and photographs can
be stuck
scratch padscratch pad /�skr�tʃ p�d/ noun an
area of computer memory used for
temporary storage of data
screenscreen /skri�n/ noun a flat surface
capable of displaying pictures and
words � verb to investigate or check
people or things for a specific fault or
danger � The information was screened
to check that it was completely accu-
rate.
screen editorscreen editor /�skri�n �edtə/ noun
software that allows the user to edit text
on screen, with one complete page of
information being displayed at a time
screenfulscreenful /�skri�nfυl/ noun one
complete frame of information
displayed on a computer monitor
scriptscript /skrpt/ noun 1. the written text
of a play or film 2. handwriting which is
made to look like printing
scrollscroll /skrəυl/ noun a roll of paper or
parchment containing writing � verb to
move text up or down a computer screen
one line at a time � to scroll down-
wards to move down the text on screen

towards the end of a document � to
scroll upwards to move up the text on
screen towards the beginning of a docu-
ment
scrubscrub /skr�b/ verb to wipe informa-
tion off a disk, or remove data from a
store � Scrub all files referring to 1994
taxes.
sdsd abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Sudan
SD diskSD disk abbreviation single density
disk
sese abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Sweden
sealseal /si�l/ verb to close something so
that it is airtight and cannot be opened
easily � Once an envelope is sealed it
should only be opened by the addressee.
searchsearch /s��tʃ/ verb to look through a
document in order to find a specific item
or word � noun the process of identi-
fying a character, word or section of
data in a document or file
search and replacesearch and replace /�s��tʃ ən r|

�ples/ noun a facility on a word proc-
essor which allows the user to find
words or strings of characters and
change them
search directorysearch directory /�s��tʃ da|

�rekt(ə)ri/ noun a website in which
links to information are organised into a
categorical, alphabetical hierarchy to
provide the broadest response to a query
search enginesearch engine /�s��tʃ �end�n/ noun
software that carries out a search of a
database when a user asks it to find
information. On the Internet there are
many search engines that list all the
websites and allow a user to find a
website by searching for particular
information.
search routinesearch routine /�s��tʃ ru� |�ti�n/ noun
software which allows the user to search
for an item in a database
search skillssearch skills /�s��tʃ sklz/ plural
noun the ability to search efficiently
through a database, reference or library
for specific information
search strategysearch strategy /�s��tʃ �str�təd�/
noun a plan for searching a database for
information using specific keywords in
order to maximise the use of computer
time
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search termsearch term /�s��tʃ t��m/ noun a
word or phrase input into a database to
find the relevant records

‘Hopkins said web sites can increase
the number of hits they receive from a
search term in several ways, including
increasing site content relating to that
term or product and spending more on
being listed as a sponsored link to that
term on other sites, as well as search
engines such as Google.’ [Retail
Week]

seasonal analysisseasonal analysis /�si�z(ə)n(ə)l ə |

�n�lss/ noun a method of analysing
data which takes into account the
seasonal variations throughout the year
secondsecond /�sekənd/ noun 1. something
that is counted as number two in a series
2. a sixtieth part of a minute � verb to
support a person or proposal
secondarysecondary /�sekənd(ə)ri/ adjective
second in importance
secondary educationsecondary education
/�sekənd(ə)ri �edjυ |�keʃ(ə)n/ noun the
period of schooling between primary
school and further or higher education,
usually from about 11 to 16 or 18 years
of age
secondary entrysecondary entry /�sekənd(ə)ri
�entri/ noun a catalogue entry which is
not the main entry
secondary schoolsecondary school /�sekənd(ə)ri
sku�l/ noun a school that provides
education after primary school
secondary sourcesecondary source /�sek(ə)ndəri
�sɔ�s/ noun a reference that has already
been quoted in another document
second bestsecond best /�sekənd �best/ adjec-
tive considered to be slightly inferior,
not the best of its kind
second-classsecond-class /�sekənd �klɑ�s/
adjective less expensive or less comfort-
able than the best category � The price
of a second-class ticket is half that of a
first class.
secondhandsecondhand /�sekənd |�h�nd/ adjec-
tive relating to something that has been
previously owned by somebody else
second languagesecond language /�sekənd
�l�ŋ$wd�/ noun a language that some-
body speaks quite fluently and uses for
work but which is not their mother
tongue

secondmentsecondment /s|�kɒndmənt/ noun a
limited period of time working at some-
thing away from one’s usual duties
secretsecret /�si�krət/ noun a piece of infor-
mation that is known only to a few
people and is intentionally withheld
from general knowledge
sectionsection /�sekʃən/ noun 1. part of a
book which is made from one sheet of
paper � The book is printed in 32-page
sections. � signature 2. a supplement to
a newspaper or magazine � The paper
has a special travel section on Satur-
days.
sectorsector /�sektə/ noun a division of a
group or area which is also part of a
larger one
secure serversecure server /s|�kjυə �s��və/ noun
an Internet server that allows for the
encryption of data and thus is suitable
for use in e-commerce
Secure Sockets LayerSecure Sockets Layer /s|�kjυə
�sɒkts �leə/ noun a secure format for
sending documents which are encrypted
and decrypted using two special keys.
Abbr SSL
secure systemsecure system /s |�kjυə �sstəm/
noun a system that cannot be accessed
without the permission of the owner
securitysecurity /s|�kjυərti/ noun measures
taken to make a place or person safe
from attack or danger
security barriersecurity barrier /s|�kjυərti �b�riə/
noun a device which prevents users
leaving a library with materials that
have not been checked out
security devicesecurity device /s |�kjυərti d|

�vas/ noun something that ensures the
safety of a place or person � A password
is a security device which protects
computer files.
security systemsecurity system /s|�kjυərti
�sstəm/ noun a system of alarms and
guards which protects a building or
organisation from burglars
seesee /si�/ verb an indexing command
referring the user to a different entry �
see also an indexing command referring
the user to additional entries for
comparison or added information
seekseek /si�k/ verb to look hard for some-
thing or somebody � seek to do some-
thing to attempt to do something
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segmentsegment /�se$mənt/ noun one part of
the total which can be treated separately
selectselect /s |�lekt/ verb to find and choose
specific information or data
select committeeselect committee /s|�lekt kə |�mti/
noun a government committee chosen
to do a particular task in a limited time
selectionselection /s|�lekʃən/ noun a range of
products and services available and
chosen
selectiveselective /s|�lektv/ adjective
choosing what to do, say or buy with
great care
self-coverself-cover /�self �k�və/ noun a cover
which is printed on the same paper as
the text of the book, used for brochures
and small books
self-financingself-financing /�self fa |�n�nsŋ/
adjective not dependent on any outside
source of funds
self-helpself-help /�self �help/ noun provision
of support through informal groups of
people with similar experiences
self-studyself-study /�self �st�di/ noun a form
of education in which people can study
at their own pace and in their own
homes, often using courses or informa-
tion available on the Internet
self-wrapperself-wrapper /�self �r�pə/ noun
same as self-cover
selling rightsselling rights /�selŋ rats/ plural
noun the legal right to sell specific
goods or services
semanticssemantics /s|�m�ntks/ noun a
branch of linguistics which deals with
the meanings of words
Semantic WebSemantic Web /s|�m�ntk �web/
noun a diagrammatic representation of
all pieces of data and links between
them on the World Wide Web
semestersemester /s|�mestə/ noun one divi-
sion of the academic year in colleges
and universities
semi-semi- /semi/ prefix combining with
nouns and adjectives to form words
which describe something that is only in
a part state
semicolonsemicolon /�semi|�kəυlɒn/ noun a
punctuation sign (;) used to join rather
than separate two parts of a sentence, as
in ‘the safe that had been broken into
was on one side of the room; the other
safe appeared to be intact’

semiliteratesemiliterate /�semi|�lt(ə)rət/ adjec-
tive 1. unable to read or write properly
2. US having only limited under-
standing of a particular subject, espe-
cially a technical one
seminarseminar /�semnɑ�/ noun a meeting
of a group of people called together to
discuss a particular topic
semioticssemiotics /�semi |�ɒtks/ noun the
science of signs
semi-structuredsemi-structured /�semi �str�ktʃəd/
adjective partly controlled by a structure
and partly free
semi-structured interviewsemi-structured interview /�semi
�str�ktʃəd �ntəvju�/ noun an inter-
view which is conducted partly with
pre-written questions and partly giving
the opportunity to talk freely
semi-structured questionnairesemi-structured questionnaire
/�semi �str�ktʃəd �kwestʃə|�neə/ noun
a set of questions some of which are
closed and some of which require open
answers
sendsend /send/ verb to arrange or cause
something to be transported from one
place to another, either physically as by
post or electronically as in e-mail
sensesense /sens/ noun the possible
meaning of words or phrases � verb to
become aware of something either
personally or through a machine
senselesssenseless /�sensləs/ adjective
having no apparent meaning
sensiblesensible /�sensb(ə)l/ adjective able
to think and behave in a logical and
common-sense manner
sensitivesensitive /�senstv/ adjective
strongly able to be aware of feelings
sensitive subjectsensitive subject /�senstv
�s�bjekt/ noun a topic that is liable to
cause strong feelings when discussed
sensitivitiessensitivities /�sensi|�tvtiz/ plural
noun subjects that are likely to cause
argument so must be approached very
carefully
sentencesentence /�sentəns/ noun a group of
words which is complete in itself,
containing a subject and a verb
separateseparate /�sepəret/ verb to cause
two things to be apart and unconnected
separatorseparator /�sepəretə/ noun a piece
of card or plastic that keeps things apart
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� The file had different colour separa-
tors for each division.
sequelsequel /�si�kwəl/ noun a book or film
which continues the storyline of a
previous one with the same characters
sequencesequence /�si�kwəns/ noun an
arrangement which follows a consecu-
tive order
sequentialsequential /s|�kwenʃ(ə)l/ adjective
in which things follow each other in a
pre-arranged order
sequential accesssequential access /s |�kwenʃ(ə)l
��kses/ noun the state of information
only being able to be accessed in a given
order

‘…no one is seriously expecting a tape
replacement, in large part because
tape volumes continue to vastly
outstrip any competitive technologies.
For all its sequential-access
inconvenience and sheer old-
fashioned aura, tape has remained the
reliable performer at the end of the
enterprise data chain.’ [Computing]

sequential access storagesequential access storage /s|

�kwenʃ(ə)l ��kses �stɔ�rd�/ noun a
storage medium whose data is accessed
sequentially
serialserial /�səriəl/ noun 1. a journal or
magazine that is published at regular
intervals 2. a story published in regular
instalments � adjective referring to a
series
Serial Line Internet ProtocolSerial Line Internet Protocol
/�səriəl lan �ntənet �prəυtəkɒl/
noun a dial-up phone link to the
Internet. Abbr SLIP
serial numberserial number /�səriəl �n�mbə/
noun a number given to an item which
identifies it by its position in a sequence
serial processingserial processing /�səriəl
�prəυsesŋ/ noun the organisation of
journals so that they can be retrieved
easily
serials crisisserials crisis /�səriəlz �krass/
noun the problems facing a library
when subscriptions to academic jour-
nals become too costly to maintain
serials departmentserials department /�səriəlz d |

�pɑ�tmənt/ noun a section of a library
with responsibility for organising the
journals and periodicals purchased by
the organisation

seriesseries /�səri�z/ noun a group of
related items ordered in a sequence, e.g.
the volumes in a set of books � ‘At Lady
Molly’s’ is the seventh title in the
‘Dance to the Music of Time’ series.
series authority fileseries authority file /�səri�z ɔ�|

�θɒrti �fal/ noun a list of series head-
ings used in a catalogue with the refer-
ences made to them from other forms
series titleseries title /�səri�z �tat(ə)l/ noun
the title given to a series of books, each
one of which has its own separate title
serifserif /�serf/ noun 1. a small decorative
line added to letters in some fonts. �

sans serif 2. a font which uses serifs,
such as Times New Roman
serverserver /�s��və/ noun a computer with
a large storage capacity which provides
a function to a network of terminals
server farmserver farm /�s��və fɑ�m/ noun a
business consisting of a group of
Internet servers, all of which are linked
to one another and are engaged in web
hosting
serviceservice /�s��vs/ noun work which
supports another person’s or organisa-
tion’s activities � verb to clean, adjust
and repair a machine so that it keeps
running
service agreementservice agreement /�s��vs ə|

�$ri�mənt/, service contract /�s��vs
�kɒntr�kt/ noun an arrangement with
the suppliers of a machine that they will
maintain it regularly and repair it if it
goes wrong
service pointservice point /�s��vs pɔnt/ noun a
place in a library or information centre
at which the public is served
service providerservice provider /�s��vs prə|

�vadə/ noun a company that provides
people and businesses with access to the
Internet, usually charging a monthly fee
setset /set/ noun a group of related items
settingsetting /�setŋ/ noun 1. the time and
place where the action of a book or film
happens 2. the position of the controls
on a machine � There are two settings:
fast and slow.
sextodecimosextodecimo /�sekstəυ|�desməυ/
noun a size of book page traditionally
created by folding a single sheet of
standard-sized printing paper four
times, giving 16 leaves or 32 pages
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sg

sg abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Singapore
SGML

SGML /�es d�i� em|�el/ noun a hard-
ware-independent standard which
defines how documents should be
marked up to indicate bolds, italics,
margins and so on. Full form standard
generalized markup language. �

HTML, XML
sh

sh abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for St Helena
shade

shade /ʃed/ noun a variation in the
colour or black and white texture of
printing produced by adding black �

verb to colour in a section of a drawing
by adding a darker colour or a textured
pattern
shadow

shadow /�ʃ�dəυ/ verb to follow
somebody closely throughout their
working day in order to study what they
do
share

share /ʃeə/ noun one of the parts into
which the capital of a company is
divided, which can be bought by inves-
tors � verb to own or use something
together with somebody else
shared resources

shared resources /�ʃeərd r|

�zɔ�sz/ plural noun working materials
which are used by several groups, e.g.
schools or companies

‘For example, the secondary school
can now share the skills of its ICT
technicians and admin staff with hard-
pressed primary colleagues in
activities such as preparing lessons
and materials, and creating pupil
displays. Such shared resources will
free up teachers to be more productive
and give them greater control over
their working week.’ [The Guardian]

sheaf

sheaf /ʃi�f/ noun a bundle of long or
thin things � He was carrying a sheaf of
papers.
sheet

sheet /ʃi�t/ noun a large flat piece of
material or paper
sheet feed

sheet feed /�ʃi�t fi�d/ noun a device
that feeds single sheets of paper into a
printer one at a time
shelf

shelf /ʃelf/ noun a horizontal piece of
wood or metal attached to a wall, or in a
bookcase or cupboard (NOTE: The plural
is shelves.)

shelfbackshelfback /�ʃelfb�k/ noun the spine
of a book
shelf labelshelf label /�ʃelf �leb(ə)l/ noun a
written notice attached to a library shelf
which indicates the classification of the
books stored there
shelf lifeshelf life /�ʃelf laf/ noun the period
of time that an item is likely to last
before it needs replacing
shelf list cardshelf list card /�ʃelf lst �kɑ�d/ noun
a card which lists the items held on a
particular shelf
shelf markshelf mark /�ʃelf mɑ�k/ noun the
classification or call number of a book
shelf numbershelf number /�ʃelf �n�mbə/ noun a
number allocated to a shelf to assist the
retrieval of books
shiftshift /ʃft/ noun a period of time spent
at work at any time during a 24-hour
period � Librarians often have to work
an afternoon and evening shift.
shift keyshift key /�ʃft ki�/ noun a key on a
keyboard which raises a letter to a
capital or combines with other
command keys for word-processing and
computing functions
shipship /ʃp/ verb to transport goods by
sea
shipmentshipment /�ʃpmənt/ noun a quantity
of goods, usually of the same kind, sent
together to a destination by any form of
transport, not just by sea � The shipment
of library equipment has just arrived at
the airport.
shootshoot /ʃu�t/ verb to use a camera to
take photographs or make a film
shortshort /ʃɔ�t/ adjective having only a
few words or pages
shortenshorten /�ʃɔ�t(ə)n/ verb to reduce the
length of something
shorthandshorthand /�ʃɔ�th�nd/ noun a
system of signs and symbols which
enables spoken words to be written
down very quickly
short-handedshort-handed /�ʃɔ�t �h�ndd/,
short-staffed /�ʃɔ�t �stɑ�ft/ adjective
without enough people to do the work
required
shorthand typistshorthand typist /�ʃɔ�th�nd
�tapst/ noun a person who takes down
dictation in shorthand and then tran-
scribes it into typewritten form
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shortlistshortlist /�ʃɔ�tlst/ noun a small
group chosen from a larger group, from
which the final choice is made � Five
titles were on the shortlist for the
Booker Prize. � verb to choose a few
names of people or titles of books from
a longer list, as a first step towards
deciding on a person for a job or the
winner of a competition � Shortlisted
candidates will be asked for an inter-
view.
short loanshort loan /�ʃɔ�t ləυn/ noun a
restricted period for borrowing library
items
short loan collectionshort loan collection /�ʃɔ�t �ləυn
kə |�lekʃ(ə)n/ noun books and materials
in a library which are in heavy demand
so can only be borrowed for a very
limited time
short runshort run /�ʃɔ�t r�n/ noun a print run
of only a small number of copies
short-termshort-term /�ʃɔ�t �t��m/ adjective
only relevant to the near future
short-term planningshort-term planning /�ʃɔ�t t��m
�pl�nŋ/ noun decisions about what
will be done in the near future
shotshot /ʃɒt/ noun a photograph or still
frame from a film
shouldershoulder /�ʃəυldə/ noun the edge of
the spine of a book, which sticks out
slightly
showshow /ʃəυ/ verb to take something to
somebody and enable them to see it
show of handsshow of hands /�ʃəυ əv �h�ndz/
noun a method of counting votes by
counting the number of raised hands
shredshred /ʃred/ verb to cut something
into long thin strips
shreddershredder /�ʃredə/ noun a machine
that cuts paper into very small pieces,
usually long thin strips, used to destroy
confidential documents
shut downshut down /�ʃ�t �daυn/ verb 1. to
close a factory, shop or organisation
permanently or temporarily 2. to close
down a computer or engine temporarily
sisi abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Slovenia
sideside /sad/ noun one surface of some-
thing flat such as a tape or piece of
paper � It is possible to record on both
sides of this tape.

side by side

side by side /�sad ba �sad/ adjec-
tive next to each other
side with

side with /�sad wθ/, side against
/�sad ə |�$enst/ verb to support or
oppose somebody in an argument
sign

sign /san/ noun a piece of wood,
plastic or metal with words or pictures
on it giving information � verb to write
one’s signature on a document � to sign
for to put your signature on an official
document to say that you have received
something � to sign in write your name
on a list to say that you have arrived � to
sign on to agree to a contract
signal

signal /�s$n(ə)l/ noun a way of
sending a message over a distance by
physical or electronic methods
signatory

signatory /�s$nət(ə)ri/ noun a
person who has the legal right to sign an
official document
signature

signature /�s$ntʃə/ noun 1. a way
of writing your name which is special to
you and can be recognised as yours by
other people 2. a special authentication
code such as a password which a user
gives to prove their identity before
accessing a system or before the execu-
tion of a task 3. a sentence or paragraph
used to end e-mail messages and
comments posted on the Internet.
Normally a signature should be short –
no more than four lines – and might
include a short advertisement for your
services and your e-mail address. 4. a
printed sheet, folded into 16, 32 or 64
pages (NOTE: The folded set of printed
pages is technically speaking a
‘section’, while the ‘signature’ is the
identifying number or letter on it.
However, ‘signature’ is commonly used
to mean the set of pages themselves.)

COMMENT: Note that the folded set of
printed pages is technically speaking a
‘section’ while the ‘signature’ is the
identifying number or letter on it;
‘signature’ is however commonly used to
mean the set of pages themselves.

signed edition

signed edition /�sand |�dʃ(ə)n/
noun a copy of a book autographed by
the author
significance

significance /s$ |�nfkəns/ noun the
importance, special meaning or value of
something
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significantsignificant /s$ |�nfkənt/ adjective
of particular importance
sign languagesign language /�san �l�ŋ$wd�/
noun communication, or a system of
communication, by gestures as opposed
to written or spoken language, espe-
cially the highly developed system of
hand signs used by or to people who are
hearing-impaired
silverfishsilverfish /�slvəfʃ/ noun a small
silvery wingless insect with three long
tail bristles and two long antennae,
which feeds on the starch of books
Silver Platter InformationSilver Platter Information /�slvə
�pl�tə �nfəmeʃ(ə)n/ noun an organi-
sation set up specifically to provide
information by using CD-ROM tech-
nology with microcomputers
similarsimilar /�smlə/ adjective having
features that are almost the same as
something else
Simple Mail Transfer ProtocolSimple Mail Transfer Protocol
/�smp(ə)l �mel �tr�nsf�� �prəυtəkɒl/
noun a standard protocol which allows
electronic mail messages to be trans-
ferred from one system to another,
normally used as the method of transfer-
ring mail from one Internet server to
another or to send mail from a computer
to a server. Abbr SMTP
simplifysimplify /�smplfa/ verb to make
something less complex
simulatesimulate /�smjυlet/ verb to copy
actions, feelings or objects to produce
something that looks similar or acts in
the same way
simultaneoussimultaneous /�sm(ə)l |�teniəs/
adjective happening at the same time
sine locosine loco /�sani �lɒkəυ/ phrase a
Latin phrase used in catalogue entries to
signify no place of publication. Abbr
s.l.
sine nominesine nomine /�sani �nɒmne/
phrase a Latin phrase used in catalogue
entries to signify no known publisher.
Abbr s.n.
single density disksingle density disk /�sŋ$(ə)l
�densti �dsk/ noun a standard
magnetic disk able to store data. Abbr
SD disk
single outsingle out /�sŋ$(ə)l �aυt/ verb to
select one person or thing from a group

single-sided disksingle-sided disk /�sŋ$(ə)l �sadd
�dsk/ noun a computer disk which can
only be used to store data on one side
single usersingle user /�sŋ$(ə)l �ju�zə/ adjec-
tive to be used by one person
singularsingular /�sŋ$jυlə/ adjective 1. a
grammatical term to describe words
which refer to just one thing 2. unusual
or eccentric
SISSIS abbreviation strategic information
services
site engineersite engineer /�sat end�|�nə/ noun
an engineer who is allocated to a partic-
ular site to maintain the equipment and
machines
site licencesite licence /�sat �las(ə)ns/ noun an
official permit to an institution and its
staff to use particular software
situations vacant columnsituations vacant column
/�stjυeʃ(ə)nz �vek(ə)nt �kɒləm/
noun a list of job advertisements printed
in a newspaper
sixteenmosixteenmo /�sksti�nməυ/ noun 1. a
book that is printed in 32-page sections
2. an American book size about 6 or 7
inches high � abbr 16mo
16mo16mo abbreviation sixteenmo
64mo64mo abbreviation sixty-fourmo
sixty-fourmosixty-fourmo /�siksti �fɔ�məυ/ noun
a size of book page traditionally created
by folding a single sheet of standard-
sized printing paper six times, giving 64
leaves or 128 pages. Abbr 64mo
sizesize /saz/ noun 1. the physical dimen-
sions of something, which tell how big
or small it is, usually indicated by its
height and width 2. a mixture of gela-
tine, alum and formaldehyde used to
coat paper surfaces � verb to calculate
the size of something � to size up to
study a person or situation and assess
the best way of dealing with it
sjsj abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Svalbard and
Jan Mayen Islands
sksk abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Slovakia
skeleton keyskeleton key /�skelt(ə)n ki�/ noun a
key that will open many different locks
skeleton serviceskeleton service /�skelt(ə)n
�s��vs/ noun a service run by the
minimum number of people possible
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skeleton staffskeleton staff /�skelt(ə)n stɑ�f/
noun the smallest number of staff able
to do the work
skillskill /skl/ noun a special ability,
knowledge or training that enables
somebody to do something well
skilled staffskilled staff /�skld �stɑ�f/ plural
noun people who work with special
knowledge in a particular job
skipskip /skp/ verb 1. to miss something
out 2. to decide deliberately not to do
something or go somewhere
skiverskiver /�skavə/ noun leather made by
splitting a sheepskin, used as a cover
material for de luxe books
slsl abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Sierra Leone
s.l.s.l. abbreviation sine loco
SLASLA abbreviation School Library
Association
slangslang /sl�ŋ/ noun words and expres-
sions which are very informal and likely
to change in meaning every so often
slashslash /sl�ʃ/ noun an oblique stroke
used in typing (/) (NOTE: In printing it is
more often called a solidus.)
slashed zeroslashed zero /�sl�ʃd �zərəυ/ noun a
printed sign (Ø) which puts an oblique
stroke through zero to distinguish it
from the letter O
sleevesleeve /sli�v/ noun 1. an envelope-
type cover for disks, often with informa-
tion or pictures on it 2. a book jacket
slewslew /slu�/ noun rapid uncontrolled
movement of paper in a printer when it
is not connected to the feeder
slideslide /slad/ noun 1. a picture on posi-
tive transparent photographic film
mounted in a frame 2. an individual
computer screen which can be produced
as output in different formats
slide carouselslide carousel /�slad �k�rəsel/
noun a container that allows slides to be
fed into a projector
slide mountslide mount /�slad maυnt/ noun a
frame around a slide which makes it
easier to handle and store
slide projectorslide projector /�slad prə|�d�ektə/
noun a device that shines light through
photographic slides in order to project
them on to a screen

slide storageslide storage /�slad �stɔ�rd�/ noun
a system of storage slides which keeps
them clean, safe and easily retrievable
slide tape packageslide tape package /�slad tep
�p�kd�/ noun a synchronised
programme of slides and audio tape
slide viewerslide viewer /�slad �vju�ə/ noun a
small portable box which enables slides
to be viewed against a light source
SLIPSLIP /slp/ abbreviation Serial Line
Internet Protocol
slipcaseslipcase /�slpkes/ noun a card box
for an expensive book, which is open at
one side so that the spine of the book is
visible
slip pagesslip pages /�slp �ped�z/, slip
proofs /�slp pru�fs/ plural noun draft
copies of text for printing which are
printed on separate sheets of paper
slip-upslip-up /�slp �p/ noun a small unin-
tentional mistake
slow firesslow fires /�sləυ �faəz/ plural noun
an informal term to describe the gradual
self-destruction of books made with
acidic paper
slow motionslow motion /�sləυ �məυʃ(ə)n/ noun
the act of playing back a film or video at
a slower speed than when it was
recorded
SLSSLS abbreviation School Library
Service
smsm abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for San Marino
small adsmall ad /�smɔ�l �d/ noun a short
advertisement in a newspaper or maga-
zine, usually advertising personal sales
or wants
small capssmall caps /�smɔ�l �k�ps/ noun a
printing style which uses capital letters
that are the same size as lower case
letters
small-scalesmall-scale /�smɔ�l skel/ adjective
limited in size and extent � The library’s
evening activities were kept small-scale
to reduce costs.
smart cardsmart card /�smɑ�t kɑ�d/ noun a
plastic card with an electronic strip
which can be read to identify the user on
such things as credit cards
SMSSMS /�es em �es/ noun a service that
allows short text messages to be sent,
e.g. between mobile phones and pagers.
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Full form short message service,
short messaging service
SMTP

SMTP abbreviation Simple Mail
Transfer Protocol
sn

sn abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Senegal
s.n.

s.n. abbreviation sine nomine
snail mail

snail mail /�snel mel/ noun mail
sent through the postal service, as
distinct from faster electronic mail.
Also called p-mail
snap decision

snap decision /�sn�p d |�s�(ə)n/
noun a decision taken quickly without
much thought
snapshot

snapshot /�sn�pʃɒt/ noun a personal
photograph taken quickly
so

so abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Somalia
social bookmarking

social bookmarking /�səυʃ(ə)l
�bυkmɑ�kŋ/ noun personalised meta-
data added to recommended web
resources by users, as a ‘bookmark’ to
help others in the field find it

‘Yahoo! last year also acquired
del.icio.us, a social-bookmarking
website that lets users share their
favourite sites, music and other
findings – allowing others to
effectively look over their shoulders to
find interesting stuff. “We’re applying
the wisdom of the crowds to find
information”, says Bradley Horowitz,
Yahoo!’s head of search technology.
“It’s collaborative”.’ [Time Magazine]

social capital

social capital /�səυʃ(ə)l �k�pt(ə)l/
noun the idea of the social networks
created by and available to a person or
company being a form of exploitable
resource
social skills

social skills /�səυʃ(ə)l sklz/ plural
noun ability to communicate with other
people at all levels of society
social trend

social trend /�səυʃ(ə)l �trend/ noun
the general direction of change in social
behaviour
socket

socket /�sɒkt/ noun a device with
holes for a plug which connects a
machine to the electricity supply
softback

softback /�sɒftb�k/ noun PUBL same
as paperback � adjective same as
paperback

soft copysoft copy /�sɒft �kɒpi/ noun text on
screen as opposed to hard copy printed
on paper
softcoversoftcover /�sɒftk�və/ noun PUBL
same as paperback � adjective same as
paperback
softwaresoftware /�sɒftweə/ noun computer
programs which instruct the hardware
what to do
software developmentsoftware development /�sɒftweə
d|�veləpmənt/ noun the process of
writing programs to implement an orig-
inal idea
software documentationsoftware documentation
/�sɒftweə �dɒkjυmenteʃ(ə)n/ noun
instruction manuals which explain how
to install and use computer programs
software engineersoftware engineer /�sɒftweə
end�|�nə/ noun a person who can write
computer programs to fit specific appli-
cations
software installationsoftware installation /�sɒftweə
�nstəleʃ(ə)n/ noun the process of
putting a program on to a computer so
that it can be used
software licencesoftware licence /�sɒftweə
�las(ə)ns/ noun a contract between the
producer and the purchaser of software
about the use and copying of the
program
software maintenancesoftware maintenance /�sɒftweə
�mentənəns/ noun modifications
made to a program to keep it up to date
software packagesoftware package /�sɒftweə
�p�kd�/ noun a complete set of
instruction manuals and installation
disks which enable a program to be used
software piracysoftware piracy /�sɒftweə �parəsi/
noun the illegal copying of software

‘Software piracy is one of the
copyright sins. With many computer
users in the habit of downloading
music and films from the internet for
free, cyber criminals are increasingly
pushing pirated programs at a hungry
audience… we have twice as many
applications on our PCs today than we
did three years ago.’ [The Guardian]

software producersoftware producer /�sɒftweə prə|

�dju�sə/ noun a publisher of computer
programs for sale
software specificationsoftware specification /�sɒftweə
�spesfkeʃ(ə)n/ noun detailed infor-
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mation about a piece of software’s abil-
ities, functions and methods
solidussolidus /�sɒldəs/ noun an oblique
stroke used in printing (/)
solutionsolution /sə|�lu�ʃ(ə)n/ noun the
answer to a problem
solvesolve /sɒlv/ verb to find the answer to
a problem or difficulty
sophisticatedsophisticated /sə |�fstketd/
adjective complex and technically
advanced
sortsort /sɔ�t/ verb to put things in order �
The data can be sorted by name or
number.
sort codesort code /�sɔ�t kəυd/ noun a combi-
nation of numbers which identifies the
user
sorting officesorting office /�sɔ�tŋ �ɒfs/ noun
the part of a post office where items to
be delivered are sorted according to
their destinations
soundsound /saυnd/ noun a noise that can
be heard � adjective strong, reliable or
in good condition
sound effectssound effects /�saυnd |�fekts/
plural noun sounds produced artificially
to make a play or film seem more real-
istic
soundproofsoundproof /�saυndpru�f/ adjective
preventing sound from passing in or out
sound tracksound track /�saυnd tr�k/ noun a
track on the edge of a film on which the
speech and music is recorded and
synchronised with the pictures
sourcesource /sɔ�s/ noun the place where
something originally comes from
source languagesource language /�sɔ�s �l�ŋ$wd�/
noun the original language of a text
which is being translated into another
language
source termsource term /�sɔ�s t��m/ noun the
first word looked up in an index search
from which the searcher is directed to
other terms
spacespace /spes/ noun a gap or empty
place intended for the storage of data �

verb to arrange things with regular gaps
in between them � to space out to
organise a series of things or events so
that there are gaps or periods of time in
between them
space barspace bar /�spes bɑ�/, space key
noun a long bar at the bottom of a

keyboard on a typewriter or computer
which makes a single space into the text
when pressed
spacingspacing /�spesŋ/ noun the way in
which gaps are inserted � The spacing
of words on that line is rather uneven.
spanspan /sp�n/ noun a period of time
span of concentrationspan of concentration /�sp�n əv
�kɒnsən |�treʃ(ə)n/ noun a period of
time for which a person is able to
concentrate on doing something � The
average span of concentration on one
activity for children is said to be only 15
minutes.
sparespare /speə/ adjective extra to require-
ments and available for use
spare partspare part /�speə �pɑ�t/ noun a
component for a machine that can be
bought separately to replace one that is
broken or worn out
spatialspatial /�speʃ(ə)l/ adjective relating
to space and shapes
spatial abilityspatial ability /�speʃ(ə)l ə|�blti/
noun the ability of a person to visualise
the relationships between shapes
speakerspeaker /�spi�kə/ noun somebody
who makes a speech. � loudspeaker
special interest groupspecial interest group /�speʃ(ə)l
�ntrəst �$ru�p/ noun a community of
people who have an interest in one
specific area of study and development,
e.g. computer-human interaction
specialisespecialise /�speʃəlaz/, specialize
verb to study something in great depth
so that you become an expert in that
field
specialistspecialist /�speʃəlst/ noun an expert
in one particular area of knowledge or
skill
special librarianspecial librarian /�speʃ(ə)l la|

�breəriən/ noun a qualified librarian
employed in a special library
special libraryspecial library /�speʃ(ə)l �labrəri/
noun a library that is stocked to provide
information in a particular area of study
� Research & Development depart-
ments of large firms often have their
own special libraries.
special offerspecial offer /�speʃ(ə)l �ɒfə/ noun
goods or services being sold at a
specially low price usually for a short
period of time
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specificationsspecifications /�spesf |�keʃ(ə)nz/
plural noun detailed instructions about
work to be done or products to be
supplied
specific entryspecific entry /spə|�sfk �entri/
noun a catalogue entry under the actual
subject rather than a broader term
specifyspecify /�spesfa/ verb to state in
detail what is required
specimenspecimen /�spesmn/ noun 1. a
small example of something which
gives an idea of what the whole thing
will look like 2. one example of a
species which shows what they all look
like
specimen pagesspecimen pages /�spesmn
�ped�z/ plural noun printed pages
produced by the printer for the publisher
to show the proposed type style
specimen storagespecimen storage /�spesmn
�stɔ�rd�/ noun a system of organising
the storing of physical objects so that
they can be studied
speculatespeculate /�spekjυlet/ verb to form
a conjecture on the basis of incomplete
facts or information
speculationspeculation /�spekjυ|�leʃ(ə)n/ noun
1. a conclusion, theory or opinion based
on incomplete facts or information 2.
reasoning based on incomplete facts or
information
speech recognitionspeech recognition /�spi�tʃ
�rekə$nʃ(ə)n/ noun the ability of a
machine to recognise the patterns of
individual human voices, sometimes
used in security systems
speech synthesiserspeech synthesiser /�spi�tʃ
�snθəsazə/ noun a machine which
takes information from a computer in
electronic form and makes it recognis-
able as spoken words � The blind
student needed a speech synthesiser
attached to his computer so that he
could hear the written words.
speed-readspeed-read /�spi�d ri�d/ verb to read
something very fast using a learned
technique of skimming the text
spellcheckspellcheck /�speltʃek/ verb to check
the spelling in a text by comparing it
with a dictionary held in the computer
spellcheckerspellchecker /�speltʃekə/, spelling
checker /�spelŋ �tʃekə/ noun 1. a
program which looks at the words of a

text in a computer, checks them against
a dictionary of correctly spelled words,
and indicates the words that are incor-
rect 2. a dictionary of correctly spelled
words, held in a computer, and used to
check the spelling of a text
spellcheck facilityspellcheck facility /�speltʃek fə|

�sləti/ noun a software facility on a
word-processing program which
enables the user to check spellings
against an inbuilt dictionary
spellerspeller /�spelə/ noun a book for
teaching or improving spelling
spelling errorspelling error /�spelŋ �erə/ noun a
mistake made in spelling a word
spendspend /spend/ verb to exchange
money for goods or time on activities
spiderspider /�spadə/ noun a computer
program that searches the Internet for
newly accessible information to be
added to the index examined by a
standard search tool
spikespike /spak/ noun a sharp piece of
metal which when mounted on a base
can be used for temporary storage of
papers needing attention
spinespine /span/ noun the edge of a book
which is all that can be seen when a
book is upright on a shelf
spine labelspine label /�span �leb(ə)l/ noun a
label put on the spine of a book to indi-
cate its library location
spine letteringspine lettering /�span �let(ə)rŋ/
noun the printing of the title and other
details on the spine of a book
spine numberspine number /�span �n�mbə/
noun a call or class number put on the
spine of a library book
spine titlespine title /�span �tat(ə)l/ noun the
name of a book written down its spine
spinnerspinner /�spnə/ noun a display rack
for books, which turns round
spiral bindingspiral binding /�sparəl �bandŋ/
noun a type of binding for collections of
papers which uses a coiled wire inserted
into specially punched holes
spiral bound bookspiral bound book /�sparəl baυnd
�bυk/ noun a book in a spiral binding
splicesplice /splas/ verb to join two pieces
of magnetic tape or film together
splicing tapesplicing tape /�splasŋ tep/ noun
non-magnetic, transparent tape used to
join two pieces of tape together
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split cataloguesplit catalogue /�splt �k�təlɒ$/
noun a catalogue in which the entries
are divided by category and give sepa-
rate alphabetical lists for details such as
title, author and subject
split screensplit screen /�splt skri�n/ noun a
system where more than one text can
appear on a screen at the same time,
such as the text being worked on and a
second text which can be called up for
reference
split sitesplit site /�splt �sat/ adjective refer-
ring to a school, college or university
with buildings separated on different
sites
sponsorsponsor /�spɒnsə/ noun a person or
organisation that pays all or part of the
expenses for an event or period of study
� verb to pay to support an activity or
person
spoolspool /spu�l/ noun a round object on
to which tape or film can be wound �

verb to transfer data from a disc to a tape
spreadsheetspreadsheet /�spredʃi�t/ noun a
computer program that allows the
calculation of numbers in both columns
and rows
spring backspring back /�sprŋ b�k/ noun a
binding for account books and other
bound stationery which allows the
pages to lie flat when open
sprinkled edgesprinkled edge /�sprŋk(ə)ld �ed�/
noun the edge of a book which has been
sprayed with splashes of ink for decora-
tion
sprocketsprocket /�sprɒkt/ noun a tooth on
the edge of a wheel to pick up what
passes over it
sprocket holessprocket holes /�sprɒkt həυlz/
plural noun a series of holes at the edge
of paper which control its feed through
a printer
SQLSQL /�es kju� �el/ noun a standardised
language that is close to the structure of
natural English, used for obtaining
information from databases. Full form
structured query language
square bracketsquare bracket /�skweə �br�kt/
noun either of a pair of symbols, [ ],
used in keying, printing and writing
especially to indicate the insertion of
special commentary, e.g. that made by
an editor

sr

sr abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Suriname
SSL

SSL abbreviation Secure Sockets
Layer
SSN

SSN abbreviation Standard Serial
Number
st

st abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for São Tomé and
Príncipe
stable

stable /�steb(ə)l/ adjective steady and
unmoving
stack

stack /st�k/ noun 1. a pile of things
one on top of another � a stack of order
forms 2. a large and ordered collection
of books kept in another area for refer-
ence
staff

staff /stɑ�f/ plural noun people who
work for a company or organisation �

verb to provide the staff for a company
or organisation
staff levels

staff levels /�stɑ�f �lev(ə)lz/ plural
noun the number of people who are
employed to work for a company or
organisation � They were criticised for
having inadequate staff levels.
staff profile

staff profile /�stɑ�f �prəυfal/ noun
records which show details of staff
qualifications and work experience
staffroom

staffroom /�stɑ�fru�m/ noun a
common room where staff can meet
informally
staffroom library

staffroom library /�stɑ�fru�m
�labrəri/ noun a collection of books on
work-related subjects kept in the staff-
room for use by members of staff
stage

stage /sted�/ noun one step in a
process
stakeholder

stakeholder /�stekhəυldə/ noun
somebody who has a vested interest in a
company’s success, e.g. shareholders,
directors, employers or suppliers
stamp

stamp /st�mp/ noun something
which marks another object to show that
it has been processed � verb to use a
rubber stamp to mark something � The
books are stamped with the date for
return.
stamp of approval

stamp of approval /�st�mp əv ə|

�pru�v(ə)l/ noun a mark of approval
given either verbally or by a physical
mark
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stand-alonestand-alone /�st�nd ə|�ləυn/ noun a
computer that can be used by itself
without the help of larger networks

‘“Our topic maps solution is a stand-
alone system that can be fully
integrated with an organisation’s
existing applications, regardless of
where on the network they are”,
explains Kal Ahmed, founder of
NetworkedPlanet. “It… removes the
laborious task of manually searching
through systems and folders to locate
a particular document”.’ [M2
Presswire]

standardstandard /�st�ndəd/ noun a level by
which people or the quality of work can
be judged � adjective normal or usual �

They received the standard letter of
reply just like everyone else.
standard authorstandard author /�st�ndəd �ɔ�θə/
noun an author of literary merit who is
part of the literature of a country
Standard Book NumberStandard Book Number
/�st�ndəd �bυk �n�mbə/ noun an older
form of the International Standard Book
Number. Abbr SBN
standard deviationstandard deviation /�st�ndəd
�di�vi|�eʃ(ə)n/ noun a statistical term to
show how far things are different from
the normal
standard formatstandard format /�st�ndəd
�fɔ�m�t/ noun the most commonly
used format for such things as docu-
ments, used many times without any
change to the text
standardisationstandardisation /�st�ndəda |

�zeʃ(ə)n/, standardization noun the
process of making sure that everything
fits a standard or is produced in the
same way � standardization of cover
design in a series
standardisestandardise /�st�ndədaz/, stand-
ardize verb to make sure that every-
thing conforms to the same standard
standard letterstandard letter /�st�ndəd �letə/
noun a letter which is sent to several
different addresses without any change
in the text
Standard Serial NumberStandard Serial Number
/�st�ndəd �səriəl �n�mbə/ noun an
older form of the International Standard
Serial Number. Abbr SSN
standbystandby /�st�ndba/ noun something
that is kept ready for use in case of need

standing committeestanding committee /�st�ndŋ kə |

�mti/ noun a permanently established
administrative body which supports the
work of a large organisation
Standing Committee on Official PublicationsStanding Committee on Official
Publications /�st�ndŋ kə|�mti ɒn
ə|�fʃ(ə)l �p�bl|�keʃ(ə)nz/ noun an
organisation that was set up in order to
improve access to official publications.
Abbr SCOOP
Standing Conference on National and University LibrariesStanding Conference on
National and University
Libraries noun an advisory
committee on special areas of concern
such as buildings, staffing or specific
subjects. Abbr SCONUL
standing orderstanding order /�st�ndŋ �ɔ�də/
noun 1. a regular order for each edition
of a serial or annual publication 2. an
instruction to your bank to pay a fixed
regular amount of money to a named
person or organisation
staplestaple /�step(ə)l/ noun a small bent
piece of metal which is forced into
papers to hold them together � verb to
join papers together using a stapler
staplerstapler /�steplə/ noun a tool used to
force staples through papers or other
materials to hold them together
starstar /stɑ�/ noun same as asterisk �

verb same as asterisk
startstart /stɑ�t/ noun the place or time at
which something begins � verb to create
something from the beginning
starting pointstarting point /�stɑ�tŋ pɔnt/ noun
the place from where somebody or
something begins
start pagestart page /�stɑ�t ped�/ noun the
webpage to which a visitor to a website
is automatically taken first, or the page
to which a user is automatically taken
first whenever he or she goes online
statestate /stet/ noun 1. a country or
nation 2. the government of a country 3.
a condition of something � adjective
relating to government-run organisa-
tions � state schools
statementstatement /�stetmənt/ noun a
formal or official account of events
state-of-the-artstate-of-the-art /�stet əv ði �ɑ�t/
adjective as technically advanced as
possible
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staticstatic /�st�tk/ adjective unmoving
and unchanging
stationstation /�steʃ(ə)n/ noun a point in a
network at which work can be input to
the main system
stationarystationary /�steʃ(ə)n(ə)ri/ adjective
not moving
stationerystationery /�steʃ(ə)n(ə)ri/ noun
paper equipment in an office, e.g. enve-
lopes and writing paper
statisticsstatistics /stə|�tstks/ plural noun
facts presented in the form of figures
statusstatus /�stetəs/ noun a position in
society or in a work schedule
STATUSSTATUS /�stetəs/ noun an informa-
tion retrieval package which works on
the free text principle
STATUS/IQSTATUS/IQ /�stetəs a �kju�/ noun a
software system for use with STATUS
which understands natural English and
can rank its findings in the order of
perceived usefulness to the user
status linestatus line /�stetəs lan/ noun a line
at the top of a computer screen which
gives details of the file currently being
worked on
statutestatute /�st�tʃu�t/ noun a regulation
or law
statutory deposit copystatutory deposit copy
/�st�tʃυt(ə)ri d|�pɒzt �kɒpi/ noun a
copy of a book or other publication
which has to be deposited with a
national library according to law
statutory instrumentstatutory instrument
/�st�tʃυt(ə)ri �nstrυmənt/ noun a law
or legal requirement
stavestave /stev/ noun a set of five lines on
which music is written
STDSTD abbreviation Subscriber Trunk
Dialling
steering committeesteering committee /�stərŋ kə |

�mti/ noun a group of people in charge
of stages of a project which decides the
priorities and order of work
stemstem /stem/ verb to search a database
by inputting only the stem of a word
with indicators before or afterwards to
show that extra letters may be attached
stencilstencil /�stensəl/ noun a template of
shapes or letters which can be used to
produce a design or written information
stepstep /step/ noun one of a series of
stages used to accomplish a task

stereostereo /�steriəυ/ noun an audio
system or device that reproduces stereo-
phonic sound � abbreviation stereo-
phonic
stereophonicstereophonic /�steriə |�fɒnk/ adjec-
tive where sound signals are directed
through two speakers at once to give
depth to the sound
stickysticky /�stki/ adjective referring to a
website that attracts visitors, especially
one that keeps them interested for a long
time
stillstill /stl/ noun one single frame from a
video or film
stitchstitch /sttʃ/ verb to bind the pages of
a book, pamphlet or other publication
with thread or staples
stockstock /stɒk/ noun the total quantity of
items available for use or sale
stock availabilitystock availability /�stɒk ə |

�veləblti/ noun the fact of whether an
item is on the premises and ready for
use or sale
stock controlstock control /�stɒk kən|�trəυl/
noun the process of keeping records of
how much stock is bought and sold
stockroomstockroom /�stɒkru�m/ noun a room
where items that are not immediately
needed are stored
stock selectionstock selection /�stɒk s|�lekʃ(ə)n/
noun the process of choosing items to
hold on the premises
stocktakingstocktaking /�stɒktekŋ/ noun the
process of checking the amount of
available stock against records
stop liststop list /�stɒp lst/ noun a list of
words that cannot be used in a system
stop wordstop word /�stɒp w��d/ noun a word
that is not significant for an index or
library file so is not included, e.g. the
word ‘the’
storagestorage /�stɔ�rd�/ noun 1. the
process of placing or keeping goods in a
store 2. a place for storing things 3.
money charged for keeping goods in a
store
storage facilitiesstorage facilities /�stɔ�rd� fə|

�sltiz/ plural noun room or space in
which to store items
storage systemstorage system /�stɔ�rd� �sstəm/
noun a system for organising items in
store so that they can be retrieved
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storage unit

storage unit /�stɔ�rd� �ju�nt/ noun
a device attached to a computer for
storing information on disk or tape
store

store /stɔ�/ noun a place where items
can be kept until needed � verb to place
items into safe keeping
story

story /�stɔ�ri/ noun a narrative tale
storyboardstoryboard /�stɔ�ribɔ�d/ noun a
planning document used by producers
of broadcast programmes
strategic information services

strategic information services
/strə|�ti�d�k �nfə |�meʃ(ə)n �s��vsz/
plural noun the provision of information
to a company so that they can achieve
some aim, e.g. increase customer
awareness or understand the competi-
tion. Abbr SIS

‘Inacom’s efforts to transform itself
into a computer services company did
not work. It remained a tactical ‘break
and fix’ shop rather than a provider of
strategic information services, said
Michell Hudnall of the Meta Group, a
market research firm.’ [Financial
Times]

strategic planning

strategic planning /strə |�ti�d�k
�pl�nŋ/ noun policy planning for
future developments within a company
or organisation
strategystrategy /�str�təd�i/ noun a plan
which sets out the methods of achieving
one’s goals
streaming

streaming /�stri�mŋ/ noun the
reading of data from a storage device in
one continuous operation, without proc-
essor intervention
street plan

street plan /�stri�t pl�n/ noun a map
of the streets in a particular town. Also
called town plan
string

string /strŋ/ noun 1. an indexing term
for a series of characters 2. an indexing
term to describe the lists of terms
compiled by an indexer with details of
how they relate to each other
stripe

stripe /strap/ noun 1. a line of
different colour from the background 2.
a thin magnetic strip on the side of a
film opposite to the sound track to
control its speed on playback
structure

structure /�str�ktʃə/ noun an under-
lying plan which gives form to a system
or activity � verb to organise or

construct something according to an
efficient or logical system
structured indexing languagestructured indexing language
/�str�ktʃəd �ndeksŋ �l�ŋ$wd�/
noun the use of words in a specific order
to construct index headings, as in
‘libraries, special’ instead of ‘special
libraries’
studiesstudies /�st�diz/ noun a particular
subject of study, especially an educa-
tional course or academic specialisation
studystudy /�st�di/ verb to learn about
something by spending time reading
about it and listening to experts
study aidstudy aid /�st�di ed/ noun educa-
tional material such as a book or CD for
sale to students who want to learn by
self-study at home
study leavestudy leave /�st�di li�v/ noun leave
of absence from a course of study,
granted for the purposes of carrying out
additional research
STUMPERS-LSTUMPERS-L /�st�mpəz el/ noun
an Internet bulletin board which lists
difficult questions asked of librarians to
see if any other librarians can help with
the answers
stylestyle /stal/ noun the way in which a
particular writer or editor uses words,
sentences and layout to produce a
recognisable publication
stylusstylus /�staləs/ noun a small pointed
object which is used in computer
graphics to direct the cursor
sub-sub- /s�b/ prefix combining with
nouns to give the meaning of less
important
sub-contractsub-contract /�s�bkən|�tr�kt/ verb
to pay somebody else to do part of a job
for you
subdomain namesubdomain name /�s�bdə|�men
�nem/ noun 1. a second level of
Internet domain names created by the
administrator of the domain 2. a subdi-
vision of the two-letter country domain
names into two- or three-letter organisa-
tional subdomains, e.g. ‘ac.uk’ for
United Kingdom academic sites and
‘com.au’ for Australian commercial
sites.
sub-editorsub-editor /�s�bedtə/ noun a person
who corrects and checks articles in a
newspaper before they are printed
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sub-headingsub-heading, sub-head noun a
subsidiary heading which divides text
into shorter sections
subjectsubject /�s�bd�kt/ noun an idea for
study, discussion or treatment
subject bibliographysubject bibliography /�s�bd�kt
bbli |�ɒ$rəfi/ noun a list of documents,
articles and books that are relevant to a
certain subject, with details such as
author, publisher and date of publica-
tion
subject cataloguesubject catalogue /�s�bd�kt
�k�təlɒ$/ noun a catalogue which lists
books according to their subjects
subject directorysubject directory /�s�bd�kt da |

�rekt(ə)ri/ noun an index of resources
arranged primarily by subject area
subject entrysubject entry /�s�bd�kt �entri/,
subject heading /�s�bd�kt �hedŋ/
noun an index or catalogue heading
which indicates the main subject of a
document
subject indexsubject index /�s�bd�kt �ndeks/
noun a list of subjects covered by a
library with the class numbers to indi-
cate where materials can be found
subject librariansubject librarian /�s�bd�kt la |

�breəriən/ noun a librarian who is a
specialist in a particular subject
subject linesubject line /�s�bd�kt lan/ noun a
line in an e-mail that indicates the
subject of the message
subject mattersubject matter /�s�bd�kt �m�tə/
noun the subject of a book, talk or work
of art
submission datesubmission date /s�b |�mʃ(ə)n
�det/ noun the last date by which an
assignment, proposal or application can
be sent to somebody
subordinate clausesubordinate clause /sə|�bɔ�dnət
klɔ�z/ noun a clause that cannot stand
alone as a separate sentence since its
meaning depends on the meaning of the
main clause and simply gives additional
information. In the sentence ‘We had to
run because we were late’, the clause
‘because we were late’ is the subordi-
nate clause and ‘We had to run’ is the
main clause.
subscribesubscribe /səb|�skrab/ verb 1. to
agree to pay for and receive or use
something over a fixed period of time,
e.g. a periodical, series of books, or set

of tickets to musical or dramatic
performances 2. to add one’s name and
e-mail address to a mailing list in order
to receive messages from a website
automatically, with or without charge
Subscriber Trunk DiallingSubscriber Trunk Dialling /s�b |

�skrabə �tr�ŋk �daəlŋ/ noun a
system of automatic telephone connec-
tion all over the world which is then
charged to your personal telephone
account. Abbr STD
subscribe tosubscribe to /s�b |�skrab tυ/ verb to
pay money in order to receive copies of
a regular publication or to gain access to
a service
subscriptionsubscription /səb |�skrpʃən/ noun
money paid to become a member of an
organisation or in order to receive
regular publications
subscription librarysubscription library /səb|�skrpʃən
�labrəri/ noun a private library which
people can join by paying a subscription
subscript lettersubscript letter /�s�bskrpt �letə/,
subscript number noun a very small
letter or number which is printed
slightly below the line level of normal
print
subsectionsubsection /�s�b |�sekʃ(ə)n/ noun a
small part of a larger section
sub-seriessub-series /�s�b �səri�z/ noun a
series of publications with titles
dependent on a previous series
subsetsubset /�s�bset/ noun a smaller part
of a large division of data
substantiatesubstantiate /səb|�st�nʃiet/ verb to
supply evidence to prove that something
is true
substitutesubstitute /�s�bsttju�t/ verb to put
or use something in the place of some-
thing else
subtitlesubtitle /�s�btat(ə)l/ noun 1. the
secondary title of a book 2. words
written at the bottom of a television or
cinema screen to enable the spoken
words to be read
succeedsucceed /sək |�si�d/ verb 1. to follow a
person and take over their job 2. to gain
the intended result
successivesuccessive /sək |�sesv/ adjective
following one after the other
sufficientsufficient /sə|�fʃ(ə)nt/ adjective as
much as is needed
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suffix

suffix /�s�fks/ noun a word or group
of letters added to the end of a word
which changes the grammar and
meaning
suggestions book

suggestions book /sə |�d�estʃənz
bυk/ noun a book in which the users of
a service can write their ideas for how to
improve the service
summarisesummarise /�s�məraz/, summa-
rize verb to give a brief description of
the main points
summarysummary /�s�məri/ noun a short
version of something giving only the
main points
Sunday supplementSunday supplement /�s�nde
�s�plmənt/ noun a magazine that
comes with a Sunday newspaper
super-super- /su�pə/ prefix combining with
adjectives to suggest that something is
of very high quality
superimposesuperimpose /�su�pərm|�pəυz/ verb
to place something on top of something
else
superior numbersuperior number /sυ |�pəriə
�n�mbə/ noun a superscript number
often used to indicate a footnote
Super Janet

Super Janet /�su�pə �d��nt/ noun
an updated version of the Joint
Academic NETwork system of informa-
tion transfer within the UK
superscript

superscript /�su�pəskrpt/ noun a
small character printed at a higher level
than the rest of the line of writing
supersede

supersede /�su�pə|�si�d/ verb to
replace something which is old and out
of date
supervise

supervise /�su�pəvaz/ verb to make
sure that a person is working efficiently
or that a task is done properly
supervisor

supervisor /�su�pəvazə/ noun a
person who has the responsibility for
supervising other people or machinery
supplementary

supplementary /�s�pl|�ment(ə)ri/
adjective added to something else to
improve it, update it or make it satisfac-
tory
supplier

supplier /sə|�plaə/ noun a person or
company that provides goods, services
or equipment
supply

supply /sə |�pla/ verb to provide, give
or sell something to somebody

supportsupport /sə|�pɔ�t/ verb to provide
help, advice or finance to ensure that
somebody or something else can work
suppresssuppress /sə|�pres/ verb to prevent
something from being known or done
surfsurf /s��f/ verb to browse through a
database � surfing the Internet
surface Websurface Web /�s��fs web/ noun data
on the World Wide Web which can be
found using ordinary search engines.
Compare deep Web
surgesurge /s��d�/ noun a sudden increase
in something such as sales or electrical
power
surveysurvey /�s��ve/ noun a detailed inves-
tigation often involving people’s opin-
ions
survey populationsurvey population /�s��ve
�pɒpjυleʃ(ə)n/ noun a selected sample
for an investigation
sustainsustain /sə |�sten/ verb to keep or
maintain something for a length of time
svsv abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for El Salvador
SVQSVQ abbreviation Scottish Vocational
Qualification
swapswap /swɒp/ verb to exchange infor-
mation, giving one item and receiving
another in its place
switchswitch /swtʃ/ verb � to switch on to
connect a machine or equipment to a
source of electrical power � to switch
over to change to another machine � to
switch off 1. to isolate a machine or
equipment from a source of electrical
power 2. to stop listening
switchboardswitchboard /�swtʃbɔ�d/ noun a
central control unit for a telephone
system within an organisation, from
which calls can be redirected to exten-
sion lines
switchboard operatorswitchboard operator /�swtʃbɔ�d
�ɒpəretə/ noun a person who receives
calls to an organisation and redirects
them
sysy abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Syria
symbolsymbol /�smbəl/ noun a shape, icon
or picture which represents something
else
symbolicsymbolic /sm|�bɒlk/ adjective repre-
senting something else � Symbolic
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language uses words to represent items
rather than just describing them.
symposium

symposium /sm |�pəυziəm/ noun a
conference of experts to discuss partic-
ular topics (NOTE: The plural is
symposia.)
syndeticsyndetic /sn|�detk/ adjective
connected by cross-references
syndetic catalogue

syndetic catalogue /sn |�detk
�k�təlɒ$/, syndetic index /sn |�detk
�ndeks/ noun a dictionary catalogue or
index using a system of cross-refer-
encing
synecdoche

synecdoche /s|�nekdəki�/ noun a
figure of speech which uses one species
for the whole genus, e.g. ‘pennies’ for
money in general
synonym

synonym /�snənm/ noun a word of
phrase which has almost the same
meaning as another word or phrase
synopsissynopsis /s|�nɒpss/ noun a
summary of a longer text (NOTE: The
plural is synopses.)
syntax

syntax /�snt�ks/ noun a term in
linguistics to describe the grammatical
structure of a language
synthesis

synthesis /�snθəss/ noun the artifi-
cial combination of ideas and styles
synthesise

synthesise /�snθəsaz/, synthesize
verb to make an artificial combination
from a variety of small components �

The computer is now able to synthesise
sounds and make them seem like a
human voice.
synthesisersynthesiser /�snθəsazə/ noun a
machine which combines electrical
sounds to make them recognisable as
speech or music
SyQuest

SyQuest /�sakwest/ noun a manu-
facturer of storage devices, including a
range of removable hard disk drives and
backup units

systemsystem /�sstəm/ noun a set of rules
or plans which are used to accomplish a
task
system analystsystem analyst /�sstəm ��nəlst/
noun a person who works at finding out
the strong and weak points in a system

‘“The advantage Excalibur has is the
search engine”, says Leona Carpenter,
senior system analyst at the British
Library, where Excalibur has been
used to digitise ageing microfilm of
18th century newspapers, and to
digitise some of the library’s printed
catalogues and indexes.’ [The
Guardian]

Systematic Computerised Processing in CataloguingSystematic Computerised
Processing in Cataloguing noun
a system used in university libraries for
the systematic control of periodicals.
Abbr SCOPE
systematic samplingsystematic sampling
/�sstəm�tk �sɑ�mplŋ/ noun the use
of a regular order of choice for the
selection of a sample � They chose to
use the method of systematic sampling
and interview every tenth person from
the list of names.
system designsystem design /�sstəm d|�zan/
noun the process of deciding on the
most appropriate system to provide the
solution to a problem
system diagnosissystem diagnosis /�sstəm daə$ |

�nəυss/ noun the process of finding
faults in a system
systems analysissystems analysis /�sstəmz ə|

�n�ləss/ noun a process of using a
computer to suggest how a company
should work by analysing the way in
which it works at present
system softwaresystem software /�sstəm
�sɒftweə/ noun programs which make
applications work on the hardware
szsz abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Swaziland
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T1 /�ti� �w�n/ noun a high-capacity
telephone line suitable for high-speed
digital access to the Internet, handling
24 voice or data channels simultane-
ously
tab key

tab key /�t�b ki�/ noun one of the keys
on a computer keyboard which enables
the user to move through or arrange text
in columns
table

table /�teb(ə)l/ noun a list of data
arranged in rows and columns
table of contents

table of contents /�teb(ə)l əv
�kɒntents/ noun a list of contents in a
book or magazine, usually printed at the
beginning
tabloid

tabloid /�t�blɔd/ noun a small-size
newspaper with a less serious approach
to the news than the broadsheets
tabulate

tabulate /�t�bjυlet/ verb to arrange
work on a word processor using the tab
key to move from one column or row to
the next
tabulator

tabulator /�t�bjυletə/ noun part of a
computer which sets words or figures
automatically in columns
tacit knowledge

tacit knowledge /�t�st �nɒld�/
noun human knowledge that takes the
form of intuitions, judgments and
learned skills, and is hard to define or
record. Compare explicit knowledge
tact

tact /t�kt/ noun an ability to deal with
people or situations without upsetting
anyone
tactic

tactic /�t�ktk/ noun a method of
achieving what you want
tactical planning

tactical planning /�t�ktk(ə)l
�pl�nŋ/ noun discussion and decisions
about future tactics

tactile feedback

tactile feedback /�t�ktal �fi�db�k/
noun information discovered by the
sense of touch
tag

tag /t�$/ noun a character or symbol
attached to a record to aid retrieval

‘Indexing tools provided by document
capture software companies such as
Captiva enable users to index – or tag
– scanned images and assign them to
specific, searchable files within a
document imaging system.’
[Computer Weekly]

tail end

tail end /�tel �end/ noun the final
entry or activity in a series
tail off

tail off /�tel �ɒf/ verb to become less
in amount or value until it finally stops
or disappears completely
take

take /tek/ verb to move something
physically from one place to another �
to take a message to listen to informa-
tion in order to pass it on to somebody
else � to take a photograph to use a
camera to create a picture of something
� to take into account to consider a fact
or aspect before making a decision
take out

take out /�tek �aυt/ verb 1. to arrange
to have something � They made
arrangements to take out a mortgage to
buy the house. 2. to borrow a book from
a library
talking book

talking book /�tɔ�kŋ �bυk/ noun a
book that has been recorded on to an
audio cassette, originally intended for
people who cannot see well enough to
read
talking newspaper

talking newspaper /�tɔ�kŋ
�nju�zpepə/ noun a tape or cassette
recording of a newspaper, usually for
the use of blind people
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talkstalks /tɔ�ks/ plural noun 1. a formal
discussion 2. an informal lecture
tallytally /�t�li/ noun an informal cumula-
tive record of amounts collected � verb
to agree or correspond with another
conclusion or total � The figures in the
accounts did not tally with the office
records.
tapetape /tep/ noun a narrow strip of
plastic, coated with magnetic material
on which to record sound or pictures
tape measuretape measure /�tep �me�ə/ noun a
flexible strip of metal or cloth marked
with divisions of length
tape mergingtape merging /�tep �m��d�ŋ/ noun
the act of taking two tapes with data and
combining them, usually by combining
master tape with corrections or addi-
tions on a second tape
tape recordertape recorder /�tep r|�kɔ�də/ noun
a machine that is used to record and play
back sounds on audio cassettes or reel to
reel tape
target audiencetarget audience /�tɑ�$t �ɔ�diəns/
noun a group of people at which
specific products, services or written or
spoken information is aimed
target datetarget date /�tɑ�$t det/ noun the
date by which a task must be done
target languagetarget language /�tɑ�$t
�l�ŋ$wd�/ noun the language that a
text is translated into
target markettarget market /�tɑ�$t �mɑ�kt/ noun
the type of customer who is thought
likely to buy specific goods or services
tarifftariff /�t�rf/ noun a charge made for
goods or services
tasktask /tɑ�sk/ noun a job that has to be
done
task identitytask identity /�tɑ�sk a|�dentti/
noun a code that indicates which is the
job to be done
taxonomytaxonomy /t�k |�sɒnəmi/ noun the
principle of classifying and ordering
items such as books, e.g. in a hierar-
chical structure
tctc abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Turks and
Caicos Islands
TCPTCP /�ti� si� �pi�/ noun a standard data
transmission protocol that provides full
duplex transmission, in which the
protocol bundles data into packets and

checks for errors. Full form transmis-
sion control protocol
TCP/IPTCP/IP /�ti� si� pi� a �pi�/ noun a data
transfer protocol used in networks and
communications systems, often used in
Unix-based networks. Full form trans-
mission control protocol/interface
program
teachteach /ti�tʃ/ verb 1. to impart knowl-
edge or skill to somebody by instruction
or example 2. to give lessons in or
provide information about a subject
teacher librarianteacher librarian /�ti�tʃə la |

�breəriən/ noun a person who is quali-
fied both as a teacher and as a school
librarian
teacher’s bookteacher’s book /�ti�tʃəz bυk/,
teacher’s manual /�ti�tʃəz �m�njuəl/
noun a book published to go with a set
of students’ books, giving the teacher
answers to questions and suggestions
for teaching
teaching toolteaching tool /�ti�tʃŋ tu�l/ noun any
document or audiovisual material that
can be used for teaching
team teachingteam teaching /�ti�m �ti�tʃŋ/ noun
a system of two or more teachers
working together to teach a group of
students
teamworkteamwork /�ti�mw��k/ noun the
combined action of a group of people
working well together
technical authortechnical author /�teknk(ə)l �ɔ�θə/
noun a person who writes specialised
instructions and manuals on technical
subjects
technical collegetechnical college /�teknk(ə)l
�kɒld�/ noun a further education
college in which students study prac-
tical rather than academic subjects
technical information centretechnical information centre
/�teknk(ə)l �nfə|�meʃ(ə)n �sentə/
noun an organisation which acquires,
processes and distributes technical
information
technical manualtechnical manual /�teknk(ə)l
�m�njuəl/ noun a book that gives
instructions about how to work a
machine
technical supporttechnical support /�teknk(ə)l sə|

�pɔ�t/ noun a system by which the users
of machines are helped by people who
understand how they work
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‘As far as straight Internet access
goes, look at features such as cost per
month for unlimited access, quality of
software bundled, the technical
support hours. Internet Magazine
publishes a list of access provider
performance tests every month.’ [The
Independent]

techniciantechnician /tek |�nʃ(ə)n/ noun a
person who specialises in working with
and maintaining machines or scientific
equipment
techniquetechnique /tek|�ni�k/ noun a partic-
ular skill or ability which can be learned
technofreaktechnofreak /�teknəυfri�k/ noun a
technical expert in, or obsessive enthu-
siast of, information systems
technologytechnology /tek|�nɒləd�i/ noun the
application of scientific knowledge to
practical purposes. � information tech-
nology
teething troublesteething troubles /�ti�θŋ
�tr�b(ə)lz/ plural noun small difficul-
ties which occur at the start of a project
TEFLTEFL abbreviation teaching of English
as a foreign language
tele-tele- /teli/ prefix meaning across a
distance
telecommunicationtelecommunication /�telikə |

�mju�n|�keʃ(ə)n/ noun the transmis-
sion of encoded sound, pictures or data
over significant distances, using radio
signals or electrical or optical lines
telecommunicationstelecommunications /�telikə |

�mju�n|�keʃ(ə)nz/ noun the science
and technology of using electronic
equipment to send messages over a
distance
telecomputingtelecomputing /�telikəm|�pju�tŋ/
noun the act of sending information to
or receiving information from another
computer via a modem or local area
network
teleconferencingteleconferencing /�teli |

�kɒnf(ə)rənsŋ/ noun the act of several
people using a telephone network to
speak to each other at the same time
telecottagetelecottage /�telikɒtd�/ noun a
house where a person both lives and
works
telegramtelegram /�tel$r�m/ noun a message
sent by telegraphy and then printed on
to paper and delivered

telegraphytelegraphy /tə |�le$rəfi/ noun a way of
sending telegrams using radio or elec-
tric signals
telematicstelematics /�tel|�m�tks/ noun the
study of the processes involved in the
long-distance transmission of computer
data
telemedicinetelemedicine /�telimed(ə)sn/ noun
the use of video links, e-mail, telephone
or some other telecommunications
system to transmit medical information,
e.g. in consultations between a doctor
and patient or in supervision of medical
staff
telemessagetelemessage /�telimesd�/ noun a
message sent by telephone but delivered
as a card
teleorderingteleordering /�teli |�ɔ�dərŋ/ noun the
ordering of goods by telephone which
are then delivered to your address
telephonetelephone /�telfəυn/ noun an instru-
ment which can be used to talk to some-
body over a long distance by means of
dialling a series of numbers � verb to
make contact with somebody at a
distance by using a telephone
telephone calltelephone call /�telfəυn kɔ�l/ noun
a conversation with somebody on the
telephone
telephone directorytelephone directory /�telfəυn da |

�rekt(ə)ri/, telephone book /�telfəυn
bυk/ noun a book containing an alpha-
betical list of names, addresses and tele-
phone numbers of people in a given city,
town or area
telephone exchangetelephone exchange /�telfəυn ks|

�tʃend�/ noun a building where tele-
phone lines can be connected when a
call is made
telephone extensiontelephone extension /�telfəυn ek |

�stenʃ(ə)n/ noun an extra telephone
linked to the main line into the building
telephone operatortelephone operator /�telfəυn
�ɒpəretə/ noun a person who works in
a telephone exchange, connecting calls
and answering problems
telephone subscribertelephone subscriber /�telfəυn
səb|�skrabə/ noun a person who pays
money to a telephone company in order
to be able to connect a telephone to the
national network
telephone switchboardtelephone switchboard /�telfəυn
�swtʃbɔ�d/ noun a central point in a
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private telephone network where all the
lines meet and can be connected
teleprocessingteleprocessing /�teli |�prəυsesŋ/
noun the use of computer terminals in
different locations, connected to a main
computer, to process data. Abbr TP
telesalestelesales /�teliselz/ noun the process
of telephoning people without warning
to try to sell them things
teleshoppingteleshopping /�teli|�ʃɒpŋ/ noun
using the telephone to do shopping
which is then delivered to you
teletextteletext /�telitekst/ noun a system of
transmitting written text using a televi-
sion signal

COMMENT: Teletext constantly transmits
pages of information which are repeated
one after the other; the user can stop one
to read it. This is different from viewdata,
where the user calls up a page of text
using a telephone line.

televisiontelevision /�tel|�v�(ə)n/ noun 1. a
system of transmitting pictures and
sound over a distance so that they can be
received and seen on a television set 2.
a device for receiving and displaying
broadcast television programmes � abbr
TV
teleworkerteleworker /�teliw��kə/ noun some-
body who works from home by means
of computers, modem, phone and fax
machines
telextelex /�teleks/ noun a system of
sending international messages using
telephone lines, where the text is typed
on one machine and immediately
printed out at the receiving end
TelnetTelnet /�telnet/ noun a remote login
program that allows a user on one
computer to access another on the same
network
templatetemplate /�tem|�plet/ noun a thin
sheet of metal or plastic with cut-out
shapes which enable exactly the same
shape to be reproduced many times
temporarilytemporarily /�tempə |�reərəli/ adverb
only for a short time
temporarytemporary /�temp(ə)rəri/ adjective
lasting only a short time
tendertender /�tendə/ noun a formal offer to
supply goods or services at a stated
price � verb to make a formal offer to do
something � He tendered his resigna-
tion. � to put work out to tender to ask

for companies to state their price for
doing a particular job
termterm /t��m/ noun 1. a set or limited
period of time � The term of office for
the chairperson is one year. 2. one of the
three divisions of the academic year �

The year starts in October with the
autumn term. 3. a word used in the
terminology of indexing
terminalterminal /�t��mn(ə)l/ noun a proc-
essor with screen and keyboard used to
access a central computer system
terminal user interfaceterminal user interface
/�t��mn(ə)l �ju�zə �ntəfes/ noun
hardware and software used by a person
at a terminal to enable contact with the
central computer
terminateterminate /�t��mnet/ verb 1. to stop
completely 2. to end something
terminologyterminology /�t��m|�nɒləd�i/ noun a
set of specialised words and phrases
belonging to a specific subject
termsterms /t��mz/ plural noun 1. the head-
ings, words and phrases used in a classi-
fication scheme 2. conditions agreed
between people for a sale or job
tertiarytertiary /�t��ʃəri/ adjective third in
order or stage of development � Univer-
sities are the tertiary stage of education
after primary and secondary schools.
tertiary educationtertiary education /�t��ʃəri �edjυ|

�keʃ(ə)n/ noun same as higher educa-
tion
TESLTESL abbreviation teaching of English
as a second language
TESOLTESOL abbreviation EDUC teaching of
English to speakers of other languages
test patterntest pattern /�test �p�t(ə)n/ noun a
design which uses different textures and
colours on a television screen to see if
all the components are adjusted prop-
erly
texttext /tekst/ noun the main part of a
written document
textbooktextbook /�tekstbυk/ noun an
academic book on a particular subject
used for study
text boxtext box /�tekst bɒks/ noun a box
within a computer dialogue box in
which characters such as text, dates or
numbers can be typed and edited
text editingtext editing /�tekst �edtŋ/ noun
work done on a word processor to
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change, add, delete or move words,
phrases or paragraphs
text filetext file /�tekst fal/ noun a stored file
on a computer that contains text rather
than digits or data
text formattertext formatter /�tekst �fɔ�m�tə/
noun a program that arranges a text file
according to pre-set rules such as line
width and page size
text illustrationstext illustrations /�tekst
�ləstreʃ(ə)nz/ plural noun illustra-
tions printed on the text pages, and not
on separate paper
text indextext index /�tekst �ndeks/ noun an
index of some or all of the words in
something such as a computer file or
database field, used to aid searching and
retrieval
text managementtext management /�tekst
�m�nd�mənt/ noun facilities that
allow text to be written, stored,
retrieved, edited and printed
text processingtext processing /�tekst �prəυsesŋ/
noun same as word processing
text retrievaltext retrieval /�tekst r|�tri�v(ə)l/
noun a facility on a word processor
which allows the user to find the text of
documents to be edited or worked with
text to tabletext to table /�tekst tυ �teb(ə)l/
noun a facility on a word processor
which allows the user to convert text
into table form
textual analysistextual analysis /�tekstʃuəl ə |

�n�lss/ noun investigation into the
techniques used in a particular style of
writing
tgtg abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Togo
thth abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Thailand
The BooksellerThe Bookseller /�bυkselə/ noun a
journal providing information espe-
cially interesting to booksellers and
publishers
thematic cataloguethematic catalogue /θi� |�m�tk
�k�təlɒ$/ noun a musical catalogue
containing the main themes of a
composer’s works, usually arranged in
chronological order
thermal imagingthermal imaging /�θ��m(ə)l
�md�ŋ/ noun a technique which uses
a TV camera sensitive to heat rather
than light to produce pictures

thermal paperthermal paper /�θ��m(ə)l �pepə/
noun paper which is chemically coated
so that it can be used with a thermal
printer
thermal printerthermal printer /�θ��m(ə)l �prntə/
noun a printing machine which uses
heat-sensitive paper
thesaurusthesaurus /θ|�sɔ�rəs/ noun a type of
dictionary that lists groups of synonyms
thesaurus strategythesaurus strategy /θ|�sɔ�rəs
�str�təd�i/ noun in database searching,
the practice of running multiple
searches using similar words to find as
many documents on a subject as
possible
thesisthesis /�θi�ss/ noun a piece of
extended writing explaining the objec-
tives, methodology and findings of a
research project
thesis statementthesis statement /�θi�ss
�stetmənt/ noun a sentence or short
paragraph at the beginning of a thesis
which describes the main idea explored
in the text
third partythird party /�θ��d �pɑ�ti/ noun a
person who becomes involved in a situ-
ation but is not one of the main parties
32mo32mo abbreviation thirty-twomo
thirty-twomothirty-twomo /�θ��ti �tu�məυ/ noun
1. a size of book page traditionally
created by folding a single sheet of
standard-sized printing paper five times,
giving 32 leaves or 64 pages 2. a book
printed in this format. Abbr 32mo 3. an
American book format about 4 or 5
inches high. Abbr 32mo
Thomson’s Local DirectoryThomson’s Local Directory
/�tɒmsənz �ləυk(ə)l da|�rekt(ə)ri/
noun a private publication in most areas
of the UK giving local information such
as business telephone numbers, post-
codes and maps
thoroughthorough /�θ�rə/ adjective very
careful and complete
threadthread /θred/ noun an idea or theme
which connects the different parts of a
story together
3D3D /�θri� �di�/ abbreviation three-
dimensional
three-dimensionalthree-dimensional /�θri� da|

�menʃ(ə)nəl/ adjective having width,
breadth and depth and so appearing
solid. Abbr 3D
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3G3G /�θri� �d�i�/ noun a wireless
communications technology designed
to provide high-speed Internet access
and transmission of text, digitised voice,
video and multimedia. Full form third
generation
three-quarter bindingthree-quarter binding /�θri�
�kwɔ�tə �bandŋ/ noun bookbinding
in which the spine and most of the sides
of a book are covered in the same mate-
rial
thrillerthriller /�θrlə/ noun a novel telling of
crime and criminals in an adventurous
way
throughputthroughput /�θru�pυt/ noun the
amount of information processed in a
given period of time
thumb indexthumb index /�θ�m �ndeks/ noun a
method of indexing used especially for
dictionaries and diaries, where rounded
holes are cut into the foredge of a book,
allowing a thumb to be placed in the
hole and the book to be opened at the
correct page quickly
thumb-indexthumb-index /�θ�m �ndeks/ verb to
provide a book with a thumb index �

The dictionary is thumb-indexed.
tie-intie-in /�ta n/ noun a book that is
derived from or published together with
a TV or radio programme
tiertier /tə/ noun one of a number of levels
� There were five tiers of shelves.
.tif.tif /tf/ suffix a file extension for a TIFF
file. Full form tagged image file
format
TIFFTIFF /tf/ abbreviation a standard file
format used to store graphic images.
Full form tagged image file format

COMMENT: TIFF is probably the most
common image interchange format used
by DTP software. Developed by Aldus
and Microsoft, TIFF can handle
monochrome, grey-scale, 8-bit or 24-bit
colour images. There have been many
different versions of TIFF that include
several different compression algorithms

tildetilde /�tldə/ noun a pronunciation
symbol (~) written over some letters in
Spanish and Portuguese
tilttilt /tlt/ verb to alter the angle of some-
thing so that it is not vertical � tilt &
swivel used to describe a computer
screen mounted on a pivot so that the
angle and direction can be changed

time lagtime lag /�tam l�$/ noun a period of
waiting between two related events �

There is sometimes a time lag between
speakers who are interviewed on televi-
sion from another country.
time outtime out /�tam �aυt/ noun time taken
away from one’s usual activities
timertimer /�tamə/ noun a device which
can be set or pre-set to measure the time
taken to do an activity
timescaletimescale /�tamskel/ noun the
length of time taken up by a particular
activity � Their timescale for writing the
book was six months.
timesharingtimesharing /�tamʃeərŋ/ noun an
arrangement by which several people
can be online to a computer at the same
time
time slottime slot /�tam �slɒt/ noun a period
of time allocated to a specific activity
timetabletimetable /�tamteb(ə)l/ noun a
schedule of times and activities such as
bus and train services
titletitle /�tat(ə)l/ noun 1. the name given
to a book, play or TV programme 2. the
word used to indicate the status of a
person, e.g. Mr, Mrs, Dr or Rev
title-a-line cataloguetitle-a-line catalogue /�tat(ə)l ə
�lan �k�təlɒ$/ noun a catalogue in
which the entries occupy only one line
of type each
title bartitle bar /�tat(ə)l bɑ�/ noun a hori-
zontal bar at the top of a computer
screen which usually shows the names
of the program and file that is currently
in use
title cataloguetitle catalogue /�tat(ə)l �k�təlɒ$/
noun an alphabetical list of book titles
title indextitle index /�tat(ə)l �ndeks/ noun an
index of books in a library or
publisher’s catalogue listed under their
titles
title pagetitle page /�tat(ə)l ped�/ noun a
page at the beginning of a book which
states the title and publication informa-
tion

COMMENT: The title page is always a
right-hand page. From the designer’s
point of view, a title page is designed both
to attract the reader and at the same time
give some idea of the contents of the
book: this must be done using
typography alone, although some title
pages have illustrations or vignettes. The
jacket or cover is designed in order to
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attract the purchaser to the book in the
shop; the title page is designed to make
the reader want to read it when he or she
opens it

tjtj abbreviation in Internet addresses, the
top-level domain for Tajikistan
tmtm abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Turkmenistan
tntn abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Tunisia
toto abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Tonga
TOEFLTOEFL /�təυf(ə)l/ a trademark for a
standardised English language test
taken by speakers of other languages
who are applying to universities in the
United States. Full form Test of
English as a Foreign Language
TOEICTOEIC /�təυk/ a trademark for a
standardised English language test
which measures comprehension,
speaking, writing and reading skills,
focusing especially on the areas of busi-
ness, commerce and industry. Full form
Test of English for International
Communication
token efforttoken effort /�təυkən �efət/ noun the
minimum amount of effort required so
as to be seen to be trying to do some-
thing
tonertoner /�təυnə/ noun dry ink powder
put into a photocopier to develop the
image on the copy
toolkittoolkit /�tu�lkt/ noun 1. a collection
of information, resources and advice for
a specific subject area or activity 2. a
bundle of software which can be used to
set up a particular utility or service
toolstools /tu�lz/ plural noun a set of utility
programs such as backup and format in
a computer system
top down structuretop down structure /�tɒp �daυn
�str�ktʃə/ noun a system in which poli-
cies are decided by people in authority
rather than the people who actually do
the work
topictopic /�tɒpk/ noun the subject of a
document or for discussion
topic maptopic map /�tɒpk m�p/ noun a
model of the structure of knowledge
which represents a topic, the associa-
tions between this topic and other topics
and the information sources in which
this topic is referred to

‘According to the company,
[processing tool] TMCore05 is based
on open standards to enable full
integration with an organisation’s
existing file and content management
applications. The solution utilises
topic maps and enables employees to
quickly retrieve information they
need.’ [Telecomworldwire]

top-level

top-level /�tɒp �lev(ə)l/ adjective
relating to things that are discussed or
decided by the people with the most
power in a country, company or organi-
sation
top-level domain

top-level domain /�tɒp �lev(ə)l dəυ|

�men/ noun the part of an Internet
address that identifies an Internet
domain, e.g. edu (education), .com
(commercial) or a two-letter country
code.
top management

top management /�tɒp
�m�nd�mənt/ noun the most senior
members of a management hierarchy
topographical information

topographical information
/�tɒpə$r�fk(ə)l �nfə |�meʃ(ə)n/ noun
a description of the physical features of
a country
topology

topology /tɒ |�pɒləd�i/ noun the rela-
tionships between parts linked together
in a system such as a computer network
top secret

top secret /�tɒp �si�krət/ adjective
highly confidential so having a
restricted circulation to the people at the
top level
touch pad

touch pad /�t�tʃ p�d/ noun a flat
surface which is sensitive to touch and
can be used to control a cursor on screen
or on/off switches
touch screen

touch screen /�t�tʃ skri�n/ noun a
computer display screen which is sensi-
tive to touch and will react when
touched according to pre-programmed
information
town plan

town plan /�taυn �pl�n/ noun same
as street plan
toy library

toy library /�tɔ �labrəri/ noun a
collection of toys which can be
borrowed by young children for short
periods
tp

tp abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Timor Leste
TP

TP abbreviation teleprocessing
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trtr abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Turkey
tracetrace /tres/ verb to find somebody or
something after a prolonged search
tracingtracing /�tresŋ/ noun 1. a list of the
headings an entry appears under in a
catalogue 2. a list of the references
made to an entry from other entries in a
catalogue
tracktrack /tr�k/ noun a concentric ring on
a computer disk or tape which is used to
store data in separate sections
trackingtracking /�tr�kŋ/ noun lines on
magnetic tapes or disks along which
information is carried
tracttract /tr�kt/ noun a short article
dealing with a religious or moral subject
tractor feedtractor feed /�tr�ktə fi�d/ noun a
method of controlling paper feed by the
use of holes on the edge of the paper and
sprockets on the printer
tradetrade /tred/ noun the activity of
buying, selling or exchanging goods or
services
trade booktrade book /�tred bυk/ noun a
standard edition of a book, meant for
sale to the general public, as opposed to
a de luxe or book-club edition
trade cataloguetrade catalogue /�tred �k�təlɒ$/
noun 1. a book containing details of the
goods manufactured or sold by a firm 2.
publisher’s catalogue listing books for
sale through retail bookshops
trade directorytrade directory /�tred da |

�rekt(ə)ri/ noun a book containing
alphabetical lists and information about
companies and organisations involved
in trade in a particular area
trademarktrademark /�tredmɑ�k/ noun a
name, sign or symbol printed on some-
thing to show who it is made by
trade nametrade name /�tred nem/ noun the
name under which a product is sold �

Some drugs are marketed under several
different trade names.
trade-offtrade-off /�tred ɒf/ noun a compro-
mise between two opposite points of
view
trade paperbacktrade paperback /�tred
�pepəb�k/ noun a paperback edition
of a book that is superior in production
quality to a mass-market paperback

edition and is similar to a hardback in
size
trailtrail /trel/ noun a path followed by
somebody or something
traintrain /�tren on/ verb to teach some-
body the skills for a specific job
traineetrainee /tre|�ni�/ noun a person who is
learning how to perform specific tasks
trainertrainer /�trenə/ noun a person who
instructs others
trainingtraining /�trenŋ/ noun the act of
teaching somebody specific skills
training coststraining costs /�trenŋ kɒsts/
plural noun money needed by a
company to pay for training its
employees
training manualtraining manual /�trenŋ
�m�njuəl/ noun an instruction book
which explains how to train somebody
in a specific skill
training materialstraining materials /�trenŋ mə|

�təriəlz/ plural noun teaching materials
used for training
training packagetraining package /�trenŋ
�p�kd�/ noun a pack of teaching mate-
rials to help trainers to run courses
training programmetraining programme /�trenŋ
�prəυ$r�m/ noun a schedule designed
to teach specific skills within a given
time
trans-trans- /tr�ns/ prefix used to form
words with the meaning of moving
across time or space
transactiontransaction /tr�n|�z�kʃən/ noun an
action which involves the exchange of
goods or information
transaction datatransaction data /tr�nz|��kʃən
�detə/ noun information about the data
being processed
transaction processingtransaction processing /tr�n|

�z�kʃən �prəυsesŋ/ noun the way in
which a computer deals with instruc-
tions given by the user
transceivertransceiver /tr�n|�si�və/ noun a
device that can both transmit and
receive signals, e.g. a terminal or
modem
transcribetranscribe /tr�n|�skrab/ verb 1. to
produce a written version of spoken
words � His speech was transcribed so
that it could be printed. 2. to write a
written text in the alphabet of another
language
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transcripttranscript /�tr�nskrpt/ noun a
written form of something that was
spoken
transcriptiontranscription /tr�n |�skrpʃən/ noun
the act of transcribing data or copying a
text
transfertransfer /tr�ns |�f��/ verb to move
something to another location
transferable skilltransferable skill /tr�ns|�f��rəb(ə)l
�skl/ noun a skill that is not limited to a
specific academic discipline, area of
knowledge, job or task and is useful in
any work situation, e.g. communication
or organisational skills

‘The introduction of this specialist
qualification broadens the scope of
our existing IT education programme.
The theoretical and practical elements
of the programme will provide
students with transferable skills which
are of tangible benefit in the industry.’
[M2 Presswire]

transfer of recordstransfer of records /�tr�nsf�� əv
�rekɔ�dz/, transfer of materials
/�tr�nsf�� əv mə|�təriəlz/ noun the act
of moving records or materials to
another system or physical storage loca-
tion
transformtransform /tr�ns|�fɔ�m/ verb to
change completely
transformationtransformation /�tr�nsfə |

�meʃ(ə)n/ noun the act of putting data
into a different format, e.g. for data
encryption purposes
transgressive fictiontransgressive fiction /tr�nz |

�$resv �fkʃ(ə)n/ noun a literary genre
characterised by graphic exploration of
taboo topics, to which the work of
writers such as the Marquis de Sade and
William Burroughs belongs. It is based
on the belief that knowledge is to be
found at the very edge of human experi-
ence.
transistortransistor /tr�n |�zstə/ noun a small
electrical device which controls ampli-
fication in a machine such as a radio or
television
translatetranslate /tr�ns|�let/ verb 1. to
change information from one language
or format to another 2. to convert ideas
into action
translation bureautranslation bureau /�tr�ns |

�leʃ(ə)n �bjυərəυ/ noun an office

which translates documents for compa-
nies
translatortranslator /tr�ns|�letə/ noun 1. a
person who converts text and spoken
words from one language to another 2. a
laptop computer that translates words
into other languages
transliterationtransliteration /�tr�nzltə |�reʃ(ə)n/
noun the writing of words of one
language using the characters of
another, e.g. Arabic using the Roman
alphabet. � romanisation
transmissiontransmission /tr�nz|�mʃ(ə)n/ noun
a programme broadcast on television or
radio
transmittransmit /tr�nz|�mt/ verb to send out
information from one device to another
by radio waves, cable or wire links
transmittertransmitter /tr�nz |�mtə/ noun a set
of equipment used for broadcasting
radio or television signals
transparencytransparency /tr�ns|�p�rənsi/ noun
transparent positive film which can be
projected on to a screen by using a light
source
transparenttransparent /tr�ns|�p�rənt/ adjec-
tive easily seen through, recognised or
understood
transporttransport /�tr�nspɔ�t/ noun a way of
moving goods and people from one
place to another � verb to carry some-
thing or somebody from one place to
another
travel booktravel book /�tr�v(ə)l bυk/ noun a
book which describes a journey under-
taken by the author, or the author’s
impressions of a foreign country, but not
giving factual details of hotels,
museums and other tourist information
travel guidetravel guide /�tr�v(ə)l $ad/ noun a
book which gives tourist information
about a place such as how to get there,
what is worth visiting and which hotels
to stay at
trawltrawl /trɔ�l/ noun a search for some-
thing, especially information � verb to
search for something through a large
amount of information or many possi-
bilities
treatmenttreatment /�tri�tmənt/ noun a way of
writing about something or somebody
treetree /tri�/ noun 1. a diagram of a hier-
archical structure that shows the rela-
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tionships between components as
branches 2. a hierarchical data structure
in which each element contains data and
may be linked by branches to two or
more other elements
tree diagramtree diagram /�tri� �daə$r�m/ noun
INFO SCI same as tree 1
tree structuretree structure /�tri� �str�ktʃə/ noun
a way of writing down the connections
between items in an indexing string,
using a system of branches rather than
linear format
trendtrend /trend/ noun a general move-
ment in the way something is devel-
oping
trend analysistrend analysis /�trend ə|�n�ləss/
noun investigation of the direction and
strength of the movement in a develop-
ment
trialtrial /�traəl/ noun a test of somebody
or something to see if they are suitable
for a particular situation
trial and errortrial and error /�traəl ənd �erə/
noun the process of trying out different
ways of doing things until the best way
is found
trial usertrial user /�traəl �ju�zə/ noun a
person who is asked to use a service to
see if it works well
trimtrim /trm/ verb to cut off a small
portion of something around its edge
triviatrivia /�trviə/ noun a collection of
insignificant or obscure items, details or
information
troubleshootertroubleshooter /�tr�b(ə)l |�ʃu�tə/
noun a person who works at solving
problems which occur in companies,
organisations, systems or computer
programs
truetrue /tru�/ adjective based on provable
facts
truncationtruncation /tr�ŋ|�keʃ(ə)n/ noun the
shortening of a search term by adding a
symbol such as % or * to match all the
forms with the same stem, e.g.
LIBRAR% will find library, librarian,
librarianship
trunk calltrunk call /�tr�ŋk kɔ�l/ noun a long-
distance telephone call
trusttrust /tr�st/ noun a financial arrange-
ment where a company keeps and
invests money for someone

trust directorytrust directory /�tr�st da|�rekt(ə)ri/
noun a book with an alphabetical list of
trust companies
TSTS abbreviation typescript
tttt abbreviation in Internet addresses, the
top-level domain for Trinidad and
Tobago
tuitiontuition /tju |�ʃ(ə)n/ noun teaching or
instruction, especially when given indi-
vidually or in a small group
tune intune in /�tju�n �n/ verb to adjust a
radio receiver until the signal is at its
strongest and clearest
TurbogopherTurbogopher /�t��bəυ|�$əυfə/ noun
a Macintosh version of the gopher
system for accessing the Internet
turnaround documentturnaround document
/�t��nəraυnd �dɒkjυmənt/ noun a
document used to record the details of a
job and the time taken to complete it
turnaround timeturnaround time /�t��nəraυnd
�tam/ noun the time taken to complete
a job from beginning to end � The turn-
around time for photocopying a docu-
ment is three hours.
turnkey systemturnkey system /�t��nki� �sstəm/
noun a complete system which is ready
for immediate use
turn offturn off /�t��n �ɒf/ verb to disconnect
the power supply from a machine
turn onturn on /�t��n �ɒn/ verb to connect the
power supply to a machine
turnoverturnover /�t��nəυvə/ noun 1. the rate
at which people leave a company and
are replaced 2. the amount of money
taken for goods or services sold during
a given period of time
turtleturtle /�t��t(ə)l/ noun a computer
peripheral, like a large mouse, used to
draw graphics on a VDU � Floor turtles
are used in primary schools as teaching
aids.
tutortutor /�tju�tə/ noun a teacher who is
responsible for individuals or small
groups, used especially at higher levels
of education
tutorialtutorial /tju�|�tɔ�riəl/ noun a chapter
of a book or manual, or a section of a
computer program, designed to provide
instruction or training using exercises
and assignments � adjective relating to
or belonging to a tutor, or to the role and
responsibilities of a tutor
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tvtv abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Tuvalu
TVTV abbreviation television
TV stationTV station /�ti� �vi� �steʃ(ə)n/ noun a
building where television programmes
are produced
twtw abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Taiwan
twelvemotwelvemo /�twelvməυ/ noun 1. a
book made from a sheet which is folded
to give twelve leaves or twenty-four
pages 2. a book with this format 3. an
American book size, 7–8 inches high �

abbr 12mo
12mo12mo abbreviation twelvemo
24mo24mo abbreviation twenty-fourmo
twenty-fourmotwenty-fourmo /�twenti �fɔ�məυ/
noun 1. a book format produced when
the printed sheet is folded to give 24
leaves, or 48 pages 2. a book with this
format 3. an American book size, 5–6
inches high � abbr 24mo
two-dimensionaltwo-dimensional /�tu� da |

�menʃ(ə)nəl/ adjective having only
length and breadth and so looking flat
two-way radiotwo-way radio /�tu� we �rediəυ/
noun a radio transmitter and receiver in
a single handset which allows two-way
communication with another user
.txt.txt suffix a file extension for a text file.
Full form text
typetype /tap/ noun metal characters used
for printing � verb to write using a
computer keyboard

typefacetypeface /�tapfes/ noun the size and
style of printing used, measured in
‘points’ which refer to the height of the
characters
typescripttypescript /�tapskrpt/ noun a type-
written copy of a manuscript. Abbr TS
typesettypeset /�tapset/ verb to set text in
type ready to be printed
typesettertypesetter /�tapsetə/ noun a person
or company that typesets text
typisttypist /�tapst/ noun a person whose
job is to type up documents using a
computer
typotypo /�tapəυ/ noun US a typographic
error which is made while typesetting
(informal) (NOTE: GB English is also
literal)
typographic errortypographic error /�tapə|�$r�fk
�erə/ noun a mistake made when typing

‘…all name searches can be truncated
without a wildcard (learned inf, learn,
lea). Authority files exist for each
word in a business name, so it is
possible to look up uncertain spellings
first. Unfortunately, the authority files
reveal the large number of
misspellings and typographic errors in
the database (such as ‘informatio’).’
[Information World Review]

typographytypography /ta|�pɒ$rəfi/ noun the
design and methods used when working
with type
tztz abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Tanzania
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U3AU3A /�ju� θri� �e/ noun a system of
distance learning for people over the
age of retirement. Full form University
of the Third Age (UK)
uaua abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Ukraine
UCASUCAS /�ju�k�s/ abbreviation Univer-
sities and Colleges Admissions Service
UCCUCC abbreviation Universal Copyright
Convention
UDCUDC abbreviation universal decimal
classification
UFCUFC abbreviation Universities Funding
Council
ugug abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Uganda
ukuk abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for United
Kingdom
UKUK abbreviation United Kingdom
ultimatumultimatum /��lt|�metəm/ noun a
warning that unless somebody
conforms to regulations and instructions
they will be punished
ultra-ultra- /�ltrə/ prefix used with adjec-
tives to indicate an extreme level
ultra-ficheultra-fiche /��ltrə fi�ʃ/ noun micro-
fiche pages with images reduced more
than ninety times
ultra-sonicultra-sonic /��ltrə �sɒnk/ adjective
sounds that are above the range of
human hearing
ultra-violet lightultra-violet light /��ltrə �vaələt
�lat/ noun light which is just beyond
the spectrum visible by the human eye.
Abbr UV light
umlautumlaut /�υmlaυt/ noun a pronuncia-
tion indicator of two dots above a vowel
(e.g. ü), used especially in German

UNUN abbreviation United Nations
unabridgedunabridged /��nə |�brd�d/ adjective
complete and not shortened
unadulteratedunadulterated /��nə |�d�ltəretd/
adjective complete with nothing added
unattributedunattributed /��nə|�trbjυtd/ adjec-
tive not attributed to a particular source
of information or a particular creator
unauthorisedunauthorised /�n|�ɔ�θərazd/, unau-
thorized adjective not officially
allowed
unauthorised editionunauthorised edition /�n|

�ɔ�θərazd |�dʃ(ə)n/, unauthorised
reprint /�n|�ɔ�θərazd �ri�prnt/ noun a
pirate edition of a book which has not
been authorised by the publisher
uncensoreduncensored /�n|�sensəd/ adjective
not having been viewed by the official
government censor and approved for
showing to the public
uncertainty avoidanceuncertainty avoidance /�n|

�s��t(ə)nti ə |�vɔdəns/ noun a system in
which decisions are only made by
people in full possession of all the facts
uncharteduncharted /�n|�tʃɑ�td/ adjective
relating to an area that has had no maps
made of it
uncorrupteduncorrupted /��nkə|�r�ptd/ adjec-
tive relating to a computer file or data-
base that is free of errors or viruses
undercoverundercover /��ndə |�k�və/ adjective
done secretly to obtain information
under discussionunder discussion /��ndə ds|

�k�ʃ(ə)n/ adjective being talked about
but still to be decided
under-fundedunder-funded /��ndə �f�ndd/,
under-financed adjective not having
enough money allocated to it to do its
work properly
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undergraduateundergraduate /��ndə |�$r�d�υət/
noun a student at university who is
working for a first degree
underground literatureunderground literature
/��ndə$raυnd �lt(ə)rətʃə/ noun litera-
ture published by the underground press
underground pressunderground press /��ndə$raυnd
�pres/ noun illegal newspapers
published in a country where publica-
tions are censored
underlineunderline verb to emphasise some-
thing either by talking about it strongly
or by drawing a line under a written
word or phrase
undocumentedundocumented /�n |�dɒkjυmentd/
adjective having no official papers to
prove existence
unenlighteningunenlightening /��nen |�lat(ə)nŋ/
adjective providing no useful informa-
tion or insight
UNESCOUNESCO /ju�|�neskəυ/ abbreviation
United Nations Educational Social and
Cultural Organization
unethicalunethical /�n |�eθk(ə)l/ adjective
considered to be unacceptable
according to a particular code of
conduct
uneven pagesuneven pages /�n|�i�v(ə)n �ped�z/
plural noun the right-hand pages of a
publication which bear the odd numbers
unexpurgatedunexpurgated /�n |�ekspə$etd/
adjective not edited to remove words or
passages considered offensive or unsuit-
able
uniform editionuniform edition /�ju�nfɔ�m  |

�dʃ(ə)n/ noun a series of different
books all with the same design
Uniform Resource LocatorUniform Resource Locator
/�ju�nfɔ�m r|�sɔ�s ləυ |�ketə/ noun an
electronic address used to give access to
files on the Internet. Abbr URL
unillustratedunillustrated /�n|�ləstretd/ adjec-
tive having no illustrations
UNIMARCUNIMARC /�ju�nimɑ�k/ abbreviation
Universal Machine Readable Catalogue
uninformativeuninformative /��nn |�fɔ�mətv/
adjective not providing adequate infor-
mation
union catalogueunion catalogue /�ju�niən
�k�təlɒ$/, union list /�ju�niən lst/
noun a combined bibliographic list of
holdings for either institutions or
subjects

uniqueunique /ju� |�ni�k/ adjective used to
describe something of which there is
only one example in the world
UNISISTUNISIST /�ju�nisst/ abbreviation
United Nations Information System in
Science and Technology
unitunit /�ju�nt/ noun a small part of a
large organisation with a specialised
purpose
United KingdomUnited Kingdom /ju� |�natd
�kŋdəm/ noun England, Scotland,
Wales and Northern Ireland. Abbr UK
United NationsUnited Nations /ju� |�natd
�neʃ(ə)nz/ noun an international
organisation to which most countries in
the world belong, which works towards
peace in the world and solving interna-
tional problems. Abbr UN
United Nations Educational Social and Cultural OrganizationUnited Nations Educational
Social and Cultural Organiza-
tion noun an international organisation
through which richer countries can help
poorer countries to develop. Abbr
UNESCO
United Nations Information System in Science and TechnologyUnited Nations Information
System in Science and Tech-
nology noun an international database
for information about different areas of
science and technology. Abbr UNISIST
United States of AmericaUnited States of America /ju�|

�natd stets əv ə|�merkə/ noun a
country in North America consisting of
50 states. Abbr USA
unit of enquiryunit of enquiry /�ju�nt əv n |

�kwari/ noun one item in a complex
series of questions
universaluniversal /�ju�n|�v��s(ə)l/ adjective
widespread and relevant to very large
numbers of people
universal bibliographic controluniversal bibliographic control
/�ju�nv��s(ə)l �bbliə$r�fk kən|

�trəυl/ noun a system of listing all the
publications in the world
Universal Copyright ConventionUniversal Copyright Conven-
tion /�ju�nv��s(ə)l �kɒpirat kən |

�venʃ(ə)n/ noun an international agree-
ment on copyright set up by the United
Nations in Geneva in 1952. Abbr UCC.
� convention
universaluniversal decimal classification
/�ju�nv��s(ə)l �desm(ə)l �kl�sf|

�keʃ(ə)n/ noun a system of classifying
information by means of decimal
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numbering which is used worldwide.
Abbr UDC
universalUniversal Machine Readable
Catalogue /�ju�nv��s(ə)l mə|�ʃi�n
�ri�d(ə)bəl �k�təlɒ$/ noun a computer-
generated index according to a specific
system, which can be used worldwide.
Abbr UNIMARC
Universities and Colleges Admissions ServiceUniversities and Colleges
Admissions Service
/�ju�nv��stiz ən �kɒld�z əd|

�mʃ(ə)nz �s��vs/ noun a centrally
administered system for admissions to
courses in all the universities and
colleges of higher education in the UK.
Abbr UCAS
Universities Funding CouncilUniversities Funding Council
/�ju�nv��stiz �f�ndŋ �kaυns(ə)l/
noun a government body which controls
the money allocated to universities in
the UK. Abbr UFC
universityuniversity /�ju�n|�v��sti/ noun an
institution of higher education where
students study for degrees and academic
research is done
university facilityuniversity facility /�ju�nv��sti fə |

�slti/ noun a building or equipment
provided by a university for the work
and leisure of its staff and students
university libraryuniversity library /�ju�nv��sti
�labrəri/ noun a library that caters
specifically for the staff and students of
a particular university
UNIXUNIX /�ju�nks/, Unix a trademark for
a widely used computer operating
system, developed in 1969 at AT&T
Bell Laboratories, which can support
multi-tasking in a multi-user environ-
ment
unjustifiedunjustified /�n |�d��stfad/ adjective
with ragged margins, i.e. with no justifi-
cation
unknown quantityunknown quantity /��nnəυn
�kwɒntti/ noun somebody or some-
thing about which nothing is known
unpagedunpaged /�n|�ped�d/ adjective not
marked with page numbers. Abbr unp.
unprotectedunprotected /��nprə |�tektd/ adjec-
tive having no security barriers and so
able to be modified
UN publications catalogueUN publications catalogue /�ju�
en �p�bl|�keʃ(ə)nz �k�təlɒ$/ noun a
book containing bibliographic lists of

documents published by the United
Nations
unsignedunsigned /�n |�sand/ adjective
having no signature to make it official
unstructured interviewunstructured interview /�n|

�str�ktʃəd �ntəvju�/ noun an inter-
view which is free-ranging and not
limited by pre-set questions
untranslateduntranslated /��ntr�ns|�letd/
adjective in its original language as
opposed to being translated
upup /�p/ adjective possessing up-to-date
or accurate information
UPCUPC noun an American barcode
system used on packaging and book
covers. Full form universal product
code
up cursor keyup cursor key /��p �k��sə �ki�/ noun
one of the four direction keys on a
computer keyboard
updatableupdatable /�p|�detəb(ə)l/ adjective
able to be updated easily, as with a
website
updateupdate noun /��pdet/ a news item
which has the latest information on a
topic already covered � verb /�p|�det/
to change information so that it is up to
date and accurate
upgradeupgrade /�p |�$red/ verb 1. to
improve something by bringing it up to
date or adding more modern equipment
2. to regrade a job, giving it a higher
salary scale
upkeepupkeep /��pki�p/ noun the act and
cost of keeping buildings, equipment
and services in good condition
uploadupload /��pləυd/ verb to send a file
from one’s computer to the hard disk of
another computer, particularly used to
refer to sending files over the Internet to
another server. Compare download
upper caseupper case /��pə �kes/ adjective
relating to large letters such as A, B, C,
as opposed to lower case a, b, c

COMMENT: To instruct upper case, the
editor underlines the text with three lines.
The term ‘upper case’ comes from the
case in which metal type was kept in front
of the compositor. The case was divided
into many little compartments, the top
half being for capitals and the bottom part
for small letters.

up to dateup to date /��p tə �det/ adjective
containing the latest known data
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URLURL abbreviation Uniform Resource
Locator
usus abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for United States
USAUSA abbreviation United States of
America
usageusage /�ju�sd�/ noun the generally
accepted way that words are used,
which may not necessarily be grammat-
ically correct
useuse noun /ju�s/ 1. the ability or permis-
sion to use something � They had the
use of the library while they were
attending the conference. 2. � in use,
out of use being or not being used � to
be of use /ju�z/ to be useful � A direc-
tory can be of use in many different
ways. � verb /ju�z/ 1. to employ some-
body or something for a particular
purpose 2. to consume � Colour televi-
sions use much more electricity than
black and white ones.
UsenetUsenet /�ju�z|�net/ noun a very large
online bulletin board concerned with
the news
useruser /�ju�zə/ noun a person who uses
something
user educationuser education /�ju�zə
�edjυkeʃ(ə)n/, user training /�ju�zə
�trenŋ/ noun the process of teaching
the users of a service how to make the
best use of it
user-friendlyuser-friendly /�ju�zə �frendli/ adjec-
tive relating to language or software that
makes interaction with a computer easy
user groupuser group /�ju�zə $ru�p/ noun a
group of people who use a service or
facility and come together to discuss
how it can be improved

user interfaceuser interface /�ju�zə �ntəfes/
noun hardware or software designed to
make it easier for a user to communicate
with a machine

‘The [mobile handset] industry
continues to struggle with
cumbersome user interface issues, and
manufacturers may be years away
from an intuitive music-focused
device that captures music lovers the
way the iPod line has.’ [RCR
Wireless News]

user representativeuser representative /�ju�zə
�reprzentətv/ noun a person who
speaks for other users and who voices
their opinions
user resistanceuser resistance /�ju�zə r|�zstəns/
noun a feeling that some people have
against using a particular facility or
service
user studyuser study /�ju�zə �st�di/ noun
research which investigates how users
function and what they need
user viewsuser views /�ju�zə vju�z/ plural noun
the opinions of people who make use of
a facility or service
utilityutility /ju�|�tlti/ noun a service that is
provided for everyone, e.g. water, gas or
electricity
utility programutility program /ju� |�tlti
�prəυ$r�m/ noun a computer program
that is concerned with routine activities
such as searching, copying and
replacing files
UV lightUV light abbreviation ultra-violet light
uyuy abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Uruguay
uzuz abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Uzbekistan
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vava abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Vatican City
vacatevacate /və|�ket/ verb to leave a place
or a job empty and available for other
people
Vacher’s Parliamentary CompanionVacher’s Parliamentary
Companion /�v�ʃəz
�pɑ�ləment(ə)ri kəm |�p�njən/ noun a
reference book which gives information
about all aspects of the UK parliament
including biographical details of
Members of Parliament
vade mecumvade mecum /�vɑ�di �mekəm/ noun
a portable reference book
validvalid /�v�ld/ adjective based on
logical reasoning and so acceptable
validatevalidate /�v�ldet/ verb to prove that
something is true, accurate or correct
valuablevaluable /�v�ljυəb(ə)l/ adjective 1.
worth a lot of money 2. having great
importance
valuationvaluation /�v�lju |�eʃ(ə)n/ noun the
process of calculating how much some-
thing is worth
valuevalue /�v�lju�/ noun the amount that
something is worth either in money or
quantity � verb to estimate how much
money something is worth
value added networkvalue added network /�v�lju�
��dd �netw��k/ noun a network which
leases telecommunications links, adds
services and markets the improved
network
value added taxvalue added tax /�v�lju� ��dd
�t�ks/ noun a tax on goods and services
purchased which the seller must then
pay to the government. Abbr VAT
valuesvalues /�v�lju�z/ plural noun moral
principles and beliefs

vandalvandal /�v�nd(ə)l/ noun a person who
deliberately damages property
vandalismvandalism /�v�ndə |�lz(ə)m/ noun
the act of deliberately damaging prop-
erty
vanity publishervanity publisher /�v�nti �p�blʃə/
noun a publishing house that publishes
an author’s work in return for payment
from the author. Vanity publishers do
not typically market or distribute their
publications.
variablevariable /�veəriəb(ə)l/ noun a factor
in a situation that can change, or that
can be measured according to a set of
values � adjective not always the same �
Text was typed with variable spacing
between the words.
variancevariance /�veəriəns/ noun difference
from the norm
variorumvariorum /�veəri|�ɔ�rəm/ adjective 1.
having commentary or notes written by
various editors or scholars 2. containing
different versions or readings of a text �
noun an edition of a text with commen-
tary or notes written by various editors
or scholars, or with various different
versions or readings
various datesvarious dates /�veəriəs dets/ noun
a series of volumes containing several
works of different dates. Abbr v.d.
varnishvarnish /�vɑ�nʃ/ noun a shiny coating
applied to book covers or jackets to
make them more durable, similar in
appearance to lamination, but cheaper �
verb to coat a book cover with varnish
VATVAT /�vi� e �ti�, v�t/ abbreviation
value added tax
vcvc abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for St Vincent and
the Grenadines
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VCRVCR abbreviation video cassette
recorder
v.d.v.d. abbreviation various dates
VDCVDC abbreviation virtual data centre
VDTVDT abbreviation video display
terminal
VDUVDU abbreviation visual display unit
veve abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Venezuela
vellumvellum /�veləm/ noun smooth, fine
parchment or paper made from polished
calf, sheep or goat skin
vending machinevending machine /�vendŋ mə |

�ʃi�n/ noun an automatic machine which
dispenses goods when money or a
special key or card is put in the slot
vendorvendor /�vendə/ noun somebody who
sells things
Venn diagramVenn diagram /�ven �daə$r�m/
noun a graphical representation of the
relationship between two or more sets
of data
verbatimverbatim /v��|�betm/ noun an accu-
rate word-for-word report of a speech or
debate � adverb copying the spoken
word exactly in writing � She copied the
speech down verbatim.
verificationverification /�verf|�keʃ(ə)n/ noun
the act of checking that something is
true and accurate
verifyverify /�verfa/ verb to check that
something is true and accurate
vernacularvernacular /və|�n�kjυlə/ noun a
local dialect
verseverse /v��s/ noun 1. a set of lines
which forms one part of the pattern of a
poem 2. a group of sentences which
forms a numbered division of a book of
sacred writings
versionversion /�v��ʃ(ə)n/ noun a copy or
form of something that is slightly
different from the original
versoverso /�v��səυ/ noun the left-hand
page of a book, usually given an even
number
verticalvertical /�v��tk(ə)l/ adjective
upright, forming an angle of 90° to the
ground
vertical filingvertical filing /�v��tk(ə)l �falŋ/
noun a system of filing in which the
organisation of records is from top to
bottom rather than horizontal

vertical scrolling

vertical scrolling /�v��tk(ə)l
�skrəυlŋ/ noun the act of moving text
up or down a computer screen a line at a
time
Very High Density

Very High Density /�veri ha
�densti/ adjective able to be encoded
on both sides. Abbr VHD
Very High FrequencyVery High Frequency /�veri ha
�fri�kwənsi/ adjective relating to a
range of radio transmission frequencies
which give clear reception. Abbr VHF
vgvg abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for British Virgin
Islands
VHDVHD abbreviation Very High Density
VHFVHF abbreviation Very High
Frequency
viavia /�vaə/ preposition going through a
person or place to reach a destination
VIATELVIATEL /�vaətel/ noun an Australian
videotext service
videovideo /�vdiəυ/ noun a recording on
video tape � verb to film something
using a video camera
videobook

videobook /�vdiəυbυk/ noun an
educational video that can be down-
loaded from a website as part of a
training course
video camera

video camera /�vdiəυ �k�m(ə)rə/
noun a portable camera for taking
videos
video cassette

video cassette /�vdiəυ kə |�set/
noun a container for video recording
tape which enables it to be played back
by a VCR
video cassette recorder

video cassette recorder /�vdiəυ
kə|�set r|�kɔ�də/ noun a machine which
will record and play back television
pictures
video conference

video conference /�vdiəυ
�kɒnf(ə)rəns/ noun a satellite TV link
which enables several people to see and
talk to each other at the same time
video conferencing

video conferencing /�vdiəυ
�kɒnf(ə)rənsŋ/ noun the holding of a
meeting between people at a distance
using video screens to enable the people
taking part to see each other
videodisc

videodisc /�vdiəυdsk/ noun a read-
only optical disk used to store large
amounts of data and pictures
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video display

video display /�vdiəυ d |�sple/
noun a device that can display text or
graphical information
video library

video library /�vdiəυ �labrəri/
noun a collection of video tapes avail-
able for hire
video nasty

video nasty /�vdiəυ �nɑ�sti/ noun a
film released on video which is
extremely violent
video phone

video phone /�vdiəυ fəυn/ noun a
telephone that has a video screen
attached to it so that the callers can see
the person they are talking to
video scanner

video scanner /�vdiəυ �sk�nə/
noun a device that enters pictures or
diagrams to be input to a computer
video tape

video tape /�vdiəυ tep/ noun
magnetic tape which can be used to
record pictures and play them back on a
television set
Videotex

Videotex /�vdiəυteks/ noun a
generic name for systems which display
text on a television screen
videotext

videotext /�vdiəυtekst/ noun a
communications service linked to an
adapted television receiver or video
display terminal by telephone or cable
television lines to allow access to pages
of information. Systems can be one-
way, allowing only for the display of
selected information, or online or inter-
active, allowing for two-way communi-
cation.
view

view /vju�/ noun an opinion about
something � I hold the view that every
school should have a library. � verb to
look at or watch
Viewdata

Viewdata /�vju�detə/ a trade name
for a videotext system

COMMENT: The user calls up the page of
information required, using the telephone
and a modem, as opposed to teletext,
where the pages of information are
repeated one after the other
automatically.

viewer

viewer /�vju�ə/ noun 1. a person who
looks at something 2. an apparatus with
a lightbox for looking at photographic
slides
viewfinder

viewfinder /�vju�fandə/ noun an
eyepiece in a camera which enables the
photographer to see what is to be filmed

virementvirement /�vaəmənt/ noun an
authorised transfer of money from one
budget to another for urgent purposes
virtual data centrevirtual data centre /�v��tʃυəl
�detə �sentə/ noun a fully computer-
ised data management system,
including storage, access, publishing
and archiving facilities. Abbr VDC

‘The physical data centre may have
disappeared entirely from many
organisations by 2010. Outsourced
virtual data centres could be the norm,
rather than the exception, in small and
medium-sized enterprises (SMEs).
Thanks to the economies of scale that
outsourcers can achieve, SMEs will
have access to technology and
applications far beyond their current
reach.’ [Computing]

virtual libraryvirtual library /�v��tʃυəl �labrəri/
noun an electronic stock of information
which can be accessed via databases,
but is not held in any one place
virtual realityvirtual reality /�v��tʃυəl ri |��lti/
noun an electronic environment created
by a computer which appears to be real
to the viewer
virtual referencevirtual reference /�v��tʃυəl
�ref(ə)rəns/ noun reference using
computerised access to data, e.g.
searching on the World Wide Web
virusvirus /�varəs/ noun an infection in a
computer system which can damage the
software systems and the data
vis-à-visvis-à-vis /�vi�z ə �vi�/ preposition in
comparison with
visitvisit /�vzt/ verb � to visit a site to
read an electronic document on the
World Wide Web
visitationvisitation /�vz|�teʃ(ə)n/ noun an
official visit
VisnewsVisnews /�vznju�z/ noun a commer-
cial library in the UK containing
pictures and television news coverage
vistafoilvistafoil /�vstəfɔl/ a trade name for a
form of sticky, transparent plastic
covering used to laminate books,
pictures or work cards
visual aidvisual aid /�v�υəl ed/ noun a
teaching aid which enables the learner
to see pictures or real examples of the
subject being taught � Slides, photo-
graphs, maps, charts, films are all
visual aids.
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visual display unitvisual display unit /�v�υəl d |

�sple �ju�nt/, visual display terminal
noun a device used with a computer and
a keyboard to display words and
graphics on a screen. Abbr VDU, VDT
visual educationvisual education /�v�υəl �edjυ |

�keʃ(ə)n/ noun the process of teaching
how to read visual symbols
visual literacyvisual literacy /�v�υəl �lt(ə)rəsi/
noun the ability to interpret visual signs
and symbols
vital recordvital record /�vatəl �rekɔ�d/ noun a
record which is currently in use and
must be kept easily accessible
vnvn abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Vietnam
VOAVOA abbreviation Voice of America
vocabularyvocabulary /vəυ |�k�bjυləri/ noun 1.
the number of words in a particular
language or related to a specific subject
� The vocabulary of information
handling is very specialised. 2. a set of
words that are used for a specific
purpose, e.g. for cataloguing
vocational qualificationvocational qualification /vəυ |

�keʃ(ə)nəl �kwɒlf |�keʃ(ə)n/ noun a
certificate which states that somebody
has the training or skills needed to do a
particular job
vocational trainingvocational training /vəυ |

�keʃ(ə)nəl �trenŋ/ noun courses
which teach people the skills for
specific jobs or professions
Voice of AmericaVoice of America /�vɔs əv ə |

�merkə/ noun a worldwide broad-
casting network of American radio.
Abbr VOA
voice-overvoice-over /�vɔs �əυvə/ noun a
commentary or spoken text accompa-
nying a television programme, adver-
tisement or film by somebody who is
heard but not seen

voice recognitionvoice recognition /�vɔs
�rekə$nʃ(ə)n/ noun the ability of a
computer to recognise the characteris-
tics of a human voice and respond
appropriately
voice synthesiservoice synthesiser /�vɔs
�snθəsazə/ noun a computer repro-
duction of sounds similar to the human
voice
volatilevolatile /�vɒlətal/ adjective liable to
change suddenly and unexpectedly
volatile memoryvolatile memory /�vɒlətal
�mem(ə)ri/, volatile store /�vɒlətal
stɔ�/, volatile storage /�vɒlətal
�stɔ�rd�/ noun a memory or storage
mechanism in a computer which loses
data stored in it when the power supply
is switched off
volumevolume /�vɒlju�m/ noun 1. a book,
especially a large one 2. one of a series
in a set of books or journals 3. the loud-
ness of the noise produced by some-
thing
volume controlvolume control /�vɒlju�m kən|

�trəυl/ noun a device that enables the
user to control the loudness of the noise
produced
volume signaturevolume signature /�vɒlju�m
�s$nətʃə/ noun the number of a
volume, e.g. vol 1
volunteervolunteer /�vɒlən |�tə/ noun some-
body who works without being paid
VORTALVORTAL /�vɔ�təl/ noun a portal
website that contains information for
just one particular industry or interest
group
vowelvowel /�vaυəl/ noun the five letters a,
e, i, o, u in the Roman alphabet, at least
one of which is required to make a word
pronounceable in most western
languages
vuvu abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Vanuatu
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W3C

W3C /�d�b(ə)l ju� θri� �si�/ noun a
consortium of organisations, program-
mers, developers, industry executives
and users which seeks to guide the
future development of the World Wide
Web and ensure that all web technolo-
gies are compatible with one another.
Full form World Wide Web Consor-
tium
w. a. f.

w. a. f. abbreviation ‘with all faults’
wage

wage /wed�/ noun money paid to
somebody, usually weekly, for their
work
WAIS

WAIS abbreviation Wide Area Infor-
mation Server
waive

waive /wev/ verb to decide not to
enforce a regulation
waiver

waiver /�wevə/ noun permission to
do something although it is not in
accordance with the regulations
walled garden

walled garden /�wɔ�ld �$ɑ�d(ə)n/
noun a browsing environment for
viewing websites which provides a
means of controlling the information
and websites that a user is able to
access. It may either protect users such
as children from unsuitable information
or direct users to specific, often paid
content supported by an Internet service
provider.
wall planner

wall planner /�wɔ�l �pl�nə/ noun a
chart with empty spaces marked with
the dates for each day of the year so that
events can be written in
WAN

WAN /w�n/ abbreviation Wide Area
Network
warning

warning /�wɔ�nŋ/ noun spoken or
written advice about something bad that
may happen

warrantywarranty /�wɒrənti/ noun a written
guarantee given by a company against
faulty goods or workmanship
wastewaste /west/ verb to spend money,
time or effort on something that is not
important
watermarkwatermark /�wɔ�təmɑ�k/ noun a
distinctive mark impressed into the
fabric of paper when it is made, which
can be seen by holding the paper to the
light

COMMENT: Watermarks are most often
used in banknote paper, but they also
appear in handmade paper and other fine
papers. They are a useful way of dating
old documents or antiquarian books.

waterproofwaterproof /�wɔ�təpru�f/ adjective
not allowing water to pass through �

Plastic book jackets are waterproof.
.wav.wav suffix a file extension for a sound
file. Full form waveform
wavelengthwavelength /�wevleŋθ/ noun 1. the
distance between corresponding points
on consecutive cycles of light or sound
2. the size of the radio wave used to
broadcast programmes
weather satelliteweather satellite /�weðə �s�təlat/
noun a satellite which collects meteoro-
logical information enabling changes in
the weather to be forecast
webweb /web/ noun � World Wide Web
web-basedweb-based /�web best/ adjective
found on the World Wide Web and not
on a personal computer, e.g. Internet e-
mail accounts such as Yahoo! Mail
web browserweb browser /�web �braυzə/ noun a
single file stored on a web server which
contains formatted text, graphics and
hypertext links to other pages on the
Internet. A webpage is created using
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HTML codes and is viewed with a
browser.
webcastingwebcasting /�webkɑ�stŋ/ noun the
use of the World Wide Web as a
medium for broadcasting information
web content managementweb content management /�web
�kɒntent �m�nd�mənt/ noun formal
organisation of the content on a
company’s website, including updating,
branding, editorial access, formatting
and supporting software considerations
web crawlerweb crawler /�web �krɔ�lə/ noun a
program used to search through pages
on the World Wide Web for documents
containing a specific word, phrase or
topic
web-enableweb-enable /�web |�neb(ə)l/ verb to
make an electronic device or a software
application capable of accessing the
Internet

‘The Sharing Wycombe’s Old
Photographs scheme or SWOP has
been awarded a heritage Lottery Grant
of £50 000 to digitise and web-enable
the prints.’ [UK NewsQuest]

web folioweb folio /�web �fəυliəυ/ noun a
collection of webpages with an under-
lying defining theme, e.g. the pages of
an electronic book or the electronic
images of an artist’s portfolio
webinarwebinar /�webnɑ�/ noun a seminar
given over the Internet
webliographywebliography /�webli |�ɒ$rəfi/ noun
1. a list of documents available on the
World Wide Web 2. a list or catalogue of
all the web-based material relating to a
specific subject
weblishweblish /�weblʃ/ noun the form of
English used globally online, with char-
acteristic features such as the omission
of apostrophes and capital letters, the
use of abbreviations and the rapid
absorption of new words
weblogweblog /�weblɒ$/ noun a frequently
updated personal journal chronicling
links at a website, intended for public
viewing
webmasterwebmaster /�webmɑ�stə/ noun
somebody who creates, organises or
updates information on a website
WebologyWebology /web |�ɒləd�i/ noun an
academic journal dedicated to the fields
of library and information science

webpagewebpage /�webped�/ noun a
computer file, encoded in HTML and
containing text, graphics files and sound
files, that is accessible through the
World Wide Web
web portalweb portal /�web �pɔ�t(ə)l/ noun a
website that provides a wide range of
information and resources that include
everything a particular user might want
from the Internet, on one site
web serverweb server /�web �s��və/ noun a
program that serves up webpages when
requested by a client, e.g. a web browser
websitewebsite /�websat/ noun a computer
program that runs a web server
providing access to a group of related
webpages
weedweed /wi�d/ verb to remove old and
outdated items � They need to weed the
library stock every few years.
weedingweeding /�wi�dŋ/ noun the
discarding of materials that are out of
date or of no further use
weeklyweekly /�wi�kli/ noun a publication
that is produced every week � adjective
happening regularly once a week
weightweight /wet/ noun 1. a measurement
of how heavy something is 2. a meas-
urement of the ‘strength’ of a character
in a typeface, i.e. light, normal, or bold
3. a heavy object, often decorative, used
to stop papers from falling or being
blown away

COMMENT: Paper weight is usually
calculated in gsm, and varies from about
30gsm (Bible paper) to about 150gsm
(heavy cartridge). Board for paper covers
is also calculated in gsm: a common
cover weight is 240gsm. In the USA,
paper weight is calculated in pounds per
500 sheets. Note that a heavy paper is
not necessarily bulkier (thicker) than a
lightweight paper.

weightingweighting /�wetŋ/ noun a tariff or
bonus added to something as a result of
sorting things according to their impor-
tance or position � The salary carried a
London weighting to compensate for
having to live in London where the cost
of living is more expensive.
wfwf abbreviation 1. in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Wallis and
Futuna Islands 2. workflow
what if? simulationwhat if? simulation /�wɒt �f
�smjυleʃ(ə)n/ noun a management
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technique which is used for forward
planning, in which questions are asked
to predict what would happen in partic-
ular situations
Whitaker’sWhitaker’s /�wtəkəz/ noun a
publishing house which produces
comprehensive lists of books in print on
CD, microfiche and hard copy
Whitaker’s AlmanacWhitaker’s Almanac /�wtəkəz
��lmən�k/ noun a reference book
which gives details of the establish-
ment, procedures and personalities in
the UK as well as general knowledge
about the rest of the world
white noisewhite noise /�wat nɔz/ noun
random noise on a broadcast transmitter
which distorts other signals
white pageswhite pages /�wat �ped�z/ noun a
database of users and their email
address stored on the Internet to help
other users find an email address
whitewashwhitewash /�watwɒʃ/ noun an offi-
cial attempt to hide unpleasant facts
WHOWHO /�d�bəlju�etʃ �əυ/ abbreviation
World Health Organization
whole bindingwhole binding /�həυl �bandŋ/
noun same as full binding
whole bound bookwhole bound book /�həυl baυnd
�bυk/ noun a book that has been
completely covered in a binding mate-
rial such as leather
wholesalewholesale /�həυlsel/ adjective
buying and selling goods in bulk to
people who then sell them on in smaller
quantities as retail goods
Who’s WhoWho’s Who /�hu�z �hu�/ noun a
publication giving biographical details
of well-known or important people
Wide Area Information ServerWide Area Information Server
/�wad �eəriə �nfə |�meʃ(ə)n �s��vəz/
noun an alphabetical list of electronic
sources of information. Abbr WAIS
Wide Area NetworkWide Area Network /�wad �eəriə
�netw��k/ noun a network of terminals
with links outside the local area by
radio, satellite and cable. Abbr WAN
widespreadwidespread /�wadspred/ adjective
available to a large number of people or
over a large area
widowwidow /�wdəυ/ noun the last line of a
paragraph printed by itself at the top of
a page

Wi-Fi

Wi-Fi /�wa fa/ a certification trade-
mark assuring the interoperability of
wireless local area network products
wiki

wiki /�wki/ noun a type of website
which is designed to be edited or added
to by its users
Wikipedia

Wikipedia /�wki |�pi�diə/ noun an
online encyclopedia which is made up
of articles created and edited by users
wild card

wild card /�wald kɑ�d/ noun a
symbol such as * or ?, which will repre-
sent and call up all files when searching
data
WIMP

WIMP /wmp/ noun a description of an
integrated software system that is
entirely operated using windows, icons
and a mouse-controlled pointer. Full
form windows, icons, mouse, pointer
window

window /�wndəυ/ noun 1. a reserved
section of a computer screen, with
specific information, which can over-
write other sections on screen and can
be selected at any time for editing or
reference 2. an opening in an envelope
to show the address printed on the
enclosed document
windowing

windowing /�wndəυŋ/ noun 1. the
action of setting up a window to show
information on the screen 2. the act of
displaying or accessing information via
a window
Windows

Windows /�wndəυz/ a trade name
for a computer system developed by
Microsoft, using icons, mouse and
windows devised for use with software
to make it more user-friendly than the
purely keyboard-based systems
wipe

wipe /wap/ verb to remove all infor-
mation from a disk
WIPO

WIPO /�wapəυ/ abbreviation World
Intellectual Property Organization
wireless markup language

wireless markup language
/�waələs �mɑ�k�p �l�ŋ$wd�/ noun a
standardised system for tagging text
files, based on XML, which specifies
the interfaces of narrowband wireless
devices. Abbr WML
Wisden

Wisden /�wzdən/ noun a reference
book with details of everything related
to the game of cricket, e.g. players,
grounds, test matches and records
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withdrawwithdraw /wð |�drɔ�/ verb to remove
something � They were told to withdraw
some of the old books from the library.
withstandwithstand /wð |�st�nd/ verb to
remain unharmed by an event or action
� Library books must be able to with-
stand constant usage.
WMLWML abbreviation COMPUT wireless
markup language
wordword /w��d/ noun a separate item of
language, which is used with others to
form speech or writing that can be
understood
word-processword-process /�w��d �prəυses/ verb
to edit, store and manipulate text using
a computer
word processingword processing /�w��d
�prəυsesŋ/ noun the creation, retrieval,
modification, storage and printing of
text using a computer or other electronic
equipment. Also called text
processing
word-processing packageword-processing package /�w��d
�prəυsesŋ �p�kd�/ noun software on
a program disk with an instruction
manual, which enables word processing
to be carried out
word processorword processor /�w��d �prəυsesə/
noun a computer that will run a word-
processing program, usually used to
create text
words per minutewords per minute /�w��dz p��
�mnt/ noun a method of measuring the
speed of a printer or a keyboarder. Abbr
WPM
workwork /w��k/ noun 1. a published docu-
ment 2. the tasks involved in a job
workaholicworkaholic /�w��kə |�hɒlk/ noun a
person who cannot stop working to do
other things
workbookworkbook /�w��kbυk/ noun a text-
book with exercises and spaces for the
answers to be written in
work experiencework experience /�w��k k |

�spəriəns/ noun a situation in which a
student spends some time doing a job to
see whether he or she likes it

‘Proposals include setting up a
national World of Work programme to
improve vocational training, provide
work taster days for primary school
pupils and use work experience to
encourage girls to think about non-

traditional jobs, as well as promote
apprenticeships for women especially
in sectors with skill shortages.’
[M2 Presswire]

workflowworkflow /�w��kfləυ/ noun 1. the way
that work is passed from one part of a
production system to another 2. an auto-
matic system for passing on documents
to users at each stage of the production
process. Abbr wf
workforceworkforce /�w��kfɔ�s/ noun all the
people who work for a particular
company or organisation
working capitalworking capital /�w��kŋ
�k�pt(ə)l/ noun money that is avail-
able immediately and not tied up in
investments, property or equipment
working conditionsworking conditions /�w��kŋ kən |

�dʃ(ə)nz/ plural noun the environment
in which a job is done
working dayworking day /�w��kŋ de/ noun a
period of time spent working for money
� The standard working day is eight
hours long.
working hoursworking hours /�w��kŋ �aυəz/
plural noun 1. the period when most
people are at work, usually between
around 9.00 am and 5.00 pm 2. time
spent at work rather than at home
working partyworking party /�w��kŋ �pɑ�ti/ noun
a temporary group formed to investigate
a particular situation
working populationworking population /�w��kŋ
pɒpjυ|�leʃ(ə)n/ noun people who have
jobs
work of referencework of reference /�w��k əv
�ref(ə)rəns/ noun an important and
well-known reference book � It is the
standard work of reference on tropical
diseases.
workplaceworkplace /�w��kples/ noun a place
at which work is done
worksheetworksheet /�w��kʃi�t/ noun a
teaching aid prepared to give informa-
tion and reinforce learning with exer-
cises
workspaceworkspace /�w��kspes/ noun
memory space available on a computer
for temporary work
work standardswork standards /�w��k �st�ndədz/
plural noun the quality of work required
by the management
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work station

work station /�w��k �steʃ(ə)n/ noun
a desk with a computer, keyboard and
sometimes a printer
work study

work study /�w��k �st�di/ noun a
system of measuring the amount of
work possible in the given conditions
and during a particular time period
world atlas

world atlas /�w��ld ��tləs/ noun a
reference book containing maps of all
the countries in the world and articles
about them
world bookworld book /�w��ld �bυk/ noun a
reference book that contains informa-
tion about all the countries in the world
WorldCat

WorldCat /�w��ldk�t/ noun the
online service provided by the OCLC,
which covers online cataloguing,
collection management, resource
sharing, electronic content and data
preservation
World Health Organization

World Health Organization
/�w��ld �helθ �ɔ�$ənazeʃ(ə)n/ noun
an international organisation that works
to improve health, especially in poorer
countries. Abbr WHO
world index

world index /�w��ld �ndeks/ noun a
reference book of abstracts of articles
about all the countries of the world
World Intellectual Property OrganizationWorld Intellectual Property
Organization /�w��ld �ntlektʃυəl
�prɒpəti �ɔ�$ənazeʃ(ə)n/ noun an
international organisation that provides
guidelines and supports work for inter-
national copyright controls. Abbr WIPO
worldwide

worldwide /�w��ldwad/ adjective
happening throughout the world � The
recession appears to be worldwide.
World Wide Web

World Wide Web /�w��ld �wad
�web/ noun a hypertext representation
of the Internet, a collection of the
millions of websites and webpages
which together form the part of the
Internet that is most often seen by users.
Abbr www

COMMENT: Each website on the World
Wide Web is a collection of webpages,
and each webpage contains text,
graphics and links to other websites.
Each page is created using the HTML
language and is viewed by a user with a
web browser. To navigate between
webpages and websites is called surfing,
which requires a computer with a link to
the Internet and a web browser to view

the webpages stored on the remote web
servers.

World Wide Web ConsortiumWorld Wide Web Consortium
/�w��ld wad �web kən|�sɔ�tiəm/ noun
ONLINE full form of W3C
WORMWORM /w��m/ noun an optical disk
storage system that allows the user to
write data to the disc once, but the user
can then read the data from the disc
many times. Full form write once read
many times memory
worthwhileworthwhile /w��θ |�wal/ adjective
worth the time, money or effort spent on
it
WPMWPM abbreviation words per minute
wraparoundwraparound /�r�pə |�raυnd/ noun a
system in word processing where the
writer does not have to put in line
endings, because the end of each line is
automatically marked by the program
wrapperwrapper /�r�pə/ noun PUBL same as
dust jacket
wraproundwrapround /�r�praυnd/ noun a
cover which is wrapped round a book
writewrite /rat/ verb to use a pen, pencil or
computer to produce letters, numbers
and symbols on paper so that other
people can read them
write-offwrite-off /�rat ɒf/ noun something
that is so badly damaged that it cannot
be repaired
write protectwrite protect /�rat prə |�tekt/ verb to
make it impossible to write on or erase
anything from a disk
write protect tabwrite protect tab /�rat prə |�tekt
�t�b/ noun a tab on a disk which if
moved prevents any writing to or
erasing from the disk
writerwriter /�ratə/ noun a person whose
job is to write books or articles for
money
written confirmationwritten confirmation /�rtən
�kɒnfə |�meʃ(ə)n/ noun a written state-
ment of something that has been said
wrong numberwrong number /�rɒŋ �n�mbə/ noun
a telephone connection to a number
other than the one that was wanted
wsws abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Samoa
WuarchiveWuarchive /�wu�|�ɑ�kav/ noun a
large electronic archive with pictures
www
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www abbreviation World Wide Web
WYSIWYG

WYSIWYG /�wzi�w$/ noun a
system in which the text and graphics

on a computer screen are exactly the
same as what will be printed out. Full
form what you see is what you get
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x

x /eks/ noun a symbol used when the
name of a person, place or amount is
unspecified or to be kept secret � He
paid £x each to ten people.
x-axis

x-axis /�eks ��kss/ noun the hori-
zontal axis of a graph
Xerox

Xerox /�zi�rɒks/ a trade name for a
type of photocopier � verb to photocopy
a paper or document
XML

XML /�eks em �el/ noun a program-
ming language designed for web docu-
ments which allows for the creation of
customised tags for individual informa-
tion fields. Full form Extensible
Markup Language
x-rated

x-rated /�eks �retd/ adjective
relating to a former category in the
British film censorship system indi-
cating a film with scenes of sex or
violence only suitable for adult viewing
x-y co-ordinates

x-y co-ordinates /�eks �wa kəυ |

�ɔ�dnəts/ plural noun the horizontal
and vertical axes of a graph
y

y /wa/ noun used to represent an
unknown quantity � Let y be the number
of years since insurance was taken out.
-y

-y suffix added to nouns to form adjec-
tives of quality, e.g. ‘wordy’
yardstick

yardstick /�jɑ�dstk/ noun the
standard by which other comparable
things can be judged
y-axis

y-axis /�wa ��kss/ noun the vertical
axis of a graph
ye

ye abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Yemen
yearbook

yearbook /�jəbυk/ noun a book
published once a year with details and
information about a particular organisa-

tion or profession � the education year-
book
yearlyyearly /�jəli/ adjective happening
once a year or every year
-year-old-year-old suffix added to numbers to
indicate the age of a person or thing � a
ten-year-old file
yellowyellow /�jeləυ/ verb (of paper) to turn
yellow when exposed to the light

‘Only as I flicked through a childhood
copy of The Wind in the Willows did
horror strike. The book was
disintegrating before my eyes. The
once vivid, stiff cover was curling and
fading… pages were yellowing and
the paper so fragile you fear it would
tear if you cast it a cross look. What on
earth are these books made of? Are
they the literary equivalent of the
biodegradable coffin?’ [The Herald]

yellowingyellowing /�jeləυŋ/ noun the
tendency of some paper to turn yellow
when exposed to the light
Yellow PagesYellow Pages /�jeləυ �ped�z/ noun
a telephone directory printed on yellow
paper, which is organised alphabetically
according to the trade or business of the
subscribers
yellow pressyellow press /�jeləυ pres/ noun a
popular name for tabloid sensational
newspapers
young adult bookyoung adult book /�j�ŋ ��d�lt
�bυk/ noun a book written for adults but
considered suitable for adolescents
ytyt abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Mayotte
yuyu abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Yugoslavia
zaza abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for South Africa
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zapzap /z�p/ verb to wipe off all data
currently in the workspace � He pressed
CONTROL Z and zapped all the text.
zerozero /�zərəυ/ verb � to zero in on to
give full attention to a problem
zero-based budgetingzero-based budgeting /�zərəυ
best �b�d�tŋ/ noun a financial
policy taking zero as the starting point,
without any prior assumptions � They
were working to zero-based budgeting
so were not able to take out any loans to
get started.
zinezine /zi�n/ noun a self-published paper,
Internet magazine or other periodical
which is issued at irregular intervals and
usually appeals to a specialist reader-
ship
ZINGZING /zŋ/ noun a protocol for infor-
mation retrieval maintained by the
United States Library of Congress

.zip

.zip /zp/ suffix a file extension for a zip
file
zip code

zip code /�zp kəυd/ noun numbers in
a USA address indicating the postal
area. � postcode
zip file

zip file /�zp fal/ noun a computer file
with the extension ‘.zip’ containing data
that has been compressed for storage or
transmission.
zm

zm abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Zambia
Zoo

Zoo /zu�/ noun a compressing archive
program for transferring electronic files
zoom

zoom /zu�m/ verb to enlarge an area of
text on a computer screen so that it is
easier to work on
zw

zw abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Zimbabwe
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The Paris Principles

The eleven topics that should taken into account when developing cataloguing
systems involving author/title entries. So named at the International Conference
on Cataloguing Principles (ICCP) in Paris in 1961, which was organised by the
IFLA. It was intended to serve as a basis for international standardisation in
cataloguing. The principles apply to the choice and form of headings and entry
words in catalogues of printed books (and other library materials having similar
characteristics) in which entries under authors’ names, or the titles of works, are
combined in one alphabetical sequence.

The principles are:

Functions of the catalogue
Structure of the catalogue
Kinds of entry
Use of multiple entries
Choice of uniform heading
Single personal author
Entry under corporate bodies
Multiple authorship
Works entered under title
Entry word for personal names

Many other cataloguing codes now use these principle as their common basis:
one of the most commonly used is AACR 2.

Three Types of Library Classification System

Enumerative:
based on an alphabetic list of subject headings, which are then assigned
numbers according to their subdivisions

Hierarchical:
based on a ‘tree structure’, arranged from the most general to the
most specific within a topic

Faceted:
based on separate classifications of each text for each one of its different
properties, which combine to give a unique reference number



Major Classification Schemes

Bliss Bibliographic Classification (BC)
A faceted classification system which uses only upper- and lower-case letters
and typographical symbols to denote classes, and can be adapted to the specific
need of a library’s collection.

Brinkler Classification
A theoretical geographically-oriented system which files each text according to
two main categories – one denoting subject and one denoting place. This is
intended to serve the needs of every user equally, but would be a costly system
to maintain.

Colon Classification
A system developed by S. R. Ranganathan and widely used in India. The call
number is composed of the reference numbers attached to each facet of the text
(publication date, author, setting, subject’s covered, etc.) which are separated
by colons.

Columbia-Dickinson System
A classification system for filing printed music, which arranges  according to 5
main categories and then according to medium, form and composer.

Cutter Expansive Classification
A system which was never fully developed after the death of its inventor
Charles Ammi Cutter. It divided subjects into a list given letters of the alphabet
(a style later adopted for the Library of Congress system) and then by numbers
denoting subject, geographical focus, author, form and edition date).

Dewey Decimal System (DDS)
A purely numerical classification system which divides all knowledge into 10
main categories (classes), then each of those into 10 subcategories (divisions),
and finally each of those into a further 10 subcategories (sections) to give a
1,000-category system.

Library of Congress Classification (LC)
An enumerative system which bases its call numbers on a list of subject
headings given a specific letter (e.g. J = Political Science), then into
subcategories given a second letter (e.g. JZ = International Relations) and then
by number (e.g. JZ4935-5160 = The United Nations).

Nippon Decimal Classification (NDC)
A system based on the Dewey Decimal 100-category system, used for mainly
Chinese- and Japanese-language books (with the categories altered to reflect the
cultural differences in subject coverage).

Universal Decimal Classification (UDC)
A powerful extension of the Dewey Decimal System which may be used to
classify to any media stored in a library (e.g. CD-ROM, segments of film,
maps, musical recordings etc.) It uses decimal numbers to categorise documents
with symbols to represent additional information, e.g. relationship to other
subjects, secondary subjects covered, language of text etc.



Five Laws of Library Science

The original 5 principles, as developed by S. R. Ranganathan, the ‘father of
library science in India’:

1. Books are for use.
2. Every reader has his or her book.
3. Every book has its reader.
4. Save the time of the reader.
5. The library is a growing organism.

Proposed amendments by Michael Gorman, president of the American Library
Association 2005–2006:

1. Libraries serve humanity.
2. Respect all forms by which knowledge is communicated.
3. Use technology intelligently to enhance service.
4. Protect free access to knowledge.
5. Honour the past and create the future.

Information Skills – The Big6™

A 6-step approach to information literacy developed by Mike Eisenberg and
Bob Berkowitz. Each stage has two substages.  The Big6™ provides a
framework for approaching any information-based question. See
www.big6.com for further details.

1. Task Definition
–Define the information problem
–Identify information needed

2. Information Seeking Strategies
–Determine all possible sources
–Select the best sources

3. Location and Access
–Locate sources (intellectually and physically)
–Find information within sources

4. Use of Information
–Engage (e.g., read, hear, view, touch)
–Extract relevant information

5. Synthesis
–Organise from multiple sources
–Present the information

6. Evaluation
–Judge the product (effectiveness)
–Judge the process (efficiency)

www.big6.com


Resources on the Web

UK resources:

Association of Information Management
A body which undertakes recruitment, training, consultancy and lobbying
services on behalf of those in information management.
www.aslib.co.uk

British Library
Online research services and collection information from the UK’s national
library.
www.bl.uk

Chartered Institute of Library and Information Professionals
The membership association which accredits university courses on librarianship
in the UK.
www.cilip.org.uk

Consortium of Research Libraries in the UK
An organisation campaigning for the development of distributed libraries.
www.curl.ac.uk

Copac
Online access to the merged catalogues of the members of the Consortium of
Research Libraries in the UK.
http://copac.ac.uk

International Association of Music Libraries – UK and Ireland branch
Represents and promotes the interests of music librarians and libraries.
www.iaml-uk-irl.org

National Archives
A record of registered archive repositories in the UK and abroad.
www.nationalarchives.gov.uk

School Library Association
Advisory and information services for those working in school libraries in the
UK.
www.sla.org.uk

Society of Archivists
“Committed to working for high standards in the provision and care of archives
and effective management of record systems.”
www.archives.co.uk

Society of College, National and University Libraries
An organisation supporting libraries in institutes of higher education.
www.sconul.ac.uk

UK Patent Office
Information on copyrights, trademarks, patents  and intellectual property.
www.patent.gov.uk

http://copac.ac.uk
www.aslib.co.uk
www.bl.uk
www.cilip.org.uk
www.curl.ac.uk
http://www.iaml-uk-irl.org
www.nationalarchives.gov.uk
www.sla.org.uk
www.archives.co.uk
www.sconul.ac.uk
www.patent.gov.uk


European resources:

Consortium of European Research Libraries
An association dedicated to preserving and sharing information on the cultural
heritage of Europe.
www.cerl.org

European Bureau of Library, Information and Documentation
Associations
Promoting the interests of the library and information science profession at
European level, particularly on copyright and emerging technology issues.
www.eblida.org

European Commission Central Library
Online access to government publications from across Europe.
http://europa.eu.int/comm/libraries

European Library
“A portal which offers access to the combined resources (books, magazines,
journals.... both digital and non-digital) of the 45 national libraries of Europe.”
www.theeuropeanlibrary.org

European Patent Office
Information on copyright, trademarks, patents and intellectual property
www.european-patent-office.org

International resources:

American Library Association
The official website of the organisation.
www.ala.org

American Society for Information Science and Technology
A membership body for information professionals in the US.
www.asis.org

Arma International
A leading authority on records management, both paper and electronic.
www.arma.org

Association of Christian Librarians
An online community for librarians working in religious institutes of higher
education worldwide
www.acl.org

Australian Library and Information Association
The official website of the organisation.
www.alia.org.au

Australian School Library Association
Online resources for school librarians in Australia.
www.asla.org.au

http://europa.eu.int/comm/libraries
www.eblida.org
www.cerl.org
www.theeuropeanlibrary.org
http://www.european-patent-office.org
www.ala.org
www.asis.org
www.arma.org
www.acl.org
www.alia.org.au
www.asla.org.au


International resources continued

Canadian Association for School Libraries
Online resources for school librarians in Canada.
www.caslibraries.ca

Canadian Library Association
The official website of the organisation.
www.cla.ca

International Association of Law Libraries
A body for law librarians interesting in creating international distributed
libraries of resources.
www.iall.org

International Association of Music Libraries, Archives and Documentation
Centres
Encouraging and promoting the activities of music libraries, archives and
documentation centres worldwide.
www.iaml.info

International Association of School Librarianship
Support and guidance for those interested in school library development
worldwide.
www.iasl-slo.org

International Association of Technological University Libraries
A membership body concerned with libraries for those in technological
education.
www.iatul.org/

International Council on Archives
A membership body for information professionals worldwide.
www.ica.org

International Federation of Library Associations and Institutions
The leading international body representing the interests of library and
information services and their users.
http://ifla.org

Libraries on the Web
Links to the webpages of libraries across the world.
http://lists.webjunction.org/libweb/

Library and Information Science Wiki
An online encyclopedia on library and information management issues which
any user can edit and add to.
www.liswiki.com

Library and Information Society of New Zealand Aotearoa
The official website of the organisation.
www.lianza.org.nz

http://ifla.org
http://lists.webjunction.org/libweb/
www.caslibraries.ca
www.cla.ca
www.iall.org
www.iaml.info
http://www.iasl-slo.org
www.iatul.org/
http://ifla.org
www.ica.org
www.liswiki.com
www.lianza.org.nz


International resources continued

Library and Information Technology Association
A branch of the ALA concerned with emerging technologies in library
management.
www.lita.org

Knowledge Management Professional Society
A not-for-profit international organisation for knowledge workers.
http://kmpro.org

Music Library Association
Represents the interests of music librarians and libraries in the USA.
www.musiclibraryassoc.org

US National Commission on Library and Information Science
The official website of the government agency.
www.nclis.gov

World Intellectual Property Organisation
An international organisation dedicated to promoting the use and protection of
intellectual property.
www.wipo.int

Key Information Sources for Knowledge Workers:

Britannica Online
The famous encyclopedia’s online database.
www.britannica.com

Global NewsBank
Archive news content from online and print publications and media broadcasts
worldwide, available by subscription.
www.newsbank.com/intllibr/global.htm

KnowUK
A digital reference library with access to more than 100 reference books.
www.knowuk.co.uk

Lexis Nexis
A searchable online database comprising the world’s largest collection of public
records and research materials.
www.lexisnexis.com

ProQuest
Access to more than more than 5.5 billion pages of archived information
spanning 500 years for researchers.
www.proquest.co.uk

Xrefer
A digital reference library offering online access to over 200 reference books to
subscribers.
www.xrefer.com

http://kmpro.org
www.lita.org
www.musiclibraryassoc.org
www.nclis.gov
www.wipo.int
www.britannica.com
www.newsbank.com/intllibr/global.htm
www.knowuk.co.uk
www.lexisnexis.com
www.proquest.co.uk
www.xrefer.com


Copyright and Data Protection Law in the UK

Copyright Act 1956
set up copyright protection for all original literary, dramatic, musical
or artistic works made in the UK under the control of the Government

Data Protection Act 1984
introduced regulations on the storage, security and transferring of
personal information of individuals held electronically by companies

Copyright, Designs And Patents Act 1988
introduced the rights for the author of a work to be identified as such,
and to not suffer harm to their reputation through mistreatment of
their works

EU Directive 92/100 1992
clarified intellectual property rights in relation to copying or
distribution of a person’s work

EU Directive 93/98 1993
made copyright periods uniform throughout the EU, extending
post-mortem copyright protection of a work from 50 to 70 years in
the UK

Trademarks Act 1994
made provision for registration of trademarks and sets out guidelines
for what constitutes infringement

Data Protection Act 1998
expanded the 1984 Act to cover manual as well as electronic records;
introduced the notions of ‘sensitive’ data and accountability of
directors for company transgressions

Freedom of Information Act 2000
allowed access by members of the public to any and all information
held by public bodies

Regulation of Investigatory Powers Act 2000
allowed those in authority to access and monitor all personal e-mail
and telephone communications; forbade encryption which makes this
difficult

Anti-Terrorism, Crime and Security Act 2001
allowed authorities greater access to personal information about
suspected terrorists



Book Prizes and Awards

American Book Award
An annual award given in recognition of literary achievement by an American
author, intended to be more open in terms of age, sex, race and genre of writing
than other awards.

Australian/Vogel Literary Award
A prize given by Australian publishers Allen and Unwin for an outstanding
unpublished manuscript by an author under the age of 35.

Author’s Club Awards
Two awards made annually for outstanding works of literature, one for a first
work of fiction and the other for a non-fiction work on architecture and the arts,
each of £1,000.

BA/Book Data Author Of The Year Awards
A prize of £1,000 given to a British or Irish published author who has made the
most impact over the course of the year according to a survey of bookshops.

BBC4 Samuel Johnson Prize
A prestigious prize for non-fiction writing, running since 1999. Each finalist
receives £2,500 and the winner £30,000.

Betty Trask Awards
A total prize fund of £25,000, administered by the Society of Authors, for
authors of an outstanding first novel ‘of a romantic or traditional nature’.

Booktrust Early Years Awards
A prize given for outstanding illustrated books for pre-school children, running
since 1999.

Bram Stoker Awards
A set of prizes honouring ‘superior achievement’ in horror writing, given for
novels, short stories and anthologies by the Horror Writer’s Association.

British Academy Book Prize
An award that honours academic books on the humanities and social sciences,
which are written to appeal to a non-specialist audience.

Caldicott Medal
A prestigious award given by the American Library Association to the writer of
an outstanding American illustrated book for children.

Carnegie Medal
An award made by CILIP to the writer of an outstanding book for children,
written in English and published during the previous year in the UK.

Cholmondley Award
A prize of £2,000 given to each of four poets each year, running since 1966.

Commonwealth Writer’s Prize
Awards up to £10,000 each for outstanding books and first novels from the
Commonwealth areas, Africa, the Caribbean, Canada and South-East Asia.



Book Prizes and Awards continued

David Cohen British Literature Prize
An award given for lifetime achievement in the field of literature, administered
by the Arts Council. The prize includes money to be used to fund further work.

Duff Cooper Award
A prize of £3, 000 given for the best work of history, biography or political
science published in English or French.

Dundee Book Prize
An award of £6,000 and the chance of publication, awarded every two years for
an unpublished manuscript.

Elizabeth Longford Prize for Historical Biography
Awards a prize of £3,000 for a work of historical biography published in the
year preceding the awards.

Encore Award
A prize of £10,000 administered by the Society of Authors, given for an
outstanding second novel published in the English language in the UK.

Eric Gregory Trust Fund Awards
A total prize fund of £24,000, to be shared between 4-6 authors of a published
or unpublished collection of poetry.

George Orwell Memorial Prize
An award of £1,000 given for a political book, either fiction or non-fiction,
which is accessible to a non-academic audience.

Guardian Award
A prestigious award for works of children’s literature published in the UK
during the preceding year, given by the Guardian Newspaper.

Guardian First Book Award
A prize for an outstanding piece of new writing published in the UK during the
preceding year, given by the Guardian Newspaper.

Hans Christian Andersen Awards
An international prize presented every other year to authors and illustrators who
have made a ‘lasting contribution’ to children’s literature. Winners receive a
gold medal.

Hawthornden Prize
An award given for ‘a work of imaginative literature’. It is one of the oldest
awards, running since 1919.

Hemingway Foundation/PEN Awards
A prize given to a first novel or book of short stories by an American author,
founded by Ernest Hemingway’s widow Mary in 1976.

Independent Foreign Fiction Prize
An award now administered by the Arts Council which honours works
translated into English and published in the UK. The winning author and
translator both receive £5,000.



Book Prizes and Awards continued

James Tait Black Memorial Prizes
Two awards given annually for works of fiction and biography, worth £3,000
each. It is one of the oldest literary awards still in operation, running since
1919.

John Llewellyn Rhys Prize
An award of £3,000 funded by the Mail on Sunday, given to an outstanding
British or Commonwealth author under the age of 35.

John Newbery Medal
A prestigious award given by the American Library Association for an
outstanding American work of children’s literature.

J. R. Ackerley Prize for Autobiography
A prize of £1000 and a silver Dupont pen given for an outstanding work of
autobiography by a British author, published in English.

Kate Greenaway Medal
An award made by CILIP to the writer of an outstanding illustrated book for
children. The book must be written in English and have been published in the
United Kingdom during the year preceding the presentation of the award.

Kerrie Group Irish Fiction Award
An annual prize of EUR10,000 for a published Irish author.

Kiriyama Prize
A double award given annually for the best fiction and non-fiction works which
promote inter-cultural understanding between the West and the countries of
South Asia.

Man Booker Prize for Fiction (also known as The Booker Prize)
A highly-prestigious award given to an author in the UK or Commonwealth,
including a cash prize of £50,000 and also assuring some degree of literary
success.

Man Booker International Prize
The international partner of the Man Booker Prize, given to an outstanding
author whose work is generally available in English translation, with a cash
prize of £60,000.

Manchester Book Award
A recently-established award for children’s literature by a UK-resident author,
which is judged by school library reading groups.

McKitterick Prize
A prize of £4,000 given for an exceptional first novel by an author over the age
of 40.

Miles Franklin Literary Award
A prize of AU$28,000 given annually for an adult work of fiction depicting
Australian life and culture.



Book Prizes and Awards continued

National Book Awards
An annual honour given in four categories of literary works, administered by
the National Book Foundation in the US. The prize is $10,000 and a crystal
sculpture.

Nestlé Smarties Books Prize
An award organised by Booktrust, given for children’s books in 3 age
categories.

Nobel Prize in Literature An immensely prestigious award given each year to
an international author, with nominations made to the Swedish Academy. The
prize, amounting to more than £720,000, is presented to the winner by the King
of Sweden.

O. Henry Awards
Annual American awards given to exceptional short stories, especially those
which have made a ‘lasting contribution’ to the art of short story writing.

Orange Prize for Fiction
An award given for an outstanding original novel by a female author of any
nationality, published in the UK. The prize for the winner is £30,00 and a
bronze sculpture.

Prix Décembre
A prize given for French literary works at the end of the year, generally for less
conventional, ‘mainstream‘ works than the Prix Goncourt.

Prix des Deux Magots
An annual French literary prize which is awarded for new fiction, running since
1933.

Prix Femina
An award given for an outstanding literary work in the French language,
awarded by an exclusively female jury and sponsored by woman’s magazine
Femina.

Prix Goncourt
A highly-prestigious prize given annually by the Académie Goncourt for
‘imaginative prose’ in the French language.

Pulitzer Prizes
Annual awards given for works in fiction, non-fiction, history, poetry and
biography by American authors, preferably written on an American theme.

Queen’s Gold Medal for Poetry
An award given for an outstanding book of verse by a UK or Commonwealth
citizen. The committee is chaired by the Poet Laureate.

Red House Children’s Book Award
An annual prize for children’s literature, judged by readers, which also
generates a Pick of the Year list of recommended titles.



Book Prizes and Awards continued

Royal Society of Literature Ondaatje Award
An honour given to a published work by a UK or Commonwealth author,
fiction or non-fiction, which best evokes the spirit of a place.

Saga Award for Wit
Awards a prize of £20,000 for a literary work by an author aged 50 or over
which displays wit and humour.

Sagittarius Prize
A prize of £4,000 given for an exceptional first novel by an author over the age
of 60.

Somerset Maugham Award
A prize of £6,000  to be spent on travel, awarded to an outstanding published
British author under the age of 35.

Stonewall Book Award
An award given to literary works with a gay, lesbian, bisexual or transgendered
(GLBT) theme, administered by the American Library Association.

Sunday Times Young Writer of the Year
Awards a purse of £5,000 to a published author in the UK under the age of 35.

Tir Na N-og Awards
An award in three categories celebrating Welsh-language literary works in
fiction and non-fiction and for English language fiction by a Welsh author.

Wheatley Medal
A collaborative award administered by CILIP and sponsored by The Society of
Indexers and Nielsen BookData, given for an outstanding printed index in a
reference work.

Whitbread Book Awards
A set of literary awards given in 5 categories for best novel, first novel,
children’s book, poetry and biography, each winner receiving £5,000 and the
overall winner receiving £25,000.

William Hill Sports Book of the Year Award
A prize given for a book with a sporting theme (excluding almanacs and
listings), with a cash prize of £15,000 and other prizes worth £5,000.

WH Smith Literary Award
An annual honour given in the UK for literary works in English, including those
in translation and by international authors, running since 1959.



National Newspapers in the UK

Daily Newspapers
Daily Express Circulation: 810,827
Northern & Shell Building, 10 Lower Thames Street,
London EC4R 6EN.
Tel. 0871-434 1010
www.express.co.uk
Daily Mail Circulation: 2,350,694
Northcliffe House, 2 Derry Street,
London W8 5TT.
Tel. 020-7938 6000
www.dailymail.co.uk
Daily Mirror Circulation: 1,684,660
1 Canada Square, Canary Wharf, London E14 5AP.
Tel. 020-7293 3000
www.mirror.co.uk
Daily Record Circulation: 454,247
1 Central Quay, Glasgow G3 8DA.
Tel. 0141-309 3000
www.dailyrecord.co.uk
Daily Sport Circulation: no figures available
19 Great Ancoats Street, Manchester M60 4BT.
Tel. 0161-236 4466
www.dailysport.co.uk
Daily Star Circulation: 820,028
Ludgate House, 245 Blackfriars Road,
London SE1 9UX.
Tel. 020-7928 8000
www.dailystar.co.uk
The Daily Telegraph Circulation: 901,667
1 Canada Square, Canary Wharf, London E14 5DT.
Tel. 020-7538 5000
www.telegraph.co.uk
Financial Times Circulation: 419,249
1 Southwark Bridge, London SE1 9HL.
Tel. 020-7873 3000
www.ft.com
The Guardian Circulation: 403,297
119 Farringdon Road, London EC1R 3ER.
Tel. 020-7278 2332
www.guardian.co.uk
The Herald Circulation: 75,541
Newsquest Ltd, 200 Renfield Street, Glasgow G2 3PR.
Tel. 0141-302 7000
www.theherald.co.uk
The Independent Circulation: 267,037
Independent House, 191 Marsh Wall,
London E14 9RS.
Tel. 020-7005 2000
www.independent.co.uk

www.express.co.uk
www.dailymail.co.uk
www.mirror.co.uk
www.dailyrecord.co.uk
www.dailysport.co.uk
www.dailystar.co.uk
www.telegraph.co.uk
www.ft.com
www.guardian.co.uk
www.theherald.co.uk
www.independent.co.uk


National Newspapers in the UK continued

Morning Star Circulation: no figures available
People’s Press Printing Society Ltd, William Rust House, 52 Beachy Road,
London E3 2NS.
Tel. 020-8510 0815
www.morningstaronline.co.uk
Racing Post Circulation: 74,552
Trinity Mirror, Floor 23, One Canada Square, Canary Wharf,
London E14 5AP.
Tel. 020-7293 3291
www.racingpost.co.uk
The Scotsman Circulation: 65,194
Barclay House, 108 Holyrood Road, Edinburgh EH8 8AS.
Tel. 0131-620 8620
www.scotsman.com
The Sun Circulation: 3,224,427
News Group Newspapers Ltd, Virginia Street, London E1 9XP.
Tel. 020-7782 4000
www.the-sun.co.uk
The Times Circulation: 703,492
1 Pennington Street, London E98 1TT.
Tel. 020-7782 5000
www.timesonline.co.uk

Weekly Newspapers
The Business Circulation: 178,528
292 Vauxhall Bridge Road, London SW1V 1DE.
Tel. 020-7961 0000
www.thebusinessonline.com
Daily Star Sunday Circulation: 404,723
Express Newspapers, Ludgate House, 245 Blackfriars Road, London SE1 9UX.
Tel. 020-7928 8000
www.megastar.co.uk
The Independent on Sunday Circulation: 230,053
Independent House, 191 Marsh Wall, London E14 9RS.
Tel. 020-7005 2000
www.independent.co.uk
The Mail on Sunday Circulation: 2,292,258
Northcliffe House, 2 Derry Street, London W8 5TS.
Tel. 020-7938 6000
www.mailonsunday.co.uk
News of the World Circulation: 3,773,705
1 Virginia Street, London E98 1NW.
Tel. 020-7782 1000
www.newsoftheworld.co.uk
The Observer Circulation: 451,781
3-7 Herbal Hill, London EC1R 5EJ.
Tel. 020-7278 2332
www.observer.co.uk

www.morningstaronline.co.uk
www.racingpost.co.uk
www.scotsman.com
http://www.the-sun.co.uk
www.timesonline.co.uk
www.thebusinessonline.com
www.megastar.co.uk
www.independent.co.uk
www.mailonsunday.co.uk
www.newsoftheworld.co.uk
www.observer.co.uk


National Newspapers in the UK continued

The People Circulation: 905,494
1 Canada Square, Canary Wharf, London E14 5AP. Tel. 020-7293 3000
www.people.co.uk
Scotland on Sunday Circulation: 84,192
108 Holyrood Road, Edinburgh EH8 8AS. Tel. 0131-620 8620
www.scotlandonsunday.co.uk
Sunday Express Circulation: 829,064
Northern & Shell Building, 10 Lower Thames Street, London EC4R 6EN.
Tel. 0871-434 1010
www.express.co.uk
Sunday Herald Circulation: 58,140
200 Renfield Street, Glasgow G2 3QB.
Tel. 0141-302 7800
www.sundayherald.com
Sunday Mail Circulation: 549,129
1 Central Quay, Glasgow G3 8DA.
Tel. 0141-309 3000
www.sundaymail.com
Sunday Mirror Circulation: 1,457,792
1 Canada Square, Canary Wharf, London E14 5AP.
Tel. 020-7293 3000
www.sundaymirror.co.uk
The Sunday Post Circulation: no figures available
D. C. Thomson & Co. Ltd, 144 Port Dundas Road, Glasgow G4 0HZ.
Tel. 0141-332 9933
www.sundaypost.com
Sunday Sport Circulation: 148,385
840 Melton Road, Thurmaston, Leicester LE4 8BE.
Tel. 0116-269 4892
www.sundaysport.com
The Sunday Telegraph Circulation: 661,425
1 Canada Square, Canary Wharf, London E14 5DT.
Tel. 020-7538 5000
www.telegraph.co.uk
The Sunday Times Circulation: 1,404,616
1 Virginia Street, London E1 9BD.
Tel. 020-7782 4000
www.timesonline.co.uk
The Sunday Times Scotland Circulation: no figures available
Times Newspapers Ltd, 124 Portman Street, Kinning Park, Glasgow G41 1EJ.
Tel. 0141-420 5100
www.timesonline.co.uk
Wales on Sunday Circulation: no figures available
Thomson House, Havelock Street, Cardiff CF10 1XR.
Tel. 029-2058 3583
www.icwales.co.uk
(circulation figures net average October 2005, courtesy of the Audit Bureau of
Circulations – see www.abc.org.uk for further details)

www.people.co.uk
www.scotlandonsunday.co.uk
www.express.co.uk
www.sundayherald.com
www.sundaymail.com
www.sundaymirror.co.uk
www.sundaypost.com
www.sundaysport.com
www.telegraph.co.uk
www.timesonline.co.uk
www.timesonline.co.uk
www.icwales.co.uk
www.abc.org.uk


Major Magazines in the UK

Circulation
Sky Magazine 6,783,581
(TV Listings: Satellite/Cable)
Boots Health and Beauty 1,765,387
(Women’s Health & Beauty)
What’s on TV 1,673,790
(TV Listings: Radio & TV Guides)
The National Trust Magazine 1,655,088
(Countryside & County: National)
U (magazine for Unison members) 1,465,833
(General Interest: Miscellaneous)
Saga magazine 1,245,006
(General Interest: Retirement)
Take a Break 1,200,397
(Women’s Weeklies)
TV Choice 1,157,622
(TV Listings: Radio & TV Guides)
Radio Times 1,080,199
(TV Listings: Radio & TV Guides)
Eyes Down 984,946
(Leisure Interests: Games)
BBC Pre-Schools Magazines 929,452
(Children’s Magazines:  Pre-School)
Reader’s Digest 776,902
(General Interest: Miscellaneous)
Debenhams Desire 745,126
(Women’s Lifestyle/Fashion)
Birds (the RSPB magazine) 624,118
(Leisure Interests: Wildlife)
Glamour 609,626
(Women’s Lifestyle/Fashion)
Chat 609,163
(Women’s Weeklies)
Now 591,795
(Women’s Weeklies)
That’s Life 569,631
(Women’s Weeklies)
Heat 560,438
(Women’s Weeklies)
FHM 560,167
(Men’s Lifestyle)
Time Magazine 551,114
(News & Current Affairs: International)
Closer 540,044
(Women’s Weeklies)



Major Magazines in the UK continued
Circulation

OK! 532,843
(Women’s Weeklies)
The Economist 503,077
(News & Current Affairs: Business)
Exchange & Mart 491,152
(Buying & Selling: General)
Woman 485,463
(Women’s Weeklies)
Good Housekeeping 475,838
(Women’s Lifestyle/Fashion)
Cosmopolitan 462,943
(Women’s Lifestyle/Fashion)
Yours 440,070
(Women’s Lifestyle/Fashion)
Woman’s Weekly 425,568
(Women’s Weeklies)
Legion 425,462
(General Interest: Miscellaneous)
Woman’s Own 424,292
(Women’s Weeklies)
TV Times 418,192
(TV Listings: Radio & TV Guides)
Emma’s Diary Pregnancy Guide 416,140
(Parenthood)
Best 398,289
(Women’s Weeklies)
The Vauxhall Magazine 394,846
(Motoring & Motorcycling: Motoring)
Auto Exchange Group 392,598
(Motoring & Motorcycling: Motoring)
Hello! 392,481
(Women’s Weeklies)
Marie Claire 381,281
(Women’s Lifestyle/Fashion)
New! 373,039
(Women’s Weeklies)
Motoring and Leisure 371,940
(Motoring & Motorcycling: Motoring)
People’s Friend 363,638
(Women’s Weeklies)
National Geographic 350,253
(General Interest: Miscellaneous)
(circulation figures net average Jan-Jun 2005, courtesy of the Audit Bureau of
Circulations – see www.abc.org.uk for further details)

www.abc.org.uk



